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Abstract
This thesis concerns the notion of 'information structure': informally, organization of information in an
utterance with respect to the context. Information structure has been recognized as a critical element in a
number of computer applications: e.g., selection of contextually appropriate forms in machine translation and
speech generation, and analysis of text readability in computer-assisted writing systems.
One of the problems involved in these applications is how to identify information structure in extended texts.
This problem is often ignored, assumed to be trivial, or reduced to a sub-problem that does not correspond to
the complexity of realistic texts. A handful of computational proposals face the problem directly, but they are
generally limited in coverage and all suffer from lack of evaluation. To fully demonstrate the usefulness of
information structure, it is essential to apply a theory of information structure to the identification problem
and to provide an evaluation method.
This thesis adopts a classic theory of information structure as binomial partition between theme and rheme,
and captures the property of theme as a requirement of the contextual-link status. The notion of 'contextual
link' is further specified in terms of discourse status, domain-specific knowledge, and linguistic marking. The
relation between theme and rheme is identified as the semantic composition of the two, and linked to surface
syntactic structure using Combinatory Categorial Grammar. The identification process can then be specified
as analysis of contextual link status along the linguistic structure.
The implemented system identifies information structure in real texts in English. Building on the analysis of
Japanese presented in the thesis, the system automatically predicts contextually appropriate use of certain
particles in the corresponding texts in Japanese. The machine prediction is then compared with human
translations. The evaluation results demonstrate that the prediction of the theory is an improvement over
alternative hypotheses. We then conclude that information structure can in fact be used to improve the quality
of computational applications in practical settings.
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Abstract
A COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION STRUCTURE
USING PARALLEL EXPOSITORY TEXTS
IN ENGLISH AND JAPANESE
Nobo N. Komagata
Supervisor: Dr. Mark J. Steedman
This thesis concerns the notion of ‘information structure’: informally, organization of information
in an utterance with respect to the context. Information structure has been recognized as a critical
element in a number of computer applications: e.g., selection of contextually appropriate forms
in machine translation and speech generation, and analysis of text readability in computer-assisted
writing systems.
One of the problems involved in these applications is how to identify information structure in
extended texts. This problem is often ignored, assumed to be trivial, or reduced to a sub-problem
that does not correspond to the complexity of realistic texts. A handful of computational proposals
face the problem directly, but they are generally limited in coverage and all suffer from lack of
evaluation. To fully demonstrate the usefulness of information structure, it is essential to apply a
theory of information structure to the identification problem and to provide an evaluation method.
This thesis adopts a classic theory of information structure as binomial partition between theme
and rheme, and captures the property of theme as a requirement of the contextual-link status.
The notion of ‘contextual link’ is further specified in terms of discourse status, domain-specific
knowledge, and linguistic marking. The relation between theme and rheme is identified as the
semantic composition of the two, and linked to surface syntactic structure using Combinatory
v
Categorial Grammar. The identification process can then be specified as analysis of contextual-
link status along the linguistic structure.
The implemented system identifies information structure in real texts in English. Building on
the analysis of Japanese presented in the thesis, the system automatically predicts contextually-
appropriate use of certain particles in the corresponding texts in Japanese. The machine prediction
is then compared with human translations. The evaluation results demonstrate that the prediction
of the theory is an improvement over alternative hypotheses. We then conclude that information
structure can in fact be used to improve the quality of computational applications in practical
settings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis concerns the notion of ‘information structure’: informally, organization of information
in an utterance with respect to the context. In this introductory chapter, we discuss the motivation
for the thesis, a brief introduction to information structure as well as a summary of the problems
with previous work, and the main points and contributions of the thesis.
Motivation: Computer Applications
The necessity of incorporating information structure has been recognized but also considered a
challenge in many areas of natural language processing (NLP). In this section, we begin by observ-
ing this point in three such areas: machine translation, speech generation, and writing assistance.
First, let us consider translating into Japanese the following part of a text taken from a medical
case report.
(1) i. (Title) hOsteoporosis in Active Women: Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatmenti
ii. Osteoporosis has been defined as “a disease characterized by low bone mass and mi-
croarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and a
consequent increase in fracture risk.”
iii. Although anyone can develop osteoporosis, postmenopausal women and young females
with menstrual irregularities are most commonly affected.
iv. (cont’d)
1
In discourse examples like this, we label utterances with italic roman numerals. Material not
considered for analysis, such as the title in the above example, is enclosed in angle brackets.
A somewhat simplified translation of the utterance (1ii ) might look like the following:
(2) Kotusosyousyou-wa ... byouki-to teigisaretekimasita.
osteoporosis-TOP disease-as hasbeendefined
“Osteoporosis has been defined as a disease ....”
In the above, the so-called ‘topic’ markerwa is used for the grammatical subject. On the other
hand, in the next utterance (1iii ), the nominative case markerga is more appropriate:
(3) ... wakai zyosei-ga mottomo ooku eikyousaremasu.
young females-NOM most commonly areaffected
“... young females are most commonly affected.”
The choice of these particleswa and ga is context-dependent, as has been discussed by, e.g.,
Kuno [1972]. In general, it is possible to provide a context where one of these particles is more
appropriate than the other. For example, where a certain symptom is described and the name of
the disease is then provided as new information, the utterance (2) appears more appropriate, with
ga-marking on the subject as follows:
(4) Kotusosyousyou-ga ... byouki-to teigisaretekimasita.
osteoporosis-NOM disease-as hasbeendefined
“It is osteoporosis that has been defined as a disease ....”
Therefore, a computer application such as machine translation must be able to identify the involved
factors and select particles appropriate for the context. But there have been few reports on this issue
in the machine translation literature. Nagao [1989, p. 137] points out that particle choice in relation
to ‘focus’ (closely related to the choice of the nominative case particlega above) is an issue for
future study in machine translation research. No further discussion is given in the book.1 The only
project I am aware of that is specific about particle choice betweenwa andga is Matthiessen and
Bateman [1991, Section 7.3].
Now let us consider the entire text of (1). In the following, the grammatical subjects of the
matrix clauses are italicized:
(5) i. (Title) hOsteoporosis in Active Women: Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatmenti
1The book focuses more on Japanese-English machine translation than on the English-Japanese direction, though.
2
ii. Osteoporosishas been defined as “a disease characterized by low bone mass and mi-
croarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and a
consequent increase in fracture risk.”
iii. Although anyone can develop osteoporosis,postmenopausal women and young females
with menstrual irregularitiesare most commonly affected.
iv. An estimated 20% of women more than 50 years oldhave osteoporosis.
v. Although most studies have focused on women of this age-group,osteoporosisis poten-
tially more deleterious in younger women because they haven’t yet attained peak bone
mass, and early bone loss therefore can affect the rest of their lives.
vi. Whether patients are younger or older,the social costs of osteoporosisare enormous.
vii. The yearly estimated healthcare bill for osteoporotic fracturesis between $2 billion and
$6 billion.
viii. About 200,000 osteoporosis-related hip fracturesoccur each year in the United States,
ix. handi the mortality rate 1 year after fractureis estimated to be as high as 20%.
The last compound utterance is divided into two lines for simplicity. We ignore the wordand in
(5ix) from analysis (considered as a discourse marker as a result of the split). The appropriate
particle choice for each grammatical subject in the corresponding Japanese translation is shown in
Table 1.1. The judgment is made consistently by multiple human translators (a detailed description
is given in Chapter 7).
Utterance Particle choice Utterance Particle choice
(ii ) wa (vi) wa
(iii ) ga (vii) wa
(iv) ga (viii ) ga
(v) wa (ix) wa
Table 1.1: Particle Choices by Translators
Obviously, categorical choice of eitherwaor gawould result in an incorrect distribution. Two
potential factors involved in this process are ‘discourse status’ [Prince, 1981] (for the current pur-
pose, ‘old’/‘new’) and ‘definiteness’ [Prince, 1992] (use of a definite determiner, etc.). For exam-
ple, we might hypothesize that a discourse-old element is attached bywa, or a definite expression
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is translated into a phrase withwa.2 But neither of these factors alone can predict the appropriate
particle choices as shown in Table 1.2. Our experiment, reported in Chapter 7 (for approximately
100 particle choices), shows that both of these hypotheses perform poorly.
Utterance Particle choice Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2
Disc-old!wa
Disc-new!ga

Definite!wa
Otherwise!ga
(ii ) wa Old
p
Indefinite 
(iii ) ga New
p
Indefinite
p
(iv) ga New
p
Indefinite
p
(v) wa Old
p
Indefinite 
(vi) wa New  Definite p
(vii) wa New  Definite p
(viii ) ga New
p
Indefinite
p
(ix) wa New  Definite pp
: correct, : incorrect,
Table 1.2: Particle Choices and Simple Hypotheses
Phenomena closely related to particle choice in Japanese have been observed in other languages
as well. Word order in Turkish and Polish is not grammatically constrained (i.e., free word order)
[Hoffman, 1995], but still depends on the context [Hoffman, 1996 (for Turkish); Sty´s and Zemke,
1995 (for Polish)].
A hypothesis put forward by a number of researchers is that the notion of ‘information struc-
ture’, organization of information in an utterance, is behind these phenomena despite the fact that
information structure is realized differently in different languages. The importance of information
structure has also been addressed in a large-scale machine translation project [Kay et al., 1994,
p. 94]. But at this point, few results have been reported. Similarly, the importance of discourse
processing in voice-to-voice machine translation has also been discussed [LuperFoy, 1997].
Let us now turn to the second type of application, i.e., speech generation systems. The tradi-
tional speech generation systems focus on the level within a sentence and do not usually address
the issues of information structure except for deaccentuation of a ‘previous mention’ [Sproat, 1998,
Sec. 4.1]. Steedman [1997] points out that some translation output of the Verbmobil project [Kay
et al., 1994] is not contextually appropriate and that it can be improved if information structure
is also considered in the system. A systematic approach to this problem has been worked out by
2Japanese does not have a definite marking system corresponding to that of English.
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Prevost [1995], focusing on generation of intonation in English and analyzing the contrast between
salient individuals.
In our example, the first sentence of the text (1ii ) may naturally correspond to a pitch-accent
pattern like (a) rather than (b) below (in the given context). Note that boldface indicates phonolog-
ical prominence.
(6) a. Osteoporosis has been defined as “such and such” .
b. Osteoporosishas been defined as “such and such”.
The above contrast can be most readily seen for the case where the previous mention is deaccented
and the ‘new’ material is pronounced prominently. But the phenomenon is not limited to such a
simple pattern. There are cases where a previous mention needs to be pronounced prominently, as
in the following example [Prevost, 1995, (2), p. 3]:
(7) Q: Does your older brother prefer baroque or impressionistic music?
A: My older brother prefersbaroquemusic.
Thus, organization of information within an utterance, not just simplistic ‘old’ vs. ‘new’, is also
relevant to speech generation systems.
Interestingly, the choice of phonological prominence has some relation to particle choice in
Japanese. Namely, the subject in boldface isga-marked and the subject not in boldface iswa-
marked. The linguistic realization in both of these cases does not directly correspond to notions
such as discourse status or definiteness, but appears to correspond to information structure.
Finally, let us consider an application of information structure in Computer-Assisted Writing
systems [e.g., Komagata, 1998a]. The idea can be illustrated by the following example similar to
the one found in Booth et al. [1995] (on how to write a research paper):
(8) a. The mitral valve could be permanently damaged if the patient has mitral valve prolapse
and develops endocarditis. Medication that controls infection will not halt this damage.
Only surgery which repairs the defective valve will achieve that goal.
b. If the patient has mitral valve prolapse and develops endocarditis, the mitral valve could
be permanently damaged. This damage will not be halted by medication that controls
infection. That goal will be achieved only by surgery which repairs the defective valve.
Booth et al. [1995] argue that (b) is more readable for the following reason. In each sentence in
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(b), the information is placed in the order from ‘old’ to ‘new’, and this ‘old things first’ preference
is at work in written English. Similar arguments have been made in the theoretical literature as well
[e.g., Kuno, 1978]. But this type of advice can be overlooked even by native speakers of English,
not to mention non-native speakers. For example, the readability distinction between (8a) a d (8b)
may not be perceived in a similar way by Mandarin speakers because the passive construction in
Mandarin involves a special pragmatic function (a kind of ‘negative’ sense) [Cowan, 1995, p. 36].
If we assume the ‘old things first’ preference, and with an understanding of the mechanism un-
derlying this phenomenon, we could develop an application such as a Computer-Assisted Writing
system that could advise the user to write (b) instead of (a). Such a system could be integrated
with a grammar checker, [e.g., Park et al., 1997], to provide a wider coverage in writing assistance
than is currently practiced. Again, information structure is a critical element in this type of appli-
cation. While previous work often made the ‘old’/‘new’ distinction for this phenomenon, I argue
that the underlying concept is also information structure in a sense discussed by Daneˇs [1974] as
‘thematic progression’.
This rather lengthy section on motivation demonstrates that information structure is an essen-
tial element in multiple computational applications, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.1. If we
can mechanically capture the effect, we can improve the quality of machine translation, assign ap-
propriate intonation for the utterances in an extended text, and provide assistance to a writer with
respect to one aspect of text readability/coherence. Thus, a solution to the first problem provides a
solution to the others.
Information Structure
Let us now briefly describe the notion of information structure introduced earlier as organization
of information within an utterance. Research on information structure has a long history and is
couched in different names and definitions, e.g., Mathesius [1975, manuscripts from the 1920s],
Halliday [1967], and Kuno [1978]; from computational viewpoints, Winograd [1972] and Kay
[1975]; and more recently, Vallduv´ı [1990].
The effects of information structure, in the sense of Vallduv´ı [1990], are often analyzed in a
question-answer context, as in the following example:
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Figure 1.1: The Phenomenon under Investigation
(9) Q: What did the patient develop?
A: [She developed] [endocarditis].
The informational division in the response is clearly perceived in relation to the presupposition
introduced by the question, or similarly in relation to thewh-phrase in the question. That is, the
phrase in the response that corresponds to thew -phrase in the question provides pertinent infor-
mation that makes the response informative in the context. In this sense, we say that information
structure manifests informational contrast between units in an utterance. This type of partition has
been variously called ‘theme’/‘rheme’, ‘given’/‘new’, and ‘topic’/‘focus’. For the moment, the
fine distinction between the terms is not critical.
The main concern of this thesis is mechanical identification of information structure, useful for
the applications introduced in the previous section. Let us call this theIdentification Problem,
and briefly point out the problems with previous work: a group of computational approaches and
another group of more theoretically-oriented work.
First, there are several algorithms proposed to identify information structure [Kurohashi and
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Figure 1.2: Limitations of Previous Approaches to the Identification Problem
Nagao, 1994; Hajiˇcová et al., 1995; Hahn, 1995; Sty´s and Zemke, 1995; Hoffman, 1996; Koma-
gata, 1998a]. But none of these approaches is satisfactory in terms of analyzing realistic texts and
evaluating the results with respect to distinct observable phenomena. Hajiˇcová et al. [1995], Sty´s
and Zemke [1995], and Hoffman [1996] cannot be applied (in their proposed form) to a text of the
complexity we have observed earlier, e.g., (5). Levinson [1983, p. x] questions the usefulness of
information-structure study by pointing out that theories are not applicable to arbitrarily complex
linguistic structures. Next, and more importantly, none of these proposals offers an evaluation
procedure. Thus, the current computational approaches are limited to the shaded area in Fig. 1.2.
In order to construct and make a judgment about a theory of information structure addressing the
Identification Problem, we need to extend the project to the entire area of the same figure.
Next, one major problem shared by virtually all theoretical proposals on information struc-
ture is lack of explicitness. While a great many properties, e.g., referential status and linguistic
marking, have been identified in relation to information structure, the results are not at the level
available to computational applications (as will be demonstrated in Chapter 2). This difficulty
partly arises because information structure involves the notion of inference. Since inference is an
open-ended search process, attempts to involve inference in the definition of information structure
face considerable difficulty [e.g., Rochemont, 1986].
Another problem with the theoretical literature is its indifference to the Identification Problem.
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Some assume that the information structure is linguistically identifiable [e.g., Vallduv´ı, 1990],
which is not actually the case [e.g., Brown and Yule, 1983]. The focus of theoretical studies [e.g.,
von Stechow, 1981] is often on the relation between a known information structure and its refer-
ential/linguistic properties. Thus, the Identification Problem is not even discussed. Another group
of researchers assume that question-answer context can be used to identify information structure
in expository texts [e.g., Sgall, 1975]. Some explicitly hypothesize an implicit question for each
utterance in a text [e.g., van Kuppevelt, 1995]. But the use of question-answer context is not
automatically applicable to texts, and the implicit-question approach (without specifying how to
obtain implicit questions) simply sidesteps the problem of identification of the right implicit ques-
tion. Since information structure affects coherence and readability in both question-answer pairs
and texts in a similar manner, we need a more general characterization of information structure
applicable to both question-answer contexts and written discourse.
Reflecting on the above observation, it is fair to say that the Identification Problem remains
open. And we have good reasons to tackle it.
Main Points
In response to the situation described above, this thesis argues for the following point.
(10) (main point of the thesis) A theory of information structure that explicates the properties of
its components and their relations can be used to identify information structure in a realistic
set of texts. It is also possible to provide an evaluation method that demonstrates that the
proposed theory is an improvement over some alternative hypotheses underlying existing
algorithms to identify information structure.
In order to be able to accept or reject the above statement, we will need to firmly grasp the
concepts involved at a level we can specify and computationally implement. This thesis discusses
in detail (1) how the proposed theory is developed, drawing on the existing theories of information
structure, (2) what constitutes the process of identifying information structure in real texts, and (3)
how the theory can be evaluated and compared with different hypotheses. Once these concepts are
shared with the reader, the final question is whether the main point (10) can be accepted.
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The maintheoreticalhypothesis of the thesis is that (i) information structure is informational
contrast (following Vallduv´ı [1990]) between complementary units of an utterance, i.e., ‘theme’
and ‘rheme’ [Mathesius, 1975], and (ii) only the theme is necessarily ‘contextually-linked’, a no-
tion closely related to ‘context set’ [Stalnaker, 1978] and ‘alternatives set’ [Rooth, 1985]. The
second theoretical point is that (i) the property ‘contextual link’ can be characterized in terms of
‘bounds’ on inference, includingzeroinference (i.e., immediately available in the context), and (ii)
this bound is set by factorsexternalto the logic of inference. A corollary to this second point is
that contextual links can be and must be identified by logic-external properties, including discourse
status [Prince, 1992], linguistic marking [Heim, 1982, among many others], and certain domain-
specific knowledge. Although the Identification Problem obviously applies cross-linguistically,
this thesis concentrates on a special case of English. Considering that English heavily depends
on intonation for marking information structure in the spoken form, text analysis in English is not
an easy task. But what we want to show in this thesis is that there is an underlying principle that
applies even to written English. For other languages, language-specific modules can be replaced
with appropriate ones, possibly with more encoding of information structure.
In order to delineate a theory of information structure, we need to interface the notion of in-
formation structure with components including discourse processing and surface structure. As
we will see later, most traditional grammars have a crucial drawback in this regard. Their notion
of surface constituency is not as flexible as the semantic units we want to consider for discourse
processing. As a solution to this problem, we adopt the grammatical framework of Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Ades and Steedman, 1982]. This enables us to explicitly state our
theory of information structure as a part of the grammar itself, and provides a basis for implemen-
tation. Furthermore, in order to analyze information structure in realistic texts, we adopt the idea
of ‘structured meaning’ [Krifka, 1992], which enriches the semantic structure with an additional
degree of freedom without losing precision.
Our implementation of the information-structure analyzer demonstrates that the theory is ex-
plicit enough for the current purpose and applicable to realistic texts. But the most critical element
of the entire process is evaluation of the identification process. We take advantage of the particle-
choice problem in English-Japanese machine translation. Our implementation not only identifies
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the Project
the information structure of the utterances but also predicts appropriate particles for the grammat-
ical subjects, i.e., the choice between ‘topic’ particlewa vs. nominative case markerga. The
prediction is then compared with manual translations. This process is schematically shown in Fig.
1.3.
This process also requires us to understand the realization of information structure in Japanese.
As will be seen in Chapter 5, the use of particles in Japanese is complex. A detailed discussion of
the language provides us with a solid ground for the use of translation as an evaluation method.
At the end, we demonstrate that our theory is an improvement over the simple hypotheses 1 and
2 in Table 1.2, which underlie existing algorithms of identifying information structure. Although
the experiment is limited in its scale and the scope of evaluation, its results support the claim that
information structure can be used in computational applications.
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Contributions of the Thesis
The main contribution of the thesis is a demonstration of identifying information structure, its
evaluation, and its applicability to practical applications. This development improves the state of
understanding, which has been intuitive but not objective. The demonstration consists of several
key elements. First, we tackle the Identification Problem so that the results of the project are
immediately available to practical applications. Second, inclusion of evaluation provides a basis
for judging the main point (10). Third, by dealing with realistic texts, we challenge the skepticism
about generality of information-structure analysis. Furthermore, development of an explicit theory
of information structure provides a connection between theory and procedure that has been missing
from existing computational approaches.
Other contributions of the thesis include the following. Use of a grammar-based parser pro-
vides a precise connection between utterance-level linguistic description and certain discourse-
level concepts. We adopt a system of structured meaning that is more comprehensive than existing
theories. Finally, the analysis of information-structure marking in Japanese provides information
useful for research and education involving this language.
Overview
This thesis is organized in the following way. In Chapter 2, we start our study of information struc-
ture by defining the Identification Problem for information structure. This leads us to questions to
be investigated in the literature review. The chapter first looks at a number of theoretical proposals
about information structure. Information structure is analyzed in connection to referential status,
contrastiveness, and linguistic form. This chapter also discusses the internal structure of informa-
tion structure, including the question whether it is recursive or not. After this, we review several
computational approaches to the Identification Problem.
Chapter 3 proposes a theory of information structure as a basis for the solution to the Identi-
fication Problem for expository texts. The theory is based on the idea of ‘information packaging’
[Vallduvı́, 1990], and explicates this as a binomial partition between ‘theme’ and ‘rheme’. We
hypothesize that a crucial property in distinguishing these components is ‘contextual linking’ and
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present a way to characterize it in terms of discourse status, domain-specific knowledge, and lin-
guistic marking. The chapter also addresses a potential problem associated with constituency and
discontiguous cases of information structure and provides a solution based on the idea of ‘struc-
tured meaning’ as a structure of semantic representation [Krifka, 1992].
Chapter 4 bridges the theory and an implementation. In order to provide a computational
framework that can recognize constituents in accordance with information-structure partitions, we
adopt Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Ades and Steedman, 1982]. We show that speci-
fication of ‘contextual link’ can be formalized within the framework, and analysis of discontiguous
information structure can also be spelled out.
In Chapter 5, we carefully sort out the conditions under which Japanese particles can be con-
sidered markers for information structure. The task is rather complicated because of the contrastive
semantics also involved in these particles. Once this is done, we apply this analysis in the predic-
tion of particle choice from information structure. This provides the basis for the evaluation of the
analysis of English through comparisons between mechanical prediction and the corresponding
human translation.
The next step in Chapter 6 is to implement an information-structure analyzer built on a CCG
parser. We first address the practicality of our CCG parser, considering the issue of so-called ‘spu-
rious ambiguity’, a problem for CCG and related Categorial Grammar formalisms. The chapter
shows that existing technologies provide practical solutions to this problem. Second, we describe
the module responsible for analyzing information structure based on the formalization of the pro-
posed theory.
In Chapter 7, we evaluate the theory through comparison of the particle prediction made by the
system and that made by human translators. We describe the experiment data and the evaluation
procedure in detail. The results are compared with two simple hypotheses and a chance result. An
extensive discussion of the results is also provided.
In the concluding chapter, we summarize the results of the thesis and discuss its contributions,
and then address some directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Information Structure: The State of the
Art and Open Questions
In this chapter, we review existing theories of information structure and computational approaches
to identifying information structure. We first point out that some existing definitions of information
structure fail to explicate the properties of its components and the relation between the components.
The next point is that most theoretical proposals about information structure are indifferent to the
Identification Problem and lack the explicitness required for formalization and implementation.
Finally, we observe that existing computational approaches do not yet provide a solution to the
Identification Problem due to their limited coverage, lack of evaluation, and missing connection to
theories.
To clarify our goal, we begin this chapter with a discussion of the Identification Problem for
information structure. After presenting an informal view of information structure, we move to the
review of theoretical and computational proposals in that order.
2.1 The Identification Problem
In the Introduction, we noted that the Identification Problem for information structure is necessary
for applications such as machine translation, speech generation, and computer-assisted writing.
This section explores this problem more in detail and identifies the associated subgoals.
The Identification Problem takes the following form. Given a text such as the one shown
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below, the information structure consisting of two components, say, ‘theme’ and ‘rheme’, for each
utterance except for the title must be identified (the text is taken from our experiment data, which
will be discussed in Chapter 7).
(11) Title: Osteoporosis in Active Women: Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatment
Osteoporosis has been defined as “a disease characterized by low bone mass and microar-
chitectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and a consequent
increase in fracture risk.” Although anyone can develop osteoporosis, postmenopausal
women and young females with menstrual irregularities are most commonly affected. An
estimated 20% of women more than 50 years old have osteoporosis. Although most stud-
ies have focused on women of this age-group, osteoporosis is potentially more deleterious
in younger women because they haven’t yet attained peak bone mass, and early bone loss
therefore can affect the rest of their lives.
Now, suppose that a hypothetical procedure identifies the information structures as follows:
(12) Title: Osteoporosis in Active Women: Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatment
[Osteoporosis]T heme[has been defined as “a disease characterized by low bone mass and mi-
croarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and a con-
sequent increase in fracture risk.”]Rheme[Although anyone can develop osteoporosis]T heme,
[postmenopausal women and young females with menstrual irregularities are most com-
monly affected]Rheme. [An estimated 20% of women more than 50 years old]Rheme[have
osteoporosis]T heme. [Although most studies have focused on women of this
age-group]T heme1, [osteoporosis]T heme2 [is potentially more deleterious in younger women
because they haven’t yet attained peak bone mass, and early bone loss therefore can affect
the rest of their lives]Rheme.
At this point, one may naturally ask questions such as the following:
1. What is ‘information structure’? In other words, what do we want to identify? How to
separate information structure from various related properties?
2. How can these information structures be identified? Is the procedure related toany theory
of information structure?
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3. How can we say whether the identified information structures are correct with respect to
our goal?
The extent of discussion responding to the first question is enormous. But the foci of attention
and points of view are quite diverse. Also reflecting the complexity involved in the question, it is
fair to say that there are no uniformly agreed answers to this question. In addition, looking at this
question from the entire span of the Identification Problem, many proposals are not sufficiently
explicit for the next two steps.
The second question has received much less attention. Although several proposals have been
made, each one of them has weaknesses in the coverage and/or theoretical foundation. Finally, the
third question has rarely been addressed. In order to complete the entire process of the Identifica-
tion Problem, this question must be answered. In the rest of this chapter, we explore these three
questions in relation to previous work.
Before proceeding, it is illuminating to briefly mention closely related work by Heine [1998]
and Murata and Nagao [1998]. Their focus is identification/generation of definiteness (in English)
in Japanese-English machine translation. This problem is in a sense the opposite direction of the
Identification Problem. But it is a problem distinct from the Identification Problem for information
structure because generation of definite marking in English requires a different set of criteria. For
example, we will see that definiteness marking within an embedded clause cannot be predicted
from information structure (see Subsection 2.3.3).
2.2 What is Information Structure?
This section reviews the phenomenon under discussion, observes difficulties with previous def-
initions of information structure, and introduces a characterization of information structure that
serves as the basis for subsequent discussion. At the end, the assumptions and qualifications for
the present work are described.
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Phenomenon under Discussion
Let us start from some observations involving a question-answer pair. Throughout this work, the
boldface in examples indicates a pitch accent.1
(13) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A1: Felix praisedDonald.
A2: # Felix praised Donald.
A3: # Felix praised Donald.
While the choice (A1) is appropriate as a direct response to the question, the other two preceded by
‘#’ are not. The symbol ‘#’ is used as contextual inappropriateness throughout the present work,
cf. the use of ‘*’ for ungrammaticality. In this case, placement of pitch accent is relevant to the
delivery of information. Similarly, the following distinction can also be observed.
(14) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A1: It wasDonald whom Felix praised.
A2: # It wasFelix who praised Donald.
In the above case, syntax (in conjunction with intonation) has an effect similar to that of intonation
in the previous example. All of the above responses in (13, 14) are grammatical, and presumably
share the same propositional (truth-conditional) meaning. But they have distinct felicity conditions
depending on the phonological or syntactic realization. This observation about a direct response to
a question lets us believe that there is a pragmatic aspect in addition to truth-conditional semantics,
which may be realized in distinct linguistic forms. This way of checking information structure is
commonly called thequestion test[e.g., Sgall, 1975]. While the question test is useful for informal
analysis of information structure, we do not adopt the position that the question test can always
be used to identify information structure. There are complicated cases. For example, a response
to a question may be embedded in a complex utterance, or responses to multiple questions may
be combined into an utterance. We will explore a theory of information structure that captures the
intuition behind the question test but also applies to arbitrarily complex structures in expository
texts.
1In many papers, a pitch accent is indicated by UPPERCASE orSMALL CAPS. When we cite examples from them,
these conventions are translated intoboldface. In this and the following examples, all occurrences of pitch accent
correspond to H* tone in the notational system of Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg [1990].
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The phenomena related to information structure are observed in various languages in a number
of ways. In English, the function of intonation related to the above point is reported in Pierrehum-
bert and Hirschberg [1990, Sections 5.1 and 5.3]. Certain types of pitch accents, e.g., represented
as L+H* and H*, are argued to have distinct functions related to the contrast seen in (13) [Steed-
man, 1991a]. In addition, various syntactic forms such as topicalization, left dislocation, cleft,
VP preposing, inversion, heavy NP shift,since/because, etc. have been studied in this connection
[Prince, 1984; Ward, 1990; Birner, 1994; Lambrecht, 1994; among others]. These and other types
of syntactic realization are extensively discussed in, e.g., Lambrecht [1994]. More visible relations
to syntactic structure are observed as word order in Catalan [Vallduv´ı, 1990], Czech [Sgall et al.,
1986], Hungarian [Kiss, 1987], Russian [King, 1995; Paducheva, 1996], Turkish [Hoffman, 1995,
citing earlier work], Polish [Sty´s and Zemke, 1995], and Finnish [Vallduv´ı and Vilkuna, 1998].
Another form of realization is through morphology in Japanese [Kuno, 1972], and Korean [Wee,
1995]. Vallduvı́ and Engdahl [1996] present an extensive cross-linguistic review also including
Dutch and German.
The above observation urges us to derive a general description of the phenomenon across lan-
guages. Since linguistic realization is quite diverse, it is reasonable to consider that such linguistic
marking is arbitrary [Prince, 1998, p. 282].
Returning to an earlier example repeated below, we assume that the informational statuses of
“Felix praised” and “Donald” are distinct.2
(15) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A: [Felix praised] [Donald].
And this informational contrast affects the felicity of the utterance. Although the above illustration
uses a question-answer context for presentation purposes, the same phenomenon is observed in
written texts, as in (12) in the previous section. Due to a lack of prosodic information in texts,
languages like English lose certain properties that may be marking information structure. In some
cases, punctuation may be used to supplement prosody. But other languages that mark informa-
tion structure non-prosodically may retain more linguistic properties relevant to information struc-
ture. Considering that reading in English does not seem to suffer from lack of direct information-
structure marking, we assume that there is an underlying mechanism of identifying information
2A related but distinct notion of information structure is developed in Roberts [1996, 1998].
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Figure 2.1: Text Link
structure that works for all the cases including written English.
At this point, we should note that our notion of information structure is orthogonal to the notion
of ‘discourse topic’ [Brown and Yule, 1983, Section 3.3 (for review)]. An illuminating (informal)
definition ofdiscourse topicis that it is the title of a text [Brown and Yule, 1983, p. 71]. In general,
discourse topic is a phrase (or a proposition, depending on the definition) associated with a text,
and isnot about the informational contrast within an utterance. As a consequence, a discourse
topic may or may not be the theme of an utterance.
There is another group of work also orthogonal to the present approach. This group applies sta-
tistical methods to analyze text link (their ‘topic’) in a large corpus for speech recognition [Sekine,
1996; Jokinen and Morimoto, 1997] and discourse segmentation [Reynar, 1998]. The idea of text
link is shown in Fig. 2.1. The focus of this group is amacroview of the discourse, and not the
utterance-internal information structure we are looking at.
Difficulty with Previous Definitions
To capture the phenomenon discussed above, let us take a look at two definitions of information
structure. First, Vallduv´ı [1990, p. 18] provides the following, as a concept underlying information
structure.
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(16) INFORMATION PACKAGING: A small set of instructions with which the hearer is in-
structed by the speaker to retrieve the information carried by the sentence and enter it into
her/his knowledge-store.
This definition is too broad as a starting point to work on the phenomenon of information struc-
ture. In fact, it equally applies to ‘instructions’ for speech acts. For example, itcould be used
to describe the distinction between locutionary act (reference) and illocutionary act (conventional
force associated with it) [Austin, 1962].
Here is another definition from Lambrecht [1994, p. 5].
(17) INFORMATION STRUCTURE: That component of sentence grammar in which proposi-
tions as conceptual representations of states of affairs are paired with lexicogrammatical
structures in accordance with the mental states of interlocutors who use and interpret these
structures as units of information in given discourse contexts.
This appears to contain critical elements of information structure. But it could apply to, say,
presupposition projection [Gazdar, 1979]. For the investigation of the Identification Problem for
information structure discussed in the previous section, both of these definitions seem to allow
arbitrary instance of a theory and implementation.
Although both of the above definitions are an attempt to clarify the long-standing vagueness
associated with the notion of information structure, they are not successful as a definition of infor-
mation structure. To avoid problems like this, even the top-level characterization of information
structure should mention the involved components and properties associated with them.
Information Structure as Semantic Partition between Theme and Rheme
Let us first observe Vallduv´ı’s [1990, p. 3] intuition behind information packaging: “speakers seem
to structure or package the information conveyed by a sentence at a given time-point” (following
earlier work of Chafe [1976] and Prince [1986]). As a simplest model, we consider a structure of
two components that differ in terms of delivery of information. For example, as seen earlier, the
response in a question-answer pair exhibits this point.
(18) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A: [Felix praised]T heme[Donald]Rheme.
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As in the above, we call the two componentstheme and rheme, following Mathesius [1975,
p. 81] and Halliday [1967, p. 211]. The choice of the terminology is mainly to avoid related,
but heavily overloaded terms such as ‘topic’ and ‘focus’, or ‘old’ and ‘new’ (for an extensive
review of terminologies, see Vallduv´ı [1990, Chapter 3]). But we do not follow Halliday [1967,
p. 212] who states that a theme is the utterance-initial constituent. Now, our starting point is
to characterizeinformation structure as the abstract representation of such an organization of
informational components.
To be able to provide a solution to the Identification Problem, we need to clarify the properties
associated with theme, rheme, and the relation between them, schematically shown below.
(19) Property of this component Property of this component
# #
Theme () Rheme
"
Property of this relation
This corresponds to Vallduv´ı’s [1990, p. 23] intuition about information structure as arelational
notion. While Vallduv´ı departs from the binomial partition (see in Subsection 2.3.4), we pursue
this binomial model in order to maintain a clear and simple notion for the relation between theme
and rheme.
We now describe a preliminary version of the main hypothesis about information structure as
follows:
(20) Main Hypothesis (preliminary version)
a. The theme is always linked to the context (but rheme is not necessarily linked to the
context).
b. The rheme is always contrastive, in a broad sense (but theme is not necessarily con-
trastive).
c. The information structure of an utterance is a complementary, semantic partition be-
tween theme and rheme.
The first point (20a) basically follows many previous proposals [Chomsky, 1971; Jackendoff,
1972; Sgall et al., 1986; Rochemont, 1986; Prince, 1992]. These proposals are discussed in detail
in Section 2.3.2. A more precise characterization of the idea awaits Chapter 3.
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A traditional characterization of rheme is to associate it with some kind of ‘newness’ [e.g.,
Jackendoff, 1972]. We will see that this position cannot be maintained (Subsection 2.3.1). Instead,
the second point (20b) associates rheme with a general notion of ‘contrast’ such as proposed by
Rooth [1985, (Alternative Semantics)]. This point is discussed in Subsection 2.3.2.
The third point (20c) says that theme and rheme are the only components. This also requires
that a theme and a rheme combine into a proposition corresponding to the utterance in question.
Unlike the previous definitions (17) and (16), the characterization (20) at least clarifies the
involved components and the properties to investigate.
In the rest of this chapter, we review previous work in relation to this informal idea. Not
surprisingly, the idea is partially shared by many previous proposals. Nevertheless, we will see that
every previous proposal differs from the idea in one way or another. By the end of this chapter, we
will have observed that we cannot just adopt a single previous proposal as a basis for formalization
and implementation along the line of (20). The main hypothesis (20) is then made more precise in
the next chapters. Before moving on to the literature review, let us discuss some assumptions and
qualifications.
Assumptions and Qualifications
As Vallduvı́ [1990, Section 2.3] reviews, study of information structure is connected to various
areas of linguistic studies. The course of the present work, therefore, must focus on the issues most
strongly connected to the Identification Problem. We state some qualifications for the following
four areas: contrastiveness, inference, reference resolution, and discourse structure.
In the main hypothesis, contrastiveness is an essential property associated with rheme. Al-
though we review the literature in this respect, we exclude formalization and implementation of
contrast. For one thing, contrastiveness is a topic on its own, which deserves a separate study [e.g.,
Rooth, 1985]. For another thing, its implementation is extremely difficult [Prevost, 1995 (for a
small-scale implementation)]. In practice, we can achieve results useful for practical applications,
as demonstrated in later chapters.
As we will see shortly in Subsection 2.3.1 (and in other sections as well), the notion of ‘contex-
tual link’, the required property of theme, involves inference. While we discuss the way inference
is involved in the Identification Problem, we exclude from discussion themechanismof inference.
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Although inference has been well recognized as a source of linguistic activity [e.g., Grice, 1975]
and an active area in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [e.g., Russell and Norvig, 1995 (a standard text)],
the state of the art is not yet at the level that we can incorporate it into our theory of information
structure. Our position is that study of information structure can be done sufficiently well for prac-
tical merits without depending on the understanding of general mechanism of inference, and that
the places where we fail are due to the cases where even the state of the art in the inference study
does not offer a general solution.
Next, we assume that the result of reference resolution is available prior to analysis of infor-
mation structure, and exclude the discussion of reference resolution itself. Reference resolution is
another difficult problem on its own, theoretically and practically [e.g., Grosz et al., 1995; Hobbs,
1979]. For the purpose of identifying information structure, not knowing the correct referent does
not necessarily pose a problem. For example, reference resolution of a definite expression is in
general a challenging problem, but a definite expression generally provides sufficient information
for the purpose of identifying information structure. That is, it in general refers tosomeentity in
the context.
Finally, it is often argued that the discourse structure prior to an utterance affects reference
resolution in the utterance [Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Mann and Thompson, 1988]. Now, suppose
a case where multiple information structures are ambiguously available (i.e., consistent with the
theory). In a way similar to reference resolution, it is quite possible that the discourse structure
prior to an utterance may affect disambiguation of the available information structures. We limit
our discussion to a theory of information structure that admits possible information structures,
much like the way a competence grammar licenses all (and only) grammatical sentences. Although
we exclude disambiguation by discourse structure, our implementation includes some heuristics for
disambiguation for practical reasons.
2.3 Previous Theories of Information Structure
In his influential textbook, Levinson [1983, p. x] casts a doubt on information structure in the
following manner: “the whole area may be reducible to a number of different factors: to matters of
presupposition and implicature on the one hand, and to the discourse functions of utterance-initial
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(and other) positions on the other.” This is a question crucial for the study of information struc-
ture, and the discussion continued until Vallduv´ı’s [1990] demonstration against the proposition.
Since this point illuminates the characteristics of information structure, this section reviews previ-
ous work mainly in relation to related properties, to which information structure was considered
reducible.
The main goal of the review is to examine theories of information structure for application
to the Identification Problem. Accordingly, we will pay close attention to the following check
points: (1) Is the Identification Problem acknowledged? (2) Is the coverage of a theory good for
realistic texts? and (3) Is the proposal under consideration sufficiently explicit for formalization
and computational implementation? At the same time, this review shows that no theory singly
delineates the properties addressed in the characterization (20).
In the rest of this section, we discuss information structure in relation to referential status, con-
trastiveness, and linguistic form. The last subsection discuss several proposals on how to partition
information structure.
2.3.1 Referential Status of Theme and Rheme
In this subsection, we review the literature in the following way. Theme and rheme must be seen in
relation to some referential property. But we reject the idea that information structure is reducible
to referential status. After a closer look at referential status, we revisit the property of theme in
connection to inference. The conclusion of the subsection is that we can capture the property of
theme in relation to inference but, without depending on the problem of inference itself. At the
end, we also discuss the semantic types of referents.
‘Functional’ Approaches: Recognition of Contextual Effect
The use of the terms ‘theme’ and ‘rheme’ dates back to Mathesius’s [1975, p. 81] manuscript
from 1920s (Mathesius cites even earlier work), replacing more obscure terms ‘psychological sub-
ject/predicate’. The properties of theme and rheme are characterized informally as ‘given’ and
‘new’, respectively [p. 82]. Thus, by this time, properties of theme and rheme in relation to refer-
ential status had already been observed. The major contribution of the work is a clear separation of
information structure from propositional (truth-conditional) meaning, and its analyses in relation
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to word order (linguistic form), esp. in Czech. Mathesius calls the approach Functional Sentence
Perspective (FSP) and stimulates the Prague School linguists and others to date. Halliday [1967]
develops an extended system of functional (systemic) grammar. The general approach of Halliday
has been applied to natural language understanding [Winograd, 1972] and generation [Matthiessen
and Bateman, 1991]. Another proposal directly following FSP is due to Kay [1975], but this line
has not been followed up very much. Kuno [1978] also extends this tradition and discusses prag-
matic effects on English and Japanese grammar. We will come back to Kuno’s work in Chapter
5.
One problem with FSP is that the properties of theme and rheme are not clearly characterized
in Mathesius [1975] and also in many of the Prague school research, as mentioned in Contreras
[1976, p. 16]. This tendency is still observed in more recent work including Sgall et al. [1986].
Sgall et al. [1986, Section 3.4] define ‘topic’ and ‘focus’ (corresponding to ‘theme’ and ‘rheme’)
partly in terms of the notions ‘Contextual Bound’ (CB) and ‘Non-bound’ (NB) [Sgall et al., 1986,
p. 178]. But the notions of CB and NB escape further clarification. They provide an operational
criteria to distinguish the two that “may be found in the question test and in similar procedures” [p.
86]. Recently, an attempt of formalization has been made. For example, Peregrin [1996] describes
information structure (their ‘topic-focus articulation’ or TFA) concisely and clearly [4. and 5.
on p. 237]. This is a welcome direction, as we can evaluate the theory. But Peregrin’s [1996,
p. 239] formalization is too limited, as it states that the subject of an utterance (in English) is
connected with a presupposition. But, as we have seen in (6) on page 5, the subject in English can
be a rheme. In this regard, Halliday’s [1967, p. 212] characterization of ‘theme’ as the utterance-
initial constituent is not realistic either. We have already seen that information structure is more
flexible. Another characterization of theme in Halliday [1967, p. 212] as ‘point of departure’
hardly delineates the involved idea.
Although theme/rheme properties in this tradition are not as clear as they should be, FSP
researchers are well aware of the Identification Problem. Daneˇs’s [1974] analysis of thematic
progression, a kind of discourse structure that connects a theme to an element in the discourse,
is applied to real texts. Thus, at least the theme of each utterance must be identified. The idea
of thematic progression has been applied to machine translation [Papegaaij and Schubert, 1988].
But the exposition of this material is not explicit enough for me to evaluate the effectiveness and
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correctness of the procedure. Hajiˇcová et al. [1995] along with the associated earlier work provides
a computational procedure to identify information structure, to which we will return in Section 2.4.
Outside the above-mentioned work, the Identification Problem is rarely acknowledged in the
theoretical studies. A common method of fixing the information structure of an utterance is to
apply the ‘question test’ [Sgall, 1975]. Several proposals extend this idea and assume ‘implicit
questions’ to analyze information structure in texts [e.g., van Kuppevelt, 1995, p. 110; Roberts,
1996, p. 93; B¨uring, 1997a, p. 178]. They hypothesize that every utterance in a text has a cor-
responding implicit question. The most fundamental problem with this approach is that it simply
sidesteps the issue to another area. None of these analyses offers a precise way to identify the right
implicit question. In addition, if we need to consider a set of ambiguous implicit questions, the set
could be unbounded due to all sorts of, say, adverbial questions, unless it is constrained in a certain
way. I am not aware of any practical use of this approach, e.g., text analysis or implementation.
As for coverage of realistic data, FSP researchers vary greatly. While the study of thematic
progression [e.g., Daneˇs, 1974] commonly analyzes real data, more theoretical analysis such as
Sgall et al. [1986] deal with mostly short prepared examples. In the former case, it is not clear how
to identify thematic progression, and in the latter case, it is not clear whether their analysis can
generally cover realistic data.
Information Structure cannot be Reduced to Referential Status
As the connection between theme and context is observed by FSP researchers, a thought was
developing that information structure might be reduced to other properties [Levinson, 1983, p.
x]. Chafe [1976] compared notions such as ‘givenness’, ‘contrastiveness’, ‘definiteness’, ‘sub-
jects’, and ‘topics’. But Reinhart [1982] and von Stechow [1981] seem to give the clearest argu-
ment against information structure being reduced to referential status. Subsequently, this point is
adopted by Vallduv´ı [1990, Subsection 2.3.2] in favor of his analysis of information packaging as
an autonomous level of representation.
The following example taken from Reinhart [1982, p. 18] demonstrates the point that informa-
tion structure is not just referential status:3
3A similar example is found in von Stechow [1981, p. 96], which is actually a response to an earlier version of
Reinhart [1982].
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(21) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A: [Felix praised]T heme[himself]Rheme.
Reinhart [1982] points out that the referent ofFelix andhimself are identical. But the informa-
tion structure indicated in the example is fairly clear from in this type of question-answer context.
This results in a situation where both the theme and the rheme have the same referential status.
Rochemont [1986, p. 52], building on Culicover and Rochemont [1983], suggests a related idea
in a different way. He distinguishes two types of rheme (his ‘focus’): ‘presentational’ and ‘con-
trastive’. Presentationalrheme is roughly a ‘new’ element andcontrastiverheme is not ‘new’ (or
‘c-construable’ in his terminology) and stands in contrast to some other element.4 This implies that
the referential status of a rheme cannot be fixed. The same point that information structure is not
just reference is also made by Hoffman [1998] as she compares the roles of information structure
and reference resolution applying a Centering-based theory [Grosz et al., 1995].
After separating information structure from referential status, Reinhart [1982] attempts to char-
acterize theme in terms of the notion of ‘aboutness’ within formal semantics, adopting Stalnaker’s
[1978] idea of ‘contextual set’. But such a notion is inherently knowledge-level, and requires pow-
erful mechanism of inference, as studied in the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Formalization
of this kind does not necessarily make the situation more explicit.
There is another attempt to provide a means of integrating information structure within se-
mantic representation [von Stechow, 1981]. This is an important step, and we follow some of his
ideas. But the discussion is limited to question-answer context and ignores the critical elements of
information structure in real texts.
More on Referential Status
We have started from an intuition developed by FSP that information structure is related to referen-
tial status, but rejected the possibility that information structureis ferential status. One important
development about referential status in this connection is that there are more than just ‘old’ and
‘new’.
Prince [1981] analyzed three distinct notions of ‘givenness’ floating around at that time: (i)
givenness in terms of predictability/recoverability [Halliday, 1967; Kuno, 1972], (ii) givenness in
4Choi [1996, p. 97] cites Dik for a similar distinction between ‘completive’ and ‘contrastive’ foci.
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terms of saliency [Chafe, 1976], and (iii) givenness in terms of ‘shared knowledge’ [Clark and
Haviland, 1977]. After noting the subsumption relation between these three rather heterogeneous
notions, she proposed a taxonomy in terms of ‘assumed familiarity’, distinguishingEVOKED, IN-
FERRABLE, andNEW referents. Note that we useSMALL CAPS for these terms throughout this
thesis to identify the usage as we are discussing here. EVOK D referents are those textually or
situationally evoked in the discourse. INFERRABLE referents are those not evoked in the discourse
but the speaker believes that the hearer can infer through non-linguistic means, such as world
knowledge. Finally,NEW referents are those new to the hearer (BRAND-NEW) or those known by
the hearer but neither evoked in the discourse nor inferred (UNUSED). Among these three types, it
is inferrable that complicates the situation most, due to involvement of inference.
Prince [1992] also introduces the notion ofdiscourse status: discourse-oldvs. discourse-
newdepending on whether the referent is introduced in the discourse. Yet another notion ishearer
status: hearer-old vs. hearer-newwith respect to the speaker’s belief about hearer’s knowledge.
The terminology introduced above is summarized in Table 2.1.
Class Subclass Discourse status Hearer status
EVOKED TextuallyEVOKED Old Old
SituationallyEVOKED New Old
INFERRABLE New Old/New
NEW UNUSED New Old
BRAND-NEW New New
Table 2.1: Taxonomy of Assumed Familiarity (adapted from Prince [1981, 1992])
The notion of inferrable is closely related to ‘bridging’ [e.g., Clark and Haviland, 1977], and
is also captured by more general notions of ‘accommodation’ [Lewis, 1979] and ‘presupposition’
[Beaver, 1997, for an extensive review].
Revisiting the Referential Status of Theme
The earlier discussion shows that the referential status of rheme cannot be fixed. But, now that we
know more about referential status as seen above, we should be able to say more about theme.
Reinhart [1982, p. 21] separates theme from ‘oldness’ by excludingINFERRABLE (her ‘se-
mantic link’) from her ‘old’. But INFERRABLE andEVOKED referents typically share linguistic
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marking such as definite expression for NPs [Heim, 1982]. It is also argued that for a NP, infer-
ence is invoked by definite expression when the referent is not readily available [Bos et al., 1995;
Poesio and Vieira, 1998]. Birner [1997] argues that VPs and adverb phrases too share linguistic
marking betweenEVOKED andINFERRABLE. Considering these cases, it seems more problematic
to completely separateINFERRABLES from EVOKED.
Following Reinhart, Vallduv´ı [1990, p. 25] also separates themehood from discourse-oldness.
He states that information packaging isorthogonal to referential status [Vallduv´ı, 1990, p. 26].
But we need to take a closer look at this point. Vallduv´ı [1990, p. 26] himself discusses that
hearer-oldness as anecessary(but not sufficient) condition for topichood. Then, neither of them
are in fact against the idea that theme isnot BRAND-NEW, i.e., some combination ofEVOKED and
INFERRABLE.
Let us considerEVOKED andINFERRABLE themes in the following two examples:
(22) i. John has a house.
ii. [The house]T heme[looks exotic]Rheme. (EVOKED)
(23) i. John has a house.
ii. [The door]T heme[looks exotic]Rheme. (INFERRABLE)
For both of the above responses, it is natural to identify analogous information structures.
This observation is consistent with many other characterizations of theme/rheme (and related)
distinctions. For example, Chomsky [1971, p. 199], Jackendoff [1972, p. 230], and Zubizarreta
[1998, p. 1] discuss ‘presupposition’ roughly corresponding to our theme, but is distinct from
the usual notion discussed by Beaver [1997]. Their ‘focus’ corresponds to our rheme in that it
is informationally in contrast with theme (their ‘presupposition’). But they explicitly state that
‘focus’ is “the information in the sentence that is assumed by the speaker not to be shared by him
and the hearer [Jackendoff, 1972, p. 230] and “nonpresupposed part of the sentence” [Zubizarreta,
1998, p. 1]. This distinction is basically the one betweenEVOKED/INFERRABLE vs. BRAND-
NEW. Note that we have already rejected the simplistic characterization of rheme asBRAND-NEW
[cf., Jackendoff, 1972]. Sgall et al. [1986, p. 178] distinguish ‘Contextual Bound’ and ‘Non-
Bound’ (page 25). Although they do not give a precise definition, Contextual Bound seems to
share the property ofEVOKED/INFERRABLE. Rochemont [1986, p. 47] introduces the notion of
‘c-construable’, which again appears to be very close toEVOKED/INFERRABLE. To some extent,
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this also corresponds to hearer-old [Prince, 1992, Section 2.2.2] and the idea of ‘shared topicality’
Gundel [1985].5
Then, we should not completely abandon the relation between information structure and ref-
erential status as Vallduv´ı [1990, p. 25] states, but should take advantage of the relation between
theme andEVOKED/INFERRABLE observed by many researchers. The tentative conclusion here is
that the property of theme we mentioned in (20) is related to the referential status
EVOKED/INFERRABLE.
Difficulty with Inference
If INFERRABLE is involved in the property of theme, we need to address the issues involving
inference. Naturally, this is a difficult task, as can be seen in a few proposals discussed below.
Reinhart [1982, Section 6.4] observes the role ofINFERRABLE (her ‘semantic link’), but does
not explicate how to deal with it. Rochemont [1986, (30), p. 47] starts his definition of ‘c-
construability’ in a fairly formal manner: “A stringP is c-construablein a discourseδ if P has
a semantic antecedent inδ.” Then, another definition for ‘semantic antecedent’ (31): “A stringP
has a semantic antecedent in a discourseδ, δ = fφ1; :::;φng, if, and only if, there is a prior and
readily available stringP0 in δ, such that the uttering ofP0 either formally or informally entails the
mention ofP.” But, then, formal/informal entailment does not get the same level of explicitness.
Bos et al. [1995] analyze the problem of reference within the framework of Discourse Rep-
resentation Theory (DRT) [Kamp, 1981]. Bos et al. [1995, Section 3.3] classify three kinds of
anaphoric relations:
(24) a. An antecedent is available in the discourse
b. An ‘implicit’ antecedent is available in the discourse (after failing the previous step):
bridging6
c. No antecedent is available in the discourse (after failing the previous step): accommo-
dation
Integrating a constrained form of inference this way has limitations. According to Bos et al. [1995],
the shift from (b) to (c) depends on the availability of asuitableanchoring referent. But the
5Additional references related to this point include: Dryer [1996], van Kuppevelt [1996]. But we do not consider
hierarchy of activation levels, cf. Chafe [1994].
6Jäger [1996] has a formal account of bridging based on dynamic semantics.
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inference process involved in bridging is presumably ageneral logical process. Then, how can
a system know when to fail? On the other hand, while their accommodation always saves the
reference in question, we know that accommodationca fail. It seems more reasonable to assume
that bridging and accommodation are not that different as proposed by Bos et al.
The conclusion of this subsection is as follows. Although information structure cannot be
reduced to referential status, theme still has a property that is based on referential status involv-
ing inference. The previous work reviewed here fails to explicate this observation and thus not
applicable to the Identification Problem. What we need is a theoretically sound, yet formaliz-
able/implementable idea for this condition.
2.3.2 Information Structure vs. Contrast
In this subsection, we separate the notion of contrast from rheme and characterize rheme in terms
of a general notion of Alternative Semantics [Rooth, 1985] that can be applied to both contrast and
rhemehood.
Distinct Notions Associated with ‘Focus’
The term ‘focus’ is heavily overloaded. Thus, it is important to delineate various notions associated
with it. ‘Focus’ as used by Sgall et al. [1986] and Vallduv´ı [1990] basically corresponds to our
‘rheme’. Another group of researchers [e.g., Ladd, 1996, p. 160] use ‘focus’ as a notion closely
linked to phonological properties readily observed at the word level, independent of information
structure. While we distinguish these two notions, a more important point is actually to relate these
two notions in a systematic way. Note that so-called ‘AI-focus’ [Grosz and Sidner, 1986, p. 179]
is a way to organize referents based on their salience and should be considered distinct from other
uses of ‘focus’ [Vallduv´ı, 1990, p. 46].
The intuition we start from is that information structure is about the informational relation
between units within an utterance and contrastiveness is a relation about referents not limited to
those within an utterance. Thus, a rheme must always be seen in relation to a theme (possibly null)
and a contrast must always be seen in relation to another referent in the context (see Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Information Structure vs. Contrast
Contrast in Relation to Phonological Prominence
First, let us explore the notion of ‘contrast’ in relation tophonological prominence. We consider
a phonological notion of prominence at the perceptual level involving pitch, loudness, duration,
and quality [Laver, 1994, p. 450], e.g., in relation to pitch accent (in English) [Ladd, 1996, p. 46,
citing Bolinger (1958) and Pierrehumbert (1980)]. We continue to useboldfaceto indicate a word
(in examples) where a prominence falls, as in the following example [Ladd, 1996, (5.1), p. 162].
(25) I didn’t give him three francs, I gave himfive francs.
We use the term prominence, rather than pitch accent, to cover cross-linguistic variation in realizing
the similar notion in potentially-distinct acoustic properties. Then, as in Ladd [1996, p. 160], “[i]t
is now generally accepted that sentence accentuation reflects – in some way – the intendedfocusof
an utterance”. This position is also taken by Jackendoff [1972, p. 229] and Gardent and Kohlhase
[1996]. In the present work, we usecontrast (instead of focus) for the semantic effect associated
with prominenceon a word. In the above example, the prominent wordfive is in contrast tothree.
On the other hand, we may call the complement of a contrastb ckground.
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Projection of Contrast
The notion of contrast is complicated because it can ‘project’ to a more complex linguistic struc-
ture.7 For example, Ladd [1996, p. 162] distinguishes between ‘narrow focus’ corresponding to
our contrast on a phonological word and ‘broad focus’ spanning a more complex structure such as
“five francs” in the following example [Ladd, 1996, (5.4)]:
(26) I didn’t give him a sandwich, I gave him fivefrancs.
Even for the case where onlyfrancsis prominent, the phrase “five francs” (its interpretation) is in
contrast with “a sandwich” in this example. As stated in Ladd [1996, p. 161], this is a phenomenon
distinct from word-level ‘contrast’.8 Accordingly we may specifically distinguishprojected con-
trast from (word-level) contrast.
As Krifka [1992] points out, and Halliday [1967] and Steedman [1991a] state more explicitly,
there appears to be a connection between information structure and contrast. One complication
arising from contrast projection is that a rheme may coincide with a broad focus or a single-word
contrast. This is the intersection of (possibly projected) contrast and information structure.
Contrast within Theme and Rheme: Two-level Analysis
We now demonstrate that the notion of contrast (at the word level) needs to be considered indepen-
dent of information structure.
Steedman [1999, (31)] provides the following example involving separation of the two notions.
(27) Q: I know that Mary envies the man who wrote the musical.
But who does sheadmire?
A: [Mary admires
L+H*
contrast
]Theme[the woman whodirected
H*
contrast
the musical]Rheme.
Note: ‘L+H*’ and ‘H*’ are argued to mark theme and rheme, respectively [Steedman,
1991a].
7Winkler [1997] is a good review on focus projection especially in connection to syntactic structure. Another recent
work is Gussenhoven [1999].
8Hockey [1998, p. 226] discusses the role of amplitude and duration in marking the entire span of rheme (her
‘focus’) in English and Hungarian.
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In addition to the projection of contrast fromdirected in the rheme, there is another contrastd-
miresin the theme.9 The two instances of contrast above receive distinct pitch accents correspond-
ing to theme and rheme [Steedman, 1991a]. Halliday [1967] too discusses the two levels: ‘infor-
mation structure’ [p. 199] roughly corresponding to our information structure and the distinction
between ‘new’ and ‘given’ [p. 204] (corresponding to our contrast/background).10
Vallduvı́ and Vilkuna [1998, p. 85] also distinguish ‘rheme’ (‘focus’ in Vallduv´ı [1990]) from
‘kontrast’ (their new terminology). But their kontrast is a notion associated with a constituent, and
thus is intermediate between our rheme and our (word-level) contrast. Their analysis would make
the projection problem of contrast unnecessarily complicated.
The distinction between rheme and contrast is not always understood as the above. Since the
term ‘focus’ is overloaded, analyses often mix the two notions. For example, Pulman [1997, p. 74]
uses the term ‘focus’ citing the Prague School (some work preceding Sgall et al. [1986]), Selkirk
[1984], and Rooth [1985]. But this introduces a complication because ‘focus’ of the Prague School
basically corresponds to our rheme, and that of Selkirk [1984] and Rooth [1985] corresponds to
our contrast (and its projection). The subsequent description of broad and narrow foci does not
illuminate the discussion. He distinguishes narrow and broad foci based on constituent size, which
is misleading. It is not clear why his approach works for the case of broad focus without discussing
focus projection.
Property of Rheme: Projection from a Contrast
We have shown above that a themecancontain a contrast. But, as seen in many earlier examples,
a theme does not always contain a contrast. But a rheme is always projected from a contrast
[e.g., Jackendoff, 1972, p. 229; Rochemont, 1998, p. 337]. The main point in this subsection is
to examine (20c) of the main hypothesis: “a rheme is always contrastive”. At this point, let us
recall Rochemont’s [1986, p. 52] distinction between ‘presentational’ and ‘contrastive’ rhemes.
This suggests that there is a rheme that isnot contrastive. For example, in the example (18)
repeated below, the response may be considered to include a presentational rheme (without further
9Prevost [1995, p. 67] calls the contrasts in a theme and a rheme ‘theme-focus’ and ‘rheme-focus’, respectively.
10Fries [1994, p. 234] calls Halliday’s information structure and given/new distinction thematic structure and ‘in-
formation structure’, respectively. Brown and Yule [1983, Chapters 4 and 5] use theme/rheme in the sense of Halliday
[1967], and information structure for Halliday’s [1967] given/new.
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contrasting information).
(28) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A: [Felix praised]T heme[Donald]Rheme.
But Jackendoff [1972, p. 246] observes that a negative response such as the following is possible
in the same context.
(29) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A: [Felix praised]T heme[nobody]Rheme.
This suggests that there is no presupposition for the existence of an individual who was praised by
Felix. The rheme in (28),Donald, is in contrast at least withnobody. Thus, as argued by B¨uring
[1997b, p. 40], it is possible to abstract away from Rochemont’s distinction.
Alternative Semantics
There is a general way to capture the semantics of contrast, i.e., Alternative Semantics [Rooth,
1985]. The idea is that the notion of contrast can be defined by considering an ‘alternatives’
set where the elements in contrast are marked. For example, for an alternatives setf“[John]c is
tall”, “[Mary] c is tall”g, John is in contrast withMary. In other words, the alternatives set is
obtained by making an appropriate substitution in the contrastive element. The selection of these
contrastive elements can span an arbitrarily long distance across utterances in a discourse (or in
the context in general). Therefore, the exact nature of how such contrast is analyzed is obviously
beyond the grammar for the utterance level [discussion in Rooth, 1992]. Partee [1999, p. 214]
comments on this point that Rooth [1992] is an extreme of degrammaticalized analysis of contrast
(her ‘focus’). But, since contrast spans across discourse (and situational context as well), it is
natural and necessary for a theory of contrast to have a degrammaticalized component.
An advantage of Alternative Semantics is that it can be applied to a projection of contrast in
a general way. Now that we consider a rheme as a projection of contrast, the rheme can be seen
in terms of the alternatives set associated with the theme [Steedman, 1999, Section 5.3]. It is this
view that a property of rheme is contrastiveness in a general sense (20c).
But Alternative Semantics does not automatically solve the problem of identifying rheme
through contrastiveness. It is a general framework that can be used for accounting for the semantics
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of (narrow and projected) contrastand that of rheme. To complete the analysis of contrastiveness,
we must have a mechanism of identifying the alternatives set, which is extremely difficult to for-
malize and implement. On the other hand, in order to apply it to the Identification Problem of
information structure, we also need to know the relation between rheme and theme. This latter
point is not clearly stated in Rooth [1992, p. 84] when he argues that Alternative Semantics can
be applied to the analysis of question-answer context. We will address the relation between theme
and rheme in the next chapter.
Dynamic Semantics: Connection to Procedural Accounts
Alternative Semantics can also be connected to procedural ideas through ‘dynamic semantics’
[Stalnaker, 1978, (an earlier work)]. In this tradition, the meaning of an utterance is considered as
a potential to change context. The representation of context differs among proposals. For example,
Stalnaker [1978, p. 321] has it as a set of propositions. Heim [1982] has it in terms of files in File
Change Semantics (FCS). Kamp [1981] has it as Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). More
recent work relevant to our case are: Asher [1993] and Hendriks and Dekker [1996].11 The idea of
dynamic semantics is adopted in recent analyses of information structure McNally [1998, Section
3.2] and Steedman [1999, Subsection 5.3.1].
In this subsection, we have separated the notion of contrast from information structure, and
observed a requirement that a rheme (semantic unit roughly corresponding to a constituent) be
projected from a contrast (word-level property). While this identifies a property of rheme useful for
theoretical analysis, its formalization and implementation for the Identification Problem remains
open.
2.3.3 Information Structure and Linguistic Form
This subsection explores direct linguistic marking of information structure and argues that infor-
mation structure cannot be obtained from linguistic form alone.
11Atlas [1991] may also be included in this group.
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Linguistic Marking of Information Structure as a Matrix-level Phenomenon
It is generally accepted that linguistic marking of information structure exists [e.g., Vallduv´ı and
Engdahl, 1996]. But very little has been said about properties generalizing various distinct forms of
information-structure marking. One reason may be that linguistic marking of information structure
is arbitrary [Prince, 1998, p. 282]. As a tool to analyze linguistic marking of information structure,
I would like to examine the following hypothesis:
(30) (hypothesis) Linguistic marking of information structure is a matrix-level (‘root’) phe-
nomenon, i.e.,non-recursive.
Naturally, this view is consistent with most proposals of information structure including our main
hypothesis (20), which is non-recursive (the idea of recursive information structure is reviewed
in Subsection 2.3.4). This is in contrast with the use of, say, definite determiner, which is recur-
sive along linguistic structure. A consequence of the above hypothesis is that Levinson’s [1983]
complaint about lack of projection analysis for information structure is not actually applicable to
information structure itself. But it may apply indirectly to information structure through other
types of linguistic marking, e.g., definiteness. Let us now examine some examples of information-
structure marking discussed in the literature.
First, it is generally held that prosodic structure is non-recursive [Selkirk, 1984; Pierrehumbert
and Beckman, 1988; as reviewed by Ladd, 1996, p. 238]. If certain pitch accents, e.g., L+H*
and H* as shown in Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg [1990] are associated with theme and rheme
[Steedman, 1991a], respectively, such a pitch accent, associated with a word, may recursively
project through linguistic structure. But the prosodic units projected from pitch accents do not
embed another unit, as formally shown in Steedman [1999, Section 5.6]. Thus, there is no conflict
between prosodic structure that marks information structure and the hypothesis (30). Note that
Ladd [1996, p. 245] himself argues for recursive prosodic structure, but this means that prosodic
structure can recursively associate with linguistic structure and is not a position contrary to what
has been said above.
Although English does not have an extensive set of direct information-structure markers (com-
pared to languages like Catalan), there are many special constructions whose functions have been
discussed in relation to information structure. Among these, inversion cannot be embedded while
subordinatorssince/becausecan (examples and more details in Subsection 3.3.2). The hypothesis
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predicts that the former can be but the latter is not a direct information-structure marker.
A strong support for non-recursiveness of information-structure marking comes from particle
use in Japanese. While the detailed discussion awaits Chapter 5, it is illustrative to point out that
thematicfunction of particlewa is only available at the matrix level. In addition, a constituent
extracted from an embedded level can also be marked in this way. Direct information-structure
marking is a basis for our evaluation method. Later, we use particle choice in Japanese in the
evaluation process.
Discussion of languages other than English and Japanese is beyond the scope of the present
work, but I am very much interested in analyses for or against the hypothesis (30).12 The prediction
of the hypothesis is that recursive linguistic marking is not a direct information-structure marking.
For example, is it really the case that a clause (IP), regardless of matrix or embedded level, is
‘configured’ according to information structure, e.g., in Russian [King, 1995]?
The theme-first principle is certainly a controversial one as a linguistic marking of information
structure [Lambrecht, 1994, Section 4.5, for a detailed discussion]. There are some experimental
results showing that passivization is associated with information-structure effect [Most and Saltz,
1979]. But the current work is not committed to accept that theme-first principle applies univer-
sally, or even language-specifically, as information-structure marking. But we do consider a certain
cases of preposing, e.g., utterance-initial modifier, as a contextual-link marker based on de Swart’s
[1999] analysis. More detail is described in Subsection 3.3.1.
Information Structure cannot be Recovered Solely from Linguistic Form
We have seen above that information structure may be marked linguistically. In this connection,
Vallduvı́ [1990, p. 6] states that “[i]nformational understanding and the packaging instructions
that encode it must obviously be recoverable from the overt structure of any language”. This is a
very strong statement suggesting that the linguistic structure completely identifies the information
structure. We have to disagree with this position following Brown and Yule [1983, p. 188] who
state that linguistic form alone is not enough to identify information structure.
The following example from Steedman [1991a, p. 285] demonstrates that exactly the same
12Kiss [1995] discusses a number of languages in relation to the idea of ‘discourse configurationality’.
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linguistic forms including prosody may have distinct information structures depending on the con-
text.
(31) a. [They are]Theme[a good source ofvitamins]Rheme. (in response to “What are legumes?”)
b. [They are a good source of]Theme[vitamins]Rheme.
(in response to “What are legumes a good source of?”)
Similarly, in Japanese, exactly the same utterance including phonological marking can be am-
biguous with respect to information structure (assuming that there is no phonologically marked
distinction between theme and rheme, and particlewa can be used for a theme and contrastive-
ness, as will be discussed in Chapter 5). Here, the following grammatical labels are usedTOPic,
CONTrastive,ACCusative.
(32) Q: “What did Ken and Naomi do?”
A: [Ken-wa]Theme [banana-o tabeta]Rheme.
Ken-TOP/CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken (but not Naomi) ate a/the banana.”
(33) Q: “Between Ken and Naomi, who ate the banana and the mango?”
A: [Ken-wa]Rheme [banana-o tabeta]T heme.
Ken-CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken (but not Naomi) ate the banana.”
Vallduvı́’s [1990] position indeed suggests that information structurecannotbe affected by the
context. This reduces identification of information structure to parsing. Possibly for this reason,
Vallduvı́ [1990] does not address the problem of identifying information structure in texts, and
only works on examples that do not show the problem of ambiguous information structure. Nev-
ertheless, Vallduv´ı and Engdahl [1994, p. 531] state that “no syntactic constituency is required
for any informational unit as long as inheritance of INFO-STRUCT values proceeds in the permit-
ted fashion”. This seems to discount Vallduv´ı’s [1990] position that information structure can be
completely derived from surface structure.
We have seen that information structure cannot be identified from linguistic form alone. We
have also noted that linguistic marking of information structure is relatively impoverished in writ-
ten English. But it seems that linguistic communication in written English does not suffer from
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potentially ‘defective’ information structure. In the next chapter, we develop the main hypothesis
(20) in terms of properties including definiteness, which is systematically employed in English.
2.3.4 Internal Organization of Information Structure
This subsection examines different ways of organizing components of information structure: i.e.,
recursive structure, binomial and trinomial partition, and graded multiple partitions.
Recursive Information Structure
Our main idea about information structure (20) assumes that it is non-recursive. We have also
stated a hypothesis, (30), that linguistic marking for information structure is matrix-level. But
some argue that information structure is recursive [i.e., Kiss, 1987; Hoffman, 1995, p. 145; Partee,
1996, p. 77].
Let us examine the following example from Partee [1996, (31), p. 82]:
(34) What convinced Susan that our arrest was caused byHarry was [FOC1a rumor that [S3
someone had [FOC3 witnessed Harry’s confession.]]]
Partee analyzes the structure for this utterance in the following way:
(35) TOP2 FOC2 TOP3 FOC3
S2 S3
TOP1 FOC1
S1
Partee [1996, p. 67] is specific about her ‘topic’ and ‘focus’ are Praguian [Mathesius, 1975; Sgall
et al., 1986, etc.]. But there are two points we may argue against recursive information struc-
ture. First, there is no standard way to identify information structure recursively, cf. ‘question
test’ [Sgall et al., 1986], which is non-recursive. Second, commonly observed direct information-
structure marking is non-recursive, as we have seen for the hypothesis (30). With a focus on the
contextual status of a clause, Partee’s [1996] analysis is more in line with formal analyses of ‘pre-
supposition’ [e.g., Beaver, 1997]. The problem of presupposition projection is widely discussed in
relation to linguistic structure [e.g., Gazdar, 1979; Karttunen and Peters, 1979]. Once contrastive
elements [Rooth, 1985] involved in the utterance are identified, two-level analysis (page 2.3.2) of
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Steedman [1991a] seems sufficient for the above example. A convincing demonstration of recur-
sive information structure would identify a test comparable to question-test for arbitrary linguistic
structure or find recursive linguistic marking that directly marks information structure.
One motivation often found behind recursive information structure is to identify informa-
tion structure with tripartite quantification structure [Partee, 1996] (also to some extent in Partee
[1999]). A quantification structure has the formQuanti f ier(Restrictor;Scope) commonly used
in formal semantics. Applying this connection, Szabolcsi [1983b], Rooth [1985], and Sgall et al.
[1986] argue that information structure is truth-conditional.13 Szabolcsi [1983b, Section 3.1] ex-
plicitly states exhaustivity as the cause of this point, and the same situation is implicit in Sgall et al.
[1986, p. 62] as well. For this matter, I follow Horn [1981, p. 132] and Vallduv´ı [1990, Section
7.1] in that exhaustivity is conversational implicature [Grice, 1975] (for English, not a direct coun-
terexample to Hungarian examples in Szabolcsi [1983b]). Kuno [1972] also states the exhaustivity
effect for a Japanese particlega , but rejected by Shibatani [1990, p. 271] as epiphenomenal (more
discussion in Chapter 5).
Binomial Partition
The rest of this subsection reviews some proposals on non-recursive information structure. The
classic partition of information structure is the binomial one, e.g., early Prague School [Mathesius,
1975], and [Chomsky, 1971; Jackendoff, 1972; Halliday, 1967; Steedman, 1991a]. But its sim-
plicity is also associated with some problems. For example, Vallduv´ı [1990] argues that neither
topic-comment nor focus-background can properly represent the partition commonly observed in
natural data. In general, the complexity of realistic texts poses a challenge to binomial partition.
First, let us consider the following example from Vallduv´ı [1990, (42), p. 55]:
(36) Q: What does John drink?
A: [John]Link [drinks]Tail [beer]Focus.
Vallduvı́ [1990] proposes a trinomial partition of information structure such that our theme is
further divided into two subcomponents. His ‘link’ and ‘tail’ jointly correspond to our ‘theme’,
and ‘focus’ to our ‘rheme’. His argument, then, is that focus-background partition would result in
13Relevant other papers include: Szabolcsi [1981], Szabolcsi [1983a], Erteschik-Shir [1997], and Erteschik-Shir
[1998], Lee [1993], and J¨ager [1999].
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“focus =beer” and “background =John drinks” and topic-comment partition would result in “topic
= John” and “comment =drinks beer”, and that neither of them capture the information structure
properly. While the focus-background partition directly correspond to the informational division
of the question, topic-comment structure (as presented by Vallduv´ı) oes not. There are two points
to make here. One is about semantic types for referent, and the other is about accommodation of a
theme. In the following, we discuss these points in turn.
Most studies of reference in relation to information structure deal only with (discourse) ref-
erents [Karttunen, 1976] of the individual type, corresponding to referential NPs. For example,
Reinhart [1982, p. 5] limits the discussion of theme to NPs. This also applies to Vallduv´ı [1990,
Chapter 4] adopting an analogy of File Change Semantics (FCS) [Heim, 1982], and Hoffman
[1996] adopting a version of Centering theory [Grosz et al., 1995]. But a question like (36Q) par-
titions information where subject-verb sequence is a unit of information, as observed by Steedman
[1991a, p. 260]. In general, any linguistic units that are extractable or can be coordinated may well
be an information-structure unit [Steedman, 1996]. In accordance to this observation, Vallduv´ı n
Vilkuna [1998, p. 82] seem to have dropped File Change Semantics in favor of a more general
extension of Discourse Representation Theory [Kamp, 1981; Heim, 1982], an extension due to
Asher [1993] to deal with ‘abstract objects’. A consequence of this more general view of referent
allows us to analyze “John drinks” in (36A) as a unit of information structure even though it is not
traditionally considered a constituent. Thus, as long as we have a means to account for such con-
stituents, e.g., Combinatory Categorial Grammar [Ades and Steedman, 1982], this type of division
is not a problem for binomial partition. Then, we need some other explanation for separatingJohn
in (36A) as Vallduv´ı’s [1990] ‘link’.
The other point is the possibility of accommodating a theme. Although a direct response to a
question such as (36A) is what we usually expect, we may also encounter unexpected responses,
including completely irrelevant ones. Note that question test as a tool to identify the information
structure of a response is only good for a direct response. But even for non-direct response, we
will find a certain information structure depending on the context. Let us consider the following
example with ambiguous information structure.
(37) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A1: [Felix praised]T heme[Donald]Rheme. (direct response)
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A2: [Felix]T heme[praised Donald]Rheme.
A3: [Felix praised Donald]Rheme.
As long as the theme is linked to the context (including the null case) and the complementary rheme
is a projected contrast, any of the above information structures are possible, which is consistent
with our main hypothesis (20). Although the contextual force of a question is very strong, it cannot
completely specify the response. There is a room for the respondent toaccommodatea distinct
theme (see Subsection 2.3.1 for accommodation). Thus, theoretically, the following ambiguity for
(36) is possible.
(38) Q: What does John drink?
A1: [John drinks]T heme[beer]Rheme.
A2: [John]T heme[drinks beer]Rheme.
Note that the above analysis observes an ambiguity, butnot a coexisting parallel structures, as
in Vallduvı́ [1990]. Without additional contextual information, (A1) is the most likely response.
(A2) may still be available if, e.g., the context is specifically about John and elaborating various
properties of John. In summary, we accept the possibility of information structure like (38A2), but
it can be analyzed within the binomial partition approach.
There is another type of problem for binomial partition. Let us take a look at another example
from Vallduvı́ [1990, (56a)], assuming a question “What did the farmer do with the broccoli to the
boss?”.
(39) [The farmer]Link [alreadysent]Focus [the broccoli to the boss]Tail .
In this case, the theme (Link+ Tail) is discontiguous. Related examples are found in B¨uring
[1997b, (4,5), p. 3].
(40) i. Guess who went to the central station after Smith left the pub.
ii. After Smith left the pub, [Jones]F went to the central station.
Again, the theme (i.e., the complement ofJohn) is discontiguous. This case is a problem for
binomial partition that assumes complete syntax-semantic parallelism. But it is still possible to
construct a semantic unit covering the discontiguous themes. We will explore a principled method
to link such a semantic structure with syntax in the next chapter.
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Trinomial Partition
In an attempt to avoid the problem with binomial partition, Vallduv´ı [1990], Büring [1997b], and
Hoffman [1995] adopt a trinomial partition.14 For Vallduvı́ [1990] and Büring [1997b, p. 54], it is
a way to mediate both topic-comment and background-focus partitions, also suggested by Jacobs
[1986, p. 104].
Vallduvı́ [1990, p. 57] proposes a trinomial partition of information structure “Link Focus 
Tail”. This corresponds to our “Theme Rheme Theme” case as Vallduv´ı’s [1990] ‘link’ and
‘tail’ are in contrast with his ‘focus’, e.g. (36). But this partition does not generalize to cases such
as the following [p.c., Steedman 1998]:
(41) Q: I know what team Fred wants to win the Cup, but which team does Alice want to lose
which contest?
A: [Alice wants]T heme[Australia ]Rheme[to lose]T heme[the Ashes]Rheme.15
Hoffman [1995, Chapter 5] proposes a slightly different trinomial partition “Topic Focus 
Ground”. But she combines ‘focus’ and ‘ground’ as ‘comment’ in contrast to her ‘topic’, and only
considers contiguous partitions between ‘topic’ and ‘comment’. Thus, it is not a solution to the
problem of discontiguous information structure. Similarly, Fries [1994, p. 234] divides rheme into
N-Rheme (last constituent) and the rest (assuming Halliday’s theme).
We have separated the notion of ‘contrast’ from information structure, and have accepted that
contrast can appear freely within a theme or a rheme [Halliday, 1967; Steedman, 1991a]. Thus,
partitions between ‘contrast’ and ‘background’ within a theme or a rheme can be accounted for
without problem. This approach can cover Hoffman’s [1995] and Fries’s [1994] analyses more
generally. In summary, trinomial approaches do not seem to be a solution to the discontiguity
problem.
Another question about these trinomial partitions is how can wedefinesuch further divisions of
theme and rheme. It is not entirely clear how the two theme components in the above examples are
distinct in a systematic manner. Although Catalan seems to split a theme across the rheme, such a
distinction between the two theme components seems language-specific and does not show up in
other languages in a systematic way. Hendriks and Dekker [1996, p. 350] also argue against the
14A similar observation is made in Foley [1994, p. 1680], which is a fairly extensive encyclopedia entry.
15With or without L+H* on the themes.
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status of ‘tail’ [Vallduvı́, 1990] that it complicates analysis and processing of information structure
(they show an example to demonstrate such a complication).
Communicative Dynamism
Another, more complicated approach is Communicative Dynamism (CD) [Firbas, 1964], devel-
oped within the Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) approach. CD is a degree of contribution
to the development of the communication by sentence elements. Firbas [1964, p. 272] states
that Communicative Dynamism is not dependent on ‘unknown’ vs. ‘known’. Communicative
Dynamism is by definition agradableconcept. While it may well be the case that information or-
dering is graded, it is hard to grasp the idea cross-linguistically in terms of observable phenomena.
While information ordering may be faithfully realized in a language like Czech, it is not readily
observable in other languages to the level we can generally see for the contrast between theme and
rheme. Second, there is no generally accepted ‘semantics’ for such grading. Finally, in relation to
the first two points, it is extremely hard to evaluate. Thus, CD is not appropriate for the current
purpose. Note that we do not deny the possibility of multiple divisions. There may be factors that
are beyond the current scope and have not been clarified in the previous work.
Summary
In any of the reviewed cases, there are some kinds of problems. Since additional complexities
associated with multiple partitions do not solve the problem as a whole, we assume the classic and
simplest case, binomial partition (Ockham’s razor). The problem with binomial partition, namely
discontiguous information structure is addressed in detail in the next chapter.
2.4 Previous Proposals for Identifying Information Structure
There are several proposals directly addressing the Identification Problem [Kurohashi and Nagao,
1994; Hahn, 1995; Hajiˇcová et al., 1995; Sty´s and Zemke, 1995; Hoffman, 1996; Komagata,
1998a]. This subsection reviews these proposals. We also discuss application of information struc-
ture to natural language generation at the end because this computational application too involves
the Identification Problem
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While each one of these approaches has particular problems of its own, there are more fun-
damental problems shared by these approaches: namely, limited coverage, lack of evaluation, and
unclear theory-procedure relation. The following review pays close attention to these points.
Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994
The main point of Kurohashi and Nagao [1994] is that ‘discourse structure’ in Japanese in the sense
of Grosz and Sidner [1986] and Mann and Thompson [1988] can be identified through surface in-
formation. Discussion of their main goal is naturally beyond our scope, but we must investigate
the component involving the notion of information structure, namely the problem of identifying
information structure (their ‘topic’/‘non-topic’) in Japanese. Their method basically consists of
observing the distribution of particleswa (so-called ‘topic marker’) andga (nominative marker)
without using contextual information.16 Analysis and the use of these particles are important as-
pects of text analysis in Japanese, and we follow this direction. But the functions of these particles
are complex and we cannot simply say thatwa andga mark theme and rheme, respectively (see
Chapter 5 for more detail). Moreover, there are utterances lacking these particles (as arguments
can be dropped in Japanese), still with clear information structure depending on the context.17
Kurohashi and Nagao [1994] are also limited in explicating the theory-procedure relation with re-
spect to the description of (partial) relation between Japanese particles and information structure.
Finally, their analysis only contains a language-specific element of information structure. Since
16Kurohashi and Nagao [1994] also apply a few additional structural cues, which are not clear from the paper.
17The following example demonstrates that information structure is not necessarily marked bywaor ga (grammatical
labels:TOPic, ACCusative, andQuestion):
(1) Q: Ken-wa Montana-to Oregon-de nani-o sita-no?
Ken-TOP Montana-and Oregon-at what-ACC did-Q
“What did Ken do in Montana and Oregon?”
A: [Montana-de]Theme(contrastive) [sukii-o site,...]Rheme
Montana-at ski-ACC did
“He skiedH in MontanaL+H ,...”
(2) Q: Ken-wa doko-de sukii-to sukeeto-o sita-no?
Ken-TOP where-at ski-and skate-ACC did-Q
“Where did Ken ski?”
A: [Montana-de]Rheme [sukii-o sita.]Theme
Montana-at ski-ACC did
“He skied inMontanaH .”
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our position is that the notion of information structure applies cross-linguistically and that it con-
tains universal elements, the approach of Kurohashi and Nagao [1994] does not apply to analysis
of other languages. Since their goal is identification of discourse structure, no direct assessment of
the information structure is provided.
Haji čová and others, 1995
Following the tradition of the Prague school, e.g., Sgall et al. [1986], Hajiˇcová et al. [1995] pro-
posed an algorithm to identify information structure (their ‘topic’ and ‘focus’).18 Their algorithm
is an implementation of a series of theoretical works, it addresses the theory-processor relation
more strongly than others.
But there still remains a question about theory-processor relation. Although they discuss a
contextual factor in terms of their ‘Contextual Bound’ (CB) and ‘Non-Bound’ (NB) (p. 25 in
Subsection 2.3.1), their algorithm actually assigns a CB/NB status through structural analysis [p.
89-90], as seen below.
(42) (a) After the dependency structure of the sentence has been identified by the parser, so that
also the underlying dependency relations (valency positions) of the complementations
(to the governing verb) are known, the verb and all the complementations are first as-
sumed to be NB, i.e., to belong to the focus, which we denote by f.
(b) (omitted: three conditions for the case where the verb is rightmost)
(c) If the verb does not occupy the rightmost position, then:
(ca) the verb itself is understood as t [topic], if it has a very general lexical meaning (see
above), or as f if its meaning is very specific, or else as ambiguous (t/f);
(cb) the complementations preceding the verb are denoted as t, with the exception of an in-
definite subject and of a specific (i.e., neither general nor indexical; see above) Temporal
complementation; either of the latter two is characterized as t/f;
(cc) (omitted: ten more conditions for various cases)
The condition (cb) thus predicts that a definite subject is a topic as they do in their example (3)
“The neighbor met him yesterday” [p. 91]. But, as the following example shows, a definite subject
18Two closely related papers are Hajiˇcová [1991] and Hajiˇcová et al. [1993].
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with a verb not at the rightmost position can be a rheme.
(43) Q: Who met him yesterday, the neighbor or the gardener?
A: The neighbor met him yesterday. Hajiˇcová et al. [1995, (3), p. 91]
“The neighbor” in (43A) must be analyzed as the theme (or its part) of the utterance. As we have
discussed earlier, linguistic form alone cannot fix the information structure.
We agree that certain linguistic marking such as definiteness plays an important role in iden-
tifying information structure, and we will use that property. But we cannot underestimate the
contextual effect. The algorithm depends too much on structural and lexical information and has
very little contextual information in it. The coverage of the algorithm is limited to simple sentences
in English. They comment on the extension of the proposal to more complex constructions [p. 93].
But their algorithm [p. 89-90] is already a sequence ofseventeenconditional statements. Even if it
can be extended to more complex cases, it would be hard to see the underlying generality. Finally,
no evaluation is discussed.
Hahn, 1995
Hahn [1995] argues that thematic progression [Daneˇs, 1974] can be formalized, be applied to real-
world texts, and provide a means to view text coherence. The implementation consists of partial
parsing, processing of ‘frame’ representation including relations between entities, and processing
of theme/rheme according to how the theme of an utterance is connected to an antecedent in the
context. The system works on realistic data taken from computer-related journals. This approach
has a strength in dealing with real data, unlike many other approaches discussed here. The contex-
tual information is well handled as well.
The problems with this approach include the following. Although Hahn [1995, p. 215] argues
that full parsing is infeasible for such a task, there is a cost associated with adopting partial parsing.
For example, the information obtainable from complex NPs can be misused. In addition, special
constructions such as ‘cleft’ and ‘topicalization’ cannot be identified without ad-hoc treatment. A
systematic analysis of sentence construction requires full parsing. Furthermore, the system appears
to be limited to individual-type themes. It could not identify a theme such as “Felix praised” (18)
seen earlier. There is little discussion about how his implementation is related to a theory of
information structure. Again no evaluation method is provided.
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Styś and Zemke, 1995
Styś and Zemke [1995] proposes a method to improve the quality of English-Polish machine trans-
lation. Their point is that word order in Polish depends on salience and this information can be
obtained in English through linguistic analysis including Centering theory [Grosz et al., 1995, as
well as much earlier work cited there]. Their approach is actually more in line with Communicative
Dynamism (CD) [Firbas, 1964] because their theory adopts ‘gradation’ of salience, not binomial
contrast between theme and rheme. They obtain such results by applying gradation to Center-
ing analysis, utterance construction type, definiteness, constituent length, etc. There is no doubt
that information structure is related to most, if not all, of these properties. But the use of graded
salience makes evaluation of this approach extremely difficult. Accordingly, no evaluation is dis-
cussed. Furthermore, an ad-hoc weighting of these properties does not seem to be well-founded in
terms of available theories of information structure. Sty´s and Zemke [1995] mainly deal with the
transitive construction including clefted cases [Section 5 (Conclusion)], and need to extend their
limited coverage for a more realistic set of data.
Hoffman, 1996
Hoffman [1996] proposes a method to improve the quality of English-Turkish machine translation
through the use of information structure. The key element of the proposal is identification of
information structure in English through a combination of contextual information and linguistic
form, including Centering analysis [Grosz et al., 1995]. This in principle combines the strengths
of Hajičová et al. [1995] and Hahn [1995]. Hoffman [1996] characterizes theme (her ‘topic’) in
terms of referential preference based on a version of Centering theory [Grosz et al., 1995], and
rheme (her ‘focus’), in terms of ‘discourse-newness’ and ‘contrastiveness’, corresponding to the
distinction of Rochemont [1986].
The main contribution of the proposal is the following two algorithms:
(44) Topic algorithm:
a. Choose Cb (if available) as the topic.19
19Cb is the highest-ranked referent in the reference list (Cf) of the previous utterance also present by the current
utterance.
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b. Choose the first entity in the Cf list (if available).20
c. Choose a situation-setting adverb (if available).
d. Choose the subject.
(45) Focus algorithm:
a. Choose a discourse-new
b. Choose a contrastive element
Use of these algorithms is demonstrated in Hoffman’s (5), which can be shown as follows (‘topic’
and ‘focus’ are indicated with the rule that is used to identify it):
(46) i. Pat
Focus(45a)
will meet Chris
Focus(45a)
today
Topic(44c)
.
ii. There is a talk
Focus(45a)
at four
Topic(44c)
.
iii. Chris
Focus(45b)
is giving the talk
Topic (44a)
.
iv. Pat
Topic(44b)
cannot come
Focus(45a)
.
One of the weaknesses of Hoffman’s algorithms is its lack of connection to a theory of information
structure. For example, it is not at all clear whytodayin (i) mustbe the topic. Information structure
is characterized in terms of combination of referential status and other properties on the involved
components. It does not capture therelation between theme and rheme in a way we are interested
in.
Another problem is its limitation in recognizing ‘referents’ corresponding to complex linguistic
structures. In the following example similar to the one given in her paper, the theme algorithm will
pick up “Chris” as the theme of (ii ), among the possible candidates underlined below.
(47) i. Chris will give the talk. [Chris, talk]
ii. But, Pat doesn’t think that Chris will give the talk. [Pat, Chris, talk]
But the clause “that Chris will give the talk” is most likely the theme of (ii ).
Hoffman [1996] tackles cases involving adverbs and complement clauses, but demonstrates
her algorithm only for a few prepared texts, not realistic data. She also mentions the role of
INFERRABLE, which is a critical element in identifying information structure, but does not specify
how to identify them. Finally, there is no evaluation is presented.
20Cf is the list of discourse referents in the utterance.
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Komagata, 1998
In the precursor to the current work [Komagata, 1998a], I proposed a theory of information struc-
ture and an algorithm to identify information structure to be used for a Computer-Assisted Writing
system. The goal of the system is to detect text readability with respect to information structure.
The mechanism of the identification process is that theme has a property ‘contextual link’ , which
is realized as either discourse-old or linguistically-marked inferrables like Hoffman [1996]. Then,
the theme-rheme structure is observed as the last semantic composition.
Some problems with this work are that the theory is overly simplistic. For example, the only
considered linguistic marking for inferrable was definiteness. The theory assumed binomial parti-
tion of information structure where theme and rheme are contiguous, which is not necessarily the
case (see Subsection 2.3.4).
In an attempt to address lack of evaluation in previous work, I proposed a method based on
text readability. Assuming that ‘theme first’ preference is at work in written English (follow-
ing Mathesius [1975, p. 81], [Halliday, 1967], and [Kuno, 1978] in a slightly weaker form), I
adopted the FSP-type approach that a pattern of “Theme Rheme” is more readable than one of
“Rheme Theme”. Although certain effects have been observed, the paper did not provide an
objective way of measuring the effects. As mentioned in Subsection 2.3.3, ‘theme first’ preference
is controversial. The present work does not assume this position in any strong form.
Identification Problem in Natural Language Generation
Natural language (NL) generation is one area where theories of information structure are success-
fully applied. This involves contextually appropriate generation of intonation in English [Prevost
and Steedman, 1993; Prevost, 1995; Prevost, 1996] and that of word order in Turkish [Hoffman,
1994; Hoffman, 1995; Hoffman, 1996].21 Such approaches are possible due to direct linguistic
marking of information structure. Although the Identification Problem in its original form is not a
part of NL generation, there are some connections between them.
First, an assumption common to the above-mentioned NL-generation approaches (except for
Hoffman [1996], which also presents an information-structure identification algorithm) is that the
information structure is available for each utterance in the given contexts. Prevost [1995] also
21Günther et al. [1999] is another example.
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works on short discourse, but his examples are limited to the cases where the subsequent utterances
share the same theme as the first one. Thus, while usefulness of information structure for NL
generation tasks is demonstrated, the question about how information structure generally works in
texts is left unanswered.
Now, let us consider the case of generating realistically complex texts. Is the information struc-
ture readily available for each utterance? Modern NL generation systems have planning process
at the level of content generation as well as surface generation, e.g., McKeown [1985] and Prevost
[1995]. Since a typical planner involves propositions as a unit of processing, it may be able to
determine the information structure of a complex utterance involving a subordinate clause based
on how the utterance is derived in connection to the context. But, since an information-structure
division generally corresponds to units smaller than a clause, a process of identifying information
structure is still needed.
For the case of a NL generation module as a part of a machine translation system, it is in
general impossible that an automated system can derive the ‘intention’ of the writer of the source
text, cf. planning in NL generation. In fact, most of the currently available systems simply transfer
either isolated syntactic and/or semantic structures between the corresponding utterances. Thus,
while a generation module requires a solution to the Identification Problem, the current solutions
to NL generation problems involving information structure do not solve the Identification problem.
Note about Evaluation Methodology
As we have seen above, evaluation is a missing component in all previous proposals for the Iden-
tification Problem. Let us briefly discuss the methodology we might use for this purpose. One
possible direction is to identify a non-linguistic observable phenomena practiced in, e.g., psy-
cholinguistics. They control referential status of physical objects and observe the relation with
linguistic expression [Arnold et al., 1997]. But, since we want to evaluate identification processes,
this approach does not seem to be applicable to our case. Another technique is to directly observe
processing load through eye tracking [e.g., Rayner and Pollatsek, 1987 (a review)]. This seems
like a promising possibility, but is beyond the scope of the current work. The present work pursues
a purely linguistic way of evaluation in the remainder of this thesis.
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2.5 Summary
The main conclusion of this chapter is that the Identification Problem still remains wide open. In
the previous section, we identify problems specific to the computational approaches to the Identi-
fication Problem. But, more importantly, this group of work lacks the essential properties required
for a solution to the problem, i.e., realistic coverage, an evaluation method, and a clear theory-
procedure relation.
On the other hand, previous theories of information structure reviewed in Section 2.3 are
mostly indifferent to the Identification Problem. Although various properties related to informa-
tion structure have been investigated, previous theories do not delineate the properties of theme
and rheme and the relation between theme and rheme as pursued in our simple hypothesis (20).
This situation calls for a theory of information structure that can overcome these problems.
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Chapter 3
A Theory of Information Structure
In order to address the Identification Problem, we must first characterize information structure in
terms of the properties of its components and the relation between the components. We adopt
the notions of ‘contextual link’ and ‘semantic composition’ as key properties to define binomial
partition of information structure, and explicate these notions. In particular, contextual link is
defined as bounded inference, that is characterized in terms of discourse status, domain-specific
knowledge, and linguistic marking. The chapter also demonstrates that the problems observed for
binomial information structure can be overcome by adopting an appropriate grammar formalism
and introducing an additional degree of freedom with structured meaning.
The chapter first presents our characterization of information structure. The next section dis-
cusses contextual link. We devote a section for linguistic marking of contextual link and analysis
of special constructions in English. The last two sections introduce grammatical components of
the theory and structured meaning.
3.1 Main Hypothesis: Semantic Partition between Theme and Rheme
Precise Formulation of The Main Hypothesis
In the previous chapter, we have seen that neither referential status nor linguistic form alone is
sufficient to identify information structure. In this chapter, we attempt to incorporate these two
properties with our main hypothesis (20). Although the main hypothesis is based on Vallduv´ı’s
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[1990, p. 23] idea that “information structure is a relational notion”, we depart from his analy-
sis in several points. As we discussed in the previous chapter, we stick to the classical, simpler
binomial partition of information structure. Although binomial partition is not without problems,
other options appear to be more problematic, as discussed in Subsection 2.3.4. Another crucial
difference from Vallduv´ı [1990] is our position that linguistic structure alone does not fix the in-
formation structure. For this reason, analysis of ‘contextual link’ is essential for our solution to the
Identification Problem.
As has been discussed in Subsection 2.3.1, we generally consider a theme as ‘contextually
linked’, or ‘presuppositional’ [Chomsky, 1971; Jackendoff, 1972] although we cannot say that a
rheme isnot presuppositional or ‘new’. The least amount we can say about this situation is that a
thememustbe contextually linked, but a rheme does not need to be. We have also associated rheme
with a projection of a contrast, ‘contrastiveness’. But this is not a requirement for a theme. For
the moment, we call semantic, binomial partition of information structure ‘semantic composition’
in accordance with the view that semantic components are combined to become a more complex
object. Before proceeding, let us rephrase the main hypothesis in a way convenient for the current
purpose.
The main hypothesis about information structure is now characterized as follows (with sym-
bolic representations):
(48) Main Hypothesis (information structure)
a. The theme is necessarily contextually-linked, i.e.,linked(Theme).
b. The rheme isnot necessarily contextually-linked, i.e.,:linked(Rheme).
c. The theme isnot necessarily contrastive, i.e.,:contrast(Theme).
d. The rheme is necessarily contrastive, i.e.,contrast(Rheme).
e. A proposition is a semantic composition of a theme and a rheme, i.e.,
Prop= (Theme) (Rheme).
What (a) and (b) convey is that a contrast between a theme and a rheme is a contrast between the
polarity of the necessity on the contextual-link property. Similarly, the contrast between (c) a d
(d) is the contrast between the polarity of the necessity on contrastiveness. The last statement (e)
connects the theme and the rheme, representing the binomial relation between theme and rheme
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in terms of semantic operation. The modality ‘’ involved in the above can be interpreted as
quantification over the search process. For example, “linked(Theme)” means that for every
possible choice of theme-rheme pair, the theme is a contextual link. Thus, the hypothesis can be
seen as a declarative form of such an identification process. Although we do not discuss theory-
process relation in detail, the above main hypothesis can be seen as the backbone of such a relation.
Let us now examine some basic properties of the main hypothesis (48). It is consistent with
the question test. The element of the response that is contextually linked to the question is a theme
and the complement regardless of its referential status is a rheme. Since the notion of contextual
link is more general than discourse oldness, inferrable theme is also possible. The hypothesis is
equally applicable to analysis of extended texts, not just question-answer pairs. It is also consistent
with generation process [e.g., Prevost, 1995], by specifying theme-rheme divisions based on the
contextual link status assumed by the speaker.
Before proceeding, we should note the following. Our main hypothesis (48) does not make a
reference to direct information-structure marking. We do not emphasize this point in this thesis be-
cause the focus of information-structure analysis here is written English where direct information-
structure marking is rather impoverished. But the information-structure identification for spoken
English and other languages can definitely take advantage of such marking. For example, Steed-
man [1999] presents a theory of information structure that projects theme and rheme status from
intonation (in English). A similar process of projecting theme/rheme status from word order (e.g.,
Catalan) or particles (e.g., Japanese) is quite possible. Our proposal is compatible with such anal-
yses. When direct marking of information structure is available, its status can simply overwrite
the current analysis. In this respect, the main hypothesis (48) is a general statement that applies to
underspecified cases, and subsumes more specific cases.
In the rest of this chapter, we explicate the involved notions used in the main hypothesis (48),
i.e., contextual link and semantic composition. A successful completion of this process coupled
with reasonable evaluation will constitute a support for the hypothesis as a theory of information
structure. At this point, we make a qualification about the working domain.
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Working Domain: Medical Case Reports
For the development and evaluation of the theory, we concentrate on a single working domain in-
volving medical case reports, a type of expository texts, from a journal called “The Physician and
Sportsmedicine”. The choice of expository texts is natural considering the range of applications
we have discussed in the Introduction. While analysis of question-answer corpora is another pos-
sibility, we consider this as a special case of the Identification Problem and attempt to solve a more
general case where the context is not fixed by a question. The reasons we focus on medical case
reports are as follows. First, the terminology is relatively unambiguous and referents can be iden-
tified relatively easily. Second, the domain knowledge involved in the texts is relatively limited,
e.g., presence of the physician (the author of the report). Finally, a sample of medical case reports
has been found on-line.
In expository texts, we can safely assume that every utterance is ‘informative’ at the proposi-
tional level.1 We may add this assumption in the following form:
(49) The proposition (for an utterance) is necessarilynot contextually-linked, i.e.,
:linked(Prop).
In a sense, the relation between the status of a rheme,:linked, and that of an utterance,:linked,
is a more accurate characterization of saying that a rheme is ‘new’ found in, e.g., Jackendoff
[1972]. That is, a rheme is an essential component to make the proposition ‘new’ regardless of its
own status.
As we mentioned in Section 2.2 (p. 22), we do not elaborate on contrastiveness for the rest
of this thesis mainly for practical reasons. First, an analysis of contrastiveness is difficult to im-
plement. Second, for expository texts, the materials are predominantly discourse-new. Thus, it is
more critical to identify a contextual link for a theme (see in Chapter 7). As a consequence, the
identification process ignores (48c;d).
The question whether the theory and the practice in the present work generalizes to other
1This is in contrast to the spoken form where informationally-redundant utterances are not uncommon [Walker,
1992]. Even for this case, we may still maintain that every utterance is informative by adopting the theory of conversa-
tional implicature [Grice, 1975] and arguing that a redundant proposition actually infers something new.
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domains remains to be answered. Although different types of linguistic constructions may be in-
volved in different domains, this component seems more consistent than the difference in domain-
specific knowledge and inference. Since our theory is not bound to a specific inference mechanism
unlike, e.g., Hahn et al. [1996], adjustment to a new domain seems feasible.
3.2 Contextual Link
In the previous section, we have placed the notion of contextual link at a critical position for the
Identification Problem. This section explores an idea that contextual link is a bounded sequence of
inference. We then make a point that such a bound on inference comes from outside the logic of
inference.
3.2.1 Contextual Link and Inference
In order to explore the notion of ‘contextual link’, let us recall the following two examples:
(50) i. John has a house.
ii. [The house]T heme[looks exotic]Rheme.
(51) i. John has a house.
ii. [The door]T heme[looks exotic]Rheme.
Here, “the house” in (50ii ) is discourse-old and “the door” in (51ii ) is discourse-new butIN-
FERRABLE [Prince, 1981; Prince, 1992]. Despite this difference, it is natural to identify the analo-
gous information structures, as shown above.
As we have reviewed in Subsection 2.3.1 (p. 28), the basic idea of contextual link (in different
names) has been discussed in many previous proposals [Chomsky, 1971; Jackendoff, 1972; Sgall
et al., 1986; Rochemont, 1986; Prince, 1992]. A common observation is that inference is involved
in the case like (51ii ) above. Such an inference mechanism can be ‘open-ended’ [Brown and Yule,
1983, p. 269]. Thus, as a backbone, we need to assume a general mechanism of inference.
Let us first consider that referents of various semantic types (individuals, properties, events,
etc., as discussed on p. 42 in Subsection 2.3.4) are textually or situationallyEVOKED at the time
of utterance. For example, at the time of uttering (51ii ), the referent corresponding to “a house”
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is textually EVOKED and available.2 This baseset of available referents can be extended by an
inference mechanism. As we have set out (Section 2.2), the inference mechanism itself is a big
problem, and not our central concern. But, for the sake of precision, we assume the following
simple, but general inference mechanism.
(52) (assumption) Inference mechanism:
a. Textually or situationallyEVOKED referents are available for processing (zero infer-
ence).
b. Relations that hold for an available referent are available. In addition, the results of
composing any of these relations and referent(s) are available.
c. Referents that satisfy an available property are available. In addition, the results of
composing them are available.
Note that the availability of referents and relations are constrained by various factors. Here, we
assume that availability is limited to those which the speaker believes that the hearer knows, i.e.,
‘common ground’ [Clark, 1996, for discussion].
For example, at the time of uttering (51ii ), all the relations holding for “the house” are available
(52b). Among them, there is a ‘part-whole’ relation applicable to “he house”. The result of
composing “the house” and this relation yields a property “the house has (as a part)X”, as specified
by the second clause in (52b). The referent corresponding to “the door” in (51ii ) satisfies this
property, and thus is available. Although the speaker knows that “the door looks exotic”, it is not
in the common ground. Thus, the inference process stops here, and the entire utterance is not
considered inferrable.3
The above inference mechanism is recursive. Therefore, the set of available referents resulting
from the process is in general unbounded. This point is made to cover inference generally, and does
not claim that such an unbounded set is processed automatically. In addition, not all the available
referents are equally salient in a specific context [Brown and Yule, 1983, Section 7.8]. But these
are issues beyond the current scope.
We now present the notion of contextual link.
2In the present work, we exclude intra-utterance reference for simplicity. The process may well involve both inter-
and intra-utterance reference as in Strube [1998].
3For a related implementation, see Dahl et al. [1987] and Palmer et al. [1993].
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(53) (hypothesis)Contextual link is a relation between a referent in the utterance under con-
sideration and a textually or situationallyEVOKED referent where the relation is a bounded
(including zero) sequence of inference steps.
We may also refer to a referent available through a contextual-link relation as a ‘contextual link’.
For example, we can say that “the door” in (51ii ) is a contextual link. This process basically covers
bothEVOKED andINFERRABLE.4 We may consider aBRAND-NEW referent as those which is not
available even through an unbounded sequence of inferences. The status ofUNUSED referents in
the current formulation is not so clear. One possibility is that they are available in some ‘extended
situation’. But this point is not critical becauseUNUSED referents are not common in our domain.
The above characterization of contextual link has some properties distinct from proposals of
Bos et al. [1995] and Hahn et al. [1996]. Unlike theirs, a general inference mechanism is assumed
in a modular fashion. No a priori limit on inference steps is made. Another distinction from Bos
et al. [1995] is that accommodation is not unconditionally supported (see p. 30 in Section 2.3.1).
We could deal with it in a way similar to the case ofUNUSED referents with ‘extended situation’,
as mentioned in the previous paragraph.
3.2.2 Logic-External Properties for Bounding Inference
In the previous section, we have only said that inference is bounded. In this section, we discuss the
way such inference is bounded. Our hypothesis is as follows:
(54) (hypothesis) Bounds on inference are conditioned by propertiesexternal to the logic of
inference.
In other words, the above statement corresponds to the view that a general logic, for the purpose
of identifying contextual links, does not have a means to terminate by itself. The current proposal
hypothesizes the following properties for this purpose:
(55) a. Linguistic marking: e.g., definiteness in English
b. Discourse status: i.e., discourse-old referent is a contextual link
c. Domain-specific knowledge: e.g., presence of a physician and a patient in medical re-
ports
4Nevertheless the above definition may not exactly correspond to the intuition given in Prince’s [1981].
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The above classification is not exclusive. A contextual-link referent may possess multiple prop-
erties. In order for this set of specifications to be useful, they must at least be sound. While the
specification may never be complete, it must be as much complete as possible.
Among the mechanical algorithms we have reviewed in the previous chapter, Hajiˇcová et al.
[1995] focus on linguistic marking (a) and Hahn [1995] focuses on discourse-oldness (b) and
domain-specific knowledge (c). Hoffman [1996] focuses on linguistic marking (a) and discourse
status (b). The current position is that all of these must be taken into consideration.
On a more linguistic side, Birner [1997] argues that inferrables are linguistically marked. Her
argument is based on several distinct linguistic phenomena including topicalization and VP prepos-
ing. But this statement is too strong. There are examples of indefinite inferrables that appear as a
contextual link although this is not always the case (see Chapter 7).
In the following, we discuss the last two properties. Linguistic marking for contextual link is
discussed in the next section as it requires more space.
Discourse Status
The notion of discourse status that we are talking about is basically the same as Prince [1992]
(see Subsection 2.3.1). But there are two points to note. First, we deal with discourse referents
[Karttunen, 1976] of a general kind, ranging over various semantic types (p. 42 in Section 2.3.4).
That is, discourse statuses of not only individual types but also properties, propositions, etc. are
also considered.
Second, we assume a simple notion of context that is compatible with the idea of general
discourse referents. Each successfully interpreted referent is simply added to the context (if it is
not already there). As we do not assume intra-utterance reference, the addition of new referents
can be done once for each utterance. The context is then a heterogeneous set of discourse referents,
monotonically extended as utterances are processed.5 This is a generalization of Stalnaker’s [1978,
p. 321] ‘context set’, which is a set of propositions. As we have mentioned in Section 2.2, we
do not focus on the process of reference resolution. Thus, there may be cases where (actually)
identical referents are present in the context set at the same time without being resolved. Our
5Monotonic models of contexts are in general too simplistic, but the problem with monotonicity is left for future
work.
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assumption is that such a case is linguistically marked and can be analyzed as contextually-linked.
The idea of discourse-oldness is characterized as the identity relation between a referent in the
current utterance and another referent in the context. A more formal representation of discourse
status is described in Sections 3.4 and 4.2, after the grammatical component is discussed.
In one respect, the above idea is a cruder picture than various theories of discourse, e.g.,
File Change Semantics (FCS) [Heim, 1982] and Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [Kamp,
1981]. It is because no hierarchical structure among referents is assumed. It is tempting to con-
sider some kind of structure among referents, e.g., partial ordering by ‘informativeness’ relation
[van Eijck, 1996, p. 89]. This may also be relevant to disambiguation of information structure.
But it is beyond the scope of the current work.
Domain-Specific Knowledge
Inference may also be bounded by limited use of domain-specific knowledge. While discourse-
oldness is an identity relation to a referent in the discourse, we consider a type of domain-specific
knowledge that is an identity relation to a referent in the situation. Domain-specific knowledge is a
prerequisite for logical inference, but the point here is that a logic does not define domain-specific
knowledge. By assuming such referents in the initial situation, the inference process involving
them can be effectively bounded by checking the identity relation. Such situationally-available
referents also constitute the context along with the discourse referents (as discussed above).
The only domain-specific knowledge currently considered for our domain is the situational
availability of physicians (e.g.,physician(s), clinician(s)) and patients (i.e.,patient(s)).This kind
of domain-specific knowledge is justifiable because each domain has its owntypical situational
setting. If such a setting is applicable to every text in the domain, it is acceptable to apply the
knowledge.
3.3 Linguistic Marking in English
This section specifies linguistic marking for contextual links, and then examines several special
constructions in English where we observe subtle distinctions between the linguistic marking for
contextual link and that for information structure.
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3.3.1 Linguistic Marking for Contextual Links
Assignment and Projection of Contextual-Link Status
A representative case of linguistic marking for contextual link is definite determiners [e.g., Heim,
1982; Poesio et al., 1997]. In Subsection 2.3.3, we have pointed out that direct linguistic marking
of information structure is available only at the matrix level and non-recursive. Thus, there is
no projection problem. On the other hand, linguistic marking for contextual links can appear
recursively at all levels of linguistic structure. Accordingly, we need a systematic way to analyze
projection of a contextual link for an arbitrary linguistic structure. This is in a sense response
to Levinson’s [1983, p. x] question about the projection problem for information structure in an
indirect way.
For analysis of presupposition, Karttunen [1973, p. 173] introduced the ideas of ‘hole’ and
‘plug’ for presupposition projection. Informally, presupposition survives a hole, e.g., a verbknow,
but not a plug, e.g., a verbsay. The problem of contrast projection (see Subsection 2.3.2) may also
be analyzed in terms of survival of projection under various conditions.
We extend this survival-or-no classification to a more general one involving contextual links,
as shown below.
(56) a. Assignment: The contextual-link status of a phrase is set/reset by one of its components.
b. Projection: The contextual-link status of a phrase is projected from one of its compo-
nents.
For example, assignment is typically done by a function word such as a definite or indefinite
determiner. Projection is typically done from a content word through a composition with certain
function words. By studying contextual-link status for different linguistic structures, we can tell
the consequence compositionally.
Now, there remains the main task of identifying whether a certain linguistic form is a contextual
link or not. That is, we must judge whether the phrase requires a bounded sequence of inferences
from an available referent. This requires linguistic analyses for various constructions. Fortunately,
this is a well-studied area, e.g., Heim [1982] for definite/indefinite NP’s. In the following, we
examine various linguistic structures with respect to assignment/projection of contextual links.
This includes contextual-link assignment by definite determiner and utterance-initial modifiers;
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non-contextual-link assignment by indefinite determiner; and projection of contextual link through
nominal pre-modifiers and coordinators.
Before proceeding, we must make a few remarks. The present work is incomplete in that we
could not examine all the possible linguistic structures. But, even though the description can be as
complex as a complete grammatical description (and thus generative), the description is bounded
by the complexity of the grammar and thus presumably finite. The current coverage focuses on
the constructions commonly found in medical reports in English. We observe that the coverage for
our training data generalizes fairly well to reserved test data (see Chapter 7).
Definite Determiner
First, we need to clarify that we use the term ‘definite’ as a formal property [Prince, 1992, Section
2.1]. For example, a noun phrase “the social cost” is definite because it has the definite determiner,
the. This is distinct from Chafe [1976, p. 39], who considers definiteness as a conceptual notion.
The role of definite determiners with respect to referential status has been investigated for a
long time. For example, Brown and Yule [1983, p.170] cite an analysis that goes back to 1751 about
the relation between known/unknown and definite/indefinite articles. For the present purpose, we
follow more recent work [e.g., Hawkins, 1978; Heim, 1982; Quirk et al., 1985] and consider
definiteness as a source of contextual-link status.
The assignment mechanism by definite determiner can be seen below. Here, a contextual link
and a non-contextual link are abbreviated asCL andNL, respectively.
(57) Definite determiner Noun
Example: the door
Contextual-link status:   CL or NL
Contextual-link status: CL
The contextual-link status of the definite determiner,the itself is not critical here. The point is that
it assigns a contextual-link status to the NP, shown asCL , regardless of the status of the noun,
door.
Now, suppose that some kind ofdoor that is uniquely identified is already in the discourse, it
is a contextual link through discourse-oldness. The definite determiner carries on the status to the
NP. If such unique identity is not guaranteed, the NP would fail to refer to a particular referent.
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This position does not reject the idea that the definite determiner assigns a contextual link because
the reference failure can be explained as a result of this (impossible) assignment.
On the other hand, suppose that nodoor is in the discourse or in the situation. The noundoor
is a non-contextual link. But the definite determiner still assigns a contextual-link status to the NP.
This is where inference is called for, as discussed in Heim [1982]. Definite reference with a non-
contextual-link noun is acceptable only when the referent corresponding to the NP is inferrable
from the context. If not, reference failure may occur. This point contrasts with Bos et al. [1995],
who propose that ‘accommodation’ always saves the reference process. In either case, a definite
expression often becomes a theme, especially at the matrix level, due to its strong property to be a
contextual link.
The same analysis holds for the case where the involved noun is complex, e.g., post-modified
by a PP or a relative clause. Thus, nested instances of definite determiners assign contextual link
status for each time, but the assignment by the embedded definite determiner does not affect the
assignment of the outer definite determiner.
Other types of definite determiners include demonstrative and possessive. Demonstratives do
not allow inferrables as referents, but assigns a contextual link status to the noun phrase in a
manner similar to the above case. For possessive, I attempt a slightly different analysis later in this
subsection.
While definite expressions are almost always contextually-linked, it is not completely so. There
are cases where definite expressions express non-contextual links as follows:6
(58) i. Both buses and trolleys are operating here.
ii. Take the first bus. (a non-contextual link)
This contrasts with the corresponding contextual-link case as follows:
(59) i. You see three buses and a trolley over there.
ii. Take the first bus. (a contextual link)
In (58ii ), the definite determiner,the, is required for the logical reason encoded in the phrase
[Quirk et al., 1985, p. 270]. Thus, the expression “the first bus” is ambiguous between a logical
use of definite determiner (58ii ) and a contextual-link assignment (59ii ). But this class of expres-
sions involves a linguistic cue such asfir t or next, and thus can be separated from other definite
6Related examples are also found in Brown [1995].
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expressions. In our experiment data, there is no instance of this type that affects identification of
information structure. Quirk et al. [1985, p. 271] also states that body parts generally requirethe.
We will come back to this case when we discuss indefinite article.
Quirk et al. [1985, p. 269] discuss yet another case of ‘sporadic’ referents. The situation seems
idiosyncratic and differences between British and American English have also been reported. We
do not discuss this case any further.
Utterance-initial Modifiers
Although English has a relatively fixed word order, there are cases where word order is flexible.
We consider two such cases. One is sentential adverbials and the other is subordinate clauses. The
following two examples are taken from our experiment data, and shown with the alternative word
order.
(60) a. Until the early 1980s, tuberculosis was considered a minor, controllable public health
problem.
b. Tuberculosis was considered a minor, controllable public health problem until the early
1980s.
(61) a. As it is used here, the term “injury” means any cheerleading injury that forces the person
to miss at least 1 day of participation.
b. The term “injury” means any cheerleading injury that forces the person to miss at least
1 day of participation as it is used here.
For this matter, de Swart [1999, p. 359] analyzes temporal adverbs and argues that preposed
time adverbials are themes (but postposed ones are not necessarily rhemes). The present work
regards de Swart’s [1999] analysis as evidence for thecontextual-linkstatus of preposed time
adverbials, but not for theme marking. This is because adverbials can be freely preposed in an
embedded clause and do not meet our requirement for direct theme marking.
The argument of de Swart is natural: preposed time adverbials set the time reference. We may
extend the analysis to other situation-setting adverbs. Recall that Hoffman’s [1996] topic algorithm
(44) has the following condition: “when no anaphor is available in the previous utterance, choose
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situation-setting adverb as the theme”. This seems too strong. We also conjecture that utterance-
initial modifiers are all theme, but, at this point, I am not aware of further backing in the literature.7
The contextual-assignment mechanism of utterance-initial modifiers are shown below. Note
that the assignment of theCL status does not depend on the status of the argument.
(62) Modifier Main clause
Functor Argument
Example: Until the 1980s, tuberculosis....
Contextual-link status: CL
Contextual-link status: CL
Unlike the case of the definite determiner, which is purely lexical, the above assignment is also
structural in that the effect also depends on the position of the involved modifier relative to the
main clause. We expect that a theory must be able to specify such structural specification in a
systematic manner, which is not possible with partial parsing of Hahn [1995].
Indefinite Article
Next, let us consider the case of resetting a contextual-link status, i.e., assignment of non-contextual
link to the phrase. The indefinite article,a/an, falls into this category. Negative also resets a
contextual-link status (it does not specify a referent). The mechanism of assignment is shown
below.
(63) Indefinite article Noun
Example: a door
Contextual-link status:   (CL) or NL
Contextual-link status: NL
Typically, the noun is a non-contextual link. If the noun is a contextual link, the indefinite article
still assigns non-contextual link status to the NP. This can confuse the hearer becausesomedoor is
already in the context and the speaker insists on a ‘new’ door. If the speaker’s intention is to refer
to a new door that is distinct from what is already in the context, another determiner, e.g.,another,
may be more suitable. But there is another possibility. Let us take a look at the following example
from our experiment data:
7Bonnie Webber [p.c., 1999] raised the following question. Not all utterance-initial modifiers behave in the same
way. For example,whenmay well be a contextual-link assigner,until may actually not.
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(64) i. Don’t Miss Gastrointestinal Disorders in Athletes
ii. Gastrointestinal (GI) problems are common among athletes.
(three utterances omitted)
vi: so an athlete may ignore symptoms and seek medical care only when they become
severe enough to interfere with performance.
Here, the nounathletein (ii ) is discourse-old. A possible analysis is that the indefinite article is
used for generic reference. At this point, I conjecture that indefinite with a contextual-link noun is
generic and that it exceptionally assigns a contextual-link status to the NP. This point needs further
investigation, and we will come back to the consequence of this conjecture in Chapter 7.
While both countable NP’s witha/an and uncountable NP’s with no article are considered
indefinite (by lacking a definite determiner), there is a semantic distinction. The indefinite article,
a/an, in general (conversationally) implies that there are no more than one [e.g., Hawkins, 1978,
p. 179; Hawkins, 1991, p. 417]. This use of the indefinite article is thus often in contrast with
other determiners, e.g.,some, many, all. On the other hand, uncountable indefinites do not have
this property. Possibly for this reason, we observe more problems with identifying contextual links
for uncountable indefinites (see Chapter 7).
While the majority of indefinite NP’s are non-contextual links, some case assigns a contextual-
link status even when the associated noun is a non-contextual link. Let us examine the following
examples:
(65) a. I met some students before class.A studentcame to see me after class as well. [Hawkins,
1991, (11), p. 418]
b. I picked up that book I bought anda pagefell out. [Prince, 1992, (19b)]
c. Miss Murchison,’ said Mr. Urquhart, with an expression of considerable annoyance, ‘do
you know that you have left outa whole paragraph.’ [Gundel, 1996, (7), p. 143]
“A student” in (65a) must be consideredEVOKED because the referent is already available in
the discourse.8“A page” in (65b) and “a whole paragraph” in (65c) are INFERRABLE. We must
consider these cases as contextually linked.
8Contrary to a previous example (64), this instance of indefinite with a contextual link is not generic. But we will
see a condition applicable to this case below.
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thus, indefinite marking (at least in simple referential NPs) cannot in general separateEVOKED,
INFERRABLE, andNEW. But a closer look at the involved nouns shows that there is something
more to say. The first point is the lexical distinction between nouns likepage/paragraph, and
nouns likestudent. As observed by Prince [1992], ‘page-type’ nouns are associated with another
entity, say, “a book”. In other words, this type of noun istwo-place(or n-place in general), unlike
student. We can elaborate this point as follows. First, only two-place nouns are typically defined
in terms of anof relation in dictionaries, e.g., “page (definition 1): one sideof a leaf ofsomething
printed or written, as a book, manuscript, or letter” [Random House, 1993]. Second, two-place
nouns cannot introduce a new referent without reference to the associated referent. We can see this
effect in the following test: “OK, let’s start. Here is #a page/a book.” usingbookas an example of
one-place noun. In this regard, two-place nouns are alwaysINFERRABLE and neverNEW, while
one-place nouns may correspond to any of the three statuses.A preliminary corpus check on a
two-place noununcleshows 47 out of 48 instances in New York Times 1995 data from Linguistic
Data Consortium (LDC) are associated with an explicitly introduced referent. The case without
an associated referent seems to be metaphorical. A similar result has been observed for another
two-place nounleg. This explains why body parts usually require the definite determinertheQuirk
et al. [1985, p. 271] (see p. 66). It must be associated with the person it belongs. On the other
hand, for a set of body parts, it is also common to use the indefinite articlea/an to indicate that
only one of them is under discussion (in many cases, it does not matter which one of them).
Since the distinction between the two types of nouns is specified in the lexicon and does not
require further information, we can say, for two-place nouns, linguistic information is sufficient to
invoke the necessary inference. Naturally, there may be cases where a noun is ambiguous between
one-place and two-place.
In example (65a), the process to identify the referent of “a student”, EVOKED, is a resolution
process (i.e., identity check) and not an inference. If a one-place noun that is notNEW is always
EVOKED and neverINFERRABLE, we can still avoid the complexity involved in an inference pro-
cess. In addition, theEVOKED status of “a student” is strongly affected by the use of the adverbial
phrase “as well”. If we drop “as well” in (65a), the interpretation of “a student” is likely to be
NEW rather thanEVOKED, or could even be a generic. Thus, the process that invokes resolution
here seems to be in the domain of semantics and not world knowledge.
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Therefore, for the above cases, we have certain linguistic cues that an indefinite expression is
INFERRABLE. Although I do not claim that every indefiniteINFERRABLE is linguistically marked,
the above presentation shows that there still are some linguistic tools to pick up a number of
indefiniteINFERRABLES.
Projection of Contextual-link Status
We now turn to the discussion of projection of the contextual-link status. Included in this cate-
gory are non-definite determiners, certain restrictive post-nominal modification, function words,
argument-taking adverbs (not at the utterance-initial position), subordinators, and coordinators.
We have seen that definite determiners and indefinite articlesassigncontextual-link and non-
contextual-link statuses, respectively. In between these two classes, other determiners are treated
as projectors of contextual-link status. For example, the contextual-link status of a noun phrase
“many researchers” depends on that ofresearchers, as shown below.
(66) Determiner Noun
Example: many researchers
Contextual-link status:   X
Contextual-link status: X
HereX is either a contextual link or a non-contextual link.
Restrictive post-nominal modifiers project the contextual-link status of the argument. For ex-
ample, whentuberculosisis a contextual-link through discourse status, “cases of tuberculosis” is a
contextual link due to the projection of the status fromf-PP. For this reason, many such cases are
attached with the definite determiner. The phrase “cases of tuberculosis” is not definite, but can be
considered structurally-signaledINFERRABLE from “of tuberculosis”.
The next case involves function words such as prepositions and auxiliary verbs. Our position
is to consider them in the same class as non-definite determiners. For example, in a verb phrase
“ function at a high level”, the prepositionat projects the contextual-link status of “a high level”.
Similarly, for the case of “is estimated”, the auxiliary is projects the contextual-link status of
estimated. Assuming the same specification as non-definite determiners in (66), these function
words project the contextual-link status of the argument: an NP for the case of preposition, and a
main verb or another auxiliary verb for the case of auxiliary verb.
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Yet another case of contextual-link projection involves coordinators. In this case, it is two-place
(n-place in general case) rather than one-place as above. For example, the projection mechanism
for a phrase “proprioceptive training and proprioceptive rehabilitation” is shown below.
(67) Conjunct 1 Coordinator Conjunct 2
Example: proprioceptive training and proprioceptive rehabilitation
Contextual-link status: X   Y
Contextual-link status: Contextual link ifboth XandY are contextual links
Non-contextual link otherwise
This is slightly different from the previous cases of projection because coordination in general
requires that the conjuncts arelike categories.
There is possible support for this case. When multiple individuals are coordinated, e.g., “John
and Mary”, there may be ‘collective’ and ‘distributive’ readings [Landman, 1996, p. 425 (citing
several earlier papers); Palmer, 1990 (for an implementation)]. The situation can be exemplified as
follows (modified from Landman):
(68) a. John and Mary carried the piano upstairs. (collective)
b. John and Mary signed the application. (distributive)
c. John and Mary visited their friends. (ambiguous)
The point is the existence of collective reading suggests the availability of a contextual link cover-
ing both individuals. But, even for the distributive case, e.g., (b) above, it is in general possible to
refer to bothJohnandMary collectively asthey.
Nominal Pre-modifier
Nominal pre-modification can be very complex [Quirk et al., 1985 (for an analysis and examples)].
Here, we only consider two types of nominal pre-modifiers: adjective and noun (for noun-noun
compound), which are most common in our experiment data. Between these, noun-noun com-
pounds pose a great challenge because in general, either noun can be the head of the compound
[e.g., Marcus, 1980; McDonald, 1981; Sparck Jones, 1983] and this may cause distinct interpreta-
tions about the relation between the two components.
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Probably, the only currently available technique to analyze the structure of noun-noun com-
pounds is to identify the semantic relation from lexical information as has been done in the above-
mentioned literature. This could be done automatically to some extent [McDonald, 1981 (apply-
ing semantic network)], but other factors including pragmatic aspects may also affect this process
[Sparck Jones, 1983]. Considering such difficulties and observing the experiment data, we take a
position that the contextual-link status of the first noun is projected to the noun-noun compound.
This assumption needs to be re-examined for other domains because this may well depend on the
current domain.
Thus, the distinct cases of contextual-link projection are hypothesized as follows: (i) modi-
fication by a noun or a denominal adjective, and (ii) modification by a non-denominal adjective.
Denominal adjectives, e.g.,medical, are closely related to nouns and usually restricted to attribu-
tive (i.e., pre-nominal) positions [Quirk et al., 1985, p. 432].
The first case, noun or denominal adjective modification carries some nominal meaning. This
type of modification projects its contextual-link status, as shown below.
(69) Noun/Denominal Adjective Noun
Example: exercise program
Contextual-link status: X CL or NL
Contextual-link status: X
Here, “exercise program” may correspond to “program for exercise”. The modification provides a
cue for the inference process to make the nounINFERRABLE. Note that the above status may still
be set/reset by a determiner.
On the other hand, modification by a regular adjective projects the contextual-link status from
the noun as follows:
(70) Common Adjective Noun
Example: active woman
Contextual-link status: CL or NL X
Contextual-link status: X
In this case, the adjective is an additional property for the referent. Here, “active woman” corre-
sponds to “woman is active”. Thus, the contextual-link status of the adjective does not affect the
result status in the same way as the first case.
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Possessive
Although possessive is usually considered definite, it does not seem as strong as a definite deter-
miner in terms of contextual-link assignment. We assume a slightly complicated contextual-link
projection for possessive NPs.
(71) Possessor Possessive Possessee
Example: a patient ’s capacity
Contextual-link status: X    
Contextual-link status: X
Contextual-link status: X
In the above, the contextual-link status of the possessor is projected to the entire NP.
Pronoun
Pronouns must be subclassified into the following three types:9
(72) a. Definite: contextual link, e.g.,these
b. Indefinite: non-contextual link, e.g.,anyone
c. Argument-taking: project the contextual-link status of the argument, e.g., “many of X”
The first case sets a contextual-link status, and the second case resets one. The third case is the
same as a non-definite determiner.
Summary
As we have seen so far, linguistic marking of contextual link is rich and complex in English. In
addition to linguistic marking, contextual-link status can be identified through discourse status and
domain-specific knowledge. Thus, it is also possible that the contextual-link status of an discourse-
old element may be projected through a complex linguistic structure guided by linguistic marking.
Before proceeding, let us make a remark on where contextual-link assignment/projection is
found. Contextual-link assignment/projection is generally associated with linguistic structure where
9A pronoun has complex properties including the cases of discourse deixes [Webber, 1991] and the fact that a single
pronoun can refer to different types of referents [Webber, 1983]. But for the purpose of analyzing contextual-link status,
these kinds of subtlety do not seem critical.
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extraction is not possible, e.g., NP and adverbial phrase. In these phrase types, a theme-rheme par-
tition cannot occur because such a partition cannot be the semantic composition that results in a
proposition.
On the other hand, between a verb and its arguments or between a clausal modifier and the
modified clause, a contextual-link can give rise to a theme with the complement, a rheme. Thus,
in general, assignment and projection of contextual-link status is not observed for these types of
combinations. The resulting phrase may thus involve a mixture of contextual-link statuses. We
discuss a systematic way to deal with such a case using ‘structured meaning’ at the end of this
chapter.
3.3.2 Special Constructions
This section analyzes various constructions in English and investigates whether the construction
marks information structure and/or a contextual-link status.
Topicalization, Left Dislocation, and Focus Movement
Prince [1984] discusses the pragmatic functions of topicalization and left dislocation. For example,
an unmarked sentence form “John saw Mary yesterday” corresponds to the following two examples
[Prince, 1984, (2), p. 213]:
(73) a. Mary John saw yesterday. (topicalization)
b. Mary, John saw her yesterday. (left dislocation)
Topicalization involves a ‘gap’ in the main clause, but left dislocation does not. Prince’s anal-
ysis goes as follows. For topicalization (TOP), the topicalize/dislocated NP must be referential
and either evoked or in a salient set relation to an evoked referent (special case of inferrable). It
also signals a ‘narrow’ rheme within the main clause corresponding to a pitch accent. Disloca-
tion can be classified into two subcases. The first case (LD-1) is similar to topicalization except
that the ‘narrow’ rheme requirement does not apply. For the second case (LD-2), none of these
requirements is observed. But the dislocated NP must be a rheme (Prince’s ‘focus’).
Prince [1984, p. 220] argues that one function of TOP is to set up an open proposition in
contrast to the rheme (her ‘focus’). The information structure may look like the following:
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(74) [This dream] [I’ve had t [maybe three, four times]]
Theme Rheme
The above analysis also depends on whether the interpretation for “this dream I’ve had” can be
considered a contextual link or not. This seems to be the case because in (19) on p. 218 [Prince,
1984], the preceding utterance includes “I have a recurring dream in which...”
But the unmarked order can be associated with the same (even more straightforward) infor-
mation structure: “[I’ve had this dream]T heme [maybe three, four times]Rheme”. Then, the TOP
counterpart may be used toc ntrast“ this dream” with some other dream and still keeps the origi-
nal information structure (contrastive topic as in B¨uring [1997b]). On the other hand, if the gap is
at the end of the utterance, the unmarked form has a discontiguous information structure, but the
topicalized form has a binomialTheme Rhemepartition as follows.
(75) a. [Felix]T heme[praised]Rheme[Donald]T heme. (unmarked)
b. [Donald, Felix]T heme[praised]Rheme. (topicalized)
In addition, specification of a theme requires that the theme in the above be a contextual link.
Prince [1984, fn c. on p. 214] also analyzes ‘focus movement’, which is structurally identical
to topicalization (at least superficially) but with distinctRheme Themepattern as follows:
(76) [A bite] [he wouldn’t eatt]
Rheme Theme
As the example shows, the moved NP can (but does not need to) be aBRAND-NEW referent. There
is no assignment of contextual-link status by focus movement. Thus, this construction only marks
information-structure.
If we consolidate the preposing phenomenon common to topicalization and focus movement,
the constructioneither (i) retains the original information structure (topicalization from in the
middle), (ii) sets upTheme Rhemeinformation structure (topicalization from the rightmost po-
sition), or (iii) sets upRheme Themeinformation structure (focus movement). It is a weak con-
dition in that the construction does not determine an information structure, but it licenses a set of
information-structure patterns. Since this is a structural condition, it must be specified in the gram-
mar and interfaced to the information-structure unit, not possible in Hahn’s [1995] partial-parsing
approach.
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Left dislocation is structurally different from topicalization/focus movement due to the absence
of the gap. LD-1 is like topicalization. But the function of LD-2 seems less certain. One possibility
is that it shares the weak information-structure condition of the combination of topicalization and
focus movement. That is, all of these may be a weak information-structure marker.
Finally, let us return to the hypothesis (30). Topicalization, focus movement, and left disloca-
tion are basically all root phenomena and cannot be embedded. Thus, we can say, these construc-
tions are partially and weakly information-structure marking. We will be comparing this situation
with cleft in English shortly and with long-distance fronting in Japanese in Chapter 5.
Cleft and Pseudocleft
The traditional view about cleft (it-cleft) is that utterance (77a) below presupposes (77b) [Delin,
1995, p. 98, citing earlier work].
(77) a. It wasJohn who left. (cleft)
b. Somebody left. (presupposition)
But Prince [1978, p. 898] points out that a large number of cases (called informative-presupposition
it-cleft) do not fit into this pattern. The following is an example from Delin [1995, (7), p. 104].
(78) i. Joe Wright you mean
ii. Yes yes
iii. I thought it was Joe Wright who’d walked in atfirst
The information structure for the clefted part appears as follows (a), cf. (b) for (77a).10
(79) a. it was [Joe Wright]T heme[who’d walked in atfirst ]Rheme
b. It was [John]Rheme[who left]T heme.
Thus, the cleft construction does not assign rheme or theme status on the clefted NP. The only
possibility is that it separates theme and rheme.
Collins [1991, p. 111] presents data (Table 3.1) regarding the distribution of referential and
contrastive status on the components of cleft sentences (based on a modern British English corpus).
This shows that the construction does not assign contextual-link status either.
10The information-structure analysis for the element “it was” is ignored here because it is not critical for the current
purpose.
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Clefted element Complement %
Unmarked NEW/Contrastive EVOKED/INFERRABLE 36.0
Marked EVOKED/INFERRABLE NEW/Contrastive 34.6
NEW/Contrastive NEW/Contrastive 29.4
Table 3.1: Corpus Analysis of Clefting [Collins 1991]
In addition, the cleft construction can be embedded, as shown in the following example [Delin,
1995, (24a), p. 111]:
(80) If it was John that atebeans, Bill will be disappointed.
Thus, following the hypothesis (30) that linguistic marking of information structure is matrix-level,
it is not inherently an information-structure marker.
In summary, the cleft construction seems to serve various functions, including information
structure (indirectly), contextual link, and contrastiveness, in a rather heterogeneous way. Thus, we
could not reliably identify the involved information structure simply from the form. This contrasts
with the case of topicalization/focus movement/left dislocation.
Let us now turn to the pseudocleft construction. Although pseudocleft has been once consid-
ered interchangeable withit-cleft as shown below, Prince [1978, (1), p. 883] argues that they are
quite different.
(81) a. What John lost was his keys. (pseudocleft)
b. It was his keys that John lost. (it-cleft)
Structurally, the pseudocleft construction simply includes a ‘free relative’ (also ‘headless’ relative)
at the subject position [Higgins, 1979, p. 1].11
Empirically, Collins [1991, p. 133] shows data (modern written British English) that the free
relative of pseudoclefts are eitherEVOKED (64.6%) orINFERRABLE (35.4%). Note that his defi-
nition of ‘free relative’ includes the form such as “the thing that...”, “ the place where...”, and “all
that...”. Collins [1991, p. 145] also shows that in ‘reverse pseudoclefts’, i.e., of the form “that’s
what...”, the free relative is not new.12 Then, the free relative part of a pseudocleft must be a
contextual link.
11The definition of free relative varies. We may generally consider anywh-word without the head noun as free
relative, e.g.,what, where, when, why, how.
12He states that this type of utterance adds little information. But this point needs to be explored further.
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In summary, the free relative involved in a pseudocleft marks a contextual-link status. As a
free relative can appear basically in any NP slot, it works much like a definite determiner. As in the
case of definite determiners, free relatives can indirectly mark a theme through the main hypothesis
(48). This is quite distinct from the case of cleft in agreement with Prince’s [1978] argument.
VP Preposing and Inversion
Ward [1990, p. 760, citing his 1985 thesis] argues that VP preposing “marks the entity represented
by the preposed constituent as being anaphorically related to other discourse entities via a salient
(partially ordered) set relation” and makes the complement as rheme (‘focus’).13 The following is
an example of VP preposing from Ward [1990, (1), p. 742].
(82) At the end of the term I took my first schools; it was necessary to pass, if I was to stay at
Oxford, and passI did, after a week... (the preposed VP is underlined)
He also states that the anaphoric relation isexplicit. This suggests that VP preposing setsTheme 
Rhemeinformation structure.
Birner [1994, p. 251] argues that the preposed element of inversion (see below from Birner
[1994, (1a), p. 233]) is either discourse-old orINFERRABLE (counting 99.77% of 1290 utterances),
corresponding to our contextual link.
(83) Labor savings are achieved because the crew is put to better use than cleaning belts manu-
ally; also eliminatedis the expense of buying costly chemicals. (the inverted elements are
underlined)
In addition, for NPs, the preposed elements are 90% out of 1485 tokens definite, while 51% of the
postposed tokens are definite. This again suggests theTheme Rhemepattern.
Let us now turn to an observation that neither VP preposing nor inversion seem to be embed-
ded. Thus, both VP preposing and inversion can be considered information-structure marking,
following the hypothesis (30) that linguistic marking of information structure is matrix level. Nei-
ther VP preposing nor Inversion is very common in expository texts, but we do have one instance
of inversion in our experiment data.
13A more recent survey is found in Birner and Ward [1999].
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Heavy NP Shift
The situation with heavy NP shift (see an example below) seems less clear than previous cases.
(84) a. Max put all the boxes of home furnishings in his car. (canonical order)
b. Max put in his car all the boxes of home furnishings. (shifted form; Zubizarreta [1998,
(145), p. 148])
Hawkins [1994] argues that the primary factor is constituent weight. On the other hand, Arnold
et al. [1997] argues that the construction is conditioned by both referential status (newness) and
grammatical complexity. It seems inconclusive to determine the status of heavy NP shift as either
a marker of information-structure or contextual-link.
Since and Because
While bothsinceandbecausecan be used for a subordinate reason clause, their pragmatic function
appears different. I personally have never paid close attention to any distinction until recently. I
also observed that a Dutch linguist usedsinceandbecauseinterchangeably in her examples. When
I asked her about her intuition, she told me that they are the same.
Now, the observation is as follows. In response to awhyquestion, onlybecauseclause, but not
sinceclause, can be used [Lambrecht, 1994, p. 69]. Quirk et al. [1985, p. 1071] also observes that
only becauseclauses can be placed in various ‘focus’-related positions such as clefted position,
focus of negation, and association withonly. In addition, Moser and Moore [1995, p. 133] present
a corpus-based analysis showing that 22 out of 23 occurrences ofsinceprecede the main clause
while 13 out of 13 occurrences ofbecausefollow the main clause. These observations indicate
thatsincecannot be a rheme, but do not restrict the status ofbecause. This suggests thatsinceis a
theme marker.
There is a potential problem with the above analysis. Our hypothesis about information-
structure marking (30) on p. 37 predicts thatsince(as a theme marker) cannot appear in embedded
environments. But the following examples show the contrary.
(85) a. We know the story unfolds in the not-too-distant future becausesincethere’s no land
to grow tobacco, they must have salvaged their cigarettes from somewhere. (New York
Times 07-28-95 from LDC NYT95 at position 45048430)
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b. This is the point we are seeking, forsincethe lengths of the subintervals tend to zero,
the pointP is also near the sequenceQ of endpoints from the setB. (from a textbook on
Topology)
An alternative view is thatsinceis a contextual-link marker. This can explain whysincecan be a
theme at the matrix level, but cannot explain why it cannot be a rheme. The situation is analogous
to the case of definite expression. A definite expression at the matrix level can be a theme, but it
can also be a rheme depending on the statuses of the other elements of the utterance.
At the moment, we consider the examples (85) exceptional, retain the idea thatsinceas a theme
marker. Further investigation is called for.
Summary
The special constructions in English are complex with respect to their pragmatic functions. The
above analysis to identify marking for information structure and contextual link can provide fresh
insight into this situation.
3.4 Grammatical Components
In the previous section, we have observed that lexical and structural information is crucial for
identifying contextual links. To access these properties, we take a grammatical approach. In this
section, we develop our grammar to capture the other major component of the main hypothesis
(48), i.e., ‘semantic composition’. In the first subsection, we define the notion of semantic com-
position along the line of Montague [1974]. This approach allows us to relate a semantic structure
tightly with a surface syntactic structure. The second subsection is a partial solution to the prob-
lem with binomial information structure. By choosing an appropriate grammar formalism, we can
analyze so-called ‘non-traditional’ constituents without loosing the precision of Montague’s idea.
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3.4.1 Syntax-Semantics Interface
Our starting point is the tradition of Montague [1974], also discussed in more recent textbooks
[Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet, 1990; Gamut, 1991]. The semantic process can then be repre-
sented as follows (slightly modified from Gamut [1991, p. 149]):14
(87) Linguistic structure  !
Translation
Semantic representation  !
Interpretation
Semantic value
While it is possible to directly interpret linguistic structure (bypassing semantic representation),
we opt for the above two-step approach for expository and practical reasons. For much of the
discussion about formalization, we use semantic representation rather than semantic value (full
interpretation).15 In addition, our implementation solely deals with semantic representations for
practicality. One additional note is that in the above figure, ‘linguistic structure’ is a result of
parsing a linguistic expression (a string of tokens with no structure).
For semantic representation, we use the following notations:
(88) a. Variable: upper case, e.g.,X
b. Constant: lower case
Individual: e.g.,a
Property: e.g.,f or λX:λY: f (X)(Y) (in a lambda notation)
c. Functor-argument structure: e.g.,f (a)(b) where the argumentb is least oblique16
d. Modification structure: e.g.,a==b wherea is modified byb
In many cases, a predicate may also specify an event argument. In this thesis, we consistently omit
such an argument although we discuss some issues related to event.
Next, the process of translation and interpretation is represented as follows [Gamut, 1991, p.
160]:
14The representation in Gamut [1991] is as follows:
(1) natural language  ! logical language  ! models
translation interpretation
15Semantic representation is also called logical form (LF).
16In this notation, “Felix praised Donald” is translated intopraise0 (donald0)( f elix0). The other argument order-
ing praise0 ( f elix0) (donald0) with the subject and object appearing according to the surface order is probably more
common. The reason for the present choice of notation is that the basic operation of functional application closely cor-
responds to ‘concatenation’ or ‘juxtaposition’. In addition, there is another advantage in relation to binding phenomenon
discussed in Steedman [1996].
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(89) a. Translation:x 7 ! x0 (some upper-to-lower case conversion may be involved)
b. Interpretation:[[ϕ]]M;g = hsemantic valuei
Note: M andg are the model and the assignment of variables.
For example, the translation of [Felix praised] [Donald] is shown as follows:
(90) a. Felix praised7 ! λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)
b. Donald 7 ! donald0
This in turn can be interpreted in a modelM1 with an arbitrary assignmentg2 as follows:17
(91) a. [[λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)]]M1;g2 = property123
b. [[donald0]]M1;g2 = individual456
The next step of combining elements issemantic composition. At the level of semantic rep-
resentation, semantic composition is a relation applied to two input representations and one result
representation. We consider the following two cases for semantic composition:
(92) a. Functional application for a functorM and an argumentN: MN or [M] (N)
β-reduction: e.g.,
h
λX: f (X)
i
(a) !β f (a)
Note: The distinct sets of parentheses in the form “[M](N)” is used as a visual cue of
functional application.
b. Functional composition:
h
λX: f (X)
i

h
λY:g(Y)
i
= λY: f

g(Y)

Continuing with the earlier case, the semantic composition of “λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)” and
“donald0” can be achieved by functional application with the result
“
h
λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)
i
(donald0)”. After application of β-reduction, we obtain
“praise0 (donald0) (felix0)”. Its interpretation is “[[praise0 (donald0)(felix0)]]M1;g2 = true” (in a cer-
tain modelM1).
At the level of semantic value, the semantic composition of (91a) and (91b) is obtained by ap-
plying the set membership “individual4562 property123” whereproperty123 is a set of individuals.
This should yield the same truth value as the above. The process of semantic interpretation shown
above can be associated with surface syntactic structure, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
17A model is roughly a specification about how symbols are interpreted in the world. An assignment is a mapping
from a free variable to a referent. In the shown example, there is no free variable, thus the assignment is irrelevant. For
more detail, see the above-mentioned textbooks.
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“Felix praised Donald” : praise0(donald0)(felix0)
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“Felix praised”: λX:praise0(X)(felix0)

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
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H
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H
“Felix” : felix0 “praised” : λX:λY:praise0(X)(Y)
“Donald” : donald0
Figure 3.1: Syntax and Semantics along Linguistic Structure
In Subsection 3.2.2, we have discussed the notion of context and discourse status. With the
semantics assumed here, we define thecontext as a set of semantic values, corresponding to vari-
ous semantic types. Then, a semantic value isdiscourse-oldif the identical one is already in the
context. Note that distinct linguistic expressions or even distinct semantic representations may be
interpreted into a single semantic value. For example, the following situation is possible:
(93) a. [[felix0]]M1;g2 = individual456
b. [[dr: katz0]]M1;g2 = individual456
As long as we analyze discourse status at the level of semantic value, reference can be correctly
resolved even for a case like this (reference resolution is not our focus, though).
Let us now see how the main hypothesis (48) can be applied to identify information struc-
ture. Suppose that a question “Who did Felix praise?” has already introduced a representation
“λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)” into the context. The last semantic composition of the response “Felix
praised Donald” is “
h
λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)
i
(donald0)”.18 The component
“λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)” is discourse-old, and thus a contextual link. Then, the main hypothesis
(48) can be applied to identify the theme, “λX:praise0 (X)(felix0)”, and the rheme “donald0”.19
3.4.2 Flexible Constituency
Any grammar compatible with this type of semantics may be a candidate as a grammar formalism
of choice. But there are a few other issues. Earlier in Subsection 3.2.2, we have considered
semantic representations of various types as a source of interpretation (i.e., to obtain discourse
18This is not the only derivation, but we will come back to this point later.
19Prideaux [1979] had an idea of deriving information structure from surface structure via semantics.
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referent). But most traditional grammars do not recognize a linguistic unit, i.e., a constituent,
of the type “Felix praised”, i.e., non-traditional constituent. Another problem is discontiguous
information structure of the pattern such as “Theme Rheme T heme”. A solution to the latter
problem is possible by extending the notion of semantic representation and semantic composition,
and is discussed in the next section. A solution to the former problem is possible by adopting
an appropriate grammar formalism such as Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Ades and
Steedman, 1982; Steedman, 1991a].
CCG is motivated for syntactic reasons as well, with respect to coordination, extraction, and
phonological structure in English [Dowty, 1988; Steedman, 1991a]. In this section, we will briefly
describe some ideas about CCG and about how such non-traditional constituents can be recognized.
The detailed discussion of CCG is given in Chapter 4, and some practical points in Chapter 6.
In CCG, each linguistic expression is associated with a ‘category’. A category is a pair of
‘syntactic types’, e.g.,NP andS, and the corresponding ‘semantic representation’, e.g.,john0 and
clever0 (john0). Surface structure is derived through the combination of categories, i.e., both syntac-
tic type and semantic representation. Such a combinatory process involves two types (in the current
work): ‘functional application’ and ‘functional composition’. Roughly speaking, use of functional
application alone results in a system closely corresponding to context-free grammar. But, with
functional composition, we have more flexibility in the way categories are combined. Now, let us
represent functional composition asf  g, as in mathematics. Then, combination off  g anda
is equivalent to combination off andg(a), i.e., “[ f g] (a) = [ f ] (g(a))”. Thus, if subject-verb-
object sequence can be represented as “f   g  a” sequence, both bracketing “f   [g a]” and
“ [ f  g] a” are possible. For the earlier example,[ f  g] corresponds to “Felix praised”. Now,
the standard technique to analyze a NP as a functionf in the Montague tradition is ‘type raising’.
For example, the individual typea can be type raised toλP:P(a), a function that takes a prop-
erty as an argument. Type raising was originally motivated for coordination of an individual and
quantified NPs, e.g., “John and most students”. The associativity observed here is the source of
flexibility in CCG (and other categorial grammars).
By adopting CCG, we can recognize surface constituency more flexibly than traditionally con-
sidered. This can provide a theoretical background for relating surface structure and semantic in-
terpretation. In an earlier section, we have reviewed several cases of information-structure marking
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in terms of linguistic structure. The framework allows us to describe such relations in a straight-
forward manner. In addition, if we process information structure in close connection to semantic
representation, the framework allows parallel processing of surface structure, semantic interpreta-
tion, and information-structure processing.
3.5 Discontiguous Information Structure
In the previous section, we have seen that Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) is a solution to
non-traditional constituency. But we also have observed another problem for binomial information
structure, i.e., discontiguous information structure. This problem has not yet received full attention,
except for Krifka [1992] and Steedman [1999, Section 5.5]. This section presents a solution to this
problem based on their insight and techniques, focusing on the concept underlying the solution. A
more formal presentation will be covered in Section 4.3.
Motivation
We have adopted a binomial information structure to model the informational contrast between
theme and rheme. But, as discussed in Subsection 2.3.4, other types of partitions have been pro-
posed as well. One (but not the only) motivation for such a move is to account for discontiguous
information structure such as in the form of “Theme Rheme Theme”, as can be seen in the
following example [Steedman, 1999, (35)]:
(94) Q: I know which team Maryexpectsto lose. But which one does shewant to win?
A: [Mary wants]Theme[Ipswich]Rheme[to win]Theme.
The following is a still more complicated example with the pattern of “Theme Rheme 
Theme Rheme” [p.c., Mark Steedman, 1998].
(95) Q: I know what team Fred wants to win the Cup, but which team does Alice want to lose
which contest?
A: [Alice wants]T heme[Australia ]Rheme[to lose]T heme[the Ashes]Rheme.20
Although CCG can accept constituents more flexibly than traditional grammars do, discontigu-
ous information structures do not correspond to constituents recognized even by CCG.
20With or without L+H* on the themes.
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Analysis
By observing the examples (94, 95), we might consider a possibility that the discontiguity is a
result of syntactic restrictions on realization of information structure. That is, in English, the word
order is basically fixed and the information structure is separated due to that factor. If this is the
case, we should be able to analyze and predict occurrences of discontiguous information structure
simply through syntax. But this is not the case.
Let us consider an example in Japanese (grammatical labels:TOPic, ACCusative,NoMinaLizer,
COPula, andQuestion).
(96) Q: Ken-wa nani-o tabeta-no?
Ken-TOP what-ACC ate-Q
“What did Ken eat?”
A: [Ken-wa]T heme [banana-o]Rheme [tabeta]T heme.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a banana.”21
The strict verb-final property is one thing that causes the discontiguous information structure. But
that is not the only factor. Either of the following responses may be uttered in place as well.
(97) a. [Banana-o]Rheme [Ken-wa tabeta]T heme.
banana-ACC Ken-TOP ate
“It was a banana that Ken ate.”
b. [Ken-ga tabeta-no-wa]T heme [banana-da]Rheme
Ken-NOM ate-NML-TOP banana-COP
“What Ken ate was a banana.”
Note that the above two are grammatically more marked forms than the SOV in (96A) and that
there are forms of questions that correspond to these marked forms. But, in any case, the form of
question does not seem to restrict the form of response.
Thus, we cannot say that discontiguous information structure is a result of syntactic constraints.
We need to accept that there are various factors that cause discontiguous information structure. For
whatever reasons, once a particular construction is chosen, information structure must be realized
even if discontiguity results.
21Depending on the situation, the definite articleth may also be applicable.
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Even for the discontiguous case, there are a few properties that stay as in the contiguous case.
First, the surface syntax does not violate the grammaticality. Second, discontiguous theme (rheme)
elements can be combined into a single theme (rheme) semantic unit, and then the theme and
the rheme can compose and derive the proposition corresponding to the utterance. For example,
consider the utterance (95A) repeated below.
(98) [Alice wants]T heme[Australia ]Rheme[to lose]T heme[the Ashes]Rheme.
Each theme/rheme component may be semantically represented as follows:
(99) a. “Alice wants”: λX:λY:want0 (X)(Y)(alice0)
b. “Australia”: australia0 = λP:P(australia0)
Note: The right-hand side is a ‘type-raised’ semantic representation of the individual.
c. “to lose”: λX:lose0 (X)(pro)
d. “the Ashes”:ashes0 = λP:P(ashes0)
Here, the treatment of control structure has been simplified [Steedman, 1996, for more detail]. The
semantic representations for the combined theme and rheme are as follows:
(100) a. Theme: [λX:λY:want0 (X)(Y) (alice0)] (λX:lose0 (X)(pro))
= λX:λY:want0 (X)(lose0 (Y)(pro))(alice0)
b. Rheme: [λP:P(ashes0)] [λP:P(australia0)] = λP:P(australia0)(ashes0)
Informally, this corresponds to a pair of (ordered) individuals that would satisfy a certain
property.
The proposition can now be derived as follows:
(101) Proposition: [λP:P(australia0)(ashes0)] (λX:λY:want0 (X)(lose0 (Y)(pro))(alice0)) =
[λX:λY:want0 (X)(lose0 (Y) (pro)) (alice0)] (australia0) (ashes0) =
want0 (australia0)(lose0 (ashes0)(pro))(alice0)
The correct semantic analysis of discontiguous information structure and thus must correspond to
theusualsemantic analysis of utterance.
Therefore, while semantic derivation of discontiguous information structure does not directly
correspond to the surface derivation, it must be semantically in concordance with the surface
derivation. We propose an analysis of discontiguous information structure, which can be used
to account for the semantic derivation we have just seen above.
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Structured Meaning Approach: Introduction
In order to allow the discontiguous patterns, we need to accept an additional degree of freedom in
linguistic analysis. For this purpose, we adopt the ‘structured meaning’ approach [von Stechow,
1991; Krifka, 1992] (both cite earlier work of Klein and von Stechow and that of Jacobs).
The point of the structured-meaning analysis is as follows. The traditional semantic repre-
sentation as a value corresponding to a constituent is not sufficient to analyze the correct ‘focus’
projection, i.e., the focus scope. We use the term ‘focus’ here following the literature (but it really
is our ‘contrast’). This problem can be solved if, as a semantic representation, we associate with
a constituent a ‘structure’, rather than a value. For a sentence “John only introduced Bill to Sue.”,
the following three distinct focus scopes are possible [e.g., von Stechow, 1991] (the index is used
to indicate the association).
(102) a. John only1 introducedBill 1 to Sue.
b. John only1 introduced Bill toSue1.
c. John only1 introduced [Bill to Sue]1.
Purely syntactic approaches [e.g., Chomsky, 1971; Culicover and Rochemont, 1983] assume that a
focus feature[+F] on a phrase is projected from a pitch accent at a specific position, e.g., rightmost
head of the phrase. But these approaches would assign the same syntactic structures for the above
cases. Thus, the above distinction cannot be accounted for.
Structured meaning is proposed to solve this problem by deriving structured semantic repre-
sentation to capture the underlying contrast between ‘background’ and ‘focus’ (their terminology).
Combined with a semantic analysis such as Rooth [1996], this approach can provide correct se-
mantics for the examples in (102). The standard representation used in the literature for structured
meaning is
D
Background;Focus
E
. The structured meanings corresponding to the verb phrases in
(102) are shown as follows:
(103) a. John only1 introducedBill 1 to Sue.D
λX:λZ:introduce0 (X)(sue0) (Z) ;bill 0
E
b. John only1 introduced Bill toSue1.D
λY:λZ:introduce0 (bill 0)(Y)(Z) ;sue0
E
c. John only1 introduced [Bill to Sue]1.
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Analysis 1:
D
λX:λY:λZ:introduce0 (X)(Y)(Z) ;bill 0;sue0
E
(multiple foci as a list [von
Stechow, 1991, p. 43])
Analysis 2:
D
λX:λY:λZ:introduce0 (X)(Y)(Z) ;bill 0 sue0
E
(multiple foci as a product
[Krifka, 1992, p. 21])
In order to justify the structured-meaning approach, let us discuss a few more applications.
Structured meaning is also used for an analysis of propositional attitude [Cresswell, 1985]. The
point is that the argument of propositional-attitude verbs, e.g.,think, is not a semantic representa-
tion as a value but its structure. Another application is to an analysis of thematic role [Chierchia,
1989]. He shows that this move can provide an appropriate analysis of control structure.
But there is a limitation with the previous work. The general case of semantic composition is
not discussed in von Stechow [1991]. Krifka [1992] defines four cases of functional application
of two structured meanings, depending on how the two components of structured meanings are
applied. But his analysis is also too limited for our purposes. The only case of composing two
structured meanings results in a ‘product’(bill 0 sue0), as can be seen in (103). We need a more
general approach that is applicable to an arbitrary semantic type. Since CCG involves both func-
tional application and functional composition as a means of semantic composition, we also need
to consider both of these.
Since the ‘structured meaning’ approach is occasionally compared with the ‘alternative se-
mantics’ approach [Rooth, 1985], it seems beneficial to briefly discuss their relation. Structured
meaning is one way of semantic representation and alternative semantics is one way of interpreting
semantic representations. Researchers who focus on structured meaning assume certain semantic
interpretations [Krifka, 1992, p. 21]. Those who focus on Alternative Semantics assume certain
syntactic mechanisms to deliver a desirable semantic representation [Rooth, 1996]. Therefore, it
is rather pointless to compare both approaches in terms of expressibility, and argues that struc-
tured meaning is more expressive than Alternative Semantics as in von Stechow [1991, p. 73].
He seems to consider alternative semantics too simplistically. Partee [1999] also emphasizes the
difference that structured meaning and Alternative Semantics are a ‘grammaticalized’ and a ‘non-
grammaticalized’ approach. But these approaches must be syntactic and semantic sides of a single
coin.
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Application to the Current Theory
In the current work, we adopt structured meaning for the contrast between a contextual link and
a non-contextual link. The intuition behind this move is that for each constituent, the semantic
representation may keep such a contrast rather than reducing it to a simple semantic value, unlike
assignment/projection of contextual-link status (Subsection 3.3.1). This enables us to ‘carry’ a
binomial internal structure of constituents to the next level of semantic composition. The use of
contextual-link status is feasible because it can be identified in terms of discourse status, linguistic
form, and domain-specific knowledge.
The structured meaning approach adopted in this section allows us to analyze discontiguous
information structure within a binomial model of information structure. This is important for sev-
eral reasons. First, we can analyze realistic linguistic data with a simple model of information
structure. Second, by avoiding multiple partitions of information structure, we can focus on a
small number of properties that characterize information structure more precisely. By integrating
with a Montague-style analysis, congruent relations between syntax, semantics, and information
structure are possible. It facilitates the connection between linguistic marking of information struc-
ture and contextual link to the grammatical components of phonology, syntax, and semantics. The
relation to processing can be improved as well by allowing parallel processing of contextual link
and information structure along parsing. Potentially, it can also provide semantic representations
for Alternative Semantics analysis. In the next chapter, we will also discuss formalization of the
proposed approach and an application to an analysis of ‘gapping’.
3.6 Summary
In the theory of information structure developed in this chapter, we emphasize the following two
points. Themes are necessarily ‘contextually-linked’ and a proposition is a ‘semantic composition’
of a theme and a rheme. The notion of contextual link is further characterized by discourse status,
domain-specific knowledge, and linguistic marking. We also observe that a number of linguistic
analyses provide support for contextual-link marking.
Semantic composition is captured within a framework of CCG, which can recognize surface
constituents corresponding to units of information structure. We also address another potential
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problem for binomial partition and propose a solution using structured meaning. The chapter
argues that the proposed theory can be used for analyzing information structure in texts and is thus
a key to the Identification Problem.
We have left two main components of the theory for the following two chapters, i.e., formal-
ization within CCG and analysis of linguistic marking of information structure in Japanese. Once
these are explored, we can proceed to implementation and evaluation of the theory.
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Chapter 4
Formalization of the Theory with
Combinatory Categorial Grammar
In the previous chapter, we have mentioned that two potential problems for binomial partition of
information structure, i.e., non-traditional constituency and discontiguous information structure,
can be solved by adopting Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) and by integrating structured
meaning, respectively. This chapter demonstrates that how these two points can be achieved within
a variant of CCG formalism. We also show that the characterization of contextual links can be
specified within the same framework. In the present work, we use the term ‘formalization’ in the
sense of ‘specification’ within a grammar formalism as a basis for implementation. Thus, it is
distinct from the level of formalization commonly pursued by formal semanticists.
Section 4.1 introduces and discusses CCG. Topics include a review of several motivating cases,
derivations of a simple sentence, a summary of the standard framework, and some extensions of
the framework. We also discuss computational properties of CCGs in Subsection 4.1.5. Then,
Section 4.2 discusses specification of contextual links. Finally, the idea of structured meaning is
integrated with the framework (Section 4.3).
4.1 Combinatory Categorial Grammar
This section introduces the CCG framework. We start from simple examples of derivations in
CCG. Then, a summary of standard CCG and two types of extensions are presented. Finally,
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generative power and theoretical parsing efficiency are discussed.
4.1.1 Motivation
In Section 3.4, we observe that tight syntax-semantics relation in the Montagovian tradition [Mon-
tague, 1974] can simplify the analysis of information structure. We have also argued that this
direction can be extended to include ‘non-traditional’ constituency such as subject-verb sequence,
e.g., “Felix praised” as in (18). These points can be captured by a group of extended Catego-
rial Grammars including Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Ades and Steedman, 1982;
Steedman, 1985; Dowty, 1988].1
Let us first explore several motivating cases involving ‘non-traditional’ constituency. Probably
the most discussed aspect of non-traditional constituency is in association with coordination. For
example, the following pattern [Steedman, 1996, (86), p. 37] poses a problem to most traditional
grammar formalisms because subject-verb sequence cannot be readily recognized.
(104) f Keats steals and Chapman eatsg apples.
Similar situations are observed in other languages as well. The following is a coordination of NP
sequences in Japanese [Komagata, 1997a, (1)].
(105) John-ga Mary-o , Ken-ga Naomi-o tazuneta.
f John-NOM Mary-ACC (and) Ken-NOM Naomi-ACC g visited
“John visited Mary and Ken, Naomi.”
Again, this is a problem for most grammar formalisms.
Many constructions involving ‘extraction’ are often handled with the help of empty categories,
i.e., ‘trace’. Let us now turn to the following example [Steedman, 1996, modified from (34), p.59]:
(106) the apples which I think Keats likes
A textbook-style analysis [Haegeman, 1991, p. 370] of such a case may look like the following:
(107) [whomi [I think Keats likesti]]
But this type of analysis is not re-usable for Right Node Raising (RNR) [Steedman, 1996, (35), p.
59].
(108) f I think Keats likes, but you say he detestsg, the man in the grey flannel suit.
1Wood [1993] is a good overview of Categorial Grammars in general.
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The traditional work often assumes that the above two phenomena require separate analyses. But
they are parallel with respect to both surface structure and interpretation. Thus, it is desirable to
have a grammar that can demonstrate this point [Steedman, 1996, p. 59].
Non-traditional constituency is also observed in relation to prosodic structure in English [Steed-
man, 1991a, (49), p. 282].
(109) Q: I know what Fredcooked. But then, what did heat?
A: [Fred a-ate
L+H* LH%
] [the beans
H* LL%
].
The symbols below (A) indicate intonation. L+H* and H* tones are argued to be theme and rheme
markers, respectively [Steedman, 1991a]. The traditional approach is forced to take a position that
prosodic structure is independent of syntactic structure (this is in fact the line taken by many recent
researchers, see the discussion and references in Steedman [1999, Chapter 5]). But Steedman
[1999] argues that it is more intuitive if the prosodic structure is close to syntactic structure.
In addition, there is an interesting observation about prosodic structure in Japanese. Kubozono
[1993, p. 3] analyzes Japanese prosody in detail and discovers that right-branching cases, but not
left-branching ones, are marked. This suggests that the prosodic structure in Japanese has a left-
branching structure as in the case of English. This is striking from the view point that Japanese
syntax is strictly head-final, i.e., right-branching [Kubozono, 1993, p. 158]. This situation for a
simple Subj-Obj-Verb pattern is shown below.
(110) a. Prosodic phrasing: [[Subj Obj] Verb]
b. Syntactic structure: [Subj [Obj Verb]] (as assumed by Kubozono)
Kubozono [1993, p. 222] proposes a solution to adjust prosodic structure to match right-branching
syntactic structure. Although discussion on this point is beyond the scope of the current work,
we can also address the problem from the syntactic side. Namely, the assumption that syntactic
structure in Japanese is categorically right-branching may not be correct. In fact, we have already
observed in (105) that Subj-Obj sequence (NP sequence) can be a constituent for the coordination
purpose. Thus, it may well be the case that the observed prosodic phrasing directly corresponds to
the syntactic structure recognized by CCG.
There is yet another point from psycholinguistic view point, i.e., incremental processing. If
a human processes utterances in the left-to-right order, the string consists of the subject and the
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verb in an utterance in English must have been (at least partially) processed before the object is
encountered [Ades and Steedman, 1982].
Among the family of Categorial Grammars that naturally capture non-traditional
constituency, we adopt CCG for the following reasons. Various linguistic analyses have been
undertaken within the framework, e.g., coordination/extraction [Steedman, 1985; Dowty, 1988;
Steedman, 1996], interface to prosody (in English) and information structure [Steedman, 1991a;
Prevost, 1995; Hoffman, 1995]. The standard version of CCG [Steedman, 1996] has a desir-
able generative capacity, i.e., mildly context-sensitive and weakly equivalent to Lexicalized Tree-
Adjoining Grammar (LTAG), [Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1994] and is polynomially parsable [Vijay-
Shanker and Weir, 1993]. Several forms of extensions have been proposed and their generative
power and parsing efficiency have been analyzed [Hoffman, 1995; Komagata, 1997a]. Yet another
area is relation to quantifier scope [e.g., Park, 1996]. In addition, a practical parser has been con-
structed [Wittenburg, 1986; Komagata, 1997a]. Not all of these aspects have been explored in
other related extended Categorial Grammars such as Lambek Calculus [Lambek, 1988, originally
published in 1958] and Unification Categorial Grammar (UCG) [Zeevat, 1988].
4.1.2 Derivation Examples
Traditional Case
In this subsection, we first introduce the basics of CCG through a ‘traditional’ derivation of “Felix
praised Donald”. Then, the second half presents a ‘non-traditional’ derivation of the same sentence.
First, the lexical entry for each word is specified in the following manner:
(111) Lexicon:hphonological formi :=
(assignment)
hcategoryi
wherehcategoryi := hsyntactic typei : hsemantic representationi
For example,
a. Felix := NP : f elix0
b. praised :=(SnNP)=NP : λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y)
c. Donald := NP : donald0
For simplicity, we may also refer to syntactic type as category where no confusion arises. The
complex category(SnNP)=NP can be read that it first takes an NP category to the right and then
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another NP category to the left (‘result-leftmost’ representation).2 We assume left-associativity
for the slash symbols ‘=’ and ‘n’. Thus, we may abbreviate(SnNP)=NP asSnNP=NP without
parentheses. Each category may be associated with a finite, non-recursive set of features such as
NP[agr=(3pers;sing;nom)] although not shown in this chapter to avoid complexity. Steedman [1996,
Section 2.1] discusses the use of features for agreement and binding. Features are used extensively
in the implementation (Chapter 6).
We first see the derivation of the VP “praised Donald”. Syntactically, this process can be
seen as a result offunctional application to the two categories (informally, a cancelation of the
outermost argument) as follows:
(112) a. Rule: Functional Application (in categorial form)
X=Y Y =) X
b. Instance of rule application
praised Donald praised Donald
SnNP=NP NP =) SnNP
Note: Underline may be used to indicate the cancelation of the involved categories.
Semantically, the process is an instance of functional application (β-reduction in the lambda-
calculus term) as follows:
(113) a. Rule: functional application (β-reduction)
λX: f (X) a =) f (a)
b. Instance of rule application
praised Donald praised Donald
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) donald0 =) λY:praise0 (donald0) (Y)
The next step of deriving a sentence from the subject and the VP is analogous except for the
directionality of the functor.
(114) Felix praised Donald Felix praised Donald
Syntactically: NP SnNP =) S
Semantically: f elix0 λY:praise0 (donald0) (Y) =) praise0 (donald0) ( f elix0)
2The result-leftmost representation is seen in contrast to the European tradition [e.g., Morrill, 1994], where argument
categories are placed either to the left or right depending on the slash direction as inNPnS=NP. It is more difficult to
read off the type in this notation.
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This way, surface structure and semantic representation can be associated in a straightforward
manner following the Montagovian tradition.
Non-traditional Case
For the non-traditional derivation, we need two more rules:type raisingandfunctional composi-
tion. Intuitively, type raising is an operation of transforming, say, an NP into a functor category
that takes a VP as its argument. This shift was originally motivated to capture the property of
quantified NPs whose quantifier scopes over a VP [Montague, 1974]. Type-raising the individual
type such asFelix also allows us to coordinate it with a quantified NP, as in “Felix and some dogs”.
The following example illustrates the application of type raising to an NP,Felix:
(115) a. Syntactically: X =) S=(SnX)
e.g., NP =) S=(SnNP)
Note: We may abbreviateS=(SnNP) asNP".
b. Semantically: a =) λF:F (a)
e.g., f elix0 =) λF:F ( f elix0)
Functional composition (for CCG) is basically the same as its mathematical counterpart. In
mathematics, functional composition provides a means of analyzing function application in an
associative way: e.g.,f (g(X)) = [ f g] (X). In CCG, functional composition enables the grammar
to recognize subject-verb sequence as a constituent, still looking for an object. Assuming that type
raising is applied toFelix, we describe the next step involving functional composition as follows:
(116) a. Rule: Functional Composition (in categorial form)
X=Y Y=Z =) X=Z
b. Instance of rule application
Felix praised Felix praised
S=(SnNP) (SnNP)=NP =) S=NP
Semantically, the process is as follows:
(117) a. Rule: functional composition (in mathematical term)
λY: f (Y) λX:g(X) =) λX: f (g(X))
f g f g (in another notation)
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b. Instance of rule application3
Felix praised Felix praised
λ f : f ( f elix0) λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) =) λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0)
The resulting category, “S=NP : λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0)”, is the CCG representation of the non-
traditional constituent we are concerned with. Another step of functional application leads to
derive exactly the same category including the semantic representation.
(118) Felix praised Donald Felix praised Donald
Syntactically: S=NP NP =) S
Semantically: λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0) donald0 =) praise0 (donald0)( f elix0)
This demonstrates that CCG is capable of recognizing non-traditional constituents needed for
our analysis of information structure. Staying with the Montagovian tradition, the grammar still
tightly interfaces surface syntactic structure and semantic representation. This allows us to provide
an interface not only between linguistic expression and semantic representation, but also between
semantic representation and our notion of referent, a unit of information structure, as we will see
shortly.
4.1.3 Standard CCG: A Summary
In CCG, like other lexicalized formalisms such as Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG)
[Schabes, 1990], much of the syntactic information is stored in the lexicon. But a great deal of
syntactic generality comes from the use of a small number of combinatory rules introduced in the
previous section. Mostly following the framework outlined in Steedman [1996], we summarize
our combinatory rules as follows:
(119) Functional application:
Rule symbol
a: X=Y : f Y : a =) X : f (a) (>)
b: Y : a XnY : f =) X : f (a) (<)
(120) Functional composition:
3[λ f : f ( f elix0)](λx:λy:praise0 (x) (y)) = [λx:λy:praise0 (x) (y)]( f elix0) = λx:praise0 (x)( f elix0)
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a: X=Y : f Y=Z : g =) X=Z : λX: f (g(X)) (>B)
b: YnZ : g XnY : f =) XnZ : λX: f (g(X)) (<B)
To be precise, the combinatory rules are rule schemata. The meta-variablesX, Y, etc. need to be
instantiated for a particular choice of categories. We will also call the application of these rule
schematacombination.
There are directional variations for functional composition as follows:
(121) Functional composition (crossing variation):
a: X=Y : f YnZ : g =) XnZ : λX: f (g(X)) (>B)
b: Y=Z : g XnY : f =) X=Z : λX: f (g(X)) (<B)
The backward variety (b) is used for combining certain verb arguments in a non-traditional way,
as in the following example:
(122) John put on the table “John put on the table”
PP
+
S=PP=NP Sn(S=PP) =) S=NP (<B)
The resulting phrase may be a part of a relative clause “th book John put on the table” or a heavy
NP shift “John put on the table that incredibly-heavy dictionary”. The forward variety is not used
in English [Steedman, 1996, p. 53], but is a basis for long-distance fronting in Japanese.
Generalized versions of functional composition with multiple arguments, e.g.,
“X=Y Y=Z1=Z2 =) X=Z1=Z2” are also used in Steedman [1996, p. 35]. These can be labeled as
>Bk and<Bk wherek corresponds to the number of ‘passed’ argumentsZ1; :::;Zk. In this regard,
the basic functional composition above may be written as>B1 and<B1, and functional application
as>B0 and<B0.
We repeat the basic form of type raising as follows:
(123) Type raising:
a: X : a =) S=(SnX) : λ f : f (a) (>T)
b: X : a =) Sn(S=X) : λ f : f (a) (<T)
Here, we assume syntactic type raising (dynamically applied during derivation). But it is also
possible to type raise categories in the lexicon [Steedman, 1991b, p. 75].
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Finally, we give the coordination rule schemata as follows:
(124) Coordination:
X : f Coord : c X : g
=) X :
8>>><
>>:
c( f ) (g)
 
<Φ0>

λX:c( f (X)) (g(X))
 
<Φ1>

λX:λY:c( f (X)(Y))(g(X)(Y))
 
<Φ2>

Separate semantic cases are needed for different arities.
In addition, there is another type of combinatory rule called ‘substitution’,
“(X=Y)=Z Y=Z =) X=Z” (one direction), used for the analysis of parasitic gap, also a part
of the CCG framework [Steedman, 1996, p. 39], but not used in the current work.
4.1.4 Extensions of CCG
While the standard CCG is capable of dealing with a wide range of linguistic constructions, there
are cases where some extensions are called for. We present two such cases in this section, namely
Multiset-CCG [Hoffman, 1995] and CCG-GTRC [Komagata, 1997c; Komagata, 1997a].
Multiset-CCG
Languages like German and Turkish are known for their extremely flexible word order. Becker
et al. [1991] observe that German long-distance fronting (scrambling) involved in this phenomenon
has the following properties: (i) there is no bound on the distance of movement and (ii) there is
no bound on the number of constituents that are moved. The same situation is also observed in
Turkish. Hoffman [1995, (11), p. 46] follows Becker et al. [1991] and represent the phenomenon
in the following form:
(125) (NP1:::NPm)scrambledVm:::V1
Hoffman [1995] then argues that the competence grammar must be able to capture the set of all
of these scrambled strings. She points out that standard CCG does not have this property and that
a more powerful grammar is called for. Hoffman [1995] develops a formalism called ‘Multiset-
CCG’. The idea behind Multiset-CCG is that the ‘bags’ of arguments of different verbs can mix
freely. The term ‘bag’ is used here to indicate that they are multisets, allowing duplicate entries
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without order, and neither sets (non-redundant) nor lists (ordered).
In support for her choice of Multiset-CCG, Hoffman [1995, Section 2.4] discusses several types
of extensions of standard CCG. One of such extension is to use type raising and backward crossing
composition (see the previous subsection) to partially cover the case of (125). The following
example shows the case where the NP arguments of the inner verb V1 are fronted to the sentence-
initial position.
(126) NP1b NP1 NP2a V1 V2
S=(SnNPACC) S=(SnNPNOM1) S=(SnNPNOM2) SnNPNOM1nNPACC SnNPNOM2nS
<B2
SnNPNOM2nNPNOM1nNPACC
>B2
SnNPNOM1nNPACC
>B
SnNPACC
>
S
But Hoffman [1995, p. 34] points out that this approach cannot deal with scrambled coordination
such as the following:4
(127) NPACC NPNOM & NPACC NPNOM V
S=(SnNPACC) S=(SnNPNOM) S=(SnNPACC) S=(SnNPNOM) SnNPNOM1nNPACC
>B >B
S=(SnNPACCnNPNOM) S=(SnNPACCnNPNOM)
<&>

But there is a simple solution. We can admit that local scrambling is a reflection of the ambiguous
verb categories betweenSnNPNOMnNPACC andSnNPACCnNPNOM [Baldridge, 1998, Section 3.2].
Then, the above situation can be handled within the framework of standard CCG.5
4This situation is the same in Japanese.
5But there is an even worse possibility. The following example is acceptable in Japanese (or Korean).
(1) Donald-o Felix-ga , Mickey-ga Roger-o hometa.
f Donald-ACC Felix-NOM g CONJ f Micky-NOM Roger-ACC g praised
“Felix praised Donald, and Mickey [praised] Roger.”
We cannot discuss this situation any further in the current work.
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There also is a warning against the power of Multiset-CCG. Joshi et al. [1994] question the
property (125) and point out that two levels of argument mixture can be covered within the frame-
work of TAG. Their argument is that if a competence grammar can characterize the practical bound
on a phenomenon, it is more appropriate to assume such a grammar for description. In either case,
since we do not readily encounter this situation in our English and Japanese data, we are not com-
mitted to Multiset-CCG.
CCG-GTRC
There is another extension of CCG, which involves the use of variables in type raising [Komagata,
1997c; Komagata, 1997a]. This extension is motivated by the constituency of NP sequences in
Japanese.6 A sequence of NPs can form a non-traditional constituent with respect to coordination,
as seen in (105) repeated below.
(129) John-ga Mary-o , Ken-ga Naomi-o tazuneta.
f John-NOM Mary-ACC (and) Ken-NOM Naomi-ACC g visited
“John visited Mary and Ken, Naomi.”
This is a very common construction frequently found in real text (there is an example (1) on
p. 211). Unfortunately, this case has been neglected from legitimate analyses. By type-raising
the NPs, CCG can provide a straightforward analysis of NP sequences corresponding to (129), as
shown below.
(130) John- ga
NOM
Mary- o
ACC
NP NP
+ + type raising
S=(SnNP) (SnNP)=((SnNP)nNP)
functional composition
S=((SnNP)nNP)
The NPs are assigned type-raised categories associated with the basic categoryNP, and these func-
tions can compose to derive another function category, which represents the NP-NP sequence. The
two instances of such a category can then be coordinated and/or take the transitive verb category,
(SnNP)nNP, as the argument to derive the sentence categoryS.
6Earlier analyses of Japanese using Categorial Grammar include [Kurahone, 1983 (focus on verb semantics)] and
[Whitelock [1988] (focus on morphology)].
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If the length of NP sequence is not bounded, we are forced to extend the formalism with a
mechanism that can handle NP sequences of potentially infinite length. A natural move is to use
variables in type raising as follows:
(131) Variable type raising:
a: X : a =) T=(TnX) : λF:F (a)
b: X : a =) Tn(T=X) : λF:F (a)
Note:T is a variable over categories.
We may also abbreviate the above two with corresponding directionality as follows:
(132) X : a =) T =
n

T
n
=
NP1

: λF:F (a)
Then, unbounded length of NP sequence can be analyzed as a constituent, e.g.,T =
n

T
n
=
X1:::
n
=
Xk

.
The resulting category may be called ‘generalized type-raised categories’ (GTRC). We abbreviate
the extension of CCG with GTRC as CCG-GTRC.
4.1.5 Generative Power and Theoretical Parsing Efficiency
The most notable milestone regarding the generative power of CCG in relation to other formalisms
including Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG) [Joshi et al., 1975; Joshi, 1985] and Linear Index Gram-
mar (LIG) is Vijay-Shanker et al. [1986] and Weir and Joshi [1988], also published as Joshi et al.
[1991], and more recently reworked as Vijay-Shanker and Weir [1994]. These formalisms are
among the class called ‘mildly context-sensitive grammars’. The finding of these papers is that
these formalisms are all weakly equivalent (i.e., with respect to string generation capacity but not
structural isomorphism). This finding is also important in relation to the processor. There is a
class of automata called Embedded Push-down Automata that processes exactly the class of these
grammars [Vijay-Shanker, 1988, Chapter 3].
All three variants of Multiset-CCG developed by Hoffman retain desirable formal properties:
they are mildly context-sensitive.7
As for CCG-GTRC, one might be concerned about the use of variables that may introduce un-
expected effects. It is not apparent whether the resulting formalism retains the same computational
7One variant of Multiset-CCG (Curried Multiset-CCG) is more powerful than the standard CCG, but the other two
(Pure and Prioritized Multiset CCG) are incomparable to the standard CCG in this respect Hoffman [1995, Section
4.1.2].
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properties as before. A general use of variables in a variant of categorial grammar makes it difficult
even to demonstrate decidability [Emms, 1993]. But, since the use of variables in CCC-GTRC is
fairly limited, an intuition is that it does not much increase the power of the formalism. My ear-
lier paper [Komagata, 1997c] investigated all the possible occurrences of GTRCs in combinatory
rules and argued that, with certain conditions, CCG-GTRC is weakly equivalent to the standard
CCG. The main idea of the weak equivalence between CCG-GTRC and the standard CCG is that
every derivation in CCG-GTRC can be simulated in the way the languages generated by the two
grammar instances are exactly the same. The simulation uses the idea related to ‘wrapping’ [Bach,
1979; Dowty, 1979]. The propositions are proved by an extensive use of mathematical induction
on the structure of derivation.
Another issue is theoretical parsing efficiency . Naturally, it is highly desirable that our gram-
mar exhibits some polynomial parsing algorithm, as in the case of Context-Free Grammar (CFG),
where CKY-style parsing algorithm has theO
 
n3

worst-case performance [Aho and Ullman,
1972, p. 317, for analysis]. But, since the number of categories in a CKY table cell is not bounded
for CCG, a naive CKY-style algorithm for CCG does not have a polynomial bound.
There is a potential computational problem with accepting a wider variety of constituents. As
seen above, multiple derivations may derive multiple instances of a single category (e.g., through
a traditional and a non-traditional derivations). This situation is often calledspurious ambiguity
[Wittenburg, 1986]. If this kind of ambiguity is left untreated in the process, the number of cat-
egories being processed can easily explode in an exponential manner. Theoretical and practical
solutions to this situation are discussed in Subsection 6.2.2.
Through a careful study of the properties possessed by CCG categories, Vijay-Shanker and
Weir [1990] present a worst-case polynomial parsing algorithm for CCG. Later, they presented
a more general algorithm covering several mildly context-sensitive grammar formalisms [Vijay-
Shanker and Weir, 1993]. Their polynomial parsing algorithm employs a structure sharing tech-
nique [Billot and Lang, 1989; Dymetman, 1997] for efficient storage of potentially unboundedly-
long categories. Crucially, the proposed structure sharing does not suffer from the existence of
spurious ambiguities. Although this result alone does not demonstrate the practicality of the for-
malism, one without this property is unlikely to be practical.
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The CCG formalism (‘standard’ CCG) used in the above comparison consists of combina-
tory rules: functional application and functional composition of fixedk. The coordination is not
included as a rule but basically the same effect can be achieved by categories such asSnS=S.8
All three variants of Multiset-CCG developed by Hoffman [1995] are polynomially parsable.
Similarly, my earlier paper [Komagata, 1997a] shows that CCG-GTRC is polynomially parsable.
The worst-case polynomial algorithm for CCG-GTRC is an extension of the polynomial algorithm
for the standard CCG. The algorithm for CCG-GTRC also utilizes the idea of structure sharing
for efficient storage and retrieval of GTRCs. A more detailed discussion of CCG-GTRC including
formal and computational properties is found in Appendix A.
4.2 Specification of Contextual-Link Status
In this section, we confirm that the specification for contextual-link status can be formalized with
the CCG framework. The discussion includes: discourse status, domain-specific knowledge, and
linguistic marking for contextual link and information structure.
Discourse Status
For each CCG-constituent recognized by the grammar, there are corresponding semantic repre-
sentations. These semantic representations can be used as discourse referents in a general sense
(Subsection 3.2.2).
In order to formalize the notion of discourse-oldness, we need the following: (i) a mecha-
nism to store all these objects and (ii) a mechanism to search through the storage for redundancy.
Identification of discourse-old status checks the applicability of the identity relation on semantic
representations between the semantic representation under consideration and one in the storage.
As we have mentioned earlier (Section 2.2), lack of exact reference resolution is not very
crucial to information-structure analysis, especially for the case where the expression linguistically
marks discourse-oldness. If the contextual-link status can be determined only through discourse-
oldness and this depends on exact reference resolution, the formalization based on the use of
8While the coordinationschemacan deal with any category, coordinationcategorycan deal with only a closed set
of categories. But this is not a limitation in practice. Another point is that the coordination category can compose with
a functor. For example,NPnNP=NP may compose with a determinerNP=N if there is no further restriction.
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semantic representations (rather than semantic values) would fail to recognize the correct discourse
status. But, as we will see in Chapter 7, such cases rarely occur in our domain. The difficulty
associated withINFERRABLE is far more common.
Domain-specific Knowledge
For the domain-specific knowledge, we only assume that physician(s) and patient(s) are available in
the initial context regardless of the discourse. We can formalize this by simply asserting properties
physicianand patient in the initial context. Then, when these nouns are used in the text, they
appear as if they were discourse-old, and can be identified as a contextual link.
Linguistic Marking
Linguistic marking is the case where the grammatical information is required. The mechanism of
contextual-link assignment and projection is straightforward. For example, definite determiners of
a categoryNP=N can assign a contextual-link status as specified on the result category,NP in this
case, as shown below.
(133) Definite determiner Noun
Example: the door
Syntactic type: NP
CL
=N
 
N
CL or NL
Syntactic type: NP
CL
The specification of the contextual-link status, which may be realized as a feature, is shown below
the result category,NP. The indefinite article is analogous, but it assigns a non-contextual-link
status instead.
In Section 3.3, we have also discussed special cases with definite and indefinite articles. This
introduces more complication to the above story. First, definite expressions with a special pre-
nominal modifier such asfirst and last may be non-contextual links (p. 65). Thus, to be precise,
contextual-link assignment of a definite determiner must check the lexical instantiation of the ar-
gument (e.g., through semantics). It should not categorically assign a contextual-link status if
the semantics involves one of the special pre-nominal modifiers. But we do not formalize this
particular aspect because this is not critical in our experiment data (Chapter 7).
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Another exceptional case is indefiniteINFERRABLES (p. 68). The point was that the main
class of indefiniteINFERRABLES are lexically marked, i.e., as two-place common nouns. Thus,
these nouns can be marked as a contextual link. As in the case of “a page (of a book)” (65b), a
countable two-place noun may be attached with an indefinite article. According to the description
of indefinite article above, it is a non-contextual-link assigner. But there may be another type of
indefinite article that contrasts with other quantifiers, but does not assign non-contextual-link status
to these two-place nouns.9
Utterance-initial modifiers are also similar to the definite determiner except that only the
utterance-initial variety, i.e.,S=S, assigns a contextual-link status. The post-modifier typeSnS
does not have any special function.
Projection of contextual-link status can be done by using variable unification, as shown for a
non-definite determiner below.
(134) Determiner Noun
Example: many researchers
Syntactic type: NP
X
=N
X
N
Status
Syntactic type: NP
Status
This class includes auxiliary verbs and coordinators (for multiple arguments).
The other case of projection from the functor is similar. But the contextual-link information is
carried over from its own contextual-link status as follows:
(135) Pre-modifier Noun
Example: exercise program
Syntactic type: N
Status
=N
 
N
CL or NL
Syntactic type: N
Status
As we have discussed in Subsection 2.3.3, direct information-structure marking is a matrix-
level phenomenon. Thus, our grammar must be able to distinguish between the matrix and embed-
ded environment. One way to do this is to assume utterance boundary categories, say $=Sand/or
9Combined with the analysis of indefinite generics (p. 68), there is another possibility that an indefinite article
actually projects the contextual-link status of the argument. If this is the case, the distinction between indefinite articles
and other non-definite determiners disappears.
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$nS, and assign the matrix feature only to the immediately composedS. We may associate the lat-
ter category with the period for the case of written text. A possible semantics for such a category
is ‘assertion’ of the proposition corresponding to the categoryS. This point naturally connects to
dynamic semantics (Subsection 2.3.2).
The special constructions in English discussed in Section 3.3.2 involves linguistic marking of
both contextual link and information structure. A simpler case is pseudocleft. We analyze it simply
as a contextual-link assigner, as in the case of a definite determiner. The subordinatorsi ceas a
theme marker can be specified for the status with a feature, which may be checked at the time the
information structure is identified.
VP preposing and inversion mark the “Theme Rheme” partition. These cases require special
syntactic types that license these constructions. For example, inversion of aPPm y need a special
PPcategory such as “S=NP
subj
=(SnNP=PP)
verb
= NP
arg ofPP
”. There are different ways of characterizing such
a construction, but this category assumes that the exceptional behavior comes from the fact thatPP
is preposed and not from the verb or the subject. Since this is a matrix-level phenomena, we may
require that this category is available only immediately to the right of utterance-boundary category
$=S. This can be done by, e.g., making the preposedPP “S=NP
subj
=(SnNP=PP)
verb
= NP
arg ofPP
n($nS)”.
Once inversion is available only at the matrix level, we only need to mark thePP as a contextual
link. As thePP is involved in the last semantic composition,PP is identified as a theme.
The conditions involved in topicalization, focus movement, and left dislocation are rather com-
plex. Three different cases of information-structure marking must be considered. The category for
the preposed NP are (i)S=(S=NP) for the case of topicalization and focus movement and (ii)S=S
for the case of left dislocation.10 Since these are matrix-level phenomena, we can use contextual-
link assignment for specifying information structure. We have seen that these constructions weakly
partition theme and rheme. Thus, the preposed NP for all three cases may either set or reset the
contextual-link status on itself. The contextual-link status of the remaining part of the utterance is
determined in relation to that of the preposed NP.
For the case of topicalization, the topicalized NP is a contextual link and must be a part of the
theme. The remaining part must contain a rheme due to the assumption (49) in Section 2.2. But it
may also contain a part of the theme. This is consistent with the analysis (74) repeated below.
10Other cases which prepose non-NPs are analogous.
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(136) [This dream] [I’ve had t [maybe three, four times]]
Theme Rheme
For the case of focus movement, the preposed NP is assigned a non-contextual-link status.
Thus, it must be a part of the rheme. If the remaining part is a contextual link, a “Rheme Theme”
pattern emerges as shown in (76) repeated below.
(137) [A bite] [he wouldn’t eatt]
Rheme Theme
Summary
While the inference behind a contextual link can be complex, the three conditions for identifying
a contextual link can be formalized within a grammar in a fairly straightforward manner.
4.3 Integration of Structured Meaning
One way in which we have departed from standard Montagovian, and from the standard CCG as
well, is the use of structured meaning as semantic representation. As has been discussed in Section
3.5, this approach has the advantage of keeping the simple binomial information structure and
being systematic.
The description in Section 3.5 demonstrates that structured meaningcanbe used for represent-
ing discontiguous information structure but does not show how it can be done. Further investigation
of the way structured meanings are derived shows that it is not a simple issue.
In the following subsection, we demonstrate that the structured-meaning analysis approach
presented in Section 3.5 can be integrated within CCG in a precise manner. In the second subsec-
tion, we demonstrate that the same mechanism can be applied to the analysis of ‘gapping’, i.e., a
construction of the form “Harry will buy bread, and Barry, potatoes”.
4.3.1 Composition of Structured Meanings
In our case, the structured meaning is adopted to capture the contrast between a contextual link and
a non-contextual link. Its representation is as follows:
D
Contextual-link;Non-contextual-link
E
or
hC;Ni for short. We now assume that each constituent is associated with a structured meaning
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in addition to a non-structured representation. The semantic composition in the general case is to
combinehC1;N1i andhC2;N2i to obtainhC0;N0iwhereC0 andN0 must be determined from the input
components depending on the condition. In the following, we check distinct cases depending on
the type of input. We denote semantic composition of structured meaning (and also its component)
as “hC1;N1i+ hC2;N2i” (here, ‘+’ is used to separate the two categories). Two special cases are
hC; i and h ;Ni where the entire semantic representation is either a contextual link or a non-
contextual link. ‘ ’ here indicates a null component. Although this approach is naturally more
complicated than the case without structured meaning, all possibilities can be completely specified.
Composition Type: h ;N1i+ h ;N2i
This case is exactly like the usual semantic composition. We can simply operate on the non-link
field as the following example shows.
(138) Felix praised
 ;λP:P( f elix0)
non-link
 
 ;λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y)
non-link


 ;λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0)
non-link

In this case, the componentλX:praise0 (X)( f elix0) is obtained by functional composition. But, in
general, either functional application or composition may apply.
Composition Type: hC1; i+ h ;N2i
This is a representative case of forming a structured meaning.
(139) Felix praised DonaldD
λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0) ; 
E D
 ;donald0
E

λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0)
contextual link
;donald0
non-link

Further composition involving this type of structured meaning gets more complicated. The analysis
for the mirror image,h ;N2i+ hC1; i, is analogous.
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Composition Type: hC1;N1i+ h ;N2i
First, we should note that the surface order of the componentsC1 andN1 for hC1;N1i can be either
C1 N1, or N1 C1. The following is an example for theN1 C1 ordering (e.g., as a response to
“Who praised who?”):
(140) Felix praised DonaldD
 ;λP:P( f elix0)
E D
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) ; 
E D
 ;λP:P(donald0)
E
a: D
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) ;λP:P( f elix0)
E
b: D
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) ;λP:P(donald0)( f elix0)
E
Let us focus on the second semantic composition (b). The question here is how we can obtain from
λP:P( f elix0) and λP:P(donald0) the correct λP:P(donald0) ( f elix0), but not
λP:P( f elix0)(donald0). The answer is that the corresponding syntactic composition is complete
with the correct semantic representation. Any non-link in the above derivation that cannot de-
rive the correct semantics after composing withλX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) should be discarded. Nat-
urally, only
h
λP:P(donald0) ( f elix0)
i
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y)

can result in the correct semantics
praise0 (donald0)( f elix0), and notλP:P( f elix0)(donald0). Thus,λP:P( f elix0) (donald0) should be
rejected. Similarly, the other ordering of compositionh
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y)
i
λP:P(donald0)( f elix0)

should be rejected because it does not result
in the correct semantics.
If structured meaning is used only for identifying a pair of contextual-status, the above-
mentioned semantic check may be sufficient. In the next subsection on ‘gapping’, we observe
a possibility that this process may also involve syntactic types.
The following is for the other surface ordering,C1 N1.
(141) Felix praised DonaldD
λP:P( f elix0) ; 
E D
 ;λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y)
E D
 ;λP:P(donald0)
E
a: D
λP:P( f elix0) ;λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y)
E
b:
(see below)
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The focus is again (b). In this case, the other derivation, “[Felix] [praised Donald]”, is more favor-
able because both non-links are combined together without complication. Thus, if an alternative
derivation is available, we do not need to consider this case. If the alternative derivation is not
available for some reason, we are forced to derive
D
 ; praise0 (donald0)( f elix0)
E
because there is
no specification that can upgrade a non-contextual-link material to a contextual link.
Composition Type: hC1; i+ hC2; i
When two contextual links are composed, the resulting phrase must be identified as contextual link
by one of the three properties. This case happens when a complex phrase is discourse-old or a
special linguistic marking is present. For example, if “Felix praised” is already in the context, the
following derivation is possible.
(142) Felix praisedD
λP:P( f elix0) ; 
E D
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) ; 
E
D
λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0) ; 
E
If the resulting unit is not contextually-linked, “hC1; i+ hC2; i” can only result in either
hC1;C2i or hC2;C1i. That is, only one of them can remain as a contextual link and the other is
considered a non-contextual link. This pattern is the source of a contextually-linked rheme. But the
proposition is not a contextual-link. In this case, the rheme (eitherC1 orC2) must be contrastive as
we discussed in Chapter 2, but we do not go into this point in our formalization or implementation.
Composition Type: hC1;N1i+ hC2; i
This case is in a sense a combination of the previous two cases. Let us only consider the subcase
where the component ordering ofhC1;N1i is N1 C1. ForC1 andC2 to be combined, the resulting
unit must be a contextual link through one of the three possibilities. If the combination ofC1 and
C2 is not a contextual link as a whole, only the full contextual link would survive in the result, as
shown below.
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(143) Felix praised DonaldD
 ;λP:P( f elix0)
E D
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) ; 
E D
λP:P(donald0) ; 
E
a: D
λX:λY:praise0 (X)(Y) ;λP:P( f elix0)
E
b: D
λP:P(donald0) ;λX:praise0 (X)(donald0)
E
Composition Type: hC1;N1i+ hC2;N2i
Here, we consider the orderingC1 N1 C2 N2. This case could end up withhC0;N0i, hC1;N00i,
hC2;N000i, or h ;N0000i. The condition forhC0;N0i is thatC1+C2 is a contextual link for its own
reason andN1+N2 can compose to result in a legitimate category. These two intermediate results
must compose to the category corresponding to the entire phrase. IfC1 +C2 is not a contextual
link, other cases may still apply. For the case where the result ishC1;N00i, h ;N1i+hC2;N2i should
not be available. If so, the bracketingC1  [N1 C2 N2] is available for a simpler derivation. The
case forhC2;N000i is analogous. The last case applies when the previous three fail.
The following is an analysis of (95) on p. 85 assuming that
λX:λY:want0 (X)

lose0 (Y)(pro)

(alice0) corresponding to “Alice wants – to loose” is a contex-
tual link.
(144) [Alice wants]T heme [Australia ]Rheme [to lose]T heme [the Ashes]RhemeD
λX:λY:want0 (X)(Y)(alice0) ; 
E D
 ;λP:P(australia0)
E D
λX:lose0 (X)(pro) ; 
E D
 ;λP:P(ashes0)
E
D
λX:λY:want0 (X)(Y)(alice0) ;λP:P(australia0)
E D
λX:lose0 (X)(pro) ;λP:P(ashes0)
E

λX:λY:want0 (X)

lose0 (Y)(pro)

(alice0) ;λP:P(australia0)(ashes0)

Composition Type: Coordination
One additional case is coordination. For a coordination of the type “hC1; i+& + hC2; i”, we
adopt the following condition:
(145) a. hC0; i if the coordination ofC1 andC2, i.e.,C0, is a contextual link (whereC0 =C1+C2)
b. h ;N00i otherwise (N0 is the semantic representation for the entire phrase)
While a more fine-grained analysis is possible, e.g., coordination ofhC1;N1i andhC2;N2i, we
only consider the above simple analysis.
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Discontiguous Components
Up to here, we have been assuming that the components of a structured meaning are contiguous.
But this is not always the case. For example, the composition ofhC1;N1i andh ;N2i (with the
N1 C1 N2 surface ordering) may end up withhC1;N0i where the componentN0 is discontiguous.
If there is a further composition ofhC1;N0i with another structured meaning, we cannot use the
same condition for the contiguous case because the boundaries ofhC1;N0i is both N while the
boundaries of somehC2;N2iwith contiguous componentsC2 andN2 areC2 andN2 (in either order).
In order to close the operation of composition on structured meanings, we can only consider a finite
number of subcases. One way to do this is to set up four possible boundary types,N N, N C,
C N, andC C, and define the condition for these four subcases. We omit the actual conditions
as it is tedious (commonly observed cases have been implemented and described in Chapter 6).
Complexity of Structured Meaning Representation
Naturally, the complexity introduced by the use of structured meaning is a concern. Here, we
investigate the complexity of structured meaning and that of composing structured meanings.
First, the structural variation of structured meanings is limited to a pair of semantic repre-
sentation with two additional cases where either of them is null. But each component can be
discontiguous, as has been seen above. For a string oflexical categories, each lexical category
may belong to eitherC or N of hC;Ni. Thus, for the span of thisn lexical categories, in theory,
there are at most 2n distinct structured meaning.11 But, in practice, structured meanings with an
internal division more complex thanC N C N or N C N C are extremely rare. This is be-
cause in many cases, assignment or projection of a contextual-link status results in eitherhC; i or
h ;Ni reducing the internal structure. Following the discussion on page 73 (in the last paragraph
of the Summary), the two main sources of structured meanings are predicate-argument structure
involving a main verb and modification structure involving a clausal modifier.
If the most complicated internal structure for a structured meaning is in practice 4-way, as
in C N C N, the practical bound on the number of distinct structured meanings for a single
category is no more than the number of structure meanings for a 4-category sequence, i.e., 24 = 16.
This applies at every step of derivation. As a consequence, the overall increase of complexity due to
11This does not include various kinds of ambiguities.
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introduction of structured meaning is in practice at most 16 times that of the case without structured
meanings.
Next, let us discuss the complexity of composition involving structured meanings. The opera-
tion is closed because in addition to the structured meaning itself, we only recognize the contextual-
link status of the boundary categories. As stated earlier, there are four boundary status pairs,C C,
C N, N C, N N, for a structured meaninghC;Ni. There are two special caseshC; i and
h ;Ni with no partition of the contextual-link status. For a composition of “hC1;N1i+ hC2;N2i”
resulting inhC0;N0i, we consider these 6 patterns for each input and result. A simplistic bound on
all the possible combinations of the 6 patterns is 666= 216. This is a large number, but many
of these patterns are not necessary in practice. For the current purpose, it is sufficient to show that
there is a bound.
In conclusion, processing structured meanings is in practice multiplicative rather than expo-
nential. This property is very important for the practicality of the use of structure meaning.
Summary
This subsection shows that composition of structured meaning can be done precisely and in practice
does not increase asymptotic complexity. The conditions for composing structured meaning have
been discussed, and summarized as follows:
(146) Conditions for semantic composition of structured meanings:
a. The semantic composition (either through functional application or functional composi-
tion) of the two components must be consistent with the semantic representation of the
entire phrase.
b. The contextual-link component of a structured meaning (after composition) must sat-
isfy the requirements for a contextual link (through discourse status, domain-specific
knowledge, and/or linguistic marking).
Although the present application of structured meaning is for contextual-link status, the tech-
nique discussed in this section is applicable to structured meaning for contrast and other purposes.
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4.3.2 Identification of Information Structure
Assuming that intermediate steps of compositions of structured meanings go well, identification
of information structure is almost trivial. For the final structured meaninghC;Ni, we identify
Theme=C andRheme= N. For example, again consider “Felix praisedDonald.” in response to
“Who did Felix praise?” The last semantic composition is as follows:
(147) Felix praised DonaldD
 ;λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0)
E D
 ;donald0
E

λX:praise0 (X)( f elix0)
contextual link
;donald0
non-link

#
Theme
#
Rheme
There may be some discontiguity within the theme and/or the rheme. But the information structure
can be identified exactly the same way as before. The present approach is an improvement over
that in Komagata [1998a]. In that paper, I characterized information structure as the last step of
semantic composition. But this approach without structured meaning cannot cover discontiguous
information structure in a general way as the present formulation does.
If multiple structured meanings are available at the end, the current theory accepts all the
available information structures. For our implementation (Chapter 6), though, we have a few
heuristics to choose more likely information structures.
4.3.3 Analysis of Gapping
We have seen that the problem of discontiguous information structure for the binomial-partition
analyses can be solved by adopting the structured-meaning approach. We have also noted that
the structured meaning approach is applicable to other areas including the analyses of contrast,
propositional attitude, and thematic role. In this subsection, we apply structured meaning to yet
another phenomenon of ‘gapping’. In particular, we recast Steedman’s [1990] ‘decomposition’
analysis in terms of structured meaning.12
Gapping in English has a form shown below [Steedman, 1990, (85), p. 242].
(148) Harry will buy bread, and Barry, potatoes.
12The analysis presented here is not compatible with Steedman’s [1999, Chapter 7] more recent analysis.
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It has received much attention for its peculiar construction. While earlier analyses were purely
syntactic, Kuno [1976] pointed out pragmatic factors involved in the construction (for an extensive
review, see Steedman [1999, Chapter 7]). Since this is a phenomenon involving discontinuity
and potentially information structure, it would be a good demonstration if the structured-meaning
approach can be applied to it.
Steedman’s [1990, (85), p. 242] analysis is shown below. Note that there is a information-
structure condition for decomposition that the gap must be ‘known’ [p. 250].
(149) Harry will buy bread, and Barry, potatoes
S=(SnNP) (SnNP)n(SnNP=NP)
S Sn(SnNP=NP)
<decomp
SnNP=NP Sn(SnNP=NP)
<&>
Sn(SnNP=NP)
In the following, we apply our structured-meaning approach to the above case. The derivation
of the categoryS results in a structured meaning such that the verb and the arguments split as
Verb
Contextual-link
; Arguments
Non-link

, and the non-contextual-link component is coordinated with the right
conjunct. Let us assume that the split with respect to the contextual-link status is a source of
gapping corresponding to Kuno’s [1976] intuition and Steedman’s [1990] condition on the decom-
position. Then, the present approach can provide the following analysis for the left conjunct.
(150) Harry will buy bread,
NP SnNP=NP NPD
 ;harry0
E D
λX:λY:buy0 (X)(Y) ; 
E D
 ;bread0
E
SD
λX:λY:buy0 (X)(Y) ;λP:P(bread0)(harry0)
E
At this point, let us hypothesize that the semantic unitλP:P(bread0)(harry0) is available as a part
of a ‘virtual category’. It is not a real category becauseHarry andbread are discontiguous. If
we only deal with semantic information, this might be enough (as we have been doing up to this
point in this section). But, in order to proceed with the coordination with the right conjunct, we
need to analyze the syntactic type of the virtual category as well. Assuming that both NP’s have
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a syntactic typeT =
n

T
n
=
NP

,13 this virtual category might correspond to several distinct syntactic
types as shown below.
(151) Harry bread Harry, bread
[virtual category]
a: T=(TnNP1) T=(TnNP2) =) T=(TnNP1nNP2) (>B)
b1: T=(TnNP1) Tn(T=NP2) =) Tn(TnNP1=NP2) (>B)
b2: T=(TnNP1) Tn(T=NP2) =) T=(TnNP2nNP1) (<B)
c: Tn(T=NP1) T=(TnNP2) =) fail
d: Tn(T=NP1) Tn(T=NP2) =) Tn(T=NP2=NP1) (<B)
In the above, we have used forward crossing composition ‘>B’, which is not generally assumed
for English [Steedman, 1996, p. 53]. We will come back to this point shortly. First, the result
(b2) and (d) are excluded because of the semantic condition for composing structured meanings
(146b). That is, the argument order of subject and object are incorrect, and thus cannot result in
the correct semantic representation. Now, we extend this condition to syntactic type as well. This
requires that the syntactic types of the components must be composed into the resulting syntactic
type. Both the possibilities of having the virtual category to the left and right of the verb category
are considered below.
(152) a: T=(TnNP1nNP2) SnNP=NP =) fail
SnNP=NP T=(TnNP1nNP2) =) fail
b1: Tn(TnNP1=NP2) SnNP=NP =) fail
SnNP=NP Tn(TnNP1=NP2) =) S (<)
Thus, the only possibility is that the virtual category is to the right of the verb and the variableT is
instantiated asSwith the correct argument order. This ‘virtual’ derivation is shown below.
(153) will buy Harry, bread
[virtual category]
SnNP=NP Sn(SnNP=NP)D
λX:λY:buy0 (X)(Y) ; 
E D
 ;λP:P(bread0) (harry0)
E
SD
λX:λY:buy0 (X)(Y) ;λP:P(bread0)(harry0)
E
13We use the variable notation for conciseness and generality.
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Although this scheme appears like decomposition, it is not exactly the type of decomposition
proposed in Steedman [1990]. This is because the identification of the virtual category is done
constructively at the same time as the categoryS is derived.
The syntactic type, semantic type, and relative position of the virtual category license the
following coordination with the right conjunct.
(154) Harry, bread and Barry, potatoes
[virtual category]
T
=
n

T
n
=
NP1

T
=
n

T
n
=
NP2

Sn(SnNP=NP)
8>>><
>>>>:
T=(TnNP1nNP2) fail
Tn(TnNP1=NP2) success
Tn(T=NP2=NP1) fail
T=(T=NP2nNP1) failD
 ;λP:P(br) (h)
E D
 ;λP:P(p)(ba)
E
<&>
Sn(SnNP=NP)
 ;λP:and

P(br) (h)

P(p) (ba)

Then, this can compose with the verb to derive the desiredScategory with the intended semantic
representation.
There is one more point we should address. Forward crossing composition(>B), which is
crucial to the derivation of the virtual category and the right conjunct, is not normally allowed in
the surface grammar of English [Steedman, 1996, p. 53]. In a sense, this would incorrectly predict
‘scrambling’ of arguments at the left of a verb. The current position to compromise the demand for
forward crossing composition in the above analysis and this constraint is the following. Forward
crossing composition is available even in English (for both surface and virtual cases). But the result
of this process is available only for compositions and coordination involving a virtual category.
The above analysis of gapping in terms of structured meaning demonstrates usefulness of struc-
tured meaning beyond the current project. It also suggests that the structured meaning may involve
syntactic types, as well as semantic representation.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter demonstrates CCG’s advantages in (i) recognizing non-traditional constituents in ac-
cordance to units of information structure, (ii) capturing the properties for contextual links, and
(iii) integrating structured meaning for analysis of discontiguous information structure. The for-
malization congruently integrates syntax, semantics, and discourse status, and provides a basis for
bridging the theory (Chapter 3) and the implementation (Chapter 6) in a straightforward manner.
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Chapter 5
Realization of Information Structure in
Japanese
The goal of this chapter is to justify the use of linguistic marking of information structure in
Japanese for evaluation purposes. While much has been said about Japanese particles and scram-
bling, there are few analyses made from the view point of modern information-structure analysis.
Since the object language, Japanese, is quite different from English in many respects, the first
section makes an introduction to the language. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we present analyses of two
most crucial elements: functions of particlewaand long-distance fronting, respectively. Based on
these analyses, Section 5.4 analyzes linguistic marking of information structure as a result of these
elements, and presents a procedure to predictwaor ga from information structure.
5.1 Introduction
This section briefly presents some background on the Japanese language, introduces the relevant
linguistic properties, and previews the arguments explored in the following sections.
Before moving on to the focal issues, let us make a brief note about the Japanese language.1
Japanese is a strictly head-final, SOV language. It is sometimes classified as an agglutinative
language due to its morphological generativity, especially the verb morphology involving aspect,
negation, voice, causativity, and even politeness. NPs are usually marked with particles including
1Shibatani [1990] is an excellent introduction to the language for non-Japanese-speaking readers.
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case particles and adverbial particles.2 Japanese does not have a determiner system corresponding
to the one in English. In particular, formal definite/indefinite distinction is not in general available
in Japanese. This brings an interesting contrast with English, which does not have an extensive
system of direct information-structure marking in the written form. At the matrix level, the defi-
nite/indefinite distinction of the subject in English closely corresponds to the use of morphological
particleswa/ga (respectively) on the subject in Japanese. But this observation is limited to the
matrix level, and does not extend to embedded environments. But, since our theory of information
structure is based on the notion of contextual link (Section 3.1), we suspect that the relation be-
tween contextual link and information structure might be roughly the relation between definiteness
in English and morphological marking in Japanese.
While a lot of work has been done in this area and a great deal of discovery has been made, there
are still many remaining issues. Unfortunately, the previous work are not necessarily as precise nor
as accurate as we require for the current purposes including computational implementation. One
general problem is that the literature tends to have narrow viewpoints. Approaches from theoretical
syntax take up the topic of our interest but critical elements in pragmatics are often ignored [e.g.,
Tateishi, 1994]. On the other hand, discourse/pragmatic analyses tend to focus on the description
of phenomena and do not provide us with theories useful for our purposes [e.g., Watanabe, 1989;
Shimojo, 1995; Noda, 1996]. Formal and computational analyses typically start from assumptions
too simplistic to cover realistic data [e.g., Uetake, 1992; Porter and Yabushita, 1998].3
Let us briefly look at the case of the adverbial particlewa.4 This particle is often associated
with ‘thematic’ and ‘contrastive’ functions [e.g., Kuno, 1972]. But the situation surrounding this
particle is rather complicated. First, the nature of the functions is not entirely clear, reflecting a
difficulty with many related notions. For example, we cannot assume that the ‘thematic’ function
of Kuno [1972] coincides with our ‘theme’. In addition, we need to distinguish the notions of
referential status and information structure as we have been doing so far. Second, the distribution
of these functions is not sufficiently explored. Assuming that they have distinct roles for these
2Nominal constructions suffixed with particle(s) are called either NP [Shibatani, 1990] or PP (postpositional phrase)
[Gunji, 1987]. Some work distinguishes between these two [Sadakane and Koizumi, 1995]. A recent analysis on various
particles can be found in Siegel [1999].
3Uetake [1992]; Porter and Yabushita [1998] do not consider contrastivewa, which we will cover in the next section.
4I follow Shibatani [1990] in using the term ‘adverbial particle’ but other terms are also used (esp. in the Japanese
linguistics literature written in Japanese)
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types, we need to distinguish these functions. Furthermore, the relation between these functions
is a theoretically interesting issue on its own. Another critical aspect is the relation between the
adverbial particlewaand case particles. For example, the choice between an adverbial particlewa
and a nominative case particlega is often completely pragmatic,5 and can pose a great problem
for a NL generation system. This point was mentioned but not explored at all in Nagao [1989].
The only other description known to the author is a generation system of Matthiessen and Bateman
[1991].
Another well-discussed aspect about Japanese is ‘scrambling’. Scrambling is often classified
as local (clause-bounded) and long-distance (unbounded) varieties [Gunji, 1987, p. 219-220]. In
the current work, we call them ‘local scrambling’ and ‘long-distance fronting’ (or fronting for
short), respectively. Since long-distance fronting is more closely related to information structure,
we will focus on this type. The function of local scrambling is not very clear and is left out in
the current work [cf. Miyagawa, 1997]. A simplistic idea about long-distance fronting is that it
is ‘topicalization’, i.e., to separate a theme [e.g., Kiss, 1981]. But this construction can also serve
fronting constituents for emphatic purpose [Gunji, 1987, p. 218]. We will explore a solution in
Section 5.3.
In relation to the functions of particlewaand long-distance fronting, we should note one more
phenomenon, which we do not discuss any further in this thesis. It is an outermostwa-marked con-
stituent (often called ‘major subject’) that does not appear to be an argument of the main predicate,
as shown below (the following grammatical labels are used:TOP = topic, NOM = nominative; the
complete list of grammatical functions is on p. xiv).6
(155) Sakana-wa tai-ga ii.
fish-TOP red snapper-NOM excellent
“As for fish, a red snapper is excellent.”
The utterance is propositionally complete without thewa-marked phrase. Thus, it is not obvious
how thewa-marked phrase is grammatically related to the proposition although the connection is
not unreasonable at the knowledge level. Among many analyses of this type, Tateishi [1994, p.
28] argues that a major subject is at Spec of CP, and Gunji [1987, p. 171] argues that it is an
5Althoughga-marking is possible on some objects, e.g., “Ken-wa Naomi-ga sukida” (Ken likes Naomi), such a case
is excluded from the current work.
6This is an often-discussed example in the literature. See Noda [1996, p. 54] for more details.
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adjunct. Before closing this introductory section, let us discuss a few more points. The first one
is that the previous literature mostly ignores the importance of phonological prominence (except
for a relatively old paper [Finn, 1984]). In order to take advantage of the effect of phonological
prominence, this chapter primarily focuses on the spoken form. On the other hand, we discuss little
phonological aspects themselves. One assumption in this chapter is that phonological prominence
is observable in Japanese.7 For text analysis, unfortunately, we cannot access this information, and
we will need to deal with underspecified cases.
Second, in Japanese, a sequence of NPs can form a constituent in a fairly general manner. The
situation can be observed in relation to coordination and information structure as follows:8
(156) a. f Ken-wa banana-o , Naomi-wa mango-o g tabeta.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC (and) Naomi-TOP mango-ACC ate
“Ken ate a/the banana, and Naomi [ate] a/the mango.”
b. f Keni-wa bananaj -o g
Ken-TOP banana-ACC
[ ti [ Sara-ga t j tabeta ] -to omotta ].
Sara-NOM ate -COMP thought
9
“Ken thought that Sara ate a/the banana.”
Note: the fronted non-traditional constituent “Ken-wa banana-o” can be coordinated
with another phrase of the same category.
While these are problems for most grammars, they can be accounted for in a general way in Com-
binatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Ades and Steedman, 1982]. A formal and computational
analysis of the involvement of NP sequences in a general form is given in Appendix A. Many of
the syntactic and semantic elements discussed in this chapter have been implemented in an ear-
lier version of the CCG parser [Komagata, 1997a].Finally, we note that a closely related situation
about particle use and long-distance fronting is observed in Korean.10 We will take advantage of
this situation and cite related work about Korean as well.
7It has been argued that a certain notion of ‘prominence’ in English can be identified computationally [Maghbouleh,
1996].
8The following grammatical labels are used:TOP = topic, NOM = nominative,ACC = accusative, andCOMP =
complementizer.
9The tracesti=t j are shown only for presentation uprposes. Our theory of grammar, based on Combinatory Categorial
Grammar does not assume the notion of empty categories.
10The genetic relation between Korean and Japanese is still actively debated [e.g., Shibatani, 1990, Chapter 5].
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Towards the end of this chapter, we will observe a distribution of functions such as the follow-
ing table:
Information structure
Matrix clause Embedded clause
wa (adverbial particle) Prominent Theme or Rheme Unspecified
Non-prominent Theme Not available
ga (case particle) Prominent Rheme Unspecified
Non-prominent Rheme Unspecified
o, ni (case particle) Prominent Rheme Unspecified
Non-prominent Theme or Rheme Unspecified
Table 5.1: Realization of Information Structure in Japanese (preliminary)
This is a rather messy array of data, and more complicated than many previous analyses. While
a result like this is still useful for computational applications, we must have a theoretical justifica-
tion for it.
In the subsequent sections, we will make the following points for the present analysis of the
linguistic marking of information structure:
1. The basic function ofwa is a ‘strong’ contrastiveness, always associated with phonological
prominence.
2. The thematic function ofwa is available only as a result of long-distance fronting. Thematic
waneed not be prominent.
3. Long-distance fronting in Japanese is a general-purpose constituent re-ordering mecha-
nism. It typically sets up an information structure at the matrix level.
4. The linguistic marking of information structure in Japanese is a result of complex interac-
tion of functions of particles and long-distance scrambling.
5.2 Functions of Particlewa
This section is divided into three subsections: introduction to the two functions ofwa, and more
details on contrastive and thematic functions.
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5.2.1 Two Functions ofwa
Kuno [1972], among others, argues that the particlewahas thematic and contrastive functions. This
point can be seen in the following short discourses. As before,boldface indicates phonological
prominence.11
(157) Thematicwa:
i. “Ken behaved strangely yesterday.”
ii. Ken-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a/the banana.”
(158) Contrastivewa:
Q: “Among those people, who ate bananas?”
A: Ken-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a banana (someone else didn’t eat a banana).”
In (157), the first utterance introduces a person whose name isK n, and the second utterance
provides new information aboutKen. In (158), the question sets a context. The response not
only answers the question but also carries a presupposition indicated in ‘(...)’.12 Although Kuno’s
description is that these two functions are exclusive and we frequently use the terms ‘thematicwa’
and ‘contrastivewa’, we do not mean that there are two distinct types ofwa.
We continue to consider the same notion of theme (Section 3.1) and contrast (Section 2.3.2),
and that particlewa exhibits both of these properties under certain circumstances (more on these
points later). Thus, when we say thematic (contrastive)wa in this thesis, it means that the instance
of wa is a part of a theme (has a contrastive interpretation). Since the theme property, i.e., informa-
tion structure, and contrastiveness are basically independent, there is a case where both properties
co-exist. This situation is suggested in Shibatani [1990, p. 265], and is described more explicitly
for the Korean counterpart,(n)un in Han [1998, p. 2] and Wee [1995, Section 2.2]. The following
example shows the overlapping case.
11The following grammatical labels are used:TOP = topic, CONT = contrastive,NOM = nominative, andACC =
accusative,DAT = dative, andCOMP = complementizer.
12For an extensive review about presupposition, see [Beaver, 1997].
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(159) Thematic/contrastivewa:
Q: “What did these people eat?”
A: Ken-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP/CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a banana (someone else didn’t eat a banana).”
Now, there are various different views about the relation between these two functions: (i) the
two functions are independent [Tateishi, 1994, p. 175], (ii) the contrastive function is derivable
from the thematic one [Miyagawa, 1987, p. 197; Noda, 1996, suggested in earlier chapters], (iii)
the thematic function is derivable from the contrastive one [Shibatani, 1990, p. 265; Teramura,
1991, p. 41; Choi, 1997, p. 548], and (iv) both functions can be derived from a single basic
function [Han, 1998, p. 1; Wee, 1995, Section 2.1 (both for Korean)].
As the way to analyze the particlewa depends on this issue, let us assume the position (iii)
above and provide some justification as follows. The position (i) is not attractive because of the
existence of the overlap. For example, the distinction in Tateishi [1994, Chapter 6], i.e., thematic
waas a determiner and contrastivewaas a modifier, is not applicable to the overlapping case. The
position (ii) is not attractive from the distributional and historical points. While the distribution
of thematicwa is limited to the utterance-initial position, that of contrastivewa is cross-categorial
(including positions after another particle, verb, and adverb) [Aoki, 1992; Tateishi, 1994; Noda,
1996], much like Englishonly. It is more natural to think that the narrower distribution is due to
some restriction rather the opposite. Furthermore, historically speaking, thematicwa is believed to
have developed much later than contrastivewa [Ueno, 1987, p. 242; De Wolf, 1987, p. 281]. The
position (iv) is an attractive approach but also more difficult because we need to posit an abstract
unified level, which tends to escape directly observable phenomena for evaluation.
We thus proceed by assuming that contrastive function is basic and relate the thematic function
under special conditions.
5.2.2 Contrastive Function
This subsection shows that contrastive function is associated with phonological prominence and
that it has a presupposition stronger than the case withoutwa-marking, and that the phenomenon
can be analyzed in terms of Alternative Semantics [Rooth, 1985, and later work]. A more detailed
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version of this subsection including a formalization is found in Komagata [1998b].
One immediate problem with most of the previous work is ignorance of phonological promi-
nence. In addition, most of the previous work simply assumes the domain of contrastivewa is the
preceding noun. But such an analysis would face a problem accounting for distinct presuppositions
in the following example:
(160) a. Ken-wa [ Naomi-no banana ] -wa tabeta.
Ken-TOP Naomi-GEN banana -CONT ate
“Ken ate Naomi’s banana.”
Presupposition: “Ken didn’t eatsomeone else’ banana.”
b. Ken-wa [ Naomi-no banana ] -wa tabeta.
Ken-TOP Naomi-GEN banana -CONT ate
“Ken ate Naomi’s banana.”
Presupposition: “Ken didn’t eatsomething elseof Naomi.”
Only one paper came to my attention in this respect. Huruta [1982] considerswa suffixing on a
complex NP such as the one shown above. But he ignores phonological prominence and is forced
to accept the ambiguous situation.
Next, the studies primarily concerned with the contrast between the adverbial particlewa and
case particlega tend to overlook the cross-categorial distribution of contrastivewa [e.g., Kuno,
1972]. Discussion on contrastivewa is often limited to the individual-type NPs, but not extended
to the case ofwa-suffixing to the universal quantifier [Han, 1998, for a related example (10), p.
8].13
(161) Q: “Did Ken praise Naomi?”
A: Ken-wa minna-o/*wa hometa.
Ken-TOP everyone-ACC/CONT praised
“Ken praised everyone (in contrast to just Naomi).”
While “everyone” in (A) is in contrast toNaomi in (Q) and the accusative marker is possible,
contrastivewacannot be used in this utterance. This asymmetry is independent of the grammatical
relations, the underlying case marking (on thewa-marked phrase), and scrambling of thewa-
marked phrase. A correct analysis of contrastivewa and a contrast withoutwa must be able to
capture this asymmetry.
13The thematicwacan follow a universally-quantified phrase Han [1998, p. 8].
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Many previous analyses are not accurate either. For example, many assume that the presuppo-
sition associated with contrastivewa is that there is another element in the context in contrast to
the one marked withwa [e.g., Miyagawa, 1987, p. 190; Shibatani, 1990, p. 265; Han, 1998, p. 2].
But this presupposition is too weak, as can be seen in the following example:
(162) i. “Here are a banana and a mango.”
ii. Ken-wa banana-o/#wa tabe, mango-mo tabeta.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC/CONT ate (and) mango-too ate
“Ken ate the banana, and ate the mango too.”
Thewa-marking is infelicitous in this context even though ‘mere contrast’ requirement is satisfied.
Another group of analyses assumes a presupposition that considers contrasts with and without
wa basically identically [Teramura, 1991, p. 66; Noda, 1996, p. 7], also in some respect in Choi
[1997, p. 549]. Their analyses share the basic idea shown in the following example:
(163) Ken-wa Peru-de-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP Peru-in-CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate bananas in Peru.”
Presupposition: “Ken ate something else somewhere else.”
In their analysis, the contrast relations betweenP ruandsomewhere elseand betweenbananaand
something elseare identical, disregarding the presence ofwa-marking. One immediate problem
with this approach is that it automatically fails to account for the asymmetry in conjunction with
the universal quantifier in (161).
There is a relatively old, but impressive work by Huruta [1982]. The analysis is more ac-
curate than most other work including many newer ones. One problem with this analysis is
rather ad hoc selections of contrast ‘relations’ for distinct syntactic types. For example, the in-
dividual type, e.g.,ken0, is contrasted withλP:9Y [(Y 6= ken0)^P(Y)], i.e., a set of properties
that holds for someone other thanken0, but a property type, e.g.,λX:child0 (X), is contrasted
with λP:9Y [:child(Y)^P(Y)], i.e., a set of properties that holds for some non-child (but not
Y 6= child0), and so on. He needs to set up a referent and its contrastive relation case-by-case
depending on the phrase type. We would prefer a more general relation to capture the notion of
contrastiveness.
Let us first discuss the relation between an elementX i the utterance and another elementXc
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in contrast in the presupposition. I argue that this can be uniformly captured by a relation involv-
ing the notion of ‘alternatives’ in relation to the phonological prominence, following Alternative
Semantics [Rooth, 1985; Rooth, 1992; Rooth, 1996]. This generalizes the case of [Huruta, 1982]
where distinct relations are used for different phrase types.14 The presupposition for the two types
of contrasts is as follows:
(164) a. Contrast withoutwa (weak): The presupposition is that there is some distinctXc (or,
something else is involved).
b. Contrast withwa (strong): The presupposition is that there is someXc that does not
hold in the current situation.Xc is necessarily distinct fromX in this case.
We first observe that the presupposition for contrast withoutwa involves conventional
(non-cancellable) and conversational (cancellable) implicatures [Grice, 1975; Karttunen and Pe-
ters, 1979]. In fact, the following situation seems identical to English.
(165) a. Ken-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a/the banana.”
Presupposition: (i) “Something else is involved.” (conventional, non-cancellable)
(ii) “Ken didn’t eat something else.” (conversational, cancellable)
b. Ken-wa banana-o tabenakatta.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC didn’t eat
“Ken didn’t eat a/the banana.”
Presupposition: (i) “Something else is involved.” (conventional, non-cancellable)
(ii) “Ken ate something else.” (conversational, cancellable)
McGloin [1987, p. 166] observed that the case like (165b) is ambiguous between the scope of
negation. Here, we consider the same ambiguity in terms of the applicability of the conversational
implicature (ii), while (i) is always available with the phonological prominence.
We now examine the case with contrastivewa, which is again always accompanied with promi-
nence.
(166) a. Ken-wa banana-wa tabeta.
Ken-TOP banana-CONT ate
14It is also possible to apply Alternative Semantics even to the higher-order contrast between the functions ofwa or
ga. Such a case can occur whenwaor ga itself, and not an element in the phrase, receives prominence.
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“Ken ate a/the banana.”
Presupposition: “Ken didn’t eat something else.” (conventional)
b. Ken-wa banana-wa tabenakatta.
Ken-TOP banana-CONT didn’t eat
“Ken didn’t eat a/the banana.”
Presupposition: “Ken ate something else.” (conventional)
The presuppositions have propositional forms identical to the (ii ) versions of (165). But it is now
conventionalized, or grammaticalized. This distinction can be observed in (162). The utterance
(162ii ) cannot be felicitous if the contrast withoutwahas the same presupposition as the case with
wa. We say this presupposition withwa in (166) isstronger than that withoutwa in (165a). The
situation can be summarized as follows:
Contrastiveness (conventional implicature)
Phrase withoutwa Non-prominent None
Prominent Weak (possibility of conversationally strong)
Phrase withwa Non-prominent Not available (as contrastivewa)
Prominent Strong
Table 5.2: Contrastive Function ofwa
The following example shows the case where both types of contrasts are involved, as in Tera-
mura’s analysis for (163).
(167) a. Ken-wa Peru-de-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP Peru-in-CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate bananas in Peru.”
Presupposition: (i) “Ken didn’t eat bananas somewhere else.” (fromPeru-de-wa)
(ii) “Something other than banana is involved.” (frombanana-o)
b. Ken-wa Peru-de-wa banana-o tabenakatta.
Ken-TOP Peru-in-CONT banana-ACC didn’t eat
“Ken didn’t eat bananas in Peru.”
Presupposition: (i) “Ken ate bananas somewhere else.” (fromPeru-de-wa)
(ii) “Something other than banana is involved.” (frombanana-o)
The analysis is that both types of presuppositions simplyco-exist. It is also possible that, for ex-
ample in (167a), there is a conversational implicature such as “Ken ate something else somewhere
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else”, as in Teramura’s analysis for (163). It is not easy to show that such presupposition is only
conversational (cancellable). But the following example seems to provide a support for the current
position.
(168) i. “Ken ate neither bananas nor mangos in Montana.”
ii. Ken-wa Peru-de-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP Peru-in-CONT banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate bananas in Peru.”
Presupposition: (i) “Ken didn’t eat bananas somewhere else.” (fromPeru-de-wa)
(ii) “Something other than banana is involved.” (frombanana-o)
But the strong presupposition “Ken ate something else somewhere else” cannot mean “Ken ate
mangos in Montana”, which is contradictory, even though the components are available in the
previous utterance.
We now show that the above analysis provides a solution to the problems we discussed earlier.
First, as soon as we consider phonological prominence and the Alternative Semantics approach,
we obtain a solution to the problem of ‘association with contrast’ (160). Next, let us consider the
‘asymmetry’ problem repeated below:
(169) Ken-wa minna-o/*wa hometa.
Ken-TOP everyone-ACC/CONT praised
“Ken praised everyone (in contrast to just Naomi).”
The basic idea is that the universally-quantified NP is in contrast to various kinds of quantified NPs
[Büring, 1997b, p. 40]. The weak contrastiveness associated with prominence withoutwa is easily
satisfied because the universally-quantified NP can contrast with virtually anything. On the other
hand, the strong contrastiveness associated with the contrastivewa can only contrast withnobody
because any positive set would result in a contradiction, e.g., “not somebody praised” is equivalent
to “nobody praised”. But, as long as an alternatives set involves some element other thannobody,
that element must be a positive one and thus the alternatives set is contradictory. Therefore, no
alternatives analysis is possible for contrastivewa in this case.
Although we did not discuss above, there is an issue in relation to the pragmatic function
without wa-marking. As we have briefly seen in Subsection 2.3.4, [Kuno, 1973, p. 49 (citing
Kuroda)] argues that many instances ofga result in exhaustive interpretation. But Shibatani [1990,
(14), p. 271] presents the following example, and argues against Kuno that it is epiphenomenal.
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(170) a. Nani-ga siroi?
what-NOM whilte
“What is white?”
b. Yuki-ga siroi. Sorekara, usagi-mo siroi.
snow-NOM white then rabbit-too white
“Snow is white. And the rabbit is white too.”
This is consistent with Vallduv´ı’s [1990, Section 7.1] view that exhaustivity is conversational im-
plicature [Grice, 1975]. Thus, it can be separated from the contrastiveness we are discussing.
In summary, contrastivewa is always associated with phonological prominence withinwa-
marked the phrase, and has presupposition stronger than just case particles.
5.2.3 Thematic Function
This subsection shows that thematicwa (i) is a matrix-level (root) phenomenon associated with
long-distance fronting, (ii) does not require prominence, and (iii) signals a contextual link. A
contextual link at the matrix level is a key element that give rise to a theme, as we have seen in
Chapter 3.
We first confirm Kuno’s [1973] argument that thematicwadoes not appear in embedded envi-
ronments, and then examine the thematic function at the matrix level.
Distribution of Thematic WA
Kuno’s [1973, p. 56] argument that no thematicwa can appear in an embedded clause seems
natural to accept. But there are arguments against this position [Tateishi, 1994; Noda, 1996]. In
the following, we first review some arguments in support of Kuno’s position, and then rejects
Tateishi [1994] and Noda [1996] with respect to this point.
The distribution of thematicwa, especially in relation to the nominative case markerga, has
been observed well before Kuno [1973]. For example, Shibatani [1990, p. 272] cites Yamada
(1908) for the following pair of sentences:
(171) a. Tori-ga tobu-toki naku.
bird-NOM fly-when sing/cry
“When a bird flies, someone cries.”
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b. Tori-wa tobu-toki naku.
bird-TOP fly-when sing/cry
“Birds sing when they fly.”
Yamada’s point was that depending on the particle, the wordtori (bird) is interpreted as the subject
of the embedded or the matrix clause. Although this is intuitively appealing, we need to be more
specific about the syntactic structure and, more importantly, the context. We also need to clarify
the definition of embedding.
The subject of the embedded clause: Occurrences %
a: Shared with the matrix-level subject 3 2
b: Shared with the matrix-level subject (separated by a comma) 9 7
c: Shared with a matrix-level non-subject (e.g., object) 2 2
d: Dropped (unspecified) 45 36
e: Relativized 30 24
f : ga-marked (nominative) 23 18
g: mo-marked (too) 2 2
h: wa-marked (contrastive) 4 3
i: wa-marked (non-contrastive) 0 0
j: Inside a direct quote 8 6
Total 126 100
Table 5.3: Subject Marking in Embedded Environments
In order to confirm Kuno’s statement, I conducted a small-scale corpus analysis. The data is
from “Asahi Newspaper top stories” (on-line version)15 on Mar. 2, 1999. In the data, there are
137 sentences with 129 occurrences ofwa and 74 occurrences ofga. First, the following types of
embedded clauses are collected: (i) relative clause, (ii) complement clause, and (iii) subordinate
clause.16 There are 126 such occurrences. The distribution of subject marking in these embedded
clauses is shown in Table 5.3. In summary, the only obvious occurrences ofwa in an embedded
environment are those in the categoryh, i.e., contrastivewa.
Since we are concerned with the semantic property of contrastiveness, let us consider the En-
glish translation (mine) for the four occurrences ofwa-marking in the categoryh. The first example
is as follows:
15The web site is “http://www.asahi.com/paper/front.html”. The data is available through
“http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~komagata/thesis.html”.
16There is a case whose status is not very clear between subordinate or coordinate structures, are excluded from the
count. This involves a clause linking particleteat the end of the first clause (see Hasegawa [1996] for our analysis).
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(172) i. (description of a tight financial situation about a Japanese company)
ii. Sincethe temporary money for this summerwill be drawn from this year’s budget, they
are planning to reduce the $1.7billion-administrative costs through no raise and wage
cut.
The phase “the temporary money for this summer” can be considered to be in contrast with the
fixed budget. The remaining three examples are found in another text shown below.
(173) i. (description of a young person who stopped breathing after drowning)
ii. They judged thathe hope of resuscitationis completely out.
iii. (a few more utterances following the above)
iv. The physician in charge, Dr. Wada, said thatthe parentsagreed buthe siblingsob-
jected.17
“ the hope of resuscitation” contrasts with the situation the young person is dying, andthe parents
andthe siblingsare explicitly contrasted.
While these three are the only clearly embedded instances ofwa, we should briefly comment
on the categoriesa: andb, also related to the example (171). The following is a simplified example
of the categoryb:
(174) Sentaai -wa, [ ?i kamoku-o kimeru ] -to mirareru.
center-TOP subject-ACC decide -COMP expected
“The center is expected that [it] decides on the subjects.”
The comma aftersentaa(center) indicates that it is the subject of the matrix clause. The subject of
the embedded clause (shown as?i) is dropped and coincides with the matrix-level subject. Thus,
it is safe to say that thewa-marking is for the matrix clause and not for the embedded clause.
The following is a slightly simplified example of the categorya:
(175) Seifu-wa kihon rinen-ni sot-te kihon keikaku-o sadameru.
government-TOP basic principle-DAT follow-as basic plan-ACC fix
“The government fixes the basic plan as it follows the basic principles.”
This case is formally distinct from the categoryb: due to the absence of a comma. The question
here is whetherseifu-wa(government) is the subject of the matrix clause or that of the embedded
17Only one subject per embedding has been counted.
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clause. For the above case, we can move the matrix-level object before the embedded clause as
follows:
(176) Seifu-wa kihon keikakui-o kihon rinen-ni sot-te ti sadameru.
government-TOP basic plan-ACC basic principle-DAT follow-as fix
same translation
Since the matrix-level object cannot presumably enter into the embedded clause,seifu-wa(govern-
ment) in the above case can be considered to be at the matrix level. Although this does not show
that the utterance (175) must have the same structure, it still supports the possibility. In addition,
it is more natural to place a pause afters ifu-wa(government) when it is read aloud. Therefore,
the data do not contain counterexamples to Kuno’s statement that thematicwa does not occur in
embedded environment.
Some theoretical analyses are also in support of Kuno’s statement. Han [1998] applies the
‘mapping hypothesis’ of Diesing [1992] to Korean counterpart(n)un.18 Han’s [1998, p. 1] ar-
gument is that ‘topic’ reading, corresponding to a type of presupposition, is available only at a
VP-external position (with or without contrast) as a result of quantificational force associated with
the position, and VP-internal position is limited to contrastive focus. Kawashima [1989, p. 64]
supports Kuno’s statement from the point of view that aw -marked phrase always scopes over
both matrix-level and embedded clauses.
Let us now turn to the arguments that thematicwacan appear within an embedded clause. First,
Tateishi [1994, p. 153] argues that thematicwa (his ‘topic’) can be embedded arbitrarily deep. He
uses “ano hon” ( that book) and explicitly provides a context where the book is anaphoric. The
problem here is that anaphoricity is not sufficient for themehood. He misses this point because
very little attention is paid to contrastivewa. All of his embeddedwa are felicitous if pronounced
with prominence and in a context where the book is contrasted with something else. They do not
stand as counterexamples to Kuno’s hypothesis.
Noda [1996, p. 171] argues that thematicwa can appear in parallel clause, ‘weak’ reason
clause, and quotation. First, Noda’s parallel clause [p. 176] are coordinate structure, and should
be excluded from what we call embedding. His ‘weak’ reason clause is non-rhematic subordinate
18The mapping hypothesis says that the material from IP and the material from VP correspond to the restric-
tive clause and the nuclear scope of the tripartite quantification structure, respectively, as in the following example:
8X

man(X)
restrictive
) die(X)
nuclear

.
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clause. A few examples of this type actually contains contrastivewa [p. 177]. Noda’s [1996, p.
179] example of quotation is adirect quotation, which can be shown by the use of pronoun. We
focus on expository texts, and exclude direct quotes from analysis.
We thus conclude that thematicwa cannot appear in embedded environment. The subject of
a complement clause can be fronted relatively easily. But this is structurally different from the
cases we have been looking at. Before investigating the function of fronting, let us next turn to the
thematic function ofwa.
Thematic Function at the Matrix Level
Now, we know that thematicwa is limited to the matrix or fronted position. In this section, we
confirm the following two points: (A) instances of thematicwa are a part of a theme and (B)
any wa-marked phrase is a contextual link (either thematic or contrastive). For the following
discussion, let us assume that the matrix elements are vacuously fronted. Thus, when we say
‘matrix level’, that includes fronted cases as well.
Instances ofwa at this position can be thematic (non-contrastive), as in the example (157) or
thematic and contrastive, as in the example (159), or rhematicand contrastive, as in the example
(158). This situation is shown in Table 5.4.
Prominence/Contrastiveness Information structure
Prominent/Contrastive Rhematic
Thematic
Non-prominent/Non-contrastive
Table 5.4: Contrastiveness and Information Structure forwaat the Matrix Level
Thus, the distinction between thematic and rhematic is not phonological. As long as the main
hypothesis of information structure (48) are satisfied, either choice is possible. On the other hand,
we can weakly relate prominence and information structure. Non-prominentwa-marked phrase,
available only at the matrix/fronted position is thematic. Thus, this is the only case we can identify
a theme based on thewa-marking.
Non-prominent matrix-levelwa is ‘thematic’ for the following reasons. First, it cannot be used
to respond to awh-question.
(177) Q: “Who ate the banana?”
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A: # Ken-wa banana-o tabeta.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate the banana.”
Second, when the context is sufficiently restricted, it can be dropped. This is not possible for a
rheme.
(178) Q: “What did Ken eat?”
A: ? banana-o tabeta.
banana-ACC ate
“(he) ate the banana.”
An instance of contrastive, thematicwacannot be dropped for the contrastive reason.
While thematicwa is necessarily a contextual link, it is not a contextual-link marker. Because
if it were, it should be able to appear in an embedded environment due to the hypothesis (30).
Thematicwa is not for the absolute notion of referential status but for the relative notion in contrast
to a rheme. Although Hinds [1987, p. 87] attempts to characterize the choice betweenwa and
ga based on Prince’s [1981] taxonomy, his argument cannot be correct. For example, he cannot
explain the case where anEVOKED referent can bega-marked when it is a rheme.
The special status of thematicwaseems to be a result of multiple factors. Originating with the
contrastive function, thematicwamay have evolved as it loses prominence.19 This development is
possible only at the matrix level. There, loss of prominence is coupled with contextual link status.
According to our theory, a contextual link is the only source of a theme. Such a development could
not make sense in an embedded environment because no information-structure division is possible
within an embedded clause (except for extracted constituents, which we consider ‘matrix level’).
The distinction betweenwaandgaand other case particles in an embedded environment is that
of degree of contrast between strong, weak, and none, i.e., absolute semantic status in relation to
referents in the context as shown in Table 5.5.
Prominent Non-prominent
wa Strong contrastive N/A
ga and other case particlesWeak contrastive Non-contrastive
Table 5.5:wavs. ga at Embedded Environments
19Historic development was briefly mentioned on page 127.
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At the matrix level, the focus is placed more on the relation between distinct constituents (Table
5.6).
wa Prominent Non-prominent
Embedded Theme/Rheme depending on the clausen/a
Matrix/Fronted Theme/Rheme Theme
Table 5.6:wavs. ga at the Matrix Level
So far we have noted the connection between thematicwa and contextual link. But iswa
inherently contextual link including non-thematic ones? Many researchers have argued in this
position as follows. Although described in different ways, they all share the basic idea, e.g.,wa is
used for ‘known’ [Yoshimoto, 1992, p. 2];wa is ‘identifiable’ [Iwasaki, 1987, p. 108];wa is ‘set
anaphoric’ [Miyagawa, 1987, p. 190]; the Korean counterpart(n)unpresupposes a ‘non-empty set’
[Han, 1998, p. 5].
Some borderline cases have been reported in Hinds [1987, p. 87]. These involve use ofwa for
UNUSED and anchoredBRAND-NEW referents (in the sense of Prince [1981]). AnchoredBRAND-
NEW referent is a type ofBRAND-NEW referent with some linguistic link called ‘anchor’ (see Table
2.1). An UNUSED referent is inferrable from the context in a wider sense. If anchoredBRAND-
NEW can be marked withwaas Hinds says, that is potentially an evidence for non-contextual-link
use ofwa (presumably contrastive). But his argument is weak because no examples are shown.
For the moment, let us consider that all the instance ofwa regardless of thematic or contrastive is
a contextual link.
A conjecture here is that the contextual-link status of contrastivewa is not an extension of
that of thematicwa, but that the strong contrastiveness requires the contextual-link status. Let us
recall the strong presupposition: “there is something else which can fail the proposition”. For this
presupposition to hold, the speaker and the listener must know ‘something else’ (even though one
of them do not know the referent of thewa-marked phrase), and it is likely that the referent of the
wa-marked phrase can be inferred from this ‘something else’.
There is one other point introduced by Kuno. That is, thematicwa is either anaphoric or generic
as follows Kuno [1973, (17), p. 44]:
(179) a. John-wa watakusi-no tomodati desu.
John-TOP my friend COP
(anaphoric)
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“John is my friend.”
b. Kuzira-wa honyuu-doobutu desu.
whale-TOP mammal COP
(generic)
“A whale is a mammal.”
While we cannot go into the issue of ‘genericity’ in detail, this is a separate aspect. Since we con-
sider discourse referent of arbitrary semantic types, a generic referent can beEVOKED (anaphoric)
or INFERRABLE (not anaphoric).
Summary
We have started with the contrastive function ofwaas the basic function, and argued that its strong
contrastiveness is associated with phonological prominence. This semantic/pragmatic function is
available basically everywhere, distinguished from the non-contrastive and weak contrastiveness
(prominence withoutwa) cases. Particlewa always signals contextual link through the thematic
function or the strong contrastive function.
The thematic function ofwa is a result of long-distance fronting to a matrix position. The func-
tion can co-exist with contrastiveness, but the interesting part is the non-contrastive/non-prominent
use, which cannot appear in embedded clauses where no information-structure partition is possible.
5.3 Function of Long-Distance Fronting
It has been proposed that long-distance fronting makeswa thematic [Choi, 1997, p. 548 (for Ko-
rean)]. But we must explore this statement more thoroughly. Long-distance fronting is necessary
for thematicwa, but it is not sufficient. Contrastivewacan stand at a fronted position without the-
matic function. In this section, we explore the idea that long-distance fronting is a general-purpose
re-ordering device.
In Japanese, two types of ‘movement’ have been observed: local scrambling and long-distance
fronting [e.g., Miyagawa, 1997].20 Local scrambling is a movement within a clause, as seen in the
following example:21
20This distinction may not benecessary. In the end, a single theory might be able to account for both cases.
21The following grammatical labels are used:TOP= topic,CONT = contrastive,NOM = nominative,ACC = accusative,
DAT = dative,COMP = complementizer,COP= copula, andQ = question.
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(180) Local scrambling:
a. [ Ken-ga Naomi-ni ageta ] mono-wa banana-da.
Ken-NOM Naomi-DAT gave thing-TOP banana-COP
(canonical)
“The thing which Ken gave to Naomi was banana.”
b. [ Naomi-ni Ken-ga ageta ] mono-wa banana-da.
Naomi-DAT Ken-NOM gave thing-TOP banana-COP
(scrambled)
“The thing which Ken gave to Naomi was banana.”
A relative clause is used to avoid the involvement of long-distance fronting.
Next, the following is an example of long-distance fronting.22 Phonological prominence is
placed to make the sentences more natural.
(181) Long-distance fronting:
a. Naomi-ga [ Erika-ga banana-o tabeta ] -to omotta.
Naomi-NOM Erika-NOM banana-ACC ate -COMP thought
(canonical)
“Naomi thought Erika ate the banana.”
b. Bananai-wa Naomi-ga [ Erika -ga ti tabeta ] -to omotta.
banana-TOP Naomi-NOM Erika-NOM ate -COMP thought
(fronted)
“The banana, Naomi thought Erika ate.”
Long-distance fronting is ‘unbounded’ in the sense that the fronting can originate in an arbitrarily
deeply embedded clause (modulo processing limitation, as usual).
A few remarks on previous work are in order. Kiss [1981] argues that Japanese has a fixed
information structure with the “Topic Focus Background” pattern. But we have seen that is
not the only case. Miyagawa [1997] suggests that long-distance fronting is related to information
structure but does not go beyond that point. Gunji [1987, Section 5.2, p. 219-220] distinguishes
two type of topicalization (argument and non-argument cases) and emphatic fronting. But it is not
clear whether the syntactic operation involved in topicalization (argument case) and fronting are
really distinct.
Long-distance fronting is most commonly observed at the matrix level, and at this level, setting
up information structure is a typical function. The following examples show such a case.
(182) Q: “Who thought who ate a/the banana?”
22Long-distance fronting is also called as long-distance scrambling. I will use (long-distance) fronting to easily
distinguish from (local) scrambling.
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A: Bananai -wa Naomi-ga [ Erika -ga ti tabeta ] -to omotta.
Banana-TOP Naomi-NOM Erika-NOM ate -COMP thought
“Naomi thought that Erika ate the banana.”
Here,banana, the theme, is fronted from an embedded position to be contrasted with the two more
informativega-marked NPs.23
(183) Q: “What did Naomi thought Erika ate?”
A: Bananai-o Naomi-wa [ Erika-ga ti tabeta ] -to omotta.
Banana-ACC Naomi-TOP Erika-NOM ate -COMP thought
“Naomi thought that Erika ate the banana.”
In this case,bananais the rheme and is again fronted to separate the rest of the utterance as the
theme. In (183A), thewa-marking ofNaomi is not clear whether we can say that it is a result of
long-distance fronting (vacuous) or that it is in situ at the matrix clause.
But long-distance fronting is not limited to the matrix level.
(184) a. (in a situation where Naomi told multiple people that Erika ate either mango or banana)
b. Bananai-o Naomi-ga [ Erika-ga ti tabeta ] -to tutaeta hito
Banana-ACC Naomi-NOM Erika-NOM ate -COMP tole person
“the person whom Naomi told that Erika ate the banana”
Extraction from a relative clause is not impossible in Japanese,24 but is strongly resisted. The above
example shows thatbananais the key element in the contrast among people and that long-distance
fronting is not necessarily a matrix phenomenon. Thus, not every case of long-distance fronting
licenses thematicwa either (but thematicwa cannot be found in a position where long-distance
fronting is not applicable, e.g., embedded position). Since I have argued that direct information-
structure marking must be a matrix phenomenon (Subsection 2.3.3), long-distance fronting cannot
be so, much like the cleft construction in English.
In Japanese, discontiguous information structure of the pattern “Theme Rheme Theme” is
fairly common. This reflects the tendency to front thematic materials and verb (even when it is a
part of the theme) remains in situ due to strict verb-final property, as shown in (96) repeated below.
23In this case, the embedded and matrix verbs, which are also parts of the theme, are left in the original position.
The consequence is a discontiguous information structure of “Theme Rheme Theme”. We suspect that the strict
verb-final property is the cause of this discontiguity.
24See Example (1) on p. 211.
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(185) Q: Ken-wa nani-o tabeta-no?
Ken-TOP what-ACC ate-Q
“What did Ken eat?”
A: [Ken-wa]T heme [banana-o]Rheme [tabeta]T heme.
Ken-TOP banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a banana.”25
This corresponds to the idea that pre-verbal position is a ‘focus position’ (a comparable idea in
Hoffman [1995, Section 5.4.1]). But we cannot associate a pre-verbal position with a rheme, as
we have already seen, e.g., (158A, 181a, 183A, 184A).
Long-distance fronting that is still bounded within an embedded clause actually has common-
ality with local scrambling. Although we leave it for future research, local scrambling and long-
distance fronting may be more similar than previously thought. Information-structure-related func-
tion of long-distance fronting is in fact a combination of contextual link and semantic composition
at the matrix level.
Long-distance fronting is a general-purpose constituent re-ordering device. At an embedded
level, it does not separate information structure, but it can separate a contrastive element from the
background elements. At the matrix level, it can still separate a contrastive element, but can also
separate materials to set up information structure.
With respect to its functions, fronting in Japanese is similar to cleft in English (see Subsection
3.3.2). Both of these can appear at an embedded level, and re-order some elements for various
pragmatic reasons. At the matrix level, fronting in Japanese functions in a way similar to the com-
bination of topicalization and focus movement in English. They weakly mark information structure
as re-ordering can affect the way semantic composition is done at the last stage of derivation.
5.4 Prediction ofwa and ga from Information Structure
In this section, we combine the discussion up to this point and analyze the distinction betweenwa
and case particles includingga. The complicated situation involving all these can now be seen in
terms of the theory behind it. We then present a method to predictwa andga from information
structure and grammatical information.
25Depending on the situation, the definite articleth may also be applicable.
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Resulting Effects
The summary of the propositions we support are as follows:
(186) a. Phonological prominence is associated with ‘contrast’.
b. The degree of contrast is distinct for the case with and withoutwa. We called the
contrast involvingwa ‘strong’.
c. Long-distance fronting is a general constituent re-ordering mechanism possibly involv-
ing contrastiveness, contextual-link status, and information structure.
d. The thematic function ofwacan appear without prominence only at the matrix level.
From these and some additional points discussed below, we can infer the resulting pattern ofwa
and case particles includingga.
In embedded environments, (186a;b) are sufficient to derive the results in Table 5.7. It is a
three-way distinction with respect to contrastiveness between (i) case particle without prominence,
(ii) case particle with prominence, and (iii)wa with prominence. An embedded clause cannot
have an information-structure division within itself (except for constituents fronted into the matrix
level). Thus, there is no information-structure marking. A conjecture is that local and long-distance
fronting within an embedded clause marks contrastiveness.
Embedded case Information structure Contrastiveness
wa Prominent Unspecified Strong
(TOP/CONT) Non-prominent Not available
ga, o, ni Prominent Unspecified Weak
(NOM, ACC, DAT) Non-prominent Unspecified None
Table 5.7:waand Case Particles in Embedded Environments
The situation is substantially more complicated at the matrix level. Now, let us comparewa
with ga. First, matrix-levelga-marking with prominence is rhematic. It cannot be a theme, even a
contrastive theme, as in the following example.
(187) Q: “What did Ken and Naomi eat?”
A: # Ken-ga banana-o tabeta.
Ken-NOM banana-ACC ate
“Ken ate a/the banana.”
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But ga-marking can appear without prominence at the matrix level. I take it that this type of
ga corresponds to Kuno’s [1973] neutral description assuming that his exhaustive listing requires
prominence. Kuno [1973, p. 51] states that neutral description presents a “temporary state as a
new event”. More recent analyses found that this type of utterance is available with a ‘stage-level’
predicate (the definition later) [Shirai, 1986, p. 65; Heycock, 1994, p. 159] and that it is considered
all-rheme [Choi, 1997, p. 546]. This situation contrasts with thematicwa, which can also be non-
prominent. Therefore, regardless of prominence,ga-marked NP at the matrix-level is (a part of) the
rheme. The contrast betweenwa andga at the matrix level is summarized in Table 5.8. Note that
non-prominentga cannot be fronted from an embedded level. If fronting is for thematic purpose,
it must be marked with awa. Furthermore, we follow Heycock [1994, p. 161] and do not consider
ga as a rheme marker. In embedded environments,ga may appear as a part of either theme or
rheme. What we have seen above only shows thatga t the matrix level cannot be a theme.
Matrix case Information structure Contrastiveness
wa Prominent Theme/Rheme Strong
(TOP/CONT) Non-prominent Theme None
ga Prominent Rheme Weak
(NOM) Non-prominent Rheme None
Table 5.8:wavs. ga at the Matrix Level
Second, let us consider other case particles, i.e., accusative case particleo and dative case
particleni. These case particles behave similarly to the case particlega, but there is a difference.
The difference seems to come from a grammatical constraint that multiple occurrences of thematic
wa are not allowed [Kuno, 1973, p. 48]. Thus, if the subject is already marked with a thematic
wa, other arguments stay with their case particles. The reasono/ni cannot compete withga for
a thematicwa is probably due to the fact that the subject tends to be the theme and thematicwa
is statistically strongly associated with subject. Thus, non-prominento/ni-marking may be either
theme or rheme. The resulting situation is shown in Table 5.9. The above argument shows that a
relatively small number of conditions (186) can account for the phenomenon at the matrix and an
embedded levels.
Finally, let us briefly comment on the case of adverbials. As before,wa-marking on an ad-
verbial with prominence is strongly contrastive. If awa-marked adverbial is fronted and loses
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Matrix case Information structure Contrastiveness
wa Prominent Theme/Rheme Strong
(TOP/CONT) Non-prominent Theme None
ga Prominent Rheme Weak
(NOM) Non-prominent Rheme None
o, ni Prominent Rheme Weak
(ACC, DAT) Non-prominent Theme/Rheme None
Table 5.9:waand Case Particles at the Matrix Level
prominence, it is thematic. Ifwa-marking on an adverbial is the onlywa-marking and the matrix
subject isga-marked, we expect that the adverbial is a part of the theme and the subject is a part of
the rheme.
Particle Choice
Now, Table 5.9 can be used as our tool for choosing a particle at the matrix level. But, when
we deal with written texts, prominence information is not available. Therefore, in theory, we
cannot identify a theme in the way we have been discussing. But lack of various phonological
properties can actually bring in other factors to compensate. In order to represent prominence in
writing, one would use special construction, punctuation, etc. As a consequence, many instances
of wa-marking at the matrix/fronted position are in fact thematic. The same Asahi Newspaper data
(see p. 5.2.3) has 110 occurrences of matrix-levelwa. Among them, 100 occurrences (91%) are
thematic and 10 occurrences (9%) are contrastivewa. But none of the contrastive cases appears to
be a rheme observing that the predicates for these cases are non-contextual links. Since Japanese
allows dropping constituents freely, if the verb arguments are perfectly clear, they can be dropped.
But, in written texts with a complex propositional structure, theme may not be that obvious. For
this purpose, thematicwacan be effectively used.
Theoretically, we could still analyze texts with respect to contrastiveness and separate the in-
stances of contrastivewa. But, computationally, general analysis of contrastiveness is still very
difficult (see Prevost [1995] for a theory and implementation for a small domain). One way to
tackle this situation is to analyze certain syntactic environments where contrastiveness is strongly
associated, e.g., parallel contrastive structure and negative environment. We discuss these struc-
tures in the following.
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One environment where contrastivewa is routinely used is in an explicit parallel clause [Noda,
1996, p. 200], as in the following example (see Subsection 5.2.2).
(188) Ken-wa Americazin de, Naomi-wa Canadazin da.
Ken-TOP/CONT American COP(and) Naomi-TOP/CONT Canadian COP
“Ken is an American and Naomi is a Canadian.”
Note that the above case involves contrast between the two grammatical subjects. Other compo-
nents of a clause can also be contrasted in an analogous way.
Another environment where contrastivewa is commonly used is the negative environment
[Noda, 1996, p. 214].
(189) Ken-wa kuurudenai.
Ken-TOP/CONT cool.not
“Ken is not cool (but someone else is).”
Use of contrastivewa is usually justified by the assumption that the presupposition associated with
strong contrast is available for negation due to the availability of positive knowledge [Russell,
1948, Chapter IX]. For the negative environment, the scope of negation and the use of contrastive
wa must correspond. In the above example, the verbkuuruda(cool) predicates over the subject
Ken. Thus, it is clear that the negation scopes over thewaattached toKen. When the predicate has
more than one argument, the situation is more complicated, as shown below.
(190) Ken-wa banana-o tabeai.
Ken-TOP/CONT banana-ACC eat.not
“Ken doesn’t eat a/the banana.”
Presupposition: (i) “Something other than banana is involved.”
(negation scopes over banana)
(ii) “Ken eats something else.” (negation scopes over Ken)
In general, we cannot tell whether thewa-marking on the subject is under the scope of the negation
without phonological prominence.
There is a case where the use ofga can be predicted, which involves the distinction be-
tween stage and individual-level predicates. Informally,stage-level predicatesare associated with
temporary state whileindividual-level predicates are associated with permanent state [Carlson,
1980]. Two examples are shown below:
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(191) a. Ken-wa kuuruda.
Ken-TOP cool
(individual-level predicate)
“Ken is cool.”
b. Ken-wa sinda.
Ken-CONT died
(stage-level predicate)
“Ken died.”
For (a), “Theme Rheme” information structure is commonly observed. But, for (b), “Theme 
Rheme” information structure is rare (all rheme withga-marking is more common). A possible
analysis for this situation is that the utterance (b) requires a specific ‘situation’ where the propo-
sition must be interpreted. For the “Theme Rheme” structure, this ‘situation’ andKenmust be
jointly contextually-linked whilesinda(died) is the rheme. But such a case seems to require elab-
orate set up not commonly observed in expository texts.
I suspect that the interaction between stage/individual-level predicates and information struc-
ture is not specific to Japanese. The conjecture is that the distribution of particles in Japanese and
focus projection in English [Diesing, 1992, p. 46] can be explained by the same underlying theory
based on the stage/individual-level distinction and information structure. This direction is left for
future work.26
For our task of evaluating the identified information structures in English, we must be able to
predict particle choice, which can be compared against human translation. Fig. 5.1 presents an
example of applying the above analysis to a particle-choice procedure for grammatical subjects.
The procedure seems relatively straightforward for humans. But several steps, especially in-
volving analysis of contrastiveness, are quite difficult for the computer. In Chapter 6, we implement
only the case ofwa/ga prediction based on theme/rheme distinction for the matrix subject.
Particle choice for non-subjects is slightly different. The situation for the embedded environ-
ment is identical to the case of subject. Strong contrastiveness inviteswa, otherwise a case particle
is used. At the matrix level, if the subject is notwa-marked,wa-marking of a non-subject is prob-
ably thematic, but, otherwise, it is likely to be contrastive. Since the subject tends to be a theme,
26My conjecture is that both particle distribution in Japanese and focus projection in English can be derived from the
following two propositions:
(1) a. A stage-level predicate has an event argument while an individual-level predicate does not [Kratzer, 1995,
p. 126].
b. Every utterance has a theme.
In this thesis, we have been assuming that all-rheme utterances are possible following [Vallduv´ı, 1990] and [Choi, 1997].
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Embedded case: Predict:
 If strong contrastiveness is required, wa
 Otherwise, ga
Matrix case:
 For a parallel clause (subject contrast), wa
 For a negative construction (one-place predicate),wa
 For other contrastive case, wa
 For a one-place stage-level predicate, ga
 Otherwise,
 For a theme, wa
 For a rheme, ga
Figure 5.1: Particle Prediction in Japanese
the chance of a non-subject being marked with awa is relatively low. This makes it more difficult
in practice to use it as an evaluation tool for checking the information status on non-subjects.
5.5 Summary
We now have a reasonably precise and accurate idea about direct information-structure marking in
Japanese, especially in relation to the use ofwa, case particles, and long-distance fronting. With
semantics and information structure, we can predict the use of wa and case particle. The results
are used as a particle choice prediction procedure in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Implementation of the
Information-Structure Analyzer
In this chapter we demonstrate that the formalized theory can be implemented for practical appli-
cations and evaluation. In particular, we show that (1) the backbone of the system, CCG parser, is
practical despite some previously-addressed concerns about spurious ambiguity and (2) the spec-
ifications of contextual link and information structure are implementable with some additional
procedural aspects, which are modularly upgradable.
The chapter starts with an introduction of the overall architecture in the first section. The
following two sections focus on the CCG parser and information-structure analyzer. In the latter
section, we also discuss an implementation of particle prediction in Japanese based on the analysis
in Chapter 5.
6.1 Introduction
The current system accepts text as input, analyzes its information structure, and predicts particle
choice in Japanese as shown in Fig. 6.1. It has two main modules: the parser and the information-
structure analyzer. Since our grammar, CCG, can recognize non-traditional constituency in ac-
cordance with divisions of information structure, analysis of information structure can proceed in
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Figure 6.1: System Architecture
parallel to parsing.1 This situation is represented by the bidirectional arrow ‘$’ between the parser
and the information-structure analyzer in the figure. Also in the system, the parsing table is used
to derive the results in an efficient way, avoiding redundancy. The information obtained through
parsing is stored as a part of the context, and later used for identifying discourse status. The parser
has evolved from an earlier implementation [Komagata, 1997a (for Japanese)]. Another previous
implementation [Komagata, 1998a (for English)] included a module for identifying information
structure with limited analysis of linguistic marking and no structured-meaning component.
The system is implemented on a Sun Ultra E4000 2250MHz Ultrasparcs with 320MB mem-
ory running SunOS 5.5.1. The code is written entirely in Sicstus Prolog Ver. 3. The program source
files are approximately 100KB in size and the data/grammar files are about 200KB (including both
training and test data and also lexicons).2
1This also makes it possible to control parsing, e.g., disambiguation, by the result of discourse processing. This
possibility is left for future work.
2The source code and data files are available through the author’s thesis web page at
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6.2 Practical CCG Parser
The practicality of our CCG parser depends primarily on the elimination of spurious ambiguity
(i.e., multiple derivation of semantically-equivalent categories as introduced in Subsection 4.1.5)
and some other engineering solutions such as preprocessing and the use of features.
We start this section with requirements for the parser. Then, we discuss the elimination of
spurious ambiguity, processing of linguistic specifications, and the performance of the parser.
6.2.1 Requirements for the Parser
In order to process information structure as described in the previous chapters, we need a parser to
derive semantic representations (to be precise, structured meanings) from input strings. In order to
deal with this process, the parser needs to satisfy the following requirements:
1. Capable of processing referents (in our case semantic representations) across utterance
boundaries for discourse-status analysis
2. Capable of parsing the complexity of real data, involving the following:
(a) Spurious ambiguity
(b) Genuine ambiguities (e.g., modification and coordination)
(c) Factors beyond ‘toy’ grammars: including inflection, punctuation, and lexical specifi-
cation
3. Scalable to larger data (no pre-set limitation associated with the initial data and scale)
4. Applicable to multiple languages (at least English and Japanese)
5. Efficient enough for interactive use (response in the order ofseconds)
Some of these, but not all, have been addressed in previous work with respect to CCG and similar
formalisms. The CCG parsers have been built for several languages: English [Wittenburg, 1986;
Komagata, 1998a], Turkish [Hoffman, 1995], and Japanese [Whitelock, 1988 (focus on morphol-
ogy); Komagata, 1997a]. Applicability to fairly large data has also been shown by Wittenburg
“http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~komagata/thesis.html”.
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[1986]. Application to long, complex sentences is shown to be practical [Komagata, 1997a] with a
CKY-style parsing algorithm from [Aho and Ullman, 1972], cf. use of shift-reduce algorithm [Pre-
vost, 1995; Hoffman, 1995]. Before proceeding, we need to distinguishparsing andrecognition:
the former derives semantic representation of a parse, and the latter only decides on grammaticality.
Since the problem with spurious ambiguity for practical parsing is only recently addressed,
we include the discussion from Komagata [1997a] in the next subsection. The other issues are
discussed in Subsection 6.2.3.
6.2.2 Elimination of Spurious Ambiguity
Let us first define several types of ambiguities involved in the parsing process:
(193) a. Categorial ambiguity: Availability of multiple categories (lexical/derivational), e.g.,
noun-verb ambiguity forose
b. Spurious ambiguity: Multiple derivations ofsemantically-equivalentcategories, e.g.,
“John visited Bill.” has two derivations (left and right branching) in CCG with the
identical semantic representation “visited0 (bill 0)( john0)”
c. Genuine ambiguity:
(i) Lexico-semantic ambiguity: Multiple semantic assignments to a single lexical
category, e.g., financialbankvs. riverbank
(ii) Attachment ambiguity: Multiple derivations of the same category withd stinct
semantics, e.g., PP attachment
Since spurious ambiguity is unnecessary and can result in an exponential explosion (see Section
A.3), CCG parsers must implement some means of eliminating this type of ambiguity. We review
three classes of approaches: (i) syntactic, (ii) semantic, and (iii) those which do not belong to the
previous two.
First, syntactic approaches eliminate ‘spurious derivations’, which are not ‘the normal form’.
Each proposal defines its own ‘normal form’, but a simplistic example is to choose, e.g., left-
branching as the normal form. Then, if there are multiple derivations, only the left-branching
is chosen. This does not necessarily suffer from incompleteness because if the left-branching is
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unavailable, the right branching can be chosen without conflict. The syntactic approach blends nat-
urally with a theoretical polynomial parsing algorithm for CCG [Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1990].
Vijay-Shanker and Weir also include a mechanism of eliminating spurious ambiguity during a
stage after recognition. Among several proposals, Hendriks [1993] and K¨o ig [1994] work on
Lambek calculus. But Lambek calculus does not include functional composition as a primitive
rule. Thus, their proposal does not immediately apply to CCG. Hepple and Morrill [1989] cover
a subset of the current formalism but do not have crossing instances of function composition nor
type raising. Eisner [1996] covers an even wider range of CCGs but the case including type raising
remains to be shown correct. By definition, the syntactic approach does not take semantics into
consideration. But our definition of spurious ambiguity refers to semantics. Therefore, normal
form parsing does not necessarily match our definition of spurious ambiguity elimination. There
is an approach called labeled deduction, which includes semantics within syntactic types [Morrill,
1994]. But the above-mentioned syntactic approaches are not automatically applicable to labeled
deduction.
Karttunen [1986] proposes the following semantic method. A new derivation is discarded if its
semantic representation isequivalent to(or mutually subsumes) that of some entry with the same
category already derived and stored.3 This directly enforces the definition of spurious ambigu-
ity and does not depend on the syntax. Note that ‘equivalence’ depends on the form of semantic
representation [for general discussion Thompson, 1991]. For the case where the semantics is rep-
resented inλ-calculus, equivalence is not generally computable [Paulson, 1991]. For the case of
feature structure, equivalence is defined as alphabetic variants and characterized by the isomor-
phism between the structures [Carpenter, 1992]. Our case corresponds to the latter.
Pareschi and Steedman [1987] present a method that belongs to the third type. The approach
integrates Karttunen’s equivalence check in a CKY-style parsing algorithm, but invokes the mech-
anism for certain cases of category combination (i.e., a syntactic component). But the published
algorithm is shown to be incomplete [Hepple, 1987]. Another approach by Wittenburg and Wall
[1991] compiles the grammar so that only normal form derivation is possible. But this compilation
replaces the original functional composition schemata with a ‘predictive’ version of composition
schemata. As a consequence, certain non-traditional constituents such as subject-verb sequence
3For a detailed discussion of subsumption, see Shieber [1986].
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that depend on the original functional composition are no longer available for coordination. Thus,
a crucial property of CCG is compromised.
Among the methods discussed above, we adopt Karttunen’s semantic equivalence check for
its direct connection to the definition of spurious ambiguity and also for its conceptual simplicity.
In support of this position, let us review some arguments against this approach. Eisner [1996]
argues that a sequence of categories exemplified by “X=X ... X ... XnX” can slow down a parser
exponentially. Here we assume thatX=X and XnX are ‘modifiers’ ofX with distinct seman-
tics, e.g., sentential adverbs. Then, this is an instance of genuine ambiguity because the result of
“ [X=X+X]+XnX” and “X=X+[X+XnX]” have distinct semantics. Syntactic approaches would
consider them as spurious ambiguity. But, then, derivation of semantic representation would face
incompleteness. Wittenburg [1987] objects to the cost of an equivalence check. But an equiva-
lence check (for our semantics) is inherently easier than the general case of subsumption check.
The latter requires the costlyoccurs checkfor soundness [Pereira and Shieber, 1987]. Hepple and
Morrill [1989] raise another objection. While syntactic methods detect spurious ambiguities before
deriving a result, an equivalence check needs to compare the derived result with every entry in the
current table cell. However, the cost associated with the semantic method depends on how many
genuinely ambiguous entries are in the cell but not on the number of spuriously-ambiguous entries
(they are eliminated as soon as they are derived and do not accumulate). This does not introduce
additional complexity that is specific to the spurious ambiguity check. Further, once semantics
is involved, it is not possible to distinguish between spurious and genuine ambiguities unless we
actually check the involved semantics.
The effect of spurious ambiguity for a practical parser is enormous. In the implementation of
[Komagata, 1997a] (with a CKY-style parser), a sentence with more than 10 words mostly resulted
in an out-of-space error. This result applies to both parsing and recognition because spurious am-
biguity can derive syntactic types in an exponential manner. By eliminating spurious ambiguities
with a mutual subsumption method, the performance of a CCG parser can be brought to a level
comparable to other grammar-based parsers.
6.2.3 Linguistic Specification and Processing
In this subsection, we describe components of the parser in the order of processing as shown below.
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(194) Input string: “Pattern, prevention, and case reports”
#
Segmentation
#
patterns , prevention , and case reports
#
Preprocessing
#
patterns < and [[ prevention ]] and > case reports
#
Lexical processing
#
List of categories
#
Parsing/Information-Structure processing
#
Semantic representation/Information structure
Segmentation
Segmentation is a simple finite-stage process that converts an input string of characters to a list
of strings. Each string roughly corresponds to a word and many punctuation symbols. A sample
specification (for English) to separate comma ‘,’ from the attached word is shown below.
(195) segmentation(e,",",[break before=yes,break after=yes,delete=no]).
Preprocessing
The preprocessor is a finite-state string processor, and is an effective engineering solution to various
problems. For example, frozen expressions, hyphens, numerals, and some punctuation are handled
by the parser this way. The most significant effects can be seen in handling coordination. The
preprocessor detects coordination patterns and replaces them in the following way (for 4-way
coordination):
(196) A, B, C, Coord D
#
A < Coord [[ B Coord C ]] Coord > D
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This allows the parser to apply the same coordinator for multiple-conjunct coordination. Replace-
ment is done repeatedly for the preceding and succeeding parts, but not recursively (thus it is still
finite-state). The processor tries to match patterns starting from 3-way coordination, up to the 5-
way case. Currently, the preprocessor stops searching for alternative patterns once a solution is
found. In this respect, the parser is not complete, but this has not been a problem in our case.
The double square brackets ‘[[’ and ‘]]’ force that the combination between them must be
complete before combination with outside categories. This fixes the domain of, e.g., “B Coord
C” and is found extremely effective, especially whenB or C includes an embedded coordination
(without comma) within a conjunct. The underlined phrase in the following example is fixed in
this way.
(197) Laboratory work includes blood tests, liver and renal function studies, analysis of aspirated
fluids, and sputum cultures.
Multiple instances of such a case are observed in the data.
There is a parasitic effect associated with comma replacement. Simply replacing a comma
with a coordinator may destroy the original span of the conjuncts. The following example involves
an instance of comma replacement (underlined as and) which may be analyzed incorrectly.
(198) Original: Treatment generally consists of daily doses of isoniazid, rifampin, and ethambu-
tol.
a. * Treatment generally consists off daily doses of isoniazid andpyrazinamideg and
ethambutolg.
b. Treatment generally consists of daily doses offisoniazid andpyrazinamide and etham-
butolg.
In order to avoid this problem, an additional pair of symbols ‘<’ and ‘>’ are used. They glue the
entire span of the original coordination.
Preprocessing of frozen expressions is slightly different from the above case in that the speci-
fication is found in the lexical entries such as follows:
(199) ["x","-","ray"] := [lang=e,head="ray",class=n(c),infl=reg].
For this reason, the preprocessor needs to maintain a set of frozen expressions and check the seg-
mented list of strings against them. By adopting ‘longest-match’, the process prioritizes matching
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frozen expressions over single-word entries.
Finally, the current process ignores discourse markers. Discourse markers indicate a relation
between utterances and are not used in our analysis of information structure. This situation is
currently handled by the preprocessor, which eliminates the following discourse markers:and,
but, so, “ in addition”, however, andthereforein the environments shown below (with or without
comma).
(200) a. However(,)hutterancei
b. hsubjecti(,) however(,)hrest of utterancei
The second case is applied only to discourse markers without other functions, e.g.,however, but
not and, which is also a coordinator.
Lexical Processing
The lexical processing consists of identifying the matching lexical entry and assigning the corre-
sponding categories. Some examples of lexical entries are shown below, but the details do not
matter here.
(201) a. "medicine" := [lang=e,class=n(u),infl=reg,pre np=yes,arg=[pp(for)]].
b. "his" := [lang=e,class=det(his),num pers=[-,-,s3,-,-,p3],def=yes].
c. "require" := [lang=e,class=v(reg),infl=reg-d,arg=[np,[np,pp(for)]]].
These are all English entries for the specified word classes. Information such as inflection, agree-
ment, and subcategorization is also included. For our training data set (more detail on the data
is in the next chapter) including 16 texts or 2300 words, there are about 900 such lexical entries
including punctuation.
The following is an example of a singular noun inflection macro also including some other
common properties. A macro is later used as a part of lexical assignment.
(202) macro(e,noun_infl_sg,
[if(class=n(_)),
ifnot(pl_only=yes),
lab=np(com),
(if(human=H) -> [] ; [call(H=no)]),
(if(sit=Sit) -> [] ; [call(Sit=no)]),
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(if(class=n(c)) -> [call(UC=c),call(NP='-')] ;
[call(NP=np),(if(class=n(u)) -> [call(UC=u)] ; [call(UC=_)])]),
{if(gend=G)},
(if(implicit_arg=req) -> [call(Inf=yes)] ; []),
features=[agr=([-,-,s3,-,-,-],G,_),n_np=[n(UC),NP],human=H,def=_,
sit=Sit,inferrable=Inf],
locase_pf(Int),
int=Int,
cont=(cont,n:Int)]).
This macro only applies to the noun classn, specifies a syntactic typenp(com), sets features
including agreement and human, and specifies the semantic representation as the lower case of the
string. The above specification is written in a form of a simple procedural description language.
There are assignment and conditional statements. These statements are interpreted by the system
at the time of lexical look up.
The standard Montagovian analysis of NP is that there is a (common) noun categoryN (
CN) and determiner categoryNP=N. The current implementation deviates from this by assuming
a single categoryNP for both of these. The distinction betweenN andNP is still maintained by
the use of features. This approach has an advantage of reducing categorial ambiguity for, e.g.,
plural nouns. WhileN andNP are specified with featuresn np=[n(c),-] andn np=[-,np],
respectively, an ambiguous case is simplyn np=[n(c),np] (all for the countable case).
The above macro is used as a template for several lexical assignment for nouns including the
following that subcategorizes a PP.
(203) lex_assign(e,n(_),
[ifnot(num_req=yes),
incl(arg,pp(Prep)),
(macro(noun_infl_sg);macro(noun_infl_pl)),
lab=(Lab=>Lab/pp(Prep)),
(if(implicit_arg=req) -> [call(Src=arg)] ; [call(Src=self)]),
features=(F=>[npostmod=yes,composition=no]
/[composition=no,colon=no,context_link=proj(Src)]),
int=(Int=>PP^(Int-PP))]).
It calls the macro (both singular and plural cases), adds the PP argument, adds the features corre-
sponding to the PP argument, and also adjusts the semantic representation to reflect this change.
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For the training data set, there are about 200 lexical assignments (but not including macros) in-
cluding different subcategorizations for verbs.
In the above, we have seen the specification of a noun class that takes a PP as an argument,
rather than as a modifier. We take this position for most post-nominal PP’s including situational
ones. The motivation for the current position comes from difficulty with explosive ambiguity
for considering PP’s as post-nominalmodifiers. Although this move might sound too restrictive,
it actually corresponds to the difficulty in choosing the right preposition for a post-nominal PP
modification, often experienced by non-native speakers. Thus, it seems justifiable that most noun-
preposition relations must be specified.
The lexical processor reads the output of the preprocessor and assigns a set of categories to each
string. For some string (e.g.,in), over a dozen categories are assigned. In principle, looking up in-
flected forms takes a simple approach of generate and test. But to avoid the inefficiency of looking
up unnecessary forms, the current implementation skips the cases where the stem is different from
the target word. This technique has improved the performance of the current implementation over
that of [Komagata, 1997a].
The system is capable of parsing both English and Japanese provided that the corresponding
sets of lexical entries are prepared. But the current implementation only contains the English
lexicon reflecting the scope of work. Although the implementation is also capable of dealing with
generalized type-raised categories (GTRC) [Komagata, 1997a], which can simplify the grammar
for Japanese, the capability is not activated because it is not necessary for English.
Use of Features
The focus of Komagata [1997a] was elimination of spurious ambiguity. The paper avoided the
issue of genuine ambiguity by working mainly on recognition. In the previous implementation
[Komagata, 1998a], I tackled a small, but noticeable part of genuine ambiguity as well. It is a
subclass of genuine ambiguity that can be resolved by use of features. Let us call it ‘absurd’
ambiguity. This subclass must be distinguished from the main, and more difficult type of genuine
ambiguity that requires domain-specific or more general world knowledge.
Absurd ambiguities are eliminated by using both syntactic and semantic features in the gram-
mar. Some of these features are to (i) limit modification structures in and around NPs, (ii) restrict
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coordination patterns, (iii) condition on the modification of adjectives bymore/most, and (iv) apply
the human/non-human distinction.
The following examples show an absurd modification with respect to syntax possibly allowed
by a coarse grammar.
(204) a. * [minor skin] complication, cf. minor [skin complication]
b. *[tuberculosis in a young baseball] player, cf. tuberculosis [in a young baseball player]
A coarse grammar that allows noun-noun compounds in a reasonably general way may face absurd
ambiguities like this. As a first technique to reduce these absurd ambiguities, the current grammar
assumes and imposes the following structure in/around NP, mainly adopting the analysis in [Quirk
et al., 1985].
(205) 2
64
2
4Predet
"
Det

Pre-mod
h
[Pre-N Noun] NPost-mod
i#35 NPPost-mod
3
75
a. Predet: predeterminers such assuchandhalf
b. Det: determiners such as (in)definite article
c. Pre-mod: premodifier such as adjective
d. Pre-N: noun to form a noun-noun compound with the head noun
e. NPost-mod: post-nominal modifier such as PP, restrictive relative
f. NPPost-mod: post-NP modifier such as appositive, non-restrictive relative
This restriction is achieved by the use of features such aspremod=yes or npostmod=yes for
results of pre- and post-nominal modification. The head noun that allows noun-noun compounds
has features[premod=no,npostmod=no] to avoid these ‘heavy’ words.
The distinction between nominal and NP modification is crucial. For example, “acute injuries
typical of the sport” must be analyzed as “[acute injuries] typical of the sport”, not as “acute
[injuries typical of the sport]”. The modifier “typical of” is assigned a featurenpostmod=no and
is prevented from modifying the nouni juries. If there is no adjectiveacute, the nouninjuries can
be successfully modified by a post-NP modifier because it is underspecified between a noun and
an NP.
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There is another case involving nouns that can form a noun-noun compound. For this case,
coordination is the primary factor. A phrase “xercise modifications or medications” should be
analyzed as “[exercise modifications] or medications” but not as “*exercise[modifications or med-
ications]”. Now, both modificationandmedicationare allowed to form a noun-noun compound,
e.g., “exercise modifications” and “antihypertensive medications”. Thus, a general form of coordi-
nation allows the unintended analysis. To avoid this, the current implementation adds a procedural
constraint to exclude noun-noun compounds where the second noun is a result of coordination.
Absurd modification may also involve lexico-semantic aspects as can be seen in the following
example.
(206) a. *[most lateral] ankle sprains
b. most [lateral ankle sprains]
c. cf. [most unusual] ankle sprains
The lexical specification of adjectives includes whether it can be modified bymoreandmost(this
information is shared as an inflectional feature whether the adjective can have suffix forms of
comparative/superative).
The parser also uses the feature ‘human’ for various purposes including subject-verb agree-
ment, modification, and coordination. Without this feature, the expression “refining rehabilitation”
can be ambiguous between “an act of (someone’s) refining rehabilitation” or “rehabilitation that
refines something”, as in the well-known “flying planes” example. In our case, the verb entry for
refinespecifies that the subject be ‘human’, eliminating the latter possibility.
Finally, the current grammar specifies agreement and subcategorization fairly accurately. For
example, in addition to subject-verb agreement, the grammar specifies agreement for relative
clauses including the possessive form and various coordination patterns. This helps the disam-
biguation process substantially.
Parsing
The list of sets of categories obtained through the lexical processing is now fed to the CKY-style
parser based on Aho and Ullman [1972]. Informally, a CKY-style algorithm parses “Felix praised
Donald” using a chart, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Columna Columnb Columnc
Row 1 Felix praised Donald
Row 2 [Felix praised]1a+1b [praised Donald]1b+1c
Row 3 [Felix praised Donald]2a+1c
[Felix praised Donald]1a+2b
Figure 6.2: CKY-Style Parsing Table
Starting from the lexical categories for the entries in row 1, the parser proceeds to a lower
row by combining the component categories specified in the subscript. In Row 3, multiple entries
with exactly the same results are obtained. This is an example of spurious ambiguity. As we
have discussed, we adopt a mutual subsumption check to eliminate spurious ambiguity. For the
above case, since the two entries in 3a have equivalent semantics, they are reduced to a single
entry. This process takes place whenever a new entry is entered into a cell. The situation gets more
complicated once structured meaning is introduced. We will come back to this topic in the next
section.
The linguistic specification file contains the following CCG rules to combine categories.
(207) ccg rule(e,[x/y, y] =>x,[]). (>)
ccg rule(e,[y, xny] =>x,[]). (<)
ccg rule(e,[x/y, y/z] =>x/z,[]). (>B)
ccg rule(e,[x/y, y/z/u] =>x/z/u,[]). (>B2)
ccg rule(e,[y?z, xny] =>x?z,[]). (<B())
ccg rule(e,[x, &, x] =>x,[]). (<&>)
The question mark ‘?’ is used for underspecifying the slash directionality (but the two instances
of ‘?’ must agree). This rule specification is interpreted by the program for the corresponding
operation. In the present implementation, type raising is considered a unary rule, and is activated
dynamically when categoriesNP or PP are inserted into the CKY table.NP is type raised to
S=(SnNP) andSn(S=NP), andPP is type raised toSn(S=PP).
6.2.4 Performance
In this subsection, we discuss the performance of the parser for the training data (i.e., before exten-
sion to the test data), and show that it provides a reasonable backbone for analyzing information
structure.
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The system parses 16 introduction sections of medical case reports including 131 utterances.
The average word length for an utterance (after preprocessing and including punctuation symbols)
is 20, and the maximum, 42. There are four utterances beyond this level. Since they slow down
the process so much, they are divided into two segments. Unfortunately, the utterances of 40 or
more words seem to be beyond the capacity of the system. After this preparation, the measured
CPU time is on average 16 seconds per utterance.4 The average number of parses per utterance
is 16. While there are a number of utterances that take too long for an interactive response, many
utterances can be parsed in the order ofseconds.
The above performance does not appear as good as the previous version [Komagata, 1998a]
implemented for the abstracts of the same journal. The average parse time was about 2 seconds per
utterance. But there are several factors involved in this difference. The average utterance length
increased from 17 to 20. If we assume cubic parsing complexity in practice, this translates to 60%
increase in parse time. The total size of the lexicon has increased about 50%. This proportionally
slows down the lexical look up time. The parser now processes structured meaning. As we discuss
at end of Subsection 6.3.3, structured meaning can introduce additional complexity. This seems
to be reflected in the increase in average number of parse from 2 to 16. Considering all these, the
performance of the present parser seems to scale reasonably from the previous implementation.
Since the goal of this implementation is to provide an adequate platform for analyzing infor-
mation structure, no comprehensive comparison with other parsing systems is made. Informal side
comments are that those long sentences are very difficult for a large-scale grammar-based parsers.
For example, the XTAG parser [Doran et al., 1994] would have difficulty parsing many of the long
sentences in our texts. Since the XTAG system has hundreds of thousands of lexical entries and
up to dozens of trees for each lexical entry, this is only a confirmation that parsing real data is still
challenging.
We thus conclude that the parser can be a reasonable platform for analyzing information struc-
ture. Two major factors are the use of CKY-style parsing algorithm and the elimination of spurious
ambiguity, in comparison to earlier experimental parsers [Prevost, 1995; Hoffman, 1995]. The
4Time measurement is done by Sicstus built-in predicatestatistics. The time measurement includes most of the
stages: segmentation, preprocessing, lexical processing, and CKY parsing with derivation of semantic representations
(structured meanings). There are a few off-line processes such as asserting (i) relations between a word-form and the
canonical form and (ii) a set of frozen expressions. These can be done in a negligible time.
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parser also demonstrates improvements over the version in Komagata [1997a] due to preprocess-
ing, more efficient lexical processing, and use of features.
6.3 Processing Information Structure
This section presents the key element of the system, the information-structure analyzer. This mod-
ule is a straightforward implementation of the theory developed in Chapter 3 and formalized in
Chapter 4. It includes a small number of procedural aspects, but they are modularly specified and
can be upgraded when necessary.
Each step of processing information structure is associated with a step of parsing. Parsing
steps consist of lexical processing and combination of two (non-coordination) or three categories
(coordination). Thus, this section only describeslocal processes applicable to either lexical or
combinatory process.
In this section, we discuss the three properties for contextual links, composition of structured
meaning, identification of information structure, and prediction of particle choices in Japanese.
6.3.1 Discourse Status and Domain-Specific Knowledge
Discourse Status
As a consequence of adopting a CKY-style algorithm for parsing CCG, semantic representations
corresponding to information structure units are available in CKY table cells. In order to analyze
discourse status, we modify the CKY table so that table cells only containpointersto categories,
not categories themselves. Categories are stored in the discourse context by theassert predicate
of Prolog. Then, we can easily decide whether the category should remain in the context. Basically,
we keep all the categories that are used in a successful parse.5 Th n, we can define the notion of
discourse-oldness as presence of an equivalent category in the discourse context. The process of
identifying discourse-old referents utilizes Prolog’s unification mechanism. In order to correctly
identify the existence of an equivalent semantic representation, we use mutual subsumption, not
5The actual process of asserting categories is slightly more complicated. Categories are initially assigned a temporary
status until the parsing process completes. After completion, a top-down process traces down the successful parses and
changes the temporary status to a permanent one. The unsuccessful categories are then eliminated.
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simple unification.6
When there are multiple occurrences of identical semantic representations in a single utterance,
only one instance is asserted and pointed to from multiple CKY-table cells. At this point, analysis
of discourse-oldness is applied only across utterances. Thus, intra-utterance reference cannot be
made. This is not a problem for the analysis of information structure, as will be seen in the next
chapter.
Situationally-Available Referents and Domain-Specific Knowledge
The above discourse-status processing can be applied to the analysis of situationally-EVOKED
referents as well. For example, pronouns such asweandtheyare asserted at the beginning of an
analysis under the assumption that these are situationally available.
The present proposal also assumes domain-specific knowledge that referents such asphysician,
clinician, andpatientare available in the domain. This assumption can be implemented exactly
the same way as for the above case of pronouns. That is, common nounsphysician, clinician, and
patientare asserted at the beginning of an analysis. Thus, this case too can be handled by the same
mechanism as that for discourse status.
Use of Morphological Forms
There is one procedural aspect added to the lexical process. In identifying discourse status, we
also use morphological forms as a cue [see Dahl et al., 1987 and Palmer et al., 1993 for an analysis
of derivational forms]. For example, the use of a verbdamageis assumed to imply that there is a
damaging event. Then, a NP “the damage” may be considered to refer to that event. This is in a
sense a combination of linguistic marking of contextual linking and discourse status because we
identify the contextual-link status of a word only if a morphologically-related referent is discourse-
old.
Currently, the system deals with the following cases:
(208) a. Nouns: between singular and plural forms
b. Adjectives: between base, comparative, and superative forms
6Sicstus Prolog has a built-in predicate calledvariant which does exactly the mutual subsumption, i.e., identity
except for variable names.
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c. Verbs: between inflected forms, e.g.damagesanddamaged
d. Derivation: between a noun and a verb with a shared sense
The system realizes the above condition by keeping content information (usually a dictionary
form) as in the underlined portion below.
(209) macro(e,noun_infl_sg,
[if(class=n(_)),
.
.
locase_pf(Int),
int=Int,
cont=(cont,n:Int)]).
Here, the attributecont (for content information) has a pair of values. The first componentco
indicates that the entry is a content word and not a function word. The second componentn:Int
indicates that the entry is a noun with a key value shared among different word classes.7 For
example, a noundamagecontains a featurecont=(cont,n:damage)and the verbdamagecontains
cont=(cont,v:damage). The system checks the noun-verb relation by comparing the specification
but ignoring the difference between the word classesn andv. For inflection, the entire content
specifications are compared. We need to use this feature rather than semantic representations
because the latter naturally differ between the cases mentioned above.
The above process for morphologically-related forms is only available at the lexical level. But
its effect may project to a more complex structure exactly like other contextual links.
6.3.2 Linguistic Marking of Contextual Links
This subsection describes how the system processes linguistic marking of contextual links. The
discussion covers the following topics: lexical assignment of categories, composition of two cate-
gories, a special case involving utterance-initial modifiers, and coordination.
Lexical Processing
There are a few cases where linguistic marking of contextual links needs to be processed at
the time of lexical processing. First, function words are assigned contextual-link status. This
7In this example,Int is unified with the phonological form of the entry.
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class includes: auxiliary verbs, modals, prepositions, and subordinators. They have the feature
cont=(func,FuncWordType) whereFuncWordTypespecifies a type of function word. Since func-
tion words are available in the grammar, we can associate them with zero-inference. Thus, it seems
natural to assume a contextual-link status for them.
Another case is two-place nouns such asp ge(see discussion on p. 68 in 3.3.1). This type of
nouns can be considered to have an implicit argument without a PP argument, and thus is assigned
a contextual-link status. The process needs to check if the category isNP without arguments and
the featureimplicit arg=req is specified.
Finally, numerals with the categorynum are assigned anon-contextual-link status.
Composition of Two Categories
In Chapter 4, we presented a specification of linguistic marking (of contextual links) in terms of
feature unification associated with categories. The system still uses features for this purpose, but
implements them in a slightly different way. To avoid cluttering the feature area and to consolidate
specifications shared in different categories, the system includes a special module to deal with
assignment and projection of contextual-link statuses.
For example, a contextual-link projection from the argument is specified as a feature “cl =
pro j (arg)” (cl for contextual link) on the argument of the functor category, and the special module
processes structured meaning according to the specification shown below.
(210) Determiner Noun
Example: many researchers
Syntactic type: NP= N
cl=pro j(arg)
N
hC1; i h ;N2i
Syntactic type: NP
h ;N0i
There are three more features corresponding to the specification of contextual-link
assignment/projection: “cl = set”, “ cl = reset”, and “cl = pro j (sel f)”.
We now move to specific cases. First, let us discuss some special cases: composition with
dummy categories (e.g., punctuation) and function words as an argument (e.g., particles), and
composition of two function words. In these cases, function words are handled transparently. That
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is, the result is a projection of the contextual-link status of the other component. Composition of
two function words is treated as a new function word.
Next, the process sets the contextual-link status to the following: definite determiner, indef-
inite generic, and utterance-initial modifier. The type of compositions involving the definite de-
terminer can be represented as “X[de f=yes]=Y +Y”. That is, only the featuredef=yes on the re-
sult category specifies the process. This specification is more general than explicitly specifying
“NP[de f=yes]=NP+NP”. Thus, the notion of ‘definiteness’ (for the purpose of setting a contextual
link) can be extended to other categories as well. For an indefinite generic, the composition can
be represented as: “X[de f=no]=Y+Y” with the additional condition thatY is a contextual link. The
contextual-link status is set only if the right category,Y, is a contextual link. Utterance-initial
modifiers receive a contextual-link status if the result of composition isS=S. Inverted phrases also
assign a contextual-link status.
The case that assigns a non-contextual-link status is analogous. For an indefinite article,
“X[de f=no]=Y+Y” is specified. For numerals of the modifier type, the following pattern is detected
and processed “X=Y[cl=reset] +Y”.
The system may also project the contextual-link status from an argument to the result. This
takes place for the pattern “X:::=Y[cl=pro j(arg)]+Y”, its directional variant “Y+X:::nY[cl=pro j(arg)]”,
and for a complex argument “X:::=
 
Y[cl=pro j(arg)]=Z

+(Y=Z)”.
Projection of the contextual-link status from itself is similar. The same set of patterns are cur-
rently implemented: “X:::=Y[cl=pro j(sel f)] + Y”, “Y + X:::nY[cl=pro j(sel f)]”, and
“X:::=
 
Y[cl=pro j(sel f)]=Z

+(Y=Z)”.
Composition of an Utterance-Initial Modifier and the Subject
There is a case where linguistic marking functions slightly differently from the previous cases. It
involves an utterance-initial modifier, analyzed ashC1; i, composing with the main clause with a
structured meaningh C2
contextual link
; N2
non-link
i whereC2 is the subject. If the combination ofC1+C2 is
a contextual link, the resulting structured meaning ishC0;N1i whereC0 =C1+C2. This is a kind
of discontiguous information structure and possible even though the combination of the utterance-
initial modifier and the subject cannot form a constituent in English.8 If C0 is not a contextual link
8For example, such a phrase cannot form a conjunct in English.
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on its own, the resulting structured meaning would behC1;C2+N2i, i.e., the entire main clause
becomes a rheme. But an observation of the experiment data suggests that in many cases, the
informational partition in the main clause seems as strong as the case without an utterance-initial
modifier. To accommodate this situation, we assume the following hypothesis:
(211) (Operational hypothesis) The utterance-initial modifier is not only a contextual-link marker
of the modifier phrase itself but also a marker of the discontiguous theme including the
subject where the subject is a contextual link.
Such a discontiguous theme can satisfy the condition of a discontiguous structured-meaning
component: the semantic representation of the utterance-initial modifier and the subject can com-
pose to derive a sound semantic representation. For example, an adverbyesterdaywith
“λX:S==yesterday0” and the subject John with λP:P( john0) can derive
“λP: [P( john0)]==yesterday0”. Note that the notationX==Y is used for a modification (or adjunct)
structure, which is distinguished from the functor-argument structure. In terms of information
structure, there is no reason such a semantic representation cannot be a (discontiguous) theme.
In fact, Japanese allows coordination of a phrase corresponding to “yesterday–John” with another
phrase, say, “today–Mary”. In this case, the subject must be compatible with the type-raised form
S=(SnNP). Then, a modifier-subject composition can be recognized as “S=S+S=(SnNP) =)
S=(SnNP)” with the intended semantics.
In terms of assignment/projection of contextual links, we can consider that utterance-initial
modifiers either (i) project the contextual-link status of the subject or (ii) project the status of itself.
In the system, the same function is performed by the above-mentioned module that deals with
assignment/projection of contextual links.
Summary
The process of identifying contextual links is summarized in Fig. 6.3 on page 180.
6.3.3 Composition of Structured Meaning
Perhaps, the most innovative feature of the current system is implementation of structured meaning
in a fairly general sense. This subsection describes the implementation of the ideas formalized in
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Section 4.3. At the end, we also describe the way we deal with spurious ambiguity in relation to
structured meaning.
Data Types for Structured Meaning
Let us represent a structured meaning in the following form:
h C
contextual link
; N
non-link
iLe f tBoundary RightBoundary. Although we allow arbitrary discontiguous construc-
tion of C andN, we distinguish instances of structured meaning only by the boundary categories.
Then, we have the following six possible types of structured meanings for inputs and results:
hC;NiC C, hC;NiC N, hC;NiN C,hC;NiN N, h ;Ni, hC; i.9 As a consequence, the number of
composition rules is bounded. The recursive process of dealing with structured meanings is de-
fined for the lexical and the derivation steps (Subsection 4.3.1). The existence of the bound on the
derivational process thus guarantees a closed operation.
To be complete, we have to discuss all the possible combinations, i.e., 216 (see p. 115). But,
since it is tedious and not all the cases are equally common, the system only implements about
20 possibilities. In the following, we look at a few common cases among those discussed in
Subsection 4.3.1. Note that we use the notationsTypeC andTypeN, representing the syntactic type
corresponding toC andN, respectively.
Composition Type: hC1;N1iN C+ h ;N2i
Let us first recall the case where this type of composition is needed. In Subsection 4.3.1, we
observed the non-traditional derivation of “[Fred praised] [Donald]”, e.g., as a response to “Who
praised who?”. The component “Fred praised” is analyzed ashpraised0; f red0i f red0 praised0 where
the contextual-link and non-link components of the structured meaning arepr ised0 and f red0,
respectively, and the left and the right boundaries aref red0 andpraised0, respectively.
Now, the composition in question,hC1;N1iN C + h ;N2i, would result in another structured
meaning,hC1;N0iN N where,N0 is a semantic composition ofN1 andN2 and the boundaryN N
indicates thatC1 is not at the boundaries. But, as we have discussed in Subsection 4.3.1, this
N0 must satisfy certain conditions so that the composition ofC1 andN0 can result in the correct
9Note thathC; i andh ;Ni are the cases where the entire phrase is a contextual link and a non-contextual link,
respectively.
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semantic representation corresponding to the entire phrase. For the current example, it must be
λP:P(donald0) ( f red0). We say that this semantic representation is ‘correct’ reflecting that it can
combine with the verbλX:λY:praised0 (X)(Y) with the correct result. We also require that this be
guided by an appropriate syntactic process, i.e., functional composition of two type-raised cate-
goriesS=(SnNP) and(SnNP)n(SnNP=NP) with the result,Sn(SnNP=NP).10
The conditions described above can be stated in the following way (the notationTypef red0
denote the syntactic type corresponding tof red0, i.e.,S=(SnNP) in the above example):
(212) a. There is some syntactic typeTypeN0 such thatTypeN1 +TypeN2 = TypeN0
There is some semantic representationN0 such thatN1+N2 = N0
b. Either of the following holds:
(i) “ TypeC1 +TypeN0” results in the correct syntactic type of the entire phrasend
C1+N0 results in the correct semantic representation of the entire phrase
(ii) “ TypeN0 +TypeC1” results in the correct syntactic type of the entire phrasend
N0+C1 results in the correct semantic representation of the entire phrase
The condition (b) allows either direction because the position ofC1 relative to the composition of
N1 andN2 no longer corresponds to the surface order, and becomes ‘virtual’.
If the above conditions are not satisfied, this derivation is not available. Another possibility for
the above example is the traditional derivation, “[Fred] [praisedDonald]”. The conditions for this
case is analogous, but the current implementation has a fail-safe case, which allows the result of the
form h ;N00i whereN00 is the semantic representation of the entire phrase. That is, no contextual
link survives the composition.
Composition Type: hC1;N1iC N + h ;N2i
This case corresponds to the example “[Felixpraised] [Donald]”, e.g., in response to “What about
Felix?”. The non-traditional constituent in this case ish f elix0; praised0i f elix0 praised0 where f elix0
andpraised0 are contextual-link and non-contextual link, respectively, in that order at the surface.
The condition is similar to the previous case except that in this case, the surface order betweenC1
andN0 (N1+N2) is fixed.
10The detail of this composition is described in Subsection 4.3.3.
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The conditions are thus specified as follows:
(213) a. There is some syntactic typeTypeN0 such thatTypeN1 +TypeN2 = TypeN0
There is some semantic representationN0 such thatN1+N2 = N0
b. “TypeC1 +TypeN0” results in the correct syntactic type of the entire phrasend
“C1+N0” results in the correct semantic representation of the entire phrase
For this case, the traditional derivation “[Felix] [praised Donald]” is also possible. And, it is
probably more natural in general. Thus, the analysis may end up with a spurious ambiguity. Elim-
ination of spurious ambiguity involving structured meanings will be discussed at the end of this
subsection.
Composition Type: hC1; i+ hC2; i
The last case examined here is a composition of two contextual links. For example, consider
an examplehpraised0; i+ hdonald0; i. This would result inhλY:praised0 (donald0)(Y) ; i if
λY:praised0 (donald0)(Y) is indeed a contextual link. We enforce this requirement (146b) as fol-
lows:
(214) a. “TypeC1 +TypeC2” results in the correct syntactic type
“C1+C2” results in the correct semantic representationC0
b. C0 is a contextual link.
Then, the resulting structured meaning ishC0; i. Otherwise, the current implementation assumes
hC1;C2iC N, but nothC2;C1iN C. This is a disambiguation heuristic and a weak form of ‘theme-
first’ principle. In practice, when both the subject and the predicate are contextual links (and thus
either can be a theme), this heuristics appears as choosing the subject as a theme.
Other cases discussed in Section 4.3.1 are analogous.
Structured Meaning and Spurious Ambiguity
Integration of structured meaning with our CCG parser complicates the situation involving spu-
rious ambiguity. The elimination method based on mutual subsumption needs to be redefined
because the comparison between the result semantic representation does not reflect potential dif-
ference in structured meaning. The adopted solution is to apply mutual subsumption check to each
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component of structured meaning. For example, to comparehC1;N1i and hC2;N2i, mutual the
subsumption ofC1 andC2 and that ofN1 andN2 are checked.
When both of the involved structured meanings are the type ofhC; i or h ;Ni, the case
reduces to the original mutual subsumption check. Although componentsC andN in hC;Ni may
consist of discontiguous elements, the proposed method is along the same line with the original
mutual subsumption check, which ignores the syntax.
Since we have estimated that the practical maximum of distinct structured meanings for a
category is 16 (p. 114), we also expect that each category may correspond to up to 16 structured
meanings. But integration of structured meaning even with the presence of spurious ambiguity
does not in practice introduce an exponential explosion.
6.3.4 Identification of Information Structure
As discussed in Subsection 4.3.2, once we adopt the structured meaning approach, its identification
of information structure is almost trivial. At the last semantic composition, simply retrieveC and
N from h C
contextual link
; N
non-link
i. But there is one procedural aspect we should consider here.
In Subsection 2.3.4 (p. 42), we have mentioned the possibility of accommodated theme. The
following is the example used there.
(215) Q: Who did Felix praise?
A1: [Felix praised]T heme[Donald]Rheme. (direct response)
A2: [Felix]T heme[praised Donald]Rheme.
A3: [Felix praised Donald]Rheme.
The current implementation adopts a heuristic to picks up only the possibility (A1), corresponding
to the maximal theme. This is achieved by checking the dominance relation between categories.
This way, only the themes that are not dominated by another survive. This process does not guar-
antee a unique theme, though. There may be incomparable maximal themes, e.g., the subject and
the object where the verb is a non-contextual link.
In order to choose the most likely particle based on the information structure, we adopt an
additional heuristic. The system prioritizes the patterns of information structure according to the
conditions below. They are arranged from the highest priority to the lowest.
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(216) a. The subject + verb is the theme. Thus, the subject is a part of the theme. (Code 12)
b. The predicate is the rheme. Thus, the subject is the theme. (Code 49)
c. The predicate is the rheme and is one-place and negative. Thus, the subject is a con-
trastive theme. (Code 50)
d. The predicate is the theme. Thus, the subject is the rheme. (Code 51)
e. The adjectival predicate is the rheme. Thus, the subject is the theme. (Code 82)
f. The subject + verb is the rheme. Thus, the subject is a part of the rheme. (Code 88)
g. The verb is the rheme. Thus, the subject is a part of the theme. (Code 91)
h. The verb is the theme. Thus, the subject is a part of the rheme. (Code 99)
The general idea is to choose a larger theme. So far, no obvious errors have been observed due to
the above prioritization.
6.3.5 Prediction of Particle Choice in Japanese
The last step of the automatic process is prediction of particles in Japanese. Following the analysis
in Chapter 5, the procedure simply predictswa for the matrix-level subject that is a part of the
theme, andgaotherwise.
The prediction procedure in Chapter 5 includes special cases such as parallel clauses, one-
place negative predicates, and one-place stage-level predicates. Among these, only the case of
one-place negative predicate has been implemented.11 The other two cases may result in incorrect
predictions. In particular, our lexicon does not yet reflect stage and individual-level distinction.
There is one case where stage-level predicates appear in a coordination.
For the case of purely semantically-conditioned contrastivewa, there is no way of mechanically
identifying them. But we have seen that very few of them are rhematic through the mini-corpus
analysis in Subsection 5.2.3 and that there is none in our experimental data. Thus, we do not
consider the case where a contrastivewamust be chosen within a rheme in place ofga marking.
To identify the matrix-level grammatical subject, we adopt a definition of subject as the least
oblique argument of a predicate [Steedman, 1996, p. 21]. The system first checks for all-theme
11Although this case is implemented for the process of identifying information structure, it is not used in the evaluation
process.
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hC; i and all-rhemeh ;Ni cases. Once these possibilities are excluded, the system identifies the
presence of a modifier-clause relation betweenC andN in h C
contextual link
; N
non-link
i. After excluding
the clausal modifier, if any, the process checks the matrix-level predicate-argument structure and
detects whether the subject, the least oblique argument, is inC or N. Depending on whether the
subject is inC or N, the system identifies its theme/rheme status and thus predictswa or ga. The
semantic representation of adjectival and passive predicates are treated similarly. When aby-phrase
is present in a passive construction, it is placed as an argument more oblique than the subject.12
The actual output of the program looks like the following. The listing is to demonstrate the
state of implementation, the detail does not concern us.
>>>>> Utterance Number: 12-1 <<<<<
Seg: Osteoporosis in Active Women : Prevention , Diagnosis , and treatment (11 wo
rds)
Preprocessed: Osteoporosis in Active Women : Prevention < and [[ Diagnosis ]] and
> Treatment (14 words)
Result: cat(bas(np(com),[colon=yes]),osteoporosis-(pat_agt-(woman:pl//active-woma
n:pl))//colon(and:[prevention,diagnosis,treatment]),[nil,181,id])
Result: cat(bas(s(fin),_28902)-(/,bas(s(fin),_28902)-( bas(np(com),[colon=yes]))
),((osteoporosis-(pat_agt-(woman:pl//active-woman:pl))//colon(and:[prevention,diag
nosis,treatment]))^_28873)^_28873,[nil,182,id])
Number of parses: 2
CPU time: 1330 ms Elapsed: 1600 ms
>>>>> Utterance Number: 12-2 <<<<<
Seg: Osteoporosis has been defined as ` ` a disease characterized by low bone mas
s and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue , leading to enhanced bone f
ragility and a consequent increase in fracture risk . ' ' (36 words)
Preprocessed: Osteoporosis has been defined as `` a disease characterized by low
bone mass and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue , leading to enhance
12One evidence for this position is the binding phenomenon, e.g., “Felix is praised by himself” vs. “*Himself is
praised by Felix”. This suggests that the subject of a passive is in a ‘commanding’ position in whatever the structure
assumed for binding process, e.g., predicate-argument structure in our case.
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d bone fragility and a consequent increase in fracture risk . '' (34 words)
Result: cat(bas(s(fin),[be_verb=no]),aux(perf)-(define-risk-(as-and:[indef-(disea
se//characterize-(by-and:[mass-(? -bone)//low-(mass-(? -bone)),deterioration-(of-(
tissue-(? -bone)//lead-(to-(fragility-(? -bone)//enhance-(fragility-(? -bone))-_23
71))-(tissue-(? -bone))))//microarchitectural-(deterioration-(of-(tissue-(? -bone)
//lead-(to-(fragility-(? -bone)//enhance-(fragility-(? -bone))-_2371))-(tissue-(?
-bone)))))])-disease),indef-(increase-(in-fracture)//consequent-(increase-(in-frac
ture)))])-osteoporosis),[40,2951,cn])
(54 other parses omitted)
Number of parses: 55
CPU time: 218370 ms Elapsed: 331630 ms
*** IS analysis:
- Theme(osteoporosis/40):Rheme(_3268^(aux(perf)-(define-risk-(as-and:[indef-(dise
ase//characterize-(by-and:[mass-(? -bone)//low-(mass-(? -bone)),deterioration-(of-
(tissue-(? -bone)//lead-(to-(fragility-(? -bone)//enhance-(fragility-(? -bone))-_3
174))-(tissue-(? -bone))))//microarchitectural-(deterioration-(of-(tissue-(? -bone
)//lead-(to-(fragility-(? -bone)//enhance-(fragility-(? -bone))-_3174))-(tissue-(?
-bone)))))])-disease),indef-(increase-(in-fracture)//consequent-(increase-(in-fra
cture)))])-_3268))/2951)
(1 another information-structure analyses omitted)
=> Particle prediction (matrix subject): >>wa<< (case 49)
>>>>> Utterance Number: 12-3 <<<<<
Seg: Although anyone can develop osteoporosis , postmenopausal women and young fe
males with menstrual irregularities are most commonly affected . (19 words)
Result: cat(bas(s(fin),[]),affect-and:[woman:pl//postmenopausal-woman:pl,female:p
l-(prop-(irregularity:pl//menstrual-irregularity:pl))//young-(female:pl-(prop-(irr
egularity:pl//menstrual-irregularity:pl)))]-_61406//most//commonly//although-(aux(
can)-(develop-osteoporosis-pron(anyone))),[3288,3440,cn])
(2 other parses omitted)
Number of parses: 3
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CPU time: 4430 ms Elapsed: 7320 ms
*** IS analysis:
- Theme(_49161^(_49161//although-(aux(can)-(develop-osteoporosis-pron(anyone))))/
3288):Rheme((affect-and:[woman:pl//postmenopausal-woman:pl,female:pl-(prop-(irregu
larity:pl//menstrual-irregularity:pl))//young-(female:pl-(prop-(irregularity:pl//m
enstrual-irregularity:pl)))]-_49116//most//commonly)/3440)
=> Particle prediction (matrix subject): >>ga<< (case 89)
6.3.6 Potential Applications to Generation
Before concluding this chapter, let us briefly discuss the possibility of applying the identification
process (of information structure) to natural language (NL) generation. As implemented in Prevost
[1995] and Hoffman [1995], the basic idea is that certain linguistic forms are associated with either
the theme or the theme. Once we identify the information structure of an utterance, we can elimi-
nate linguistic forms incompatible with the identified information structure. Here, we consider two
examples. Text-to-speech generation in English and English-Turkish machine translation.
For the case of text-to-speech generation, we can identify the information structure of the
utterances in the text. As we have discussed earlier, certain pitch accents are associated with the
theme and the rheme [Steedman, 1991a], e.g., L+H* for a theme and H* for a rheme. Depending
on whether a contrast falls within a theme or a rheme, we can predict the appropriate intonation.
This process of predicting intonation applies to arbitrary word class, cf. particle choice for the
matrix subject in Japanese.
In English-Turkish machine translation, we may adopt the function of word order in relation
to information structure. For example, following Hoffman [1995], we may identify the utterance-
initial element as a theme and the pre-verbal element as a rheme. Once we identify the information
structure of the utterances in the texts in English, we can choose an instance of word order in
Turkish that is consistent with the identified information structure. Thus, for the type of NL gener-
ation where the input is a text, the current approach can provide useful information for generating
contextually appropriate linguistic forms with respect to information structure.
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we demonstrate that our CCG parser performs reasonably well for the purpose of
information-structure analysis. The most critical element in the implementation is elimination of
spurious ambiguity. We show that the semantic equivalence check can be extended to the case
where structured meanings are also involved.
The module that analyzes information structure is realized as a straightforward implementation
of the specification of contextual link and integration of structured meaning. In addition, several
procedural aspects are addressed and integrated in a modular fashion. This allows us to upgrade
the system with new specification for these procedural aspects.
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Note: CL for a contextual-link status and NL for a non-contextual-link status
 Initial context (once at the beginning of a text): Set CL for the following:
– Pronouns and situation words:he, it, such, these, they, this, those, today, we
– Nouns available as domain-specific knowledge:physician, clinician, patient
 Lexical processing(for each lexical instance):
Set CL for the following:
– Function words: modals, prepositions, etc. (specified ascont=(func,FuncType))
– Two-place nouns (specified by the featureimplicit arg=req) with no argument
– Entries sharing the content information (specified ascont=(cont,Class:Content)) with
a contextually-linked category (i.e., morphological variation)
Set NL for numerals (specified by the categorynum)
Designate the “project from itself” status for a denominal adjective withdenom=yes
 Composition (two categories):
– Special case: ignore dummy categories (e.g., punctuation) and function words as argu-
ments; set CL for composition of two function words
– Set CL status to the result of the following:
 Definite determiner: forX[de f=yes]=Y+Y
 Indefinite generic: forX[de f=no]=Y+ Y
CL
 Utterance-initial modifier: if the result isS=S
 Inverted phrase:S[inv=yes]=X+X
– Set NL status to the result of the following:
 Indefinite article: forX[de f=no]=Y+Y
 Numeral: forX=Y[cl=reset] +Y
– Project the contextual-link status from an argument to the result:
X
Status
:::=Y[cl=pro j(arg)]+ Y
Status
(also directional variations)
– Project the contextual-link status from itself:
X:::=Y[cl=pro j(sel f)]+Y (also directional variations)
– Project the contextual-link status either from an argument or from itself: utterance-
initial modifier with a CL subject, i.e.,S=S+Swhere bothS=Sand the subject ofSare
CL
 Coordination (three categories): Project CL if both conjuncts are CL, set NL otherwise
Figure 6.3: A Summary of the Procedure to Identify Contextual-Link Status
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Chapter 7
Evaluation of the Theory Using Parallel
Texts
To overcome the problem with the previous implementations, this chapter develops an evaluation
process that allows us to demonstrate that the proposed theory performs better than some alter-
native hypotheses underlying previous implementations. For practical reasons, the process shown
here is an evaluation of the procedure corresponding to the proposed theory, not a direct evaluation
of the theory. Nevertheless, we may call the process “evaluation of the theory” considering the
fairly transparent nature of the implementation, as discussed in the previous chapter.
In this chapter, we first describe the data used for the experiment, and then develop an evalua-
tion method that compares system’s particle prediction with human translation. In the final section,
we apply the evaluation method to reserved test data and present the results.
7.1 The Data
Our experimental data are taken from a journal, “The Physician and Sportsmedicine”, downloaded
from the journal web site “http://www.physsportsmed.com/index.html”. We prepared two sets
of texts: thetraining data set used for the development of the theory, system, and evaluation
method and thetest data setreserved for the evaluation of the theory. Some basic properties are
shown in Table 7.1. We have already seen Text 12 as an example in earlier chapters.
Once the data sets are downloaded, they are manually processed in the following way. First,
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Training Data Set Test Data Set
Source Vol 25 - No. 9 - September 1997Vol 26 - No. 12 - December 1998
to No. 12 - December 1997 to Vol 27 - No. 2 - February 1999
Number of texts 16 (Text 1 to 16) 8 (Text 17 to 24)
Number of utterances 131 66
Number of words 2314 1203
Table 7.1: Training and Test Data Set
utterances are segmented after each title and at each sentence boundary. Compound sentences are
broken down into multiple utterances. In this case, the coordinator such asandandbut are treated
as discourse markers of the latter utterance(s). After this stage, utterances are identified as (T-U)
whereT=U correspond to the text/utterance IDs (the utterance ID starts at 1 for the title).
There are several places where additional adjustments have been made.
(217) a. In the coordinate structure of the form “A, B, C”, an and is added beforeC to make it
“A, B, and C”.
“Cheerleading Injuries: Patterns, Prevention,Case Reports” (3-1)
b. A period after a non-sentence in a parenthetical is removed.
“ (See “The Years Surrounding Menopause: Practical Terms for a Complex Time,”
below. )” (17-3)
c. Several utterances are separated into two to avoid extremely long processing.
The main concerns in evaluating acute extremity injuries are to (1) determine the type and severity of injury
(severe sprains, which may be difficult to differentiate from fractures, receive similar initial treatment),
"
separated
(2) assess the distal neurologic and vascular status, (3) determine the need for radiographic imaging
and specialty treatment, and (4) select appropriate splinting for immediate protection.(6-3) [also (4-4),
(7-5), (12-5), and (19-3)]
d. A comma is replaced with anor to avoid excessive complication due to the ambiguity
associated with the comma category.
“but whether the activity is recreational or professional, organized or spontaneous,
the level of play makes little difference in the type or severity of foot injury.” (19-6)
The number of utterances in Table 7.1 is the figure after these adjustments.1
1The data, instruction to the translators, translation, and an Excel file for analysis are all available through the
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Next, we describe the case where some utterances are excluded from evaluation. There are
three major classes of conditions for exclusion: (i) properties of text (language independent), (ii)
properties of English, and (iii) properties associated with English-Japanese translation. In this
section, we list the following exclusion cases corresponding to (i) (those corresponding to (ii) and
(iii) are discussed in the next section).
(218) a. Title
b. Discourse marker
c. Citation
d. Direct quote
Titles are parsed, and semantic representations are derived and stored in the discourse context.
For a title that has the NP type, the system does not analyze the information structure. For a title
that has the sentence type, the system outputs an information structure, but we exclude it from
evaluation. Discourse markers are automatically removed by the preprocessor as described in the
previous chapter. Citations are manually removed from the data. One utterance entirely consisting
of a direct quote (15-10) is also manually excluded because the situation within a direct quote is
distinct from that of the text.
7.2 Development of an Evaluation Method Using the Training Data
The next step is the development of an evaluation method. The path for automatic particle predic-
tion and that for human translation are separated, and the results are compared manually (see Fig.
1.3 on p. 11). This stage uses the training data, and the test data had been withheld from analysis.
The proposed theory is designed to identify the information structure of the entire utterance.
But our current evaluation method concentrates on the theme/rheme status of the matrix-level
grammatical subjects for the following reasons. First, in Japanese, the choice of particle for gram-
matical subjects is most crucial and most discussed, as we have seen in Chapter 5. Second, eval-
uation involving other components is possible but requires a project of much larger scale. At this
point, it is more immediate to establish a methodology and obtain some results for a prominent
case.
author’s thesis web page at “http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~komagata/thesis.html”.
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This section starts with a review of particle prediction by the system, describes the process of
collecting translations, and presents an evaluation method. We also discuss some difficult cases
and possibility of extending the evaluation using components other than grammatical subjects.
7.2.1 Mechanical Prediction of Particle Choices in Japanese
The system’s sample particle predictions for Text 12 are shown below. Here, grammatical subjects
are initalics and materials excluded from analysis are enclosed inh... . We make a few remarks at
the end of the data.
(219) i. (Title) hOsteoporosis in Active Women: Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatmenti
ii. [Osteoporosiswa ]Theme[has been defined as “a disease characterized by low bone mass
and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility
and a consequent increase in fracture risk.”]Rheme
iii. [Although anyone can develop osteoporosis,]T heme[postmenopausal women and young
females with menstrual irregularitiesga are most commonly affected.]Rheme
iv. [An estimated 20% of women more than 50 years oldga have]Rheme[osteoporosis.]T heme
(see the note below)
v. [Although most studies have focused on women of this age-group,
osteoporosiswa ]Theme[is potentially more deleterious in younger women because they
haven’t yet attained peak bone mass, and early bone loss therefore can affect the rest of
their lives.]Rheme
vi. [Whether patients are younger or older,the social costs of osteoporosiswa ]Theme[are
enormous.]Rheme
vii. [The yearly estimated healthcare bill for osteoporotic fractureswa ]Theme[is between
$2 billion and $6 billion.]Rheme
viii. [About 200,000 osteoporosis-related hip fracturesga occur each year]Rheme [in the
United States,]T heme
ix. handi [the mortality rate 1 year after fracturewa ]Theme[is estimated to be as high as
20%.]Rheme
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The first remark is that in utterances (v;vi), the span of the theme includes the utterance-
initial modifier and the subject of the main clause. These themes are identified due to the op-
erational hypothesis (211) on p. 170, and are actually discontiguous. The process of derivation
and information-structure analysis are shown below.
(220) a. [Whether patients are younger or older,]CL1 [the social costs of osteoporosis]CL2 [are
enormous.]NL
b. [Whether patients are younger or older,]CL1 [the social costs of osteoporosisare
enormous.]hCL2;NLi
c. [Whether patients are younger or older,the social costs of osteoporosisare
enormous.]hCL1+CL2
#
Theme
; NL
#
Rheme
i
Second, the information-structure analysis for (iv) appears incorrect. I.e., the verbhaveshould
belong to the theme because it cannot receive a pitch accent at the end of the rheme. The system
includeshavewithin the rheme for the following reason. This instance ofhaveis analyzed as a
main verb, not the auxiliary counterpart.2 All main verbs are currently treated as content words.
Thus, its contextual-link status depends on the discourse status. Since no occurrence ofhave(main
verb) appears prior to this one, it is judged as a non-contextual-link. Although we leave the problem
as is for now, this can be fixed by assigning the main verbhavea status distinct from other main
verbs. In this chapter, we focus on the information-structure status of grammatical subjects.
Although the system analyzes the information structure of every utterance (except for titles
with the NP type), there are cases excluded from evaluation for reasons specific to English. The
system is not designed to analyze the following type of constructions.
(221) a. Expletive: e.g., “it’s important to detect PCL injuries” (10-3)
b. Correlative between clauses: e.g., “Not only is it responsible for 200,000 deaths yearly,
but in men over 40 it ranks second only to coronary heart disease as a cause of disabil-
ity.” (11-4)
c. Adverbial modification scoping over a clausal coordination: e.g., “Among athletes, an-
kle sprains are the most common injury, and inversion injuries are frequent.” (16-4)
2The auxiliary verbhaveand thebeverb are analyzed as a function word.
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We have not included an analysis of expletive, and thus the system cannot distinguish the expletive
it from the pronounit. The correlative in (b) combines two clauses but cannot be separated as a
compound. The last case also involves clause coordination, which cannot be separated into two
utterances.
While we could deal with these cases within the current framework, we leave them for future
work because there are only a few instances of this kind.
7.2.2 Human Translation
Collecting Translations
To identify an appropriate data collection methodology, a preliminary experiment was conducted.
It included the following three tasks.3
(222) a. English-to-Japanese translation of one text (translation of medical terms was provided)
b. After reading a text in English, the subject is asked to answer one question about the
text (to make sure that the original text in English is read), and then asked to fill-in
appropriate particles in the prepared translation in Japanese
c. Evaluation of instances ofwa andga in their own translation: indicate whether their
choice could be replaced with the other particles
My initial expectation was to use a fill-in survey of the type (b) to obtain human judgment on
particle choice because it is relatively easy and cost-effective. Unfortunately, it appears that the
subjects are heavily influenced by the sentence constructions given in the translations, including
word order. The third task, (c), of evaluating their own translation shows uncertainty of the subjects
about ‘judgment’. When they are asked to evaluate and consider the alternative, they tend to show
a great tolerance to whichever choice. It seems unrealistic to expect translators to provide their
intuition corresponding to what we expect for ‘contextual appropriateness’. The conclusion is that
the only remaining possibility is full translation, (a).
Four subjects are found through local and public newsgroups to translate the training data.4
They are all native speakers of Japanese (two male and two female). Three of them have some
3The texts used in this preliminary experiment are taken from the same journal but not included in the training nor
the test data.
4The newsgroups are: “upenn.general”, “ upenn.nihon-club”, “ upenn.asian-student-union”,
“sci.lang.japan”, and “fj.sci.lang”.
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experience in translation, none of them is full-time professional translators. The following is the
instruction given to them.
(223) a. The translation should contain all of the information in the original text in English.
b. The translation should correctly reflect the idea in the original.
c. The translation should be sentence-by-sentence as segmented for each text.
d. The translation should sound natural. After the translation is done, please read all the
texts aloud and make necessary adjustments so that the translation sounds natural to the
listener.
e. No artistic or rhetoric consideration should be made.
f. The translator can choose the level of politeness.
Recording Particle Choices
Translators’ particle choices are recorded manually. First, all utterances are aligned with the output
of the system. Then, for each utterance, we identify the phrase in Japanese that corresponds to the
grammatical subject in the source utterance in English.
There are several cases where translation from English to Japanese introduces additional com-
plications. At this point, the following cases (identified for each translator) are marked ‘not avail-
able’ for the evaluation.
(224) a. The subject in English corresponds to discontiguous parts in Japanese.
b. The subject in English corresponds to a phrase in Japanese that is not marked with either
waor ga.
c. The subject in English corresponds to an embedded phrase in Japanese.
d. The matrix-level predicate of the target subject in Japanese is negated.
e. The matrix-level predicate of the target subject in Japanese is a one-place, stage-level
predicate.
The case (a) can be observed for a complex NP subject in English. For example, the modifying
PP can be separated and preposed in the translation. There are a few possibilities for the case (b).
The translators occasionally choose a construction distinct from the original argument structure
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in English. For example, the subject in English may appear as the object (usuallyo-marked)
or adjunct in Japanese. In some translations, the particlemo (also or too) is used for the target
subject. In Section 5.4, we have discussed several special cases forwa/ga choice. The case (c)
corresponds to one of them. But, if a phrase is extracted from the embedded clause, typically from
a complement clause, it must be considered at the matrix level and the case (c) does not apply.
The case (d) is another special case discussed in Section 5.4. Note that a positive construction in
English, e.g., one involvingfew, may be translated into a negative one in Japanese. Finally, the
case (e) is yet another special case.
For the remaining cases, we record the particle choices betweena a dga. As long aswa-
marking is used, even if it appears as non-subject or after other case particle such asni (dative),
we count it aswa-marking (see Section 5.4). In addition, if the entire phrase corresponding to
the English subject isdropped, it can be analyzed as a part of the theme and can be classified as
wa-marking, because no rheme can be dropped.
This process of recording translators’ particle choice is singly done by the author. Although
there is a possibility of errors and variability, we assume that this process is reasonably accurate.
In a sense, it is comparable to a task, in English, to identify a phrase in an utterance, corresponding
to a particular semantics (e.g., given a phrase in French), and to check its definiteness from the
determiner. It is difficult to automate this process because finding corresponding phrases in English
and Japanese from semantic representations requires much more than simple unification.
A summary of translators’ choice for Text 12 is shown in Table 7.2. The result appears consis-
tent although there are cases where translators opt for constructions withoutwa/ga marking.
Utterance Translator wa/ga choice
N A F I wa ga n/a
(ii ) wa wa wa wa 4 0 0
(iii ) ga n/a n/a n/a 0 1 3
(iv) ga ga ga n/a 0 3 1
(v) wa wadrop wa wadrop 4 0 0
(vi) wa n/a wa n/a 2 0 2
(vii) wa wa wa wa 4 0 0
(viii ) ga ga ga ga 0 4 0
(ix) wa wa wa wa 4 0 0
Table 7.2: Particle Choices by Human Translators (Text 12)
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The distribution ofwaandga for all the texts in the training data is shown in Table 7.3. At first
glance, this table may not appear very coherent. But we should note the following. The translators
have a great degree of freedom. A choice betweenwa andga surfaces as only one of the factors
involved in the process. Thus, the case of ‘n/a’ must be considered as non-commitment towa/ga
choice, and the difference among translators about the degree of commitment for choosing either
waor ga is not a concern here.
Translator wa ga n/a
N 89 15 5
A 79 10 20
F 85 4 20
I 57 14 38
Total = 109
Table 7.3: Particle Choices by Translators (Training Data)
The uneven distribution ofwa andga in the data (80 to 90% arewa) might lead one to think
thatwa is the default particle for the matrix-level subject andga is a special case. We have already
assumed the opposite position in Chapter 5. The predominance ofwa in the matrix environment is
a consequence of the tendency that matrix-level subjects are a part of the theme. Most of embedded
subjects are marked withga. The overall distribution including both matrix-level and embedded
subjects is much more even, as shown in Chapter 5.
Agreement among Translators
In order to analyze the agreement among translators in a standard way, we use theκ statistic,
following the procedure described in Siegel and Castellan [1988].5 Theκ statistic is developed for
nominally-scaled data where no ranking or interval is observed among data categories. The process
utilizes an agreement table like Table 7.2 as input and computes the level of agreement as a number
between 0 (no agreement; corresponding to a chance distribution) and 1 (perfect agreement). It
has also been found that for a large sample, theκ statistic distributes approximately normally.
Therefore, it is possible to estimate the significance of aκ statistic in terms of, in our case, az
score. Since theκ statistic simply scales from chance to perfect agreement, comparingκ statistics
5The standard reference for theκ statistic is Cohen [1960], and the extension for multiple raters is due to Fleiss
[1971].
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for different cases without reference to variance is meaningless.
We compute aκ statistic for the binary choice betweenwaandga, excluding ‘n/a’ cases. This
is because the agreement among translators about not to use these particles is not our concern. But,
then, we can only use the data where all translators choose eitherwaor ga.6 For example, in Table
7.2, Utterances (iii ), (iv), and (vi) are no longer available for the four-rater comparison.
First, theκ statistics and thezscores for the case of two-translator agreement is shown in Table
7.4. We observe that the agreement for the pair in boldface is significant(p< :05),7 but not for two
other cases. Both of the two cases involve the translator F. Thus, it seems that F is not in agreement
with the rest of the group. For this reason, the evaluation process requires multiple translators to
obtain a representative sample of the population of native Japanese speakers.
Translator N A F I
N  
κ
0:59/
z
2:69 0.42/1.56 0.46/2.31
A     0.46/1.65 0.39/1.71
F       0.19/0.77
I        
Table 7.4: Agreement between Two Translators (Training Data)
Theκ statistics and the correspondingzscores for the agreement among all four translators on
binary choice betweenwaandga is 0:38 withz= 1:98. Thus, we can conclude that the agreement
is significant(p< :05). We now justify to use the set of translations as a reasonably coherent
group for evaluation. Although choices betweenwaandgaby multiple subjects has been analyzed
in narrative context [e.g., Clancy and Downing, 1987; Maynard, 1987], there have been few reports
on particle choice agreement among translators. Thus, the present project also provides interesting
data for further study.
7.2.3 Evaluation Methodology
We are now in a position to evaluate the machine-generated predictions in comparison to the hu-
man translations. For the evaluation purpose, we construct a set oftarget particle choices for a
hypothetical translator from the translators’ data in the following way:
6We still include the dropping case, though.
7For α = :05, the cutoff point of the region of rejection isz= 1:64. Forα = :01, it isz= 2:32.
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(225) a. Choosewaas the target if the number of translators who choosewa is (i) more than one
and (ii) greater than those who choosega
b. Choosega as the target if the number of translators who choosega is (i) more than one
and is (ii) greater than those who choosewa
c. Otherwise, exclude the utterance from evaluation
This scheme is applicable to arbitrary number of translators. It excludes cases where only one
translator chooseswa/ga and those where the choice is a tie. After this process, we have 82
instances (90%) ofwaand 9 instances (10%) ofgaas the target data.
For evaluation, we use the measure of recall/precision commonly used in information retrieval
and other areas of computational linguistics. In our case, it is a measure of agreement between
the target particle choices (hypothetical translator) and the predictions of the system (or other
hypotheses). The definition is given as follows:
(226) a. Recall=
number ofcorrectly-predictedtarget data
number oftotal target data
b. Precision=
number ofcorrectly-predicted data
number oftotal predicted data
Recall/precision is calculated for several alternative hypotheses, as shown in Table 7.5.
wa (Target = 82) ga (Target = 9)
Predicted Recall Precision Predicted Recall Precision
Hypothesis Correct Total (%) (%) Correct Total (%) (%)
All wa 82 91
82=82=
100
82=91=
90 0 0
0=9
0
0=0=
n=a
Chance(random) 74 82 90 90 1 9 11 11
Discourse status only 26 26 32 100 9 65 100 14
Definiteness only 40 40 49 100 9 51 100 18
Proposed 73 73 89 100 9 18 100 50
Table 7.5: Comparison of Hypotheses on the Training Data
The trivial hypothesis ‘allwa’ happens to exhibit a high recall and precision onwa due to the
uneven distribution ofwa andga. It has nothing to say about the choice ofga. Even though the
absolute number of errors is only 9 and the lowest among the hypotheses, there is no information
about the distribution ofga and there is no room for improvement.
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The chance case is calculated as follows. Since the probability of awa occurrence is 90% for
the training data, the number ofwapredictions is 90% of the target number ofwa. Thus, we expect
74 instances of correct predictions. The number ofga predictions is 10% of the target number of
ga. Thus, only 1 instance of correct prediction is expected, which gives a very poor result.
For the hypothesis ‘discourse status only’, we assume that a process can predict particles for
the matrix-level subject. The procedure would consider the discourse status of the subject. But
we extend this slightly and assign particles for certain pronouns (e.g.,weand they) and domain-
specific nouns (e.g.,physicianandpatient) because these can be asserted in the initial context and
analyzed as discourse-old (as we do in our implementation). But we exclude any structural analysis
from this hypothesis. This hypothesis misses too many instances ofwa.
For the hypothesis ‘definiteness only’, the particle choice is applied only to the matrix-level
subject based on its information-structure status. This hypothesis only utilizes structural infor-
mation including definiteness on the subject. But pronouns and domain-specific nouns are also
included because they can be lexically identified. The hypothesis fails to identify many instances
of wamuch like the previous one.
Although the proposed algorithm is far from perfect, it performs better than the other hypothe-
ses. This is the only hypothesis that can predict bothwa andga-marking in a balanced way. The
remaining problem for our hypothesis is that there still are a substantial number of incorrect pre-
dictions ofga instances. We will discuss this problem shortly.
For the reasons of coverage and specification, we cannot directly compare the above results
with the previous computational approaches. For example, Hahn [1995] uses a partial parser, and
has limitations in recognizing different types of themes. Hajiˇcová et al. [1995] and Hoffman [1996]
cannot deal with realistic texts like ours. While Hoffman [1996] mentions the possibility of pro-
cessingINFERRABLE, no specification is provided. Therefore, we only point out that the ‘discourse
status only’ and the ‘definiteness only’ hypotheses are underlying mechanisms for Hahn’s [1995]
and Hajičová et al.’s [1995], respectively. Hahn’s algorithm may perform better than the ‘discourse
status only’ hypothesis because it has a limited inference mechanism. Hoffman’s [1996] algorithm
combines properties underlying both of these hypothesis, and would be the closest to ours only if
it is applicable to realistic data.
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Let us examine one more property of the proposed theory. Theκ statistic for the group of all
four translatorsand the system’s prediction is 0:33 with z= 2:09. This is a significant agreement
(p< :05), and inclusion of the predicted data even increases thez score (fromz= 1:98 for 4
translators). Thus, from a statistical point of view too, we may say that the prediction is on the
right track.
7.2.4 Analysis of Errors
The ‘errors’ found in the result of the training evaluation (9 of them) are all incorrect predictions
of ga for the translators’ choice ofwa. They can be classified into the following two types:
(227) a. Indefinite inferrable in (2-3), (3-5), (5-4), (5-10), (9-6), (14-3) (6 instances)
b. Discourse-initial accommodation in (6-2), (9-2), (16-2) (3 instances)
Each type is discussed in the following.
Indefinite Inferrable
This is by far the predominant type of errors. The following example taken from (3-5) illustrates
the case. The problematic subject is underline in the last utterance.
(228) i. Cheerleading Injuries: Patterns, Prevention, Case Reports
ii. Cheerleading began at the turn of the century when a University of Minnesota football
fan stood in his seat and led the crowd in a verse in support of their team.
iii. From that humble beginning has blossomed a competitive athletic activity that includes
nearly a million participants at the elementary, high school, college, and professional
levels.
iv. Cheerleading competitions are held at regional and national levels,
v. and trainingis a year-round activity.
In the last utterance, the system predictsga-marking because the grammatical subject is not
discourse-old, not specified in the domain-specific knowledge, and without linguistic marking for
contextual linking. But three translators choosewa-marking and only one choosesga-marking.
For human, it is most likely to infer the relation such as “cheerleadingrequires training”. Thus,
this can be considered an instance of indefinite inferrable. On the other hand,tr i ing inferred
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from cheerleading is not as specific as the relation between “the door” and “a house” as seen in
(51).
Other instances of grammatical subjects involving indefinite inferrable are listed below.
(229) a. “A fiberglass cast with a waterproof liner that “breathes”” inferrable from “A Water-
proof Cast Liner” in the title [translators’ choices betweenwa:ga:‘n/a’ is 3:0:1] (2-3)
b. “Musculoskeletal weakness, stiffness, and pain” inferrable from “unwelcome changes”
in the preceding utterance [translators’ choices 4:0:0] (5-4)
c. “reduced capacity for exercise” inferrable from “decreased mobility” in an earlier utter-
ance [translators’ choices 2:1:1] (5-10)
d. “Many researchers” inferrable from “sports medicine” in an earlier utterance [transla-
tors’ choices 2:1:1] (9-6)
e. “Exercise-related symptoms in the upper GI tract” inferrable from “Gastrointestinal
Disorders” in the title [translators’ choices 4:0:0] (14-3)
These inferrables are all specific to the domain of discussion. Thus, we could capture the above
inferrable cases within the domain-specific knowledge. But the use of domain-specific knowledge
in our theory is toboundgeneral inference. As soon as we include this type of inference within
domain-specific knowledge, there is a danger of re-introducing general inference in our theory.
Thus, at this point, we accept errors of this kind and leave the problem with inference as a whole
for future work.
Discourse-Initial Accommodation
The second type of errors can be seen in the following example from (6-2):
(230) i. (title) Field Splinting of Suspected Fractures: Preparation, Assessment, and Application
ii. Initial on-site management of serious musculoskeletal injuriescan pose a number of di-
agnostic and treatment challenges for the team physician.
No properties of our theory can be used to analyze the underlined subject as a part of the theme
and thusga-marking is predicted. The agreement among the translators is perfect (all 4 translators
chosewa) for all three discourse-initial subjects that are predicted forga. An obvious possibility is
that even with the presence of the title, a discourse-initial matrix subject can be accommodated. In
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addition, discourse-initial accommodation has a simple mechanical solution because its position
can be identified with an extremely simple kind of discourse structure. But, since we exclude the
discussion of discourse structure in general, we leave these errors as they appear.
7.2.5 Possibility of Extending the Evaluation
Let us next discuss the possibility of evaluating information-structure status of elements other than
matrix-level subjects.
First, it is more difficult to usewa-marking for evaluation of the information-structure status on
arguments other than subject. As we have discussed in Section 5.4, a thematic object may receive
wa-marking only when the subject is notwa-marked and the object is ‘fronted’ (possibly including
the vacuous case at the matrix level) or the object becomes a subject by passivization or use of an
unaccusative verb. Considering the fact that 80-90% of subjects arewa-marked, there is little room
for other elements to be fronted and get aw . But, there is one example involving this case (7-4).
(231) a. (Translators A and I)
The original utterance inEnglish: Predisposing factors can put [many active patients]wa
at risk.
Their translation inJapanese(literally translated back into English):Many active pa-
tients have risk due to predisposing factors.
b. (System) [Predisposing factors can put many active patients]Rheme[at risk.]Theme(incor-
rect)
The system correctly analyzes that the original subject is a part of the rheme. But the analysis for
the rest of the utterance is incorrect. The reason “at risk” is incorrectly analyzed as a theme is as
follows. The nounrisk is currently assigned as a two-place noun, i.e., as “risk of something” (see
Section 3.3). Without an argument PP, it is assigned a contextual-link status. This status is pro-
jected through the preposition. At the same time, the system correctly identifies the contextual-link
status of “many active patients” by projecting the domain-specific knowledge through adjective
and non-definite determiner. There is a stage where the following three components are identified
(CL andNL stand for contextual link and non-contextual link).
(232) [Predisposing factors can put]NL [many active patients]CL [at risk.]CL
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Due to the incorrect status on “at risk”, the system fails to project the middleCL to the final
structured meaning. If the last two CL’s could combine into a single CL, “many active patients at
risk”, this case would result in a “Rheme Theme” pattern where the combined CL is the theme.
But, since “at risk” is only available as an argument of the verb, this possibility is rejected. The
only remaining possibility is that the rightmost CL gives rise to the sole CL of the matrix clause.
There is another possibility: similar patterns of object-to-subject conversion may end up with
ga-marking. The following example (3-6) demonstrates such a case. Note that the Japanese trans-
lation is literally translated back into English in all of the following examples.
(233) a. (Translators F and N)
English: Cheerleading routines can include [gymnastic elements, tumbling runs, part-
ner stunts, pyramid formations, and dance routines.]ga
Japanese: Among cheerleading routines, there are gymnastic elements, tumbling runs,
partner stunts, pyramid formations, and dance routines.
b. (System) [Cheerleading routines]T heme[can include gymnastic elements, tumbling runs,
partner stunts, pyramid formations, and dance routines.]Rheme
The system’s analysis is consistent with thega-marking on the subject in Japanese (the original
subject iswa-marked after postpositioni as an adverbial). There are several more examples of this
kind. In addition,ga-marking on adjectival complements and that-complement are also observed
and predicted as a part of the rheme.
An interesting case ofwa-marking is found in the following example (10-7):
(234) a. (Translators N, A, and I)
English: With that in mind, the focus of [this paper]wa is on injury assessment and
detection.
Japanese: With that in mind, this paper places the focus on injury assessment and
detection.
b. (System) [With that in mind, the focus of this paper]T heme[is on injury assessment and
detection.]Rheme
In this case, only the complement of a preposition within the subject is extracted andwa-marked
in Japanese. This is not inconsistent with the system’s prediction, but excluded from the evaluation
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because the subject NP in English does not appear as a constituent in Japanese. There are a few
more examples of this type.
There is another case where even a verb in English is nominalized andga-marked (10-4).
(235) a. (Translator F)
English: Though athletes can often function at a high level after an undiagnosed PCL
injury, untreated injuries may [result]ga in disability years later.
Japanese: Though ..., without treating injuries, the result of being disabled may occur
years later.
b. (System) [Though athletes can often function at a high level after an undiagnosed PCL
injury, untreated injuries]T heme[may result in disability years later.]Rheme
The system’s analysis is again consistent with thega-marking.
Although adverbials cannot bega-marked, they can bewa-marked, as in the following example
(7-5).
(236) a. (Translators A and I) [Especially in 18- to 40-year-olds,]wa these include close contact
with a number of people (as in team travel or dormitory living), time of year, possible
overtraining, and being debilitated from hectic schedules that leave little time for sleep.
b. (System) [Especially in 18- to 40-year-olds, these]T heme[include close contact with a
number of people (as in team travel or dormitory living), time of year, possible over-
training, and being debilitated from hectic schedules that leave little time for sleep.]Rheme
Several similar cases are observed. There is an example ofwa-marking on an utterance-initial
if -clause. These are consistent with our hypothesis that utterance-initial modifiers are a part of the
theme.
The occurrence of these cases are limited and we could not collect a sufficient number in a
small-scale evaluation like ours. But the above examples demonstrate that the proposed theory of
information structure is not limited to grammatical subjects and the result could be evaluated with
more data.
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7.3 Evaluation of the Theory Using the Test Data
We now face the test data. Naturally, our expectation is that the properties observed for the training
data generalize to the test data. This section describes the preparation, and then presents and
discusses the results.
7.3.1 Extension of the System for the Test Data
First of all, we must be clear that our case of the evaluation on test data cannot be directly compared
to tests commonly practiced by corpus-based approaches. In their case, systems are trained on
millions of words and tested on another set of large data. Once a system is trained, it is used for
testing without any modification. In our case, the system is designed for only 16 texts, and is being
tested against another 8 texts. Since the lexical and grammatical coverage for 16 texts is no way
general enough to cover another 8 texts, it is inevitable that the lexicon and grammatical features
will need to be extended for the test data. Since information-structure-related specifications are
also encoded in the lexicon, the way we extend the systemaffectsthe result of the evaluation. At
this stage of developing and conducting an evaluation for an information-structure analyzer, this
situation seems unavoidable. Nevertheless, we expect to demonstrate that the core of the theory
and implementation with respect to information structure generalizes to a new data set.
Due to the complexity of contextual-link and structured-meaning analysis, the implementation
for the training data is still underspecified in many respects. During the course of the extension,
instantiation of such specifications becomes necessary. This demonstrates the system’s capability
to accommodate a new data set within the design criteria.
Extension of the system is mostly confined to a single file to delineate what is beingadded.
The following is a summary of the extension.
(237) a. The test data contains 1203 words, an approximately 52% increase of the training data
set with 2314 words.
b. The number of lexical entries (i.e., ‘word’ entries) increased by 291 (33%) from 883.
Among the original, 56 are modified.
c. The number of lexical category assignments increased by 28 (15%) from 190. Among
the original, 23 are modified.
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d. The following are added to the initial context:we, others, many(as a pronoun)
e. The following is added to the composition of structured meaning:
“hCL1; i+ hCL2;NL2iNL CL ) hCL1;NL0iCL NL” for the case where the following
stronger condition fails “hCL1; i+ hCL2;NL2iNL CL) hCL0;NL2iCL NL”8
Since the data size increased by 52%, a change of 52% means no generalization while 0%
change means perfect generalization. Naturally, a lexicon of this small size could not generalize
to an additional data set. Many new words need to be added. Many of the changes to the existing
lexical entries are due to additional subcategorizations that were not initially specified. There
are cases where information-structure related features such asimplicit arg=req for two-place
nouns anddenom=yes for denominal adjectives (see Fig. 6.3 on page 180) are adjusted when these
features were not initially specified.
Lexical category assignment shows some generalization (15%). Most of them are additional
verb subcategorizations and modification frameworks for adverbs. The changes made to the exist-
ing lexical assignments are correction for syntactic/semantic reasons or specifications of contextual-
link projection that was originally not given.
The basic grammatical framework stays. Most of the components related to the information-
structure and contextual-link processing stay as in the original.
7.3.2 Results
For the test data, we gained two translators and have a total of six. The distribution of particle
choice is shown in Table 7.6. The balance betweenwa andga is slightly more even for this data
set.
Theκ statistics and the correspondingz scores for two-translator agreement is shown in Table
7.7. We observe that the agreement for the pairs in boldface is significant(p< :05), but not for
the other cases. In this case, translator I seems in least agreement with the rest of the group. Note
that for the training data, F (not I) was in least agreement with the group. Thus, this situation again
warns us about individual variation and requires us to use the data collectively.
Let us now turn to the level of agreement as a group. Theκ statistic for all six translators on
binary choices betweenwaandga is 0:44 with z= 2:25 (z= 1:98 for the training data). Thus, we
8Here,NL0 is a composition ofCL2 andNL2, andCL0 is a composition ofCL1 andCL2.
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Translator wa ga n/a
N 45 8 4
A 35 10 12
F 39 5 13
I 24 11 22
K 38 9 10
U 37 9 11
Total = 57
Table 7.6: Particle Choices by Translators (Test Data)
Translator N A F I K U
N  
κ
0:60/
z
2:50 0.48/1.67 0.28/1.14 0.55/2.36 0.44/1.83
A     0.25/0.89 0.26/1.07 0.54/2.09 0.48/1.93
F       0.16/0.60 0.47/1.66 0.36/1.15
I         0.27/1.12 0.31/1.23
K           0.36/1.40
U            
Table 7.7: Agreement between Two Translators (Test Data)
conclude that the agreement is significant(p< :05), which justifies the use of the set of translations
for evaluation as a group.
We adopt the same criterion (225) to set up the target particle choice. The result of the com-
parison among alternative hypotheses (same criteria) is shown in Table 7.8.
wa (Target = 44) ga (Target = 7)
Predicted Recall Precision Predicted Recall Precision
Hypothesis Correct Total (%) (%) Correct Total (%) (%)
All wa 44 51 100 86 0 0 0 n/a
Chance 38 44 86 86 1 6 14 14
Discourse status only 14 14 32 100 7 37 100 19
Definiteness only 23 23 52 100 7 28 100 25
Proposed 36 37 82 97 6 14 86 43
Proposed (training)     89 100     100 50
Table 7.8: Comparison of Hypotheses on the Test Data
This resulting pattern in Table 7.8 parallels that in Table 7.5. The first two hypotheses cannot
predict the occurrence ofga-marking. The hypotheses “discourse-status only” and “definiteness
only” cannot collect a sufficient number ofwa-markings. The proposed theory is again far from
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perfect and the recall/precision figures are slightly worse than those for the training data. But they
are substantially better than the other hypotheses compared in the table. Theκ statistic for the
group of all six translatorsand the machine prediction is 0:31 with z= 1:84. Thus, we conclude
that the agreement still results in a significant level(p< :05). From this, we can conclude that the
proposed theory generalizes to a new data set reasonably well.
7.3.3 Discussion
Analysis of Errors
In the result, there is 1 error of incorrect prediction ofwa and 8 errors of incorrect predictions
of ga. The latter includes 4 cases of indefinite inferrables and 1 case of discourse-initial accom-
modation, and 2 more cases that may be classified both indefinite inferrable and discourse-initial
accommodation. These cases are basically the same as we have discussed for the training data. In
the following, we discuss two new types of errors (1 incorrectwa and 1 incorrectga prediction)
in detail. This is to explore even further development of the proposed theory, which has basically
met our expectations.
The first (18-6) is the case of incorrectwaprediction. The problematic subject is underlined in
the last utterance.
(238) i. Stress Urinary Incontinence in Women: Removing the Barriers to Exercise
ii. A growing number of women are exercising and thereby gaining benefits ranging from
an improved sense of well-being to increased cardiovascular endurance, musculoskele-
tal strength, and mobility.
iii. But as more women have formed the exercise habit, more attention has been focused on
complaints of stress urinary incontinence (SUI) during physical activity.
iv. The prevalence of SUI was suggested by a recent survey in which 28% of a group of
nulliparous elite athletes reported experiencing the problem during exercise.
v. For women who are troubled by incontinence while working out, effective treatment
may be essential to enable them to continue their regimen.
vi. Thus an understanding of SUI and the wide range of available treatmentsis important
for fitness-oriented physicians.
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All translators have chosenga-marking. Let us first trace the system’s analysis. It first detects the
discourse-old status ofSUI and the definiteness of “the wide range of available treatments”. The
coordination of these conjuncts thus results in a contextual link. This status is projected through the
prepositionof, to the N+PP combination. A composition of an indefinite article and a contextual
link is, at this point, analyzed as a generic and set as a contextual link. This puts the subject as a
part of the theme, and predictswa. Since all the translators chosega-marking for thewa-prediction
of the system, we must suspect the system’s prediction, i.e., our conjecture about indefinite generic
(p. 68) in particular. This shows a benefit of a mechanical procedure for objective evaluation.
On the other hand, we may also investigate other possibilities. The problematic subject is
a fairly complex NP. In this regard, it is different from the simple case of an indefinite generic
discussed on page 68. We need finer conditions for analyzing indefinite generics.
Interestingly, we have a very similar use of indefinite in the following example (20-8).
(239) i. Overuse Injuries in Children and Adolescents
ii. The benefits of regular exercise are not limited to adults.
iii. Youth athletic programs provide opportunities to improve self-esteem, acquire leader-
ship skills and self-discipline, and develop general fitness and motor skills.
iv. Peer socialization is another important, though sometimes overlooked, benefit.
v. Participation, however, is not without injury risk.
vi. While acute trauma and rare catastrophic injuries draw much attention, overuse injuries
are increasingly common.
vii. Diagnostic and treatment efforts should focus on how the injury developed and consider
issues that are unique to growing athletes.
viii. An understanding of these conceptsrovides the basis for making specific
injury-prevention recommendations.
Naturally, the system does basically the same thing and predicts awa. In this case, three translators
have chosenwa, two ga, and one chose a different construction. According to our criterion (225),
the target for this case is set aswa, and thus this case is evaluated as correct. One possible analysis
is that the property of the predicate affects the information structure. For example, “is important”
might set the subject as a rheme.
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The other case of an error is the following (20-4).
(240) i. Overuse Injuries in Children and Adolescents
ii. The benefits of regular exercise are not limited to adults.
iii. Youth athletic programs provide opportunities to improve self-esteem, acquire leader-
ship skills and self-discipline, and develop general fitness and motor skills.
iv. Peer socializationis another important, though sometimes overlooked, benefit.
The system predictsga-marking. Three translators have chosenwa-marking and the other three
used constructions where nowa/ga choice is available. Thus, the target is chosen asw . Two
translators have chosenmo-marking (also or too), which is natural considering the presence of
anotherin the predicate.
Although I did not classify the subject “peer socialization” as an indefiniteINFERRABLE, one
may do so. In fact, the three translators who chosewa-marking are likely to have considered it
that way. Our theory does not have a specification for the phrase “nother X”, but this phrase
seems special in the following way. When we say “nother X”, it is likely that there is some
X already in the context. In this regard, “another X” may well be anINFERRABLE. If “ peer
socialization” is BRAND-NEW and “another X” is INFERRABLE, the theory predicts “Rheme 
Theme”. If both components areINFERRABLEs, the prediction is ambiguous between “Theme 
Rheme” and “Rheme Theme”. Thus, like other clearly inferrable cases, the present analysis faces
the difficulty associated withINFERRABLES.
Applicability to a New Domain
The evaluation process shows that the lexicon and, to some extent, the grammar needs to be ad-
justed for a new data set in the same domain. The possibility of applying the present theory/system
to information-structure analysis to a new domain is a natural question we need to address. But
let us still limit ourselves to expository texts because most applications for expository texts today,
e.g., reference resolution algorithms, are not automatically applicable to, say, spoken discourse.
The present theory of information structure specifically includes domain-specific knowledge
as a component. Thus, this component must be adjusted for a new domain. For example, for
the domain of financial news, the assumption for medical case reports is no longer applicable.
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That is, physicians and patients are not in general situationally available. But it is likely that the
other components, i.e., discourse status and linguistic marking of contextual links, remain as we
analyzed. The evaluation method presented in this chapter is of course available for testing such a
hypothesis.
7.4 Summary
We develop an evaluation method for the training data set and apply its extension to a test data set.
The results demonstrate that the proposed theory performs better than other alternative hypothe-
sis underlying previous implementations of information-structure analyzers, and that the results
extend to a new data set. We thus conclude that the theory of information structure and its imple-
mentation exhibit a reasonable level of generality.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Summary
In computational applications such as machine translation, speech generation, and writing assis-
tance, the effect of information structure is critical for contextually appropriate processing of natu-
ral language. This thesis focuses on the problem of identifying information structure in expository
texts.
But, as we review in Chapter 2, the existing analyses of information structure cannot directly
be applied to the Identification Problem. They basically do not address the problem, and are not
sufficiently explicit for the purposes of formalization and implementation either. The computa-
tional proposals directly responding to the problem are mostly not applied to realistic texts and do
not provide an evaluation method.
Our response to this situation is to propose an explicit theory of information structure, for-
malize and implement it, and evaluate the result with respect to an independent observation. In
Chapter 3, we develop a theory of information structure with the Identification Problem in mind.
The main hypothesis is that information structure is a semantic composition between a theme and a
rheme and the theme is necessarily contextually-linked. Following the Montagovian tradition, we
analyze instances of semantic composition along the syntactic derivation. This way, the analysis
of contextual links in an utterance can be used to identify a information structure of the utterance.
The present approach captures the properties of contextual linking in terms of logic-external prop-
erties: discourse status, primitive domain-specific knowledge, and linguistic marking. Each of
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these properties is precisely described.
For two potential problems with binomial partition of information structure, i.e., non-traditional
constituency and discontiguous information structure, we adopt a flexible notion of constituency
recognized by Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) and an additional degree of freedom
gained by structured meanings compositionally built for CCG constituents as semantic representa-
tions.
To establish the connection between the proposed theory and a practical implementation, we
formally describe the theory, including the specification of contextual links and structured mean-
ings, within an extended form of the CCG framework (Chapter 4). We also show that variants of
CCGs are comparable to the related formalisms with respect to generative capacity and theoretical
parsing efficiency.
For the evaluation purpose, we take advantage of the particle choice problem in English-
Japanese translation. Chapter 5 provides the basis for this approach by investigating the Japanese
particlewaand other case markers, and the function of long-distance fronting in detail. After iden-
tifying several exceptional cases, we analyze thatw andga at the matrix level mark (a part of)
theme and rheme, respectively.
The next step is to provide a procedure to identify information structure. In Chapter 6, we first
show the practicality of our CCG parser, and then implement the specification of contextual linking
and information structure. There are certain procedural aspects associated with our information-
structure analysis. These are introduced in a modular fashion, and can be considered reasonable
through the examination of the experiment (training) data. As the last step of the mechanical
procedure involved in the current project, we apply the analysis of Japanese and predict particle
choices for matrix subjects based on the identified information structure.
Finally, the crucial element of this thesis is the evaluation of the theory (Chapter 7). The
methodology is to compare the particle predictions made by the system and human translations.
We first develop our evaluation method using the training data, and then show that the theory gener-
alizes to previously-withheld data. This demonstrates that the proposed theory is an improvement
over the alternative hypotheses underlying the existing computational approaches, and that the
proposed theory generalizes to new data.
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Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is a demonstration, including an evaluation on test materials
withheld from the development set, that information structure can be correctly interpreted and
used in practical applications such as machine translation for limited domains. This development
advances the state where the notion of information structure has rarely escaped the intuition of
some researchers.
The first crucial step in this demonstration is to squarely face the Identification Problem. Like
other computational approaches to the Identification Problem, but, unlike most theoretical work in
linguistics, the current proposal can directly connect the result of the project to practical applica-
tions.
The present work is distinguished from other computational approaches in that the results are
evaluated based on an independently-observable phenomenon. As a consequence, the readers can
judge for themselves whether or not the main point of the thesis (10) holds. The same does not
apply to the previous computational approaches simply because they do not provide an evaluation
procedure. Their results often appear arbitrary, and cannot really be judged for this reason. The
presented evaluation method is limited to matrix subject positions, and the accuracy is still not
very high. But it can be extended to a wider range of utterance components as shown in Chapter
7, and other languages can be used for the same purpose. Thus, we can increase the coverage and
the accuracy of the evaluation beyond what is presented here.
The thesis also covers a wider range of linguistic constructions, including various real-text
properties, than previous work. Although the lexicon and the grammar still need to be extended,
the information-structure analysis can be applied to a new set of realistic texts for further evalua-
tion with little adjustment in terms of the theory of information structure. Thus, we have overcome
Levinson’s [1983] skepticism about the applicability of information-structure analysis for an arbi-
trarily complex linguistic structure.
There is one other factor associated with the main contribution. That is, the theory is made
sufficiently explicit so that it is readily formalized and implemented as a procedure. This devel-
opment contrasts with the situation where most theoretical works in linguistics are at a level that
does not easily allow formalization and implementation. It also contrasts with most computational
approaches, which lack the connection between their procedure and linguistic theories.
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In addition to the above, the thesis contributes several points to the field of computational lin-
guistics. By adopting a grammar-based parser, albeit one that is rather flexible in terms of dealing
with constituency, the implementation of the theory retains the ability of precisely capturing var-
ious syntactic and semantic properties, and can integrate pragmatic factors in a straightforward
manner. This provides a precise connection between utterance-level linguistic description and cer-
tain discourse-level concepts.
As a backbone of the system, we developed a practical parser for the CCG framework, over-
coming the potential problem of spurious ambiguity. This point should remove the skepticism
surrounding parsing CCG.
The thesis develops a comprehensive formalization and implementation of structured mean-
ings. This not only captures the informational contrast present at every step of derivation, but also
provides a platform for other properties including ‘contrast’ in a more general way than existing
applications of structured meaning.
Finally, we provide an analysis of Japanese from the view point of a modern information-
structure analysis. The functions of Japanese particles and long-distance fronting have been under
discussion for a long time. Unfortunately, even the current literature does not fully reflect the recent
advancement in studies of information structure and referential status. The current work updates
this situation and provides materials useful for language-specific and cross-linguistic analyses. In
addition, through the discussion on both English and Japanese in terms of information structure
and contextual linking, we are able to relate certain underlying mechanisms of various pragmatic
functions.
Future Directions
One natural continuation of the present work is to integrate the information-structure analyzer with
the applications discussed in the Introduction. For example, in most machine translation projects,
a parser is already built in. While not all types of parsers can recognize constituents as flexibly
as CCG parsers can, we may still use the derived linguistic structure and identify information
structure based on the present approach. Then, the results can be used for prediction of particles in
Japanese and word order in, e.g., Turkish.
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Another application that I have a great interest is a Computer-Assisted Writing system, which
can analyze text readability with respect to information structure. During the development of
the present thesis, we seriously considered this project as an application domain and proposed a
prototype (Section 2.4). A preliminary result on analyzing journal abstracts gives an impression
that this application would make a noble, useful tool for writers. But the idea was not pursued for
the present thesis because of the difficulty with evaluation. But I still consider this as an interesting
long-term project.
The evaluation method proposed in the present work concentrates on the information-structure
status of grammatical subjects. We may extend this to components other than subjects as briefly
touched on in Chapter 7. We may also use other languages that marks information structure dif-
ferently from the way it is done in Japanese. Since the linguistic marking of information structure
in a single language by no means covers all the constructions, a multi-lingual analysis seems to be
required for a more complete coverage.
Another direction is to use larger-scale parallel corpora available on the Internet. We have seen
that the current accuracy of the prediction is at a level comparable to the individual variation (for
unconstrained translation). Thus, using a larger number of texts written by different individuals
may yield similar results without obtaining multiple translations.
As we mentioned in Section 2.1, there is a related problem of identifying definiteness in En-
glish encountered in an application such as Japanese-English machine translation. Our position
is that the definiteness-identification problem is distinct from the Identification Problem for infor-
mation structure. But there is a great deal of overlap. Both problems contain basically the same
components: definiteness marking, contextual linking, and information structure. It is interesting
to see how much the present theory can tell about the relation between the two, both shared and
distinct elements.
The present thesis separates important areas of reference, inference, and discourse structure.
Further exploration about the connection between information structure and these areas is a chal-
lenging but exciting future work.
Finally, the analysis of the present work may also apply to second-language education both
in English and Japanese. A student of Japanese may learn certain concrete information about
the use of particles, which is often perceived difficult or vague. A student of English may learn
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the functions of various constructions in terms of a fairly small number of properties including
contextual linking.
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Appendix A
Generative Power and Parsing
Efficiency of CCG-GTRC
In Section 4.1.4, we briefly touched on generative power and parsing efficiency for CCG involv-
ing Generalized Type-Raised Categories (CCG-GTRC). This Section explores these properties in
detail based on two technical reports [Komagata, 1997d; Komagata, 1997b] (with minor revision
on the notation). The main points are that a restricted version of CCG-GTRC is equivalent to the
standard CCG, and that CCG-GTRC is polynomially parsable theoretically and practically. The
results have also been presented as Komagata [1997c] and Komagata [1997a].
This section is organized as follows. Subsection A.1 motivates and introduces the formal
framework of CCG-GTRC. Subsection A.2 proves the equivalence of CCG-GTRC and standard
CCG under specific conditions. Subsections A.3 and A.4 discuss theoretical and practical results,
respectively, on polynomial parsing for CCG-GTRC.
A.1 CCG with Generalized Type-Raised Categories
Motivation: Unbounded NP Sequence
In languages including Japanese, a NP sequence can form a constituent for coordination and ex-
traction as seen in Section 4.1.4. A similar type of constituent can also be formed of NPs extracted
from different levels of embedding, as in the following example:
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(1) Japanese: Rinyouzai-wa natoriumu-ni,β syadanzai-wa koukan sinkei kei-ni,
kankei-no aru kouketuatu-no hito-ni kikimasu.
Gloss: fDiuretic-TOP sodium-DATg & fβ blocker-TOP sympathetic nervous system-DATg
relevance-GEN exist hypertension-GEN person-DAT effective.
Translation: “Diuretic is effective for the person with hypertension related to sodium, andβ blocker
[is for the person with hypertension related] to sympathetic nervous system.”
The underlined part is another instance of non-traditional constituent, which includes an extraction
from the relative clause. Its structure is schematically shown as follows:1
(2) [t1 hypertension2-GEN person-DAT effective.]
[t2 t3 relevance-GEN exist]
As we have seen in (130) on page 102 (Subsection 4.1.4), NP sequence in Japanese can form a
category of the formS=((SnNP)nNP). Assuming that the competence grammar does not place a
bound on the levels of embedding [Miller and Chomsky, 1963], we may have unboundedly-many
extractions [Becker et al., 1991; Rambow and Joshi, 1994; Rambow, 1994]. Since no systematic
constraint has been identified for the bound on the composition of such extracted constituents,
we also assume that these constituents can compose without a limit, potentially resulting in an
unboundedly-long NP sequence. As in the case of embedding, the degraded acceptability of long
sequences can be attributed to performance issues. These assumptions calls for an infinite set of
type-raised categories such as(SnXn:::nX1)=((SnXn:::nX1)nNP) associated with NP. We capture
this polymorphic situation by using variables as inT=(TnNP).
The formal properties of the standard CCGs not involving variable (CCG-Std) are relatively
well-studied (see Section 4.1.5). But the use of variables can destroy these properties. For exam-
ple, Hoffman [1993] showed that a grammar involving categories of the form(Tnx)=(Tny) can
generate a languageanbncndnen, which no mildly context-sensitive grammar can generate. The
use of variables in the coordination schema “x+ conj x) x” is also believed to generate a language
(wc)n beyond LIG’s power [Weir, 1988]. At a level higher in the scale, Becker et al. [1991], Ram-
bow and Joshi [1994], and Hoffman [1995] propose formalisms that are more powerful than the
standard CCG to account for ‘doubly’-unbounded scrambling. ‘Doubly’-unbounded scrambling
has the following properties: (i) there is no bound on the distance of scrambling and (ii) there is no
1The use of traceti is for illustration purposes only. The current approach does not assume the notion of gap or
movement as the theories which employ trace.
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bound on the number of unbounded dependencies in one sentence. As we know that full context-
sensitive capacity is too powerful to be a formal model of natural language syntax [e.g., Savitch,
1987], it is essential to identify the generative power of the formalism that interests us.
Component: Generalized Type-Raised Categories
CCG-GTRC involves the class of constant categories (Const) and the class of Generalized Type-
Raised Categories (GTRC).
A constant (derivable) categoryc can always be represented asFjan:::ja1 whereF is an atomic
target category andai ’s with their directionality arearguments. We use ‘A; :::;Z’ for atomic,
constant categories, ‘a; :::;z’ for possibly complex, constant categories, and ‘j’ as a meta-variable
for directional slashesf=;ng. Categories are in the ‘result-leftmost’ representation and associate
left. Thus, we usually writeF jan:::ja1 for (:::(Fjan) :::ja1). We call ‘jai :::jaj ’ a sequence(of
arguments). The length of a sequence is defined as
jai :::ja1= i while the null sequence is defined
to have the length 0. Thus, an atomic constant category is considered a category with the target
category with the null sequence. We may also use the term ‘sequence’ to represent an ordered
set of categories such as ‘c1; :::;c2’ but these two uses can be distinguished by the context. The
standard CCGs (CCG-Std) solely utilize the class of Const.
GTRC is a generalization ofLexical Type-Raised Category(LTRC). A LTRC has the form
T
T
=
n

T
n
=
a

jbi :::jb1 associated with a lexical categoryajbi :::jb1 where
T
T is a variable over categories
with the atomic target categoryT. The target indication may be dropped when it is not crucial or
all the atomic categories are allowed for the target. We assume the order-preserving form of LTRC
using the following notation. ‘=
n
’ and ‘n
=
’ indicate that either set of slashes in the upper or the lower
tier can be chosen but a mixture such as ‘=’ and ‘=’ is prohibited [see Steedman, 1991b for a re-
lated discussion].GTRC is defined as having the form ofT =
n
(T jam:::ja2 n=a1| {z }) jbn:::jb1| {z }
inner sequence outer sequence
resulting from compositions of LTRCs wherem 1, n 0, and the directional constraint is car-
ried over from the involved LTRCs. When the directionality is not critical, we may simply write a
GTRC asTj(Tjam:::ja2ja1)jbn:::jb1. Forgtrc = Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb1, we definejgtrcj = n+1,
ignoring the underspecified valency of the variable. Note that the introduction of LTRCs in the
lexicon is non-recursive and thus does not suffer from the problem of the overgeneration discussed
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by Carpenter [1991].
These categories can be combined by combinatory rule schemata. Rules of (forward) “gener-
alized functional composition” have the following form:2
(3) x=y yjzk:::jz1 =) xjzk:::jz1 (>Bk)
functor category input category result category
The integer ‘k’ in this schema is bounded bykmax specific to the grammar, as in CCG-Std.3
Rules of functional application, “x=y y) x”, can be considered a special case of (3) where
the sequencezi ’s is null. We say “the combination of ‘x=y’ and ‘yjzk:::jz1’ derives xjzk:::jz1”, and
“xjzk:::jz1 generatesthe string of nonterminals ‘x=y;yjzk:::jz1’ or the string of terminals ‘ab”’ where
the terminalsa andb are associated withx=y andyjzk:::jz1, respectively. The case with backward
rules is analogous.
The use of variable for polymorphic type drew attention of researchers working on Lambek
calculus [Moortgat, 1988; Emms, 1993]. In particular, Emms showed decidability for an extension
called Polymorphic Lambek Calculus. The use of variables in the current formulation is limited to
type raising. This reflects the intuition about the choice of rules based on ‘combinators’ [Steedman,
1988]. But, otherwise, we do not assume that categories are wildly polymorphic.
One way to represent this situation is to use two distinct subclasses of the type ‘category’
constructed as follows:
(4) Type construction Example
a: const(Target, Arguments) Fnan:::na1 7! const(F;nan:::na1)
b: gtrc(Target, IDir, ISeq, OSeq)
T
T=(Tnam:::na1)nbn:::nb1 7! gtrc(T;=;nam:::na1;nbn:::nb1)
Such type construction can be defined in ML as follows:
(5) datatype target A | B | C ... (* atomic categories *)
datatype dir left | right
datatype complex_cat = Complex of target * arg
and arg = Arg of dir * complex_cat (* mutually recursive *)
datatype seq = Seq of arg list
datatype cat = Const of target * seq
2Vijay-Shanker and Weir [1994] call the functor and input categories as ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ components,
respectively.
3Weir [1988] comments that the categorial grammars defined by Friedman and Venkatesan [1986] is more powerful
than CCGs due to no bound onk.
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| GTRC of target * dir * seq * seq
Then, we can define the combinatory rules on instantiated categories. Theoretically, no unification
of variable is required although our implementation based on the proposed formalism uses variable
unification for convenience. Although dealing with a greater number of cases is tedious, the tech-
nique is straightforward. This leads to a favorable result that CCG-GTRC is not only decidable but
also polynomially recognizable.
Composition Involving GTRCs
Inclusion of GTRCs calls for a thorough examination of each combinatory case depending on the
involved category classes. All the possible combination of category classes are described below.
Some cases are subdivided furthermore. Although the traditional categorial representation is used
below, the complete description for the constructor format can be defined. A summary of the cases
is given in Table A.1. In the following, a combination of two constant categories is written as
Const+Const. Note that all of the following cases are written for ‘>Bk’ and the other direction is
analogous.
(6) Const+Const: a=b cjdk:::jd1 =) ajdk:::jd1
(7) GTRC+Const
a. Functor GTRC has an outer sequence:
Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 cjdk:::jd1 =) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2jdk:::jd1
Example:Tn(T=PP)=NP NP =) Tn(T=PP)
b. Functor GTRC has no outer sequence:
T=(Tjam:::ja2na1) c
q
c0jcm:::jc1
jdk:::jd1 =) c0jdk:::jd1
Example:T=(TnNPnNP) SnNPnNP =) S
(8) Const+GTRC
a. k< jinputj:
a=b Tj(Tjcm:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+1jdk:::jd1 =) ajdk:::jd1
Example:(S=(SnNPnNP))n(S=(SnNPnNP))=(S=(SnNPnNP)) T=(TnNPnNP)
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! (S=(SnNPnNP))n(S=(SnNPnNP))
b. k= jinputj (andk 1):
a=b Tj(Tjcm:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1 =) aj(bjcm:::jc1    !
unbounded
)jdk 1:::jd1
Example:S=S T=(TnNPnNP) =) S=(SnNPnNP)
c. k> jinputj (andk 2):
a=b T0jT1j(T0jT1jcm:::jc1)jdk 2:::jd1 =) ajT1
"
j(b
residual
jT1jcm:::jc1    !
unbounded
)jdk 2:::jd14
(9) GTRC+GTRC
a. Functor GTRC has an outer sequenceand jinputj> k:
Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+1jdk:::jd1
=) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2jdk:::jd1
b. Functor GTRC has an outer sequenceand jinputj= k (andk 1):
Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1
=) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2j(b1jcp:::jc1    !
unbounded
)jdk 1:::jd1
c. Functor GTRC has an outer sequenceand jinputj< k (andk 2):
Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 U0jU1j(U0jU1jcp:::jc1)jdk 2:::jd1
=) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2jU1
"
j(b1
residual
jU1jcp:::jc1    !
unbounded
)jdk 2:::jd1
d. The functor GTRC has no outer sequenceand jinputj> k:
(i) T spans greater thanU (T= Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+m+1):5
T=(Tjam:::ja2na1) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+m+1| {z }
T
jdk+m:::jdk+1| {z }
jam:::na1
jdk:::jd1
=) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)       !
inner seq of GTRC
jdn:::jdk+m+1jdk:::jd1
Example:T=(TnNP) U=(UnPP)nNP =) U=(UnPP)
4
T could also be decomposed intoT0jTk:::jT1 for a largerk but all of them share the same characteristics with the
above scheme.
5Here, the most general unifier is considered.
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Case Functor cat Input cat Result cat
Class Outer Class jinputjS k Class Residual Unbounded
seq variable const argument
6 Const - Const  Const no no
7a GTRC yes Const  GTRC no no
7b GTRC no Const  Const no no
8a Const - GTRC > Const no no
8b Const - GTRC = Const no possible
 8c Const - GTRC < neither yes possible
9a GTRC yes GTRC > GTRC no no
9b GTRC yes GTRC = GTRC no possible
 9c GTRC yes GTRC < neither yes possible
9di GTRC no GTRC > GTRC no no
9dii GTRC no GTRC > Const no no
9e GTRC no GTRC = GTRC no no
 9 f GTRC no GTRC < neither yes possible
Table A.1: Combinatory Cases for CCG-GTRC
(ii) T spans no greater thanU (Tjam:::jam  j+1 = U):
T=(Tjam:::jam  j
q
:::ja2na1
am  j;0jam  j;p:::jam  j;1
) U0
|{z}
T
jU j :::jU1
| {z }
jam:::
j(U0jU j :::jU1jcp:::jc1)
| {z }
j
am  j=Fja(m  j;q):::ja(m  j;1)
dn:::jdk+1
| {z }
:::na1
jdk:::jd1
=) F ja(m  j;q):::ja(m  j;q  j p)jdk:::jd1 whereq j + p
Example:T=(Tn(S=NP)) Un(U=NP) =) S
e. The functor GTRC has no outer sequenceand jinputj= k (andk 1):
T=(Tjam:::ja2na1) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1
=) Tj(Tjam:::ja2na1jcp:::jc1            !
inner seq of GTRC
)jdk 1:::jd1
Example:T=(TnNP) U=(UnNP) =) T=(TnNPnNP)
f. The functor GTRC has no outer sequenceand jinputj< k (andk 2):
T=(Tjam:::ja2na1) U0jU1j(U0jU1jcp:::jc1)jdk 2:::jd1
=) TjU1
"
j(T
residual
jam:::ja2na1jU1jcp:::jc1    !
unbounded
)jdk 2:::jd1
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The three cases indicated by ‘’ in Table A.1 introduce categories that are neither Const nor
GTRC due to the residual variables. This is an unintended, accidental use of functional compo-
sition. The closure of the system must be maintained by excluding these cases by the following
condition:
(10) Closure Condition: The rule “x=y yjzk:::jz1 =) x=jzk:::jz1” (and analogously for the
other direction) must satisfy
yjzk:::jz1 k.
Note that the distinction between constant categories and GTRCs must be made. This condition
is particularly important for implementation since the residual variables can behave beyond our
imagination and the parser must be able to compute the length of a category distinctively for
constant categories and GTRCs.
Framework: CCG-GTRC
We define the most general form of CCG-GTRC0 as follows:
Definition 1 A CCG-GTRC0 is a five tuple(VN;VT ;S; f ;R) where
 VN is a finite set of nonterminals (atomic categories)
 VT is a finite set of terminals (lexical items, written as; :::;z)
 S is a distinguished member ofVN
 T is a countable set of variables6
 f is a function that maps elements ofVT to finite subsets of “Const[ LTRC”7
 R is a finite set of rule instances of Generalized Functional Composition observing Closure
Condition (i.e., those summarized in Table A.1 except for those with ‘’).
CCG-GTRC0 differs from CCG-Std in some crucial respects.
(11) a. The set of arguments is not bounded. Not only the inner sequence of GTRC is un-
bounded, but also an argument of a constant category can be unboundedly long.
6Each instance of GTRC must be assigned a new variable when the GTRC is instantiated at a particular string
position in order to avoid unintended variable binding.
7Our definition does not include the empty string in the domain off as in [Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1993] but unlike
[Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1994].
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b. Combinatory rules cannot be specified in a ‘finite’ manner as described in [Vijay-
Shanker and Weir, 1994].8 The reason is that both functor and input categories can
be unboundedly long unlike CCG-Std.
From both complexity and parsing points of view, this situation seems to require more ‘power’
to deal with. The conjecture is that this grammar is not equivalent to CCG-Std nor polynomially
parsable. What I will do in the following is to find a subclass of CCG-GTRC0 that still satisfies
the original motivation and can be proved weakly-equivalent to CCG-Std. We discuss the fol-
lowing three problems in turn: (i) the bound of the arguments of constant categories, (ii) mixed
directionality in GTRC inner sequence, and (iii) the behavior of GTRC outer sequences.
First, we want to apply the same techniques of CCG-Std to the “Const+Const” case. For this
purpose, the set of arguments must be bounded [Vijay-Shanker and Weir, 1994; Vijay-Shanker and
Weir, 1990]. Thus, we place a bound on the length of an argument.
(12) Bounded Argument Condition: Every argument except for the inner sequence of GTRC
must be bounded by the grammar.
Then, the rules indicated as ‘unbounded argument’ in Table A.1 must be restricted to those satis-
fying the condition while the inner sequence of GTRCs can grow without limit. We now have the
following property:
(13) The set of arguments of a constant category and the set of arguments of the inner and outer
sequences of a GTRC are all finite. We denote the set of all these arguments asArgs.
An alternative to the Bounded Argument Condition is to place a bound on the length of GTRC inner
sequence. But, then, we need to re-evaluate our assumption about the unbounded NP sequence and
the system degenerates to CCG-Std since every instance of GTRC can be represented as a constant.
The new subclass of CCG-GTRC0 is defined as follows:
Definition 2 CCG-GTRCbound arg is a subclass of CCG-GTRC where the Bounded Argument
Condition is observed.
The second problem is with the mixed directionality of the GTRC. For example, consider a
GTRCT=(T=am:::=a2na1) derived from “T=(Tna1)

Tn(T=a2) ::: Tn(T=am)

”. This
8This ‘finiteness’ corresponds to the instantiation of the input categories. The functor category of a combinatory rule
still needs a meta-variable since categories can grow without limit.
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may proceed with the following derivation: “T=(T=am:::=a2na1) c=am:::=a2na1jdk:::jd1”. Al-
though the input category,c=am:::=a2na1jdk:::jd1, seeks the argumentsa2; :::;am to its right, the
arguments are actually found on the left of the category. In addition, although the GTRCTn(T=am)
stands adjacent toc=am:::=a2na1jdk:::jd1, am is unboundedly-deep in the category
c=am:::=a2na1jdk:::jd1. In a sense, this difficulty corresponds to the mixture of non-order pre-
serving type raising and the unbounded version of generalized functional composition so that
T=(T=am) can combine withsjdk:::jd1=am:::=a2na1 (i.e., no limit onkmax). The current position is
to stipulate the following condition:
(14) Unidirectional GTRC Condition : The inner sequence of a GTRC must have the uniform
directionality as in:T =
n

T
n
=
am:::
n
=
a1

jbn:::jb1.
This condition is closely related to the linguistic aspect of long-distance ‘movement’ across the
functor. Our motivation does not depends on these phenomena. For example, the gapping con-
juncts of two underlined NPs in the English sentence, “John helped Mary, Bill, Rose.” might in-
volve
S=(SnNP=NP) from “S=(SnNP) (SnNP)n((SnNP)=NP)”. But I believe that such a case is
inherently bounded and does not require a GTRC involving variables. We define the following
subclass:
Definition 3 CCG-GTRCuni is a subclass of CCG-GTRCbound arg where the Unidirectional GTRC
Condition is observed. The third problem is related to ‘quasi-island’ condition exemplified as
follows:
(15) a. CCG-GTRC: S=A

Tn(T=A)=B B

=) S
b. CCG-GTRC: B S=A
S
Tn(T=A)nB =) 
c. CCG-Std: S=A

A=B B

=) S
d. CCG-Std: B (S=A AnB) =) S
With respect to the interaction with input categories of constant class, GTRCs behave like an island.
But we do not have a general way in CCG-Std proper toexactlycapture the effect. Our next step
is to exclude outer sequence from the GTRCs altogether.
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Definition 4 CCG-GTRCno outer is a subclass of CCG-GTRCuni where no GTRC has outer se-
quence.
This limits the instances of GTRCs to a finite set since the inner argument of a GTRC is ‘frozen’.
It can only act as its own.9 Although the expressiveness is greatly limited, it can still represent the
example we started with in addition to the coverage of CCG-Std.
These conditions may appear unnatural. But note that they are applied when the grammar is
constructed and do not change the way the grammar is used to recognize a string in CCG-GTRC.
Thus, they are legitimate way to ‘define’ subclasses of grammar. In the rest of this paper, we focus
on CCG-GTRCno outer and prove its weak equivalence to CCG-Std. The only relevant cases are
now (6), (7b), (8a;b), and (9dii ;e) where no outer sequence of GTRC is present.
A.2 Weak Equivalence of CCG-GTRC and CCG-Std
This section presents the proof of the equivalence of CCG-Std and CCG-GTRCno outer (CCG-
GTRC hereafter). LetGstd andGgtrc be the classes of CCG-Std and CCG-GTRC, respectively. A
grammar is represented byGindex where the subscript is optionally used to distinguish grammars.
The proposition to prove is the following:
Proposition 1 Ggtrc is weakly equivalent toGstd.
Since anyG2Gstd is alsoG2Ggtrc by definition, we only need to show that for eachGgtrc 2Ggtrc,
there is aGstd2Gstd such thatGgtrc andGstd generate the same language, i.e.,L(Ggtrc) = L(Gstd).
The proof is by the following lemma with the start category set toS.
Lemma 1 (Main Lemma) For anyGgtrc 2 Ggtrc, there is aGstd sim2 Gstd such that a terminal
stringw is generated by a constant categoryc in Ggtrc iff w is generated byc0 in Gstd sim wherec0
is the category inGstd sim corresponding toc in Ggtrc.
We constructGstd sim from Ggtrc so thatGstd sim simulates Ggtrc.10 The process starts by
translatingGgtrc to the base CCG-Std,Gstd baseas follows:
9The case (9dii) may result in decomposition of the inner argument in a restricted way. This will be treated as
Bounded GTRC in a later section.
10The word ‘simulation’ is also used to describe operations involved in the process.
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(16) a. Copy all the constant categories inGgtrc to Gstd base assigned to the same terminal
symbol.
b. For each LTRCT =
n

T
n
=
a

in Ggtrc, add an atomic categoryhai to the lexicon ofGstd base
assigned to the same terminal symbol.11 Note that the use of an atomic category is to
avoid decomposition of the inner argument. This is possible since the inner arguments
of GTRC never unifies with a target category and are never decomposed in the current
formulation.12
Then,Gstd baseis extended toGstd sim to simulateGgtrc. This situation is shown schematically as
follows:
(17) translation
Ggtrc  ! Gstd base
- # extension
simulation Gstd sim
Since CCG-GTRC extends the way CCG captures phenomena including unbounded, but restricted
‘permutation’, it is crucial to identify the properties of GTRCs and provide appropriate methods for
simulation. Once we have the right simulation, the equivalence can be shown by the set inclusion
for both directions by invoking the simulation as needed. Two simulation techniques, ‘wrapping’
and ‘bounded GTRC’, and the proof of both directions will be described in the following.
Wrapping
CCG-GTRC allows permutation, as observed in the following example:
11The directionality of LTRC can be captured by features such as ‘ le f t’ or ‘ right ’. We will ignore this aspect for
simplicity.
12This depends on the ‘no-outer sequence’ condition.
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(18) a: a b c
T=(TnA) T=(TnB) SnAnB
SnA
S
b: b a c (permutation)
T=(TnB) T=(TnA) SnAnB
SnB
S
First, we attempt to simulate such a permutation bywrappingthe arguments of a lexical category
[the idea has been around for a while, e.g., Bach, 1979; Dowty, 1979]. For example, ‘nA’ in SnAnB
can wrap across ‘nB’ with the result ofSnBnhAi. We use ‘hi’ to represent the wrapped argument
as an atomic category that will unify with the GTRC-translated category also represented in the
same way. This corresponds to the permutation of (18b) as follows:
(19) a: b a c (CCG-GTRC)
T=(TnB) T=(TnA) SnAnB
SnB
S
b: b a c (CCG-Std)
B hAi SnBnhAi
SnB
S
The above-mentioned technique of wrapping arguments only applies to local permutation within a
lexical category. But CCG-GTRC allows permutations across lexical categories, as seen below.
(20) T=(TnA) TnB SnAnT
SnAnB
SnB
Since we assume that GTRCs can compose without limit, there is no bound on the composition of
the input to GTRCs.
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(21) T=(TnAn:::nA2) TnA1 ::: TnAn 1nT SnAnnT
SnAnnAn 1nT
SnAn:::nA2nA1
SnA1
Then, we want to obtain a wrapped category likeSnA1nhAni :::nhA2i. This situation can be cap-
tured by using the technique ofargument passingas follows:13
(22) a. SnBnhAi (= TfnBg SnBnhAinTfnBg
Note: Since subscripts are frequently used for indexing the categories in this paper, the
features are placed as superscript.
b. SnA1nhAni :::nhA2i (=
TfnA1g

TfnA1gnhA2inTfnA1g +s

TfnA1gnhAn 1inTfnA1g SnA1nhAninTfnA1g

The arguments that are crossed by wrapping are placed as a feature on the target category and on
the first argument. They are then passed on to the category corresponding to a deeper position of
the composed category. As in the case of ‘hi’, we consider the category with passed arguments as
an atomic category. This also applies for the case where the canceled category is complex such as:
(S=A)f=Cg =B.
This simulation depends on the fact that the list of passed arguments is bounded. First, observe
(a) below. A particular argument can be crossed by any number of arguments by wrapping, which
is the source of unbounded permutation. On the other hand, an argument can cross only a finite
number of other arguments by wrapping, as seen in(b). This latter case is bounded bykmax of
functional composition.
(23) a. B T=(TnAn) +s T=(TnA1) S nAn:::nA1 jB
j
B hAni +s hA1i S jB nhAni :::nhA1i
13Argument passing is conceptually similar to the techniques found in grammar formalism and logic including:
SLASH feature of GPSG/HPSG [Gazdar et al., 1985; Pollard and Sag, 1994] and assume/discharge of natural deduction
[Hepple, 1990]. But it is finite and limited in its power.
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b. T=(TnA) S nA jBk:::jB1
j
hAi S jBk:::jB1 nhAi
Recall that the set of argumentsArgs is bounded. Thus, at any juncture of rule application, there
are only finitely many possibility of argument passing. We add all these cases to the lexicon.
To describe wrapping concisely, we introduce the following notation: Depending on how we
divide a category into the ‘function’ and the ‘arguments’, a categoryc= Fjam:::ja1 can be viewed
with different valencies, i.e.,c= fm
F
jam:::ja1,...,c= fi
Fjam:::jai+1
jai :::ja1;c= f1
Fjam:::ja2
ja1, c= f0
Fjam:::ja1
.
Let us refer tofi as thefunctional formsof c. The functional forms with every valency can then be
represented as follows:c= F jam:::ja1 = fiA i where 0 i m andA i = jai :::ja1.
The process of wrapping is now presented as follows:
(24) Wrapping : Consider functional forms of a lexical categoryc = F jam:::ja1 = fi [A i ja1]
whereA i = jai :::ja2 and ‘[ ]’ indicates the optionality. In casea1 is not null, consider all
the possible sequence of argumentsI= jdk:::jd1 (as passed arguments) wherejIj  kmax.
For a concatenation ofA iI (including jIj= 0), apply all the possible wrapping. Note the
use ofhaii to represent the wrapped argumentai . Optionally, designate the lastj  kmax
arguments asO , and place them as the feature onfi . The process can be abbreviated as
follows: fiA i ja1 f fOgi A 0i jafIg1 whereA0i is obtained by wrapping as described above and
the both categories are assigned to the same terminal. Categories with passed arguments
are considered atomic categories.
Categories including a wrapped argument and/or a passed argument, do not interact with constant
category until these features are canceled. For example, the following unintended cases all fail.
(25) a. D SnBnhDi =) 
b. C=(SnBnA) SnCnhAi =) 
c. SnB SnBnAnSfnBg =) 
The use of ‘hi’ avoids overgeneration of the following kind as well:
(26) a. S=C=A

A=B B

=) S=C (potential overgeneration)
b. S=C=hAi

hA=Bi B

=)  (implemented)
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Bounded GTRC
When GTRCs appear as input category, their instances are bounded, as shown in (13). Thus, we
can replace the variables with constants. For example, suppose that coordination is lexical, defined
for each instance of conjunct category, and the set of conjuncts is bounded. Coordination of non-
traditional constituents might need the conjunctive category like
S=(SnNPnNP)

=

S=(SnNPnNP)

n

S=(SnNPnNP)

. Then, we can deriveS=(SnNPnNP)
as “S=(SnNP) (SnNP)=(SnNPnNP)”. Both of the instances must be added to the lexicon
sinceGstd sim has no other way to represent this non-traditional constituency. Since we are moti-
vated to deal with unboundedly-long inner sequence of GTRC, we cannot apply this technique to
(9e). Wrapping has been introduced for this purpose. The procedure of adding GTRC instances is
described as follows:
(27) Bounded GTRC:
(8a): Suppose that the whole GTRCT =
n

T
n
=
am:::
n
=
a1

unifies with some argument of a cat-
egory, i.e., a member of the set of argumentsArg in Ggtrc. The GTRC must be derived
uniquely from a sequence of LTRCs,Tm=(Tmnam) ; :::;T1=(T1na1) or
T1n(T1=a1) ; :::;Tmn(Tm=am), depending on the directionality (cf.Lemma 3).14 Add
the ground instances of the LTRCs to the lexicon ofGstd sim.
(8b): Since we have set a bound on the instances on

bn
=
cm:::
n
=
c1

, add the LTRCs that derives
b=
n

bn
=
cm:::
n
=
c1

.
(9dii): The only possibility is the following:
“ T=(Tna) U|{z}
T
j(Ujcp:::jc1)| {z }
a=Fjam:::ja1
! Fjam:::jam pjdk:::jd1”. The functor category must be
an LTRC and the instances ofa is bounded. We add those instances in the lexicon.
Proof: L(Ggtrc) L(Gstd sim)
Now the simulation is established for the given CCG-GTRC. The proof of the direction fromGgtrc
to Gstd sim is by induction on the heighth of a derivation inGgtrc. The primary recursion (for
both directions) deals only with constant categories (of CCG-GTRC) since we are concerned with
14This can be proved by induction on the length of the inner sequence.
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derivations of a constant category,S in particular. The current direction also involves GTRCs as
the source derivation and these are handled byLemma 3 and wrapping handled byLemma 4
introduced below. The latter lemma sets a mutually-recursive situation with this direction of the
main lemma (Lemma 2).
Lemma 2 The directionL(Ggtrc) L(Gstd sim) of the Main Lemma.
Base case(h= 0): c is a lexical category. Then,c is also inGstd sim assigned to the same terminal
symbol.
Induction hypothesis(IH2): The lemma holds for allh0  h 1.
Induction step (h 1): We only consider the following relevant cases where the result category
is Const.
(28) a. (Const+Const, 6) The same derivation is available inGstd sim. For the left and right
categories, which are constant categories of smaller height, apply the induction hypoth-
esis (IH2). The pair of strings obtained by the application of the induction hypothesis
in the same order can be concatenated to provide the desired string inGstd sim.
b. (GTRC+Const, 7b) T=(Tnam:::na1) c
q
c0jcm:::jc1
jdk:::jd1 =) c0jdk:::jd1
This case requires the simulation. Note thatc is unbounded.Lemma 4 provides us
the wrapped formc0jdk:::jd1nam:::na1 from c0nam:::na1jdk:::jd1. Lemma 3 shows that
there is a sequence of categories with the corresponding string that can combine with
c0jdk:::jd1nam:::na1 in the same order with the same string. Thus, after applying each
category of the sequence to the wrapped category, we have the desired resultc0jdk:::jd1
with the same string.
c. (Const+GTRC, 8a) a=b Tj(Tjcm:::jc1) =) a
Since the GTRC is bounded, we have the corresponding category inGstd sim by (27).
The rest is similar to the previous case.
d. (Const+GTRC, 8b) a=b Tj(Tjcm:::jc1) =) aj(bjcm:::jc1)
Since the GTRC is bounded by the stipulated Bounded Argument Condition, we have
the corresponding category inGstd sim by (27). The rest is similar to(a).
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e. (GTRC+GTRC, 9dii) T=(Tn a
q
a0jap:::ja1
) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1) =) a0
Sincea is bounded, the process is similar to the previous case.

Lemma 3 If the derivation ofT=(Tnam:::na1) from the stringw can combine withxnam:::na1 in
Ggtrc, hami ; :::;ha1i that is associated with the same terminal string can combines withxnym:::ny1
for somex in Gstd sim whereyi may beai or haii.
Proof: By induction on the heighth of derivation.15
Base case(h = 0): The category must be an LTRC,T=(Tna). Thus, there ishai anda assigned
to the same terminal inGstd sim by the simulation. Then, eitherhai or a can combine withxna or
xnhai as desired.
Induction hypothesis: The lemma holds forh0  h 1.
Induction step (h  1): The GTRC T=(Tnam:::na1) must be derived as
“T=(Tnam:::nai+1) U=(Unai :::na1)! T=(Tnam:::na1)” for some i (9e). Apply the induction
hypothesis to the input category. Then, we have a sequence ofhaii ; :::;ha1i, which generates the
same string asU=(Unai :::na1). Since each ofhaii has the correspondingai , the sequence can ap-
ply to x0nyi :::ny1 in series to derive somex0 = xnym:::nyi+1 in Gstd sim. Next, apply the induction
hypothesis to the functor category andxnym:::nyi+1 to obtainx in Gstd sim from the same string as
desired.

Lemma 4 Consider a categorycjam:::ja1jdk:::jd1 derivable inGgtrc wherek kmax andm 0. If
this category combines with a GTRC T=(Tnam:::na1) to reduce to
“T=(Tnam:::na1) cnam:::na1jdk:::jd1 =) cjdk:::jd1”, then there is a category
cjdk:::jd1nym:::ny1 in Gstd sim whereyi is eitherai or haii, which generates the same terminal
string ascnam:::na1jdk:::jd1 in Ggtrc.
The proof is by the following lemma that is a more general version.
15Induction on the length of the inner sequence also works for this case.
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Lemma 5 Consider a categoryx := cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je in Ggtrc wherek 1, k kmax, m 0,
‘ je’ may be nil. c and e may be associated with passed arguments as a feature.
If “ T=(Tnam:::na1) cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je =) cjdk 1:::jd1je”, there is a category
y := cfOg jbj :::jb1nhami :::nha1i jefIg in Gstd sim where j  kmax, m 0, O andI are sequences
of arguments shorter thankmax (possibly nil) such thaty derives the same terminal string asx.
Proof: By induction on the heighth of derivation.
Base case (h = 0): cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je is a lexical category. By (24), there is
cjdk 1:::jd1nhami :::nha1i je in Gstd sim which is associated with the same terminal.
Induction hypothesis: The lemma holds forh0  h 1.
Induction step (h 1): Consider the following cases:
(29) a. Reduction:cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je (= cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jdp+1= f f jdp:::jd1je
By induction hypothesis, cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jdp+1= f has the corresponding
cjdk 1:::jdp+1jdp:::jd1nhami :::nha1i= ffjdp:::jd1g which generates the same string, and
f jdp:::jd1=e has the correspondingffjdp:::jd1gje which generates the same string. This
case may involve a GTRC as the input category (p= 0). But such a case is limited to a
bounded form. We can thus consider the bounded instances as if they are constants.
b. Reduction:cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je (= cnam:::nai+1= f fnai :::na1jdk 1:::jd1je
By induction hypothesis,cnam:::nai+1= f hascjdk 1:::jd1nhami :::nhai+1i= f fjdk 1:::jd1g,
and fnhaii :::nha1i jdk 1:::jd1=ehas f fjdk 1:::jd1gnai :::na1je.
c. Reduction:cnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je (= c= f fnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1je
By induction hypothesis,fnam:::na1jdk 1:::jd1=e has f jdk 1:::jd1nhami :::nha1i je. By
the induction hypothesis of the main lemma (IH2) there is a constant category that
generates the same string asc= f .

Proof: L(Ggtrc) L(Gstd sim)
We will use the following classification for the categories inGstd sim.
(30) a. Const2: Categories translated from Const ofGgtrc. Exclusive of the following.
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b. GTRC: Categories translated from GTRC ofGgtrc. Represented ashxi.
c. Wrap: Categories obtained by Wrapping. They may include wrapped argument repre-
sented ashxi and/or passed argumentfPg.
d. BGTRC: Categories obtained by Bounded GTRC.
Note that ‘Const2’ in this classification stands in relation to ‘Const’ inGgtrc and that all the cate-
gories inGstd sim areconstant. We will drop the subscript on Const2 where no confusion arises.
The proof is by induction on the heightof a derivation inGstd sim. The primary recursion is
on Const and we introduceLemma 7 to have a mutually-recursive situation on wrapped categories.
Lemma 6 The directionL(Ggtrc) L(Gstd sim) of the Main Lemma.
Base case(h = 0): By the definition of Const2 above, there is a corresponding constant lexical
category with the same terminal string inGgtrc.
Induction hypothesis(IH6): The lemma holds forh0  h 1.
Induction step (h 1): We consider the following cases that result in Const.
(31) a. Const+Const: Apply the induction hypothesis (IH6) to the functor and input categories.
Then, the same strings can be generated from the corresponding categories inGgtrc.
Since we can apply the same rule inGgtrc, we generates the same string from the same
category.
b. Const+BGTRC, BGTRC+Const, and BGTRC+BGTRC: By the simulation, any
bounded instance of GTRC inGstd sim has the corresponding GTRC inGgtrc. Apply
IH6 to the Const. Then, this case has the corresponding derivation. Note that there is
no formal distinction between BGTRC and Const. Thus, there may be ambiguous case
where a single derivation may need be considered for both cases, where only one of
them may apply.
c. Const+Wrap, Wrap+Const, Wrap+BGTRC, BGTRC+Wrap: These cases do not ap-
ply. Regardless of the position of the indication of wrapping (eitherhxi or passed ar-
gument), either they fail to unify with the other category or would remain in the result
category.
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d. GTRC+<any class>, BGTRC+GTRC, Const+GTRC: Not applicable.
GTRC-translated categoryhxi can only combine with the identical argument of a wrapped
category.
e. Wrap+Wrap: The only applicable case is the following: “a=bfPg bfPgC =) aC ”
(other instances of wrapping are not applicable for the same reason as (3)). Apply
Lemma 7 to both categories.
f. Wrap+GTRC: The rule application takes the form: “a=hbi hbi =) a”. By the
simulation, the same string can be generated by the corresponding categories inGgtrc.

For the case where the result category is Wrap, consider the following lemma.
Lemma 7 For a wrapped categoryc in Gstd sim, there is a constant categoryc0 in Ggtrc that gener-
ates the same terminal string.
Proof: By induction on the heighth of derivation.
Base case(h = 0): c is a lexical category inGstd sim. There must be a categoryc0 in Ggtrc by
wrapping (24).
Induction hypothesis: The lemma holds forh0  h 1.
Induction step (h 1):
(32) a. Wrap+Wrap: The derivation takes the form:
“ f fOgA =bfPg bfPgC jdfIg =) f fOgA C jdfIg”. Either O or I is non-nil. Apply
the induction hypothesis to both categories. We have the correspondingfOA 0=b and
bPC 0jd whereA 0 andC 0 are the result of removingP andI from A andC , respectively.
They can derive: “fOA 0=b bPC 0jd =) fOA 0PC 0jd = fOA C 0jd”.
b. Const+Wrap, Wrap+Const: Apply IH6 to Const and the induction hypothesis to Wrap.
The rest is similar to the above.
c. No other case can result in Wrap.

Example of Simulation
Example 1 English heavy NP-shift
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“John gave the book to Mary.”
“[John gave to Mary]the book which ....”
fgtrc =
8<
: (john;NP) ;

john;T =
n

T
n
=
NP

;(the book;NP) ;

the book;T =
n

T
n
=
NP

;
(to mary;PP) ;(to mary;Tn(T=PP)) ;(gave;SnNP=PP=NP) ; :::
9=
;
f basestd =
8<
: replace the GTRCs with(john;hNPi) ;(the book;hNPi) ;(to mary;hPPi) ;the rest is the same
9=
;
f simstd =
8<
: add the following to the above(gave;SnNP=NP=hPPi) ;(gave;S=NPnhNPi=hPPi) ; :::
9=
;
John gave to Mary the book which ....
hNPi S=NPnhNPi=hPPi hPPi NP
S=NPnhNPi
S=NP
Example 2 Japanese long-distance extraction
“Mary-nom John-nom Mary-acc helped-comp thought.”
“Mary-acc [Mary-nom John-nom helped-comp thought].”
fgtrc =
8>>>><
>>>>>:
(john-nom;NPnom) ;(mary-nom;NPnom) ;(john-acc;NPacc) ;(mary-acc;NPacc) ;
(john-nom;T=(TnNPnom)) ;(mary-nom;T=(TnNPnom)) ;
(john-acc;T=(TnNPacc)) ;(mary-acc;T=(TnNPacc)) ;
(helped;SnNPnomnNPacc) ;(comp;S0nS) ;(thought;SnNPnomnS0) ; :::
9>>>>=
>>>>>;
f basestd =
8>><
>>:
replace the GTRCs with(john-nom;hNPnomi) ;(mary-nom;hNPnomi) ;
(john-acc;hNPnomi) ;(mary-acc;hNPnomi) ;
the rest is the same
9>>=
>>;
f simstd =
8>>>>><
>>>>>>:
add the following to the above
(helped;SnNPaccnhNPnomi) ;
 
helped;SfnNPaccgnhNPnomi

; 
comp;S0fnNPnomgnSfnNPnomg ; 
thought;SnNPnomnNPaccnS0fNPaccg

; 
thought;SnNPaccnhNPnominS0fNPaccg

; :::
9>>>>>=
>>>>>;
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Mary-acc Mary-nom John-nom helped -comp thought
NPacc hNPnomi hNPnomi SfnNPaccgnhNPnomi S0fNPaccgnSfNPaccg SnNPaccnhNPnominS0fNPaccg
SnNPnomnhNPnominSfNPaccg
SnNPaccnhNPnominhNPnomi
A.3 Worst-Case Polynomial Recognition Algorithm
This section presents a worst-case polynomial recognition algorithm for a subclass of CCG-GTRC
(Poly-GTRC) by extending the polynomial algorithm of Vijay-Shanker and Weir [1990] for CCG-
Std (Poly-Std). We will observe below that the crucial property of CCG-Std employed by Poly-Std
can be extended to the subclass of CCG-GTRC with an additional condition. Let us start with a
brief review of the intuition behind Poly-Std and then move on to Poly-GTRC. Note that Poly-
Std has the second stage of structure building but we concentrate on the more critical part of
recognition.
Polynomial Algorithm for CCG-Std
First, observe the following properties of CCG categories:
(33) a. The length of a category in a cell can grow proportionally to the input size.
b. The number of categories in a cell may grow exponentially to the input size.
For example, consider a lexiconf = f(a;S=NP=S) ; (a;S=PP=S)g. Then, for the input “a::::a
  !
n
”,
the top CKY-cell includes 2n combinations of categories likeS
n
=NP
=PP
o
:::
n
=NP
=PP
o
          !
n
=Sderived by func-
tional composition. Thus, we have exponential worst-case performance with respect to the input
size.
The idea behind Poly-Std is to store categories as if they were some kind of linked list. Infor-
mally, a long category Fjan:::ja2ja1 is stored as
‘F this portion islinked in a cell [p;q] with indexja2 ja1’. A crucial point here is that the in-
stances of target categoryF and argumentsa2 anda1 are bounded. We will come back to this
point in the next subsection. The pair[p;q] can be represented as an2 matrix. Thus, by setting up
n2 subcells in each CKY-table cell, we can represent a category in a finite manner.
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The effectiveness of such a representation comes from the fact that CCG rule application does
not depend on the entire category. Namely, in order to verify “Fjan:::ja2| {z }
F
ja1 b0jbk:::jb1 =)
Fjan:::ja2| {z }
F
jbk:::jb1”, the sequence marked by ‘F’ does not need to be examined. Thus, for the
functor category, we only need to checkF anda1 available in the current cell. In addition, since
b0 must be unified with a boundeda1, andk is also bounded bykmax, the entire input category is
bounded and thus can be stored in the current cell. Therefore, the proposed representation does
not slow down this type of process. When the result category exceeds a certain limit, we leave the
excessive portion right in the original cell and set up a link to it.
One complication is that when an argument (e.g.,a1 in the above example) is canceled, we
may have to restore a portion of the category from the linked cell (as the ‘index’ for the cell is
required). We need to scan the linked cells and find the categories with the same index fromn2
subcells. Even though there may be multiple such categories, all of them can be restored in one of
n2 subcells associated with the result category. This case dominates the computational complexity
but can be done inO
 
n4

. Since this is insidei; j;k of CKY-style loop, the overall complexity is
O
 
n7

, which can be improved toO
 
n6

by rearranging the loops. The following is an informal
description of the algorithm:
(34) Poly-Std algorithm:
a. Initialize: set up lexical categories
b. Main loop: for 1 i < j  n,
for i  k< j, apply rule schemata as follows:
Conditions Case Intuition
jresultj Link info
< limit none No link Fjan:::ja1
< limit available Pass link info F jai :::ja1 ! F jai :::ja1
 limit either Set up a new link F jan:::jai +1
#
jai :::ja1
= 0 available Restore the linked info jai :::ja1
F
#
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Polynomial Algorithm for CCG-GTRC
We first note that there are cases where a crucial property of CCG-Std cannot be maintained in
CCG-GTRC. The property is that arguments of derived categories are bounded. Although there
might be a polynomial algorithm for CCG-GTRC that does not depend on this property, we pursue
a straightforward extension of Poly-Std with an additional condition on the rules.16 In the rest
of this section, we will concentrate on the subclass of CCG-GTRC constrained by the Bounded
Argument Condition.
Poly-GTRC is an extension to Poly-Std. The basic organization of the algorithm is analogous
to Poly-Std. We use the samen2n2 CKY-style table and a similar representation for constant
categories. But we need to deal with GTRCs in polynomial time as well. First, let us examine two
representative cases of rule applications since this reveals the necessary conditions for polynomial
parsing.
The inner sequence of GTRC can grow as a result of Case (9e) , “GTRC+GTRC”, repeated
below:
(35) T=
"
(Tjam:::ja2na1) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1 =) Tj(Tjam:::ja1jcp:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1
(k 1)
The only information needed to determine if the rule is applicable is the directionality of the slash
indicated by ‘"’. Thus, we do not actually need to know the inner sequence of the functor or
input categories. The inner sequence of the result GTRC can thus be represented as two links
to the functor and input categories. This link information virtually encodes a kind of grammar
for deriving the inner sequence and is thus considered an application of structure sharing [Billot
and Lang, 1989; Dymetman, 1997]. The outer sequence can be represented in a way similar to
the argument of constant category. Although there may be exponentially-many GTRCs associated
with each CKY cell, the number of cell entries is bounded by the link destinations of the inner
sequence and the finite representation for the outer sequence.
Next, consider Case (7b), “GTRC+Const”. We need to show that the unification process of
the underlined portions can be done in polynomial time. As the first approximation, consider this
16The length of the argument is still bounded byO(n) in CCG-GTRC since the only source of unboundedness is
GTRC inner sequences. If every argument can be represented in some finite manner with link information similar to the
one used for the Poly-Std, polynomial recognition might be possible.
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process as an iteration of (backward) functional application of the form “ai c0jcm:::jci ” for i = 1
to m whereai andci are canceled. But recall that in general, we only store a finite portion of
both the functor and the input categories in the current cell and the remaining information must
be restored through the links. The restoration of the information could cost exponential time since
there may be multiple links to lower locations at any point. Therefore it is crucial that we proceed
from i = 1 tomso that no enumeration of all the instances ofci ; :::;c1 andai ; :::;a1 in (7) is actually
generated. The traversal of the link fromc1 anda1 may introduce sets of categoriesCi andAi for
each position ofi  2, as schematically shown below.
(36) Cm +s C2 fc1g
l l    l
Am +s A2 fa1g
Note that each setCi andAi are bounded. This is the crucial point we needed the Bounded Argu-
ment Condition. Now, suppose that an element inCi is canceled with some elements inAi . We can
proceed to the next setCi+1 where the elements inCi+1 are obtained by traversing the links from
the canceled elements inCi . Notice that the recovery process may encounter GTRCs as a part of
derivation. There are three such cases: (i) (7b): GTRCs can be ignored since they do not affect
the recovery process, (ii) (8a), (9a): GTRCs are bounded, and (iii) (9dii): process shifts to GTRC
recovery shown below.
Once we move fromCi to Ci+1, the history of cancellation can be forgotten, as in the case
of iterative functional application in Poly-Std. Thus, even though we have potentially exponen-
tial instances ofci ; :::;c1, the traversal of this side can be done step-by-step without suffering the
exponential effect.
The traversal ofAi ’s is more challenging. The availability ofai for cancellation with someci
depends on the history of the cancellation ofai 1; :::;a1. Actually, it depends on thetree struc-
ture exactly encoded by the structure sharing technique. The ‘GTRC recovery algorithm’ will be
introduced below to handle this situation in polynomial time.
The other cases are variation of the previous one. The “Const+Const” case can be processed
as in Poly-Std. Next, consider the “GTRC+ onst” case.
(37) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 cjdk:::jd1 =) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2jdk:::jd1
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This case can actually be handled in a way similar to the “Const+Const” case. The only point is
that the representation of GTRC must be bounded to avoid exponential combination ofai ’s. We
will come back to the representation of GTRC below.
The “Const+GTRC” cases are simpler.
(38) a. a=b Tj(Tjcm:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+1jdk:::jd1 =) ajdk:::jd1
b. a=b Tj(Tjcm:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1 =) aj(bjcm:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1 (k 1)
We need to recover the contents of the GTRC in both cases. The GTRC in (38a) is bounded since
categoryb in the functor category is bounded. The one in (38b) is bounded bykmax (for jdk 1:::jd1)
and the Bounded Argument Condition (forbjcm:::jc1). Thus, the recovery process for both cases
are bounded.
Recall the following cases for “GTRC+GTRC”:
(39) a. Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+1jdk:::jd1
=) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2jdk:::jd1
b. Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2=b1 Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1
=) Tj(Tjam:::ja1) jbn:::jb2j(b1jcp:::jc1)jdk 1:::jd1 (k 1)
di. T=(Tjam:::ja2na1) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+m+1| {z }
T
jdk+m:::jdk+1| {z }
jam:::na1
jdk:::jd1
=) Uj(Ujcp:::jc1)jdn:::jdk+m+1jdk:::jd1
dii. T=(Tjam:::jam  j
q
:::ja2na1
am  j;0jam  j;p:::jam  j;1
) U0|{z}
T
jU j :::jU1| {z }
jam:::
j(U0jU j :::jU1jcp:::jc1)| {z } j
am  j=Fja(m  j;q):::ja(m  j;1)
dn:::jdk+1| {z }
:::na1
jdk:::jd1
=) F ja(m  j;q):::ja(m  j;q  j p)jdk:::jd1 whereq j + p
The cases(a) and(b) are analogous to (38a) and (38b). For the case(di), we start comparing the
outer sequence of the input category and the inner sequence of the functor category. The outer
sequence of the input category can be treated as if it were the arguments of a constant category.
SinceT spans greater thanU, the entire inner sequence of the functor category must be exhausted
by comparing with the outer sequence of the input category. The result category can be obtained
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Initialization :
 Create ann2 GTRC recovery table,R
Table setup(Stage 1):
 For each cell (top-down) O n2
 For each entry (depending on the midpoint) O(n)
 Restore the derivation info from CKY table
and store the children in the appropriate cellsO
 
n2

Recovery(Stage 2):
 For each cell in the bottom row (right-to-left) O(n)
 For each entry O(n)
 If there is a matching category in the target category set
 Mark the current entry as ‘success’
Otherwise
 Mark the current entry as ‘fail’
 Do status percolation
Status percolation(subprocedure):
 For each cell (bottom-up) O n2
 For each entry O(n)
 For each parent O n2
 If the parent is marked as ‘fail’
 Mark the current entry as ‘fail’
Otherwise
 If the current entry is the right branchandmarked as ‘fail’
andall the right branch siblings are marked as ‘fail,
 Mark the parent as ‘fail’
 If the current entry is the left branchandmarked as ‘success’
 Mark the parent as ‘success’
Figure A.1: GTRC Recovery Algorithm
from the remaining part of the inner sequence of the input category with the remaining sequence
“ jdk:::jd1”.
The case(dii ) is slightly different from the previous one in that the inner sequence of the
functor category is excessive. We need a process of comparing the inner sequences of the functor
and the input categories. Two GTRC recovery processes must be run in parallel.
Through the examination, we conclude that the polynomial parsability of CCG-GTRC depends
on recovery of GTRCs. We present the polynomial GTRC recovery algorithm in Figure A.1. An
example of GTRC recovery is given in Appendix B of Komagata [1997b].
The GTRC recovery algorithm takes advantage of the encoded shared structure, and utilizes an
additionaln2 GTRC recovery table to restore possibly ambiguous GTRC derivations in polynomial
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time. The first stage (table setup) is to represent the derivational structure available in the CKY
table in a slightly different way. Suppose the following partial CKY table starting from a GTRC in
question (here ‘I’ and ‘J’ indicate the direction of combination):
(40) Partial CKY table:
5 T=(T:::nA:::nB)
[1;2]I[3;5]
4
3 T=(T=C:::nB)
[3;3]J[4;5]
2 T=(TnA)[1;1]I[2;2] Tn(T=C)[4;4]J[5;5]
1 T=(TnA)=D D T=(TnB) E Tn(T=C)nE
1 2 3 4 5
T=(T:::nA:::nB)[1;2]I[3;5] represents the derivation
“T=(TnA)[1;1]I[2;2] T=(T=C:::nB)[3;3]J[4;5] =) T=(T:::nA:::nB)” at the designated string po-
sitions. Only the last argument of the link is stored in the current cell to avoid exponential number
of entries. A GTRC recovery table can be used to store the same derivational structure with the
bottom row corresponding tothe order of the inner sequenceof the GTRC rather than the string
position. This is the order to process the inner sequence forCi-Ai comparison shown in (36). Since
GTRC recovery process only concerns the inner sequence of the GTRCs, the recovery table may
have a dimension smaller than the corresponding portion of the CKY table, as seen in the following
example:
(41) GTRC recovery table:
3 T=(TnA:::nB)[1;1]I[2;3]
2 T=(T=CnB)[2;2]I[3;3]
1 T=(TnA) Tn(T=C) T=(TnB)
3 2 1
The categorial ambiguities originally aligned at string positions are now aligned in the order of
processing.
In the second stage (recovery stage), the comparison with the target categories is done while
the above-mentioned dependency among LTRCs in the bottom row is checked. The compari-
son proceeds from right to left in the bottom row. The decision on the cancellation of the argu-
ment under consideration,ai , depends on (i) if it is unifiable with some target category (inCi)
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and (ii) if the corresponding sequence to the right ofai was successfully canceled. This lat-
ter condition can be checked by observing the status of the first right branch from the current
position since all the processes up to that point must have been completed. For the later pro-
cessing (for the positions to the left), the success/failure status of the current category must also
be percolated to the relevant higher nodes (status percolation). Note that even though the algo-
rithm needs to checkall the right branch siblings, the number of the siblings is bounded by the
number of categories and directionalities. The total complexity turns out to be a rather daunting
O
 
n10

= O( n3
i; j;k
 n2
recovery
 n5
percolation
).
A.4 Progress Towards a Practical Parser for CCG-GTRC
This section investigates the performance of the experimental parser and demonstrates that it runs
polynomially in practice. For both the practical parser and the theoretical algorithm, we use CKY-
style parsing scheme [Aho and Ullman, 1972]. In addition to the use of CKY-table for recognition
of the start category, we associate semantic representation for each category and derive the seman-
tics in a single pass. We will focus on ‘category-only’ case for purely syntactic analyses but it
should be noted that the parser can derive semantics and is not just a recognizer. Discussion of
spurious ambiguity is included in Subsection 6.2.2.
We now look at the results of a pilot experiment done on Sun Ultra E4000 2x167MHz Ul-
traspacs with 320MB memory running SunOS 5.5.1. The program (100KB approx., about a half
is the grammar) was written in Sicstus Prolog Ver. 3 and CPU time was measured by Sicstus’
built-in predicate statistics. We parsed 22 contiguous sentences (6 paragraphs) in Japanese
in a section arbitrarily chosen from “Anata-no Byouin-no Kusuri (Your Hospital Drugs) 1996” by
Tadami Kumazawa and Ko-ichi Ushiro. The romanized sentences are partially-segmented to the
word level but the verb inflection and suffixes are considered a part of the word. The average
number of words in a sentence is 20 and the longest sentence contains 41 words. The sentences
are realistically difficult, and include complex clauses (relative and complement), coordination (up
to 4 conjuncts), nominal/verbal modifications (adjectives/adverbs), scrambling, and verb argument
dropping.
The parser is based on a CKY algorithm equipped with Karttunen’s equivalence check for
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spurious ambiguity elimination but without the worst-case polynomial algorithm introduced in the
previous section.17 LTRCs are assigned to words by lexical rules and GTRCs are restricted to
unidirectional forms. Coordination is handled by special trinomial rules [Steedman, 1996] with a
few categorial features added to limit the coordination involving multiple constituents only to the
left-branching structure. Verb argument dropping is handled by lexical rules that change the verb
valency. Morphological analysis is a complete substring match and the results are dynamically
‘asserted’ among the code. About 200 lexical entries are asserted after parsing the 22 sentences.
At the time of Komagata [1997a], morphological analysis takes about 0.2 seconds per word on
average and needs improvement.18 The output of a parse is an enumeration of the final result
categories associated with the features and the semantics, as seen below (Sentence 7).
(42) itumo 95mmHg o koeru baai_wa tiryou ga hituyoudesu.
always num(95mmHg) -ACC exceed in_case treatment [-NOM,-CONJv] necessary
Cat:
SS: s
PA: (in_case always((exceed num(95mmHg) $1)) (necessary treatment))
Cat:
SS: s
PA: always((in_case (exceed num(95mmHg) $2) (necessary treatment)))
CPU time: 280 ms Elapsed: 320 ms Words: 8 Solutions: 2
The unresolved pronoun is shown as ‘$n’ wheren2 N. The ambiguity regarding adverbial modi-
fication is left unresolved. The implementation has a simplified treatment of quantifiers and scope
ambiguity too is left unresolved.
We consider the following two cases: (i) category-only and (ii) category+semantics. As we
have discussed in the previous subsection, the application of equivalence check to the category-
only case not only eliminates spurious ambiguities but also provides a result without genuine am-
biguities.
Let us start with the analysis of the category-only case.19 This case corresponds to the situation
involving syntactic methods and also the polynomial algorithms introduced in the previous section.
The results are shown in Figures A.2 (linear scale) and A.3 (log scale). Both exponential (y =
17Earlier applications of a CKY-style algorithm to CCG parsing include [Pareschi and Steedman, 1987].
18Whitelock [1988] has worked on morpho-syntax of Japanese in categorial framework. Some recent work on mor-
phology includes [Hisamitsu and Nitta, 1994], [Tanaka et al., 1993].
19Category-only is the case also corresponding to the spurious ambiguity check of syntactic methods.
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0:19631:14n) and polynomial (y= 0:002n2:496) regression lines calculated by Microsoft Excel
are provided. Although it is often easier to fit either an exponential or a polynomial curve on a log-
scale graph, the data do not seem to be enough for such a conclusion. To see how the experiment
might extend to the case with words longer than 45 words, we parsed pseudo-long sentences. That
is, some of the test sentences are conjoined to form long sentences. Although these are semi-
fabricated data, most long sentences are in fact the results of coordination. Thus, natural data are
expected to behave similarly rather than differently from our pseudo-long sentences. The results
are shown in Figures A.4 and A.5. The polynomial curves (y= 0:0017n2:5616) seem to represent
the data better than the exponential curve (y= 0:43751:09n), especially on the log-scale graph.
Since the data is sparse, we do not attempt to obtain a significant statistic analysis for these and
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simply eye-fit the data. With these qualifications, we conclude that the performance appears no
worse thann3. The result also shows that categorial ambiguities still present in the parses are in
practice within this bound.
A few remarks are in order. We compared our results with the following experiment to see how
the figures stand. Tanaka and Ueki [1995] report that the LR-based syntactic analysis of a 19-word
sentence in Japanese took 3.240sec.20 The range of CPU times for our sentences with 19-23 words
is between 3 to 8sec (category-only case). The performance of our parser seems to be within a
comparable range.
Another point is that the effect of spurious ambiguity check is immediate. Without the check,
only the sentences with 10 or fewer words were parsed. Under this condition, the maximum
number of cell entries easily exceeds 300 for longer sentences, which resulted in out-of-space
errors. We thus confirmed that the exponential effect of spurious ambiguity is well controlled by
semantic equivalence check.
The above conclusion naturally remains qualified by the small scale of the experiment reported
here. But, the test sentences are reasonably representative and relatively challenging. They vary
in sentence length and complexity and span the space we may typically encounter. With addi-
tional data, it is reasonable to expect that the missing points will be filled and statistic significance
will be obtained. It is also reasonable to believe that the experiment with pseudo-long sentences
characterizes the kind of complexity that will be found in natural data.
Since one of the advantages of CCG parsers is the ability to derive semantics along with syn-
tactic structure, the results of the category+semantics case is of special interest.21 The situation
naturally looks quite different. The exponential regression linet = 0:06381:24n (Figures A.2
and A.3) seems to fit the data closely. In fact, the two longest sentences with 40 and 41 words
results in out-of-space errors. Since spurious ambiguities are eliminated by equivalence check and
categorial ambiguity is only polynomial, as shown in the category-only experiment, the exponen-
tial slow down is due exclusively to genuine ambiguity. Genuine ambiguity is a major problem
for our parser as it is for any parser. We noticed that the longest two sentences become parsable
if modifications across the top-level coordination are prohibited by assigning a special category to
20The word count is based on our criteria. Other details are ignored for now.
21The current implementationenumeratesthe derivations.
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the sentential conjunctive. This kind of technique improves the performance, usually without af-
fecting the completeness. But, of course, we need a more principled idea of how to deal with such
a case. The following example (adopted from Sentence 8) shows how easily genuine ambiguities
can grow:
(43) a. Modification ambiguities:
n-TOP adj
!
n1-GEN n2
2-way ambiguous
-NOM v-coord,adv1
!
adv2
!
v1-COMP-TOO v2
3-way ambiguous
b. Coordination ambiguities:
n-TOP adj n-GEN n-NOM v-coord, adv adv v-COMP-TOO v
Each case involves adjective modification ambiguity (2 cases each).
n-TOP adj n-GEN n-NOM v-coord, adv adv v-COMP-TOO v
Each case involves both adjective and adverb modification ambiguities (23 cases
each).
c. Total ambiguities: 22+(23)2= 16
The worst case (Sentence 4) resulted in 96 parses. Since semantics is not considered by Poly-
GTRC, Poly-GTRC does not affect the above situation.
A.5 Conclusion
Through the investigation of CCG-GTRC in detail, a subclass of CCG-GTRC is shown to be
equivalent to CCG-Std. This is done by way of simulating unbounded, but restricted ‘permuta-
tions’ of CCG-GTRC by lexical wrapping and argument-passing across categories. This contrasts
with the formalisms involving ‘doubly’-unbounded scrambling, which are strictly more powerful
than CCG-Std. Thus, CCG-GTRC can be used in place of CCG-Std to account for non-traditional
constituents including the ones shown in the introduction without proliferation of type-raised cat-
egories with the same computational properties.
The most restrictive condition for the choice of the studied subclass seems to be ‘no outer
sequence’. This is also associated with the limitation that the instances of GTRCs are finite. Natu-
rally, we wantT =
n

T
n
=
PP

=NP for English prepositions andT=(TnNP)nNP for Japanese parti-
cles and to derive categories freely. Inclusion of outer sequence seems to increase the power since
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that class cannot be simulated by CCG-Std due to the fact that CCG-Std cannot simulate certain
‘island’-like behavior of GTRCs. But, in practice, CCG-Std calls for additional mechanism such as
conditions on rule application for various linguistic reasons. These conditions cannot be in general
expressed in CCG-Std proper either. We are thus at the borderline of LTAG-equivalence. To find
out where exactly we are is another question we want to ask.
We have also shown that the extension of CCGs including GTRCs can be parsed polynomially
in theory and in practice, with some qualifications and conditions. These polynomial results sup-
port the proposed grammar that can describe non-traditional constituency widely observed across
languages, without resorting to a special mechanism for each case. We expect that the grammar is
also useful for practical applications.
The practical and the theoretical polynomial results are due to distinct factors. The former
comes from a practical bound on the number of cell entries and spurious ambiguity elimination.
The latter (for both Poly-Std and Poly-GTRC) is achieved by efficiently representing and process-
ing the potentially exponentially-many entries in a cell. This is possible even with the presence
of spurious/genuine ambiguities. But what the polynomial algorithms do is eliminate a possibility
that rarely occurs in practice. The additional cost for Poly-Std/GTRC of managingn2 subcells and
links to cover all the cases of exponential factors including spurious/genuine ambiguities is thus
considered overkill for the practical case. Although it may be possible to add spurious ambiguity
check to Poly-Std/GTRC, we are better off with a simple CKY-style parser with equivalence check,
without the overhead of the Poly-Std/GTRC.
For practical applications of the parser, though, we have an agendum for future research. A
larger-scale experiment is necessary to obtain statistical significance for varying domains. We
may want to consider potentially faster algorithms. For example, GLR-style algorithm may be
extended to the proposed case. The most critical problem remains to be that of genuine ambiguity.
We may explore a more compact representation of the derived semantics, e.g. polynomial shared
structure algorithm of D¨orre [1997].22 Alternatively, we may try to disambiguate early during
the recognition stage by a probabilistic method or contextual information (e.g., use of information
structure). We expect that these techniques will be applicable to the presented parser and will
22Applicability of this technique to our parser needs to be carefully examined because semantic equivalence check
will be required to traverse the shared structures. It is not clear if the traversal can be done in polynomial time. This
concern is shared by the situation of applying structure sharing technique to conceptual dependency [Br¨oker et al.,
1994]. Other reports on shared structure on semantic representation include [Nagao, 1994] and [Schiehlen, 1996].
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improve the performance to a really practical level.
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